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ADDRESS
TO THE ANTHROPOLOGICAL SOCIETY,

TOIVN HALL, BOMBAY,

25th September 1912,

The first Hindu gentleman who ventured to make some

serious study of Mazdaism, was R^j^r&m R&makrishna

Bhdigavat, St. Xavier’s College, Esplanade, Bombay, 1904.

.And in this study he was assisted by Mr. K. R. Cama, the

famous Parsi septuagenarian of those times.

I believe I now come next to him ; and assisted 4oo

in my turn by Parsi gentlemen of generous instincts, but

whose names 1 am forbidden to announce.

If the name of the first Hindu gentleman was Bh^ga-

vat, here I stand, a BhAgavat myself in religion, i.e.,

Vaishnava in other words. Hence the paper that is to be

read is entitled Mazdaism in the Light of Vishnuism,—

a

parallel.

The large field of Zoroastrianism has, as usual with the

enterprising instincts of Europeans, been explored by such

persons as Anquetil du Perron, Spiegel, Westergaard, Bur-

nouf, Darmesteter, Casartelli, Haug, Mills, Jackson, Justi,

Tiele etc. But the West labours under serious disadvantages

which do not exist in India. Except Nairyosangh, how-

ever, no Parsi, so far as I know, took seriously to Samskrit

studies; and 1 know of no Hindu who ever gave heed to Zand.

Thi^s deplorable. A reliving feature however has appeared



in these days. Here is our venerable Mr. Jivanji Jamesh-

edji Modi, Hony : Secy : of the Anthropological Society

and Secretary of the Parsi Panchayat Fiinds and Properties,

assisted by the venerable Persian scholar Ervad Sheriarji

Dadabhai Bharucha, bringing out all.Neryosangh’s Sams-

krit versions of Avestan literature. But I may here note

that this Samskrit will as little be understood by Jiindu

S4strins, as one could understand the spirit of Zoroaster by

reading the Western English translations found in the

Sacred Books of the East Series. It is high time therefore

for both Parsi and Hindu scholars to put their heads to-

gether and conduct well-planned campaigns into the un-

known and mysterious regions of Zaroastrianism.

If you already do not know it, I beg to bring to your

notice that there is a Government of India Samskrit Scholar,

now completing his Samskrit Course in Germany, one of

your own community, the son of Mr. Jehanghir Soral>ji

Tarapvirvala, now living at V^ersova, a Bombay suburb.

Let me -express the hope that he may turn out to be our

next Neryosangh. .Lest bis services, on returning to India,

be pre-engaged by other bodies, I strongly commend, him to

the notice of the Parsi Panchayat so that he may not be

lost .sight of. Nor must I omit to mention here other gentle-

men of the Parsi community, Messrs. vS. D. Bharucha,

Fatidun K. Dadachanji, S. K. Hodivala, R. N. Munshi, and

probably others, who are doing a great service to their com-

munity by their comparative study of the Gathas along with

other religious literatures.

These preliqwnaries over^ 1 have now to j ustify my paper

l^efore tap anthropological Society.

Aaihmpa\0gf 'is to be ^^the science man jand
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mankind, including the study of man’s place in ^natuiie,,that

is of the measure of his agreement with and divea:gence

from other animals ; of his physical structute and psycho-

logical nature, together with the extent to which these act

and react on each other ; of the various tribes of men, de-

termining how these may have bean produced or modified

by external conditions, and Consequently taking account

also of the advance or retrogression of the human race/ If

such then is the province of anthropology, my paper pur-

porting to show some parallels between that section of man-

kind known as the Mazda-yasnians, and that section known

as the Vishnii-yajnians, or Vaishnavas,—belonging as they do

both to the same Aryan racial stem—more than falls within

the p irview of that science, viz., anthropology. 1 advisedly

say^. more than falls: inasmuch as the parallels which I

purport instituting transcends even the plane of psychology,

forasmuch as they pertain to the highest spiritual interests

and aspirations of all mankind—the meta-physical plane.

Neither unity nor continuity must the reader look for in

the treatment of my subject, for those are not the aim
; the

aim being to present to him a number of parallels, discon-

nected from each other and yet having seeming links, the

main object being to excite the interest of the student of

comparative religion and philosophy as to the basic truths

pervading all sections of humanity regarding transcendental

themes. Otherwise my production is no better than an olla

podrida. Yet that composition has its own taste I

At the request of Mr. Jamshedji Jivanji Modi, B.il.,

(Shaxns-ul-Uiirnai) .the Honorary Secretary, a sununary of

these papers was read before the Anthropological Society

on Ihe 25th September 1912, and in greater detail before
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the Theosophical Society, Blavatsky Lodge, Bombay, on

7th, 8th and 9th October 1912 at the request of its Presi-

dent Mr. J. }. Vimadalal, another Pars! gentleman. At

the request of many Parsi gentlemen, the ist Series con-

sisting of Four Discourses has now been brought out in

book form. Though I must admit to my lucubrations

being crude, they do not lack earnestness, evoked further

by the love I have experienced at the hands of many

Parsi brothers. If this contribution to the literature of

the day meets with warm reception at the hands of my
countrymen,' and if my life should yet be spared for strenu-

ous work, I may be encouraged to put my hand once more

to such studies.

Camp, Bombay. A, GovindiVchdiya Svdmin,

^ ' To a question put by one
of the members of the Isling-

ton Public Service Commis-
eion, sitting in India,
(January 1913), Mr. S.P. Simha
replied that literature to which

(I. 0. S.) unpassed candidates
might resort for a living—as
suggested by the member—is

unfortunately not a paying
concern in India-



FOREWORD.

'J'WO solitary wanderers, starting from different

points of departure, scale a high mountain

range, veiled in mist, wrapt in cloud, and.capped

in snow—heights, impenetrably eclipsed from

their feeble visions—^yet undaunted scale, for

the sheer delight of higher levels, lifted above

the bald and banal, inane and jejune nether

planes, trodden so long by their sore weary feet.

One of these wanderers is a Mazda-yasnian, the

other a Vishnu-yajnian. In their spiral ascent

round nature’s august, peaky, aye giddy pile,

the two travellers encounter each other and for-

getting their outer skin, look into the innermost

recesses of their spirits and find to their agree-

'able surprise that they are not alien but akin.

Rejoicing after the, mayhap, pre-projected (by

the Lords of Karma) reunion, the champions

summon up sufficient courage and confidence

for further prosecution of their journey, not in

the kithless isolation as heretofore but in spirit-

faljellowship, clasped hand id hand, and locked
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heart to heart,—undismayed champions,—gird*

ing up their loins—determined to reach the

blessed summits together, to meet God there

face to face,—God, wljo is the Goal of Science,

of Philosophy, of Religion. Instead of trudging

alone heavy-hearted, the pilgrims now in twain

step on lighphearted.

What may such rencontre, destiny-devised,

prefigure ? May be this :

—

,
‘ Wherever two kindred spirits meet cn earth, growing

into one .through their common qualities, and influencing

and enriching one another through their diflerent qualities,

the communities, nations, or generations, to which they for-

merly belonged individually, enter into spiritual communion

as ^yell, increasing thereby the mental stores and powers of

each other. The grtidual formation and growth of states,

the progress of science and art, of commerce and trade, the

develgpement of all these spheres into larger and larger

bodied harmoniously organized, is the conseciuence of num-

berless spirits living and moving among men and growing

together into greater spiritual organisms.’ ^

. What are the following Discourses devoted to ?

To the investigation of fossilised flora imbedded

in archaic rocks ? or fossilised fauna similarly

indelibly preserved in geological strata? If in-

vestigations, of speh non-sentient objects pre of

pre-eminent interest and value iu the eyes of

• > G. T. Feohner’s *On Life after Death ’ p. r^l. . _ .
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science, how much more it is of sentient objects,

such as the arcane wisdom of the ancients, em-

balmed and enshrined in the strata* of sacred

literature beciuoathed to us,— known as Scriptures

or Revelations? To one such attempt then are

the following Discourses devoted. The rest of

the quaint story is told by the Discourses them-

selves. It must be clearly understood however

that the story revealed is such as a Vishnuite

finds—right or wrong is other people’s concern

to judgf% on evidence provided, and argument

advanced. If opinions differ and errors occur,

remember what Milton said :

—

‘ All opinions, all errors, known, read and collated are

of much service and assistance towards the speedy attain- '

ment of what is Truth;
’

And what Dr. Geldner says

‘ Sometimes we ni-iy learn a lesson even from a mistake.’

M Alsf H,

Veda-Gfiham,

Nov. 1912,

A. Govinuachakya Svamin,
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MAZDAISM
IN THE LIGHT OF

VISHNUISM

DISCOURSE I.

Preliminaries.

I
T is to Eugene Burnouf we owe the first edition of

the Zend texts, the critical restitution of the MSS.,

the outlines of a Zend Grammar with the transla-

tion and philological anatomy of considerable portions

of the Zoroastrian writings. There have since been

other zealous scholars who have followed up the lines

traced by Eugene Burnouf.

How are Mazdaists and Vishnuites related ? That

is the question. They are as closely related, it may
be said, as the Vedas and the Zend-Avesta. The all-

pervading God, who therefore is Vishnu from \/vkhl,

to pervade, is the Vedic God. As Veda is related to

Zend-Avesta, so is Vishnu related to Ahura-Mazda,

and Vishnuites related to Mazdaists.

^Geographically also the first two shoots of the



Aryan race are the Vedic Vaishnavas { Vishnuites)

and the Avestic Mazdaists. The Zend giittcral h is

the Sk. sibilant s. The geographical name, e.g.,

hapia-hcndu becomes sapia-sindhu or the Seven Rivers.

This is the old Vaidika name of India, derived from

Panjab’s iix, five water’s) five rivers, together with the

Sarasvati and the main river Indus or Sindhu, which

gave the epithet Sapta-Sindhu.

Aryana Vaeja (Sk. Bija- seed) ^ or Arya-Vishaya

must have been our common motherland whether that

was in India or near Hactria. The kingdom ofBactria

or Bahiika is mentioned in the Uttara4<amayana in

connection with the name oi Ila (probably the Ela-

mites)
;
and Pratishthana-pura, which is in India, and

Bactria in Iran, communicated with each other and

seem to have been the old Aryii’varta extending bet-

ween these two points.- Hence the old Aryan origins

^ irnn Ye^ {ride Abaii

Yiiwlit 17 ).

1 tind, nil pagt' xliii, lii-

trv)d ; to the Palilavi, Gujiiiati

and Enuli.'^h Dtctioimry by

Jamaspji M. .1, Asaiia (Vol. I),

tlic following aeeonnt by .lam-

8C‘tji Ptilanji Ka|>firia In

the lifirndyandf Mahdbkdrata,

Manmmriiit and other books

of the anuitiit Hindus, the an-

cestors of tho Pnrsis are in

several places denomiimtcM
*Palialvas’ for tlicir gr<*at

Ktrongth and valour *, ,and iu

the Atlu-irva Ta/if (ntii ?)> an-

other book of authority among
tho ancient Hindus, tho anci-

ent Bactriioia arc called Balhik.

and rlu'ir capitiil, Palakli, call-

rd * Baficl,’ or Babagh. Sir
William Jones {Atiiiil. lies.

Vol. 11. Pago bl), also (pioted
on p : H. of Deedtir^ (translated
by Mulla Firoz), eoncludod Ids
JJisrfinrae oir ihe Pani^ thus;-—
‘

l iius has it been proved by
clear evidence and fdaiii rea-

soning, that a pow'erful inonar*
chy was estal dished iu Iran
long before the Assyrian or
Pishdadi government; that it

was in truth a Hindu Monar-
chy, though if any choose to
call it Ummnt Omdmn, or
Svyfhinn^ ’vve shall not enter
into a debate on mere names

;

that it subtikted many^?,^n*



have no need of being located somewhere in Central

Asia. The old Aryana Va^ja seems to have included

Pratishthdna-piira, Bactria, Uttara-Kuru and Samba/a,

which included therefore all the Himillayan ranges and

beyond, up to Urs:a north, Mongolia and borders of

Manchuria to the east, Caucasus in the west, and the

Vindhyas * in India. Tibet of course falls within these

limits, as well as Afghanistan and Persia,

Separation came. Did Persians separate from

Brahmanas, or Brnhmanas from the Persians ? We
will let Max MUller answer this moot question, if we

can call it at all “ moot ” any h)nger. “ Burnouf, he

writes, ‘‘ who compared the language and religion of

the Avesta principally with the later, classical Sams-

krit, inclined at first to the opinion that this schism

took place in Persia, and that the dissenting Brahma-

nas immigrated afterwards into India. This is still

the prevailing opinion, but it requires to be modified

in accordance with new facts elicited from the Veda,

Zend (Zand) if compared with classical Samskrit, exhi-

bits in many points of grammar, features of a more

primitive character than Samskrit. But it can now be

shown, and Burnouf himself admitted it; that when

this is the case, the Vaidika differs on the very same

turies, and that its liistory has 7Vtrsi, as well a« of the irreek^

been engrafted on that of the J,(tim and (hdhiv^ that the
Hindus who founded tin? inon- langnng*M)f the Assyrians Was
archies of Ayodhya and liidra- the t)ar(*nt of the (^hahhde and
prastha; that the language of Pahlavi."

'the first P(?rsiaii was
the mother (?) tif SurnsJcrit and * See note A at end of His*
coitf»quently of the Zend and course X.



points from the later Samskrit, and has preserved the

same primitive and irregular form as the Zend. I still

hold, that the name of Zand was originally a corrup’

tion of the Samskrit word chhandas (i.e. metrical langu*

age, ef. L. scandere), which is the name given to the

language o( the Veda by P&nini and others. When we

read in P&nini’s grammer that certain forms occur in

chhandas, but not in classical language, we may almost

always translate the word chhandas by Zend, for nearly

all these rules apply equally to the language of the

Avesta.”

“ In mythology also, the “ nomina and numina ”

of the Avesta appear at first sight more primitive than

in Manu or the Mah4bhArata. But if regarded from a

Vaidaka point of view, this relation shifts at once, and

many of the gods of the Mazdaists come out once more

as mere reflections and deflections of the primitive and

authentic gods of the Veda. It can now be proved,

even by geographical evidence, that the Mazdaists bad

been settled in India before they immigrated into

Persia.” [pp. 84-86 ‘Zend-Avesta.’ Vol. I. Chips. 1868],

" The Arab conquest quenched the last sparks of

Persian nationality ; and the fire-altars of the Zoro-

astrians were never to be lighted again, except in the

oasta of Yazd and on the soil of that country which the

Zoroastrians had quitted as the disinherited sons of

Mawi”^ tpp* 94-95 W.]

.

What a curious episode in the whirligig ot time,

» ^ note .S at sndof Piscoqrse I. ^
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that we Vaidika Vaishnavas actually received the i^oro-

astrians back into our bosom (India) in the year 732

after the battle of Nehavand in A. C. 642 and they as

our guests bound themselves with the Brdhmanas never

to kill cows, or eat flesh, etc. [Do you know, Zoro-

astrians ! that the fire-ceremony to which Max Muller

alludes above, and which is also our common legacy,

is still safe with us Vaishnavas and which you Zoro-

astrians can s^ill claim as your own ? I will come to

this most important question later on]

.

Zend-Avesta.

J^OT only is Zend-Avesta or Chhandas Avistak^-^ kin

to the Chhandas or the Vedas, even ** works also,’*

we are told, “ like the Bundehesh and Mino-khired be-

long by language and thought to the same period of

mystic incubation, when India and Egypt, Babylonia

and Greece, were sitting together and gossiping like

crazy old women, chattering with toothless gums and

silly brains about the dreams and joys of their youth,

^ See note C. at end of Dis-

course I.

^ (Clihandas-Avistako). It

would appear that Zend-Avesta
is a wrong compound. It ought
to be Avosta-Zarid. Deriving
A*Vesta from Sk. rid., to know,
and Zand, from Sk- jna, to

inform, Avesta-Zand would
mean Yeda-gloss, that is either

a version of the Veda, or a
gloss on the Veda, the word
Veda, coming from the same
root as vid, [Vide p. x. fahlavi

Textw Pftrt I, Also in

this connection it is interesting

to note that A-Zend is the old
Persian name for Sindh or In-
dia, according to Demiir, [see
Book of Zarthusht, pp, 94-^5
by Mulla PiruzJ. in that case,
Zend-Avesta would mean the
Book of Knowledge from Sindh
or India. The Indian sages
8aukarlichd.rya [Senker^kds,
Chongerpngacheh j and Vyasa
[Biras] are referred to in these
pages as corroboratory evid-

ence (pp. 95-96-108). I am
aware of the authoritative
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yet unable to recall one single thought or feeling with

that vigour which once gave it life and truth. It was
a period of religious and metaphysical delirium, When
everything became everything, when M4y4 and Sophia,

Mitra and Christ, Vir4f and Isaiah, Belus, Zarvan and

Kronos were mixed up in one jumbled system of inane

speculation.” [Pp. 93-94 /i]

.

46
Ahura-Mazda.

IQNABLE to recall one single thought or feeling ?
”

Is that so ? So or not, shall we now sit together

in our present state of rejuvenation, and recall, not one,

but many such thoughts ? Let me begin with Ahura-

mazdaA Ahura-mazda Samskrtised becomes Asura^

marda ; h is substituted by s, and z is substituted by r

from such transformatory analogies as ‘‘ du;?ukta” for

example which is the Sk. ** durukta.”

Now a side-thought here has to be introduced. If

Br4hmanism is anything, it is Vedism, and Vedism is

Vishnuism, the . constantly iterated refrain of the

value of Deaaiirf and yet re-

ferences thereto are not devoid

of interest as iiiif»licating con-

necting links between India
and Irln. Bev. L. H. Mills in

the preface to Th>o Hymm of
Zoroaster {\). 7. 1909, K. & J.

Cooper, Bombay) admits thus:-
“ The object of these transla-

tions is to illustrate the fact

that the Veda and Avesta are
almost the same language, so

that the Avesta may be consi-

dered as a Book of the Veda/*
The best derivation of Avesta

however is Abbyasta, that

which is constantly recited,—

a

word often used with Amn&ya,
i.e. the Vedas. The paper on
this derivation written by Das-
tur Kaikobad Adarbad No-
sherwan, Deputy High Prist
of the Deccan, is of exceedingly
high value. This is found in-

cluded in the K, B. Cama Me*
worial Volume j by Jivanji J.

Modi, B.A.. 1900.
* The origin of this word is

traced to Big-Veda, viii—
20-17:

—

divo . . . asurasyn ued*

l%cmh {mdhasah P). Vim note
A to Discourse II,

,
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Vedas, say the i?ig-Veda for example, vi^. Tad-vkhnoh

paramanupadam^ the Vishnu reappearing in the other

Vedas and the Upanishads under his other cognomina:

N4rAya»a, Krishna and a legion of other names. Like

Shakespeare the dramatist is to the English people, is

Amara-Simha the lexico-grapher to the Hindu people.

He strings together the first three names here mention-

ed thus, in his Amara-Kosa :

—

Vishnur-Nardyamh^

Krishno. (Then comes Vaikun/ha about which in the

sequel). Like Vishnu the original becoming also the

Vishnu ol the Trinity, is Krishna the original become

the incarnated Krishna, and he is K4/iya-Marda, in

which is to be detected the Zoroastrian Mazda. K&liya

is a representative of the Asuras, i.e. Ahuras. Also if

Ahur could be read as Ahi, (i.e. Azi or Azi Dah^ka, or

Ahi-Takshaka, belonging to the serpent class),

then Ahi-Marda would be exactly the equivalent of

K&/iya-Marda, Ki/iya being a serpent. Another

name ol Vishnu is Madhu-Marda, where Madhu is an

Asura, so that generically Madhu-Marda would be

Ahura-Mazda. Vritraghna, either as a cognomen of

Ahura-Mazda or as one of the latter’s powers for good,

has the same underlying idea, vizy evil-destroyer. The
evil principle is always represented by the snake, and

the good principle by the eagle (Garutman). The
symbol of Vishnu, riding on the eagle, and the eagle

clutching a snake in its claws, is the graph to express

this jgrand truth of every religion, viz.,evils’ destruction,

and good’s triumph ; and Ahi-Marda or Ahura-Mazda

is which would exactly express this same truth.
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Also if Auhr is transmutable into Ari, then Ari-marda
*

is a name of Vishnu. The ideas which are further ety-

mologically derivable from Ahura-Mazda, the meaning

and the seed-word Aum, from which it seems to sprout,

will all be developed in my subsequent Discourses.

Also remarks under ‘Universal Religion' in Discourse II,

may be read. Hence you can trace in Ahura-Mazda the

incarnated Krishna. Here en evidence is the most im-

portant factor of ancestral heredity. This is one great

fact showing how Mazdaism and Vishnuism are related.

I mean the radical Vishnuism, not the sectarian shibbo-

leth this word has come to mean, like the old respectable

word theosophy for example, having latterly unfortu-

nately come to be associated with trickery, and MahAt-

maistn !

We shall now further pursue the involvements of

the word Asura. It is derived from Asu and ra, Astin

rati 'ti-- Asurah, would be its sense. Ash is life;

and be who takes
,

the life i.e. from the meaning of

ra-^ dddnCf is Asu-ra, The life-taker is death, sin,

evil. Mazda Marda is that which, or he who, des-

troys. A standing controversy about Mazd&ism is

that it is a system of dualism in which the principles

of evil and good are eternal, ever in conflict, and

equally sharing between them the governance of the

Cosmos. But a little reflection over the root-sense of

the word Ahura- Mazda will reveal the fact that the

* theory of the eternal duality of two principles antago-

nistic to each other is hardly maintainable.^

' See, SystenM of Par8/a Jivanji Jatn^ijiedji
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ZoroAstrian Duality.

S I have shewn above, Ahura-Ma^da means evil-

destroyer. It therefore by its radix shows that

the ultimate persistence of good is the religion of

Mazd&ism, and that the elimination and eradication of

what man has thought fit to christen as evil is in the

power of Ahura-Mazda Ahura-Mazda? What Dr.

Haug says is here pertinent, though what I have shown

is radically imported by the very term Ahura-Mazda.

He says;
—“ The opinion, so generally entertained now,

that Zarathustra was preaching a Dualism—that is to

say, the idea of two original independent spirits, one

good and the other bad, utterly distinct from each other,

and one counteracting the creation of the other, is

owing to a confusion of his philosophy with his theo-

logy .... A separate evil spirit of equal power

with Ahura-Mazda, and always opposed to him, is

entirely foreign to Zarathustra’s theology”.*

Is there after all an eternal Evil Principle, or the

same personified as Ahriman or Angra-Maniyu, or a

real superhuman personage so called, eternally warring

against God or a Good Principle, putting the former

to constant discomfiture ? And what is to be the end

of all ? Is Spenta-Mainyu to give way to Angra-Mainyu,

or the reverse ? Spenta-Mainyu is either Ahj^ra-Mazda

himself or say his emanation or derivation or, metapho-

rically, his son or daughter ; and if he is to hold the

Modi, B.A. (iippearingalso in the . and Customa^ 1893, by Ervad
Volumes of the Parliament of Shcriarji Iladabhai Bharnch^.
Religions, Chicago 1893 ;) and ^ Vide, p : 301 Essays on the

p.^ of Zoroastrian Religion Ta/rsis, [3rd Bdn, Triibner].
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primacy over all existence, by hypothesis Angra-

Mainyu cannot be independent, and so must logically

be degraded and assigned some other locale, Ved&nta

exonerates God of all Authorship of Evil, for he is par

excellence good, and the habitat of evil has therefore to

be sought for elsewhere. The quintessence of VedAnta,

the Bhagavad-gitA says clearly that in the mind of man
is both his good and his evil. In figurative language,

it tells us that the * mind is both the ally and the foe of

man,* and if man wishes to elevate himself, he must do

so by ‘elevatfng his mind by his own mind.^ This is

the 5th verse of chapter VII of the Bhagavad-gitAi, the

original of which runs thus :

—

Uddhared Itiuan^* "tmanam
"tmanam avasMayet,

Atmaiva hy ^ttmano bandhur

Atmaiva ripur atmana/t.

I.E., * Lift the mind by the mind alone, mind is the

ally as well as the foe of the soul.’

The Vishnu-purA.na enounces the same truth, in

other words :

—

Mana eva manushy4»4m
K^rawam bandha-mokshayo/r [VI. 7. 28.]

i.e., * The»mind of man is the sole cause of man’s bond-

age as well as his redemption.’ Hence the Evil princi-

ple or Angra-Mainyu is in the mind of man ; and what

the man thinks, he speaks and does. Thought, Word
and Deed are the sequential triad. Karma or concrete

act has its origin in thought. As says the Veda
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Van manasa dhy^yati, tad vadati, tat

karmawfti karoti.

i.e. ‘ What is thought, is spoken, and is done.* The
thought is the germinal Karma. The duality of Karma,

i.e. either good or bad is what is named in MaiidS^ism

Spenta-mainyu and Angra-mainyu. The former is

conscience or the godly monitor, or God Himself in

man, or, call it, reflection of God in man
;
The latter

is the power of the mind to prostitute its natural good

disposition. Hence the Karma theory of Vedinta,

while on the one hand it exculpates Godhood of the

authorship of evil, discovers its genesis in the freedom

vested in man through the faculty known as the mind.

Stripping now the Avestan language of its symbolical

or figurative picturing of moral and spiritual truths,

you will find the correspondence with the Karma
doctrine becoming apparent, albeit an explicit state-

ment of the fact may fail to be discovered. I cannot

do better than make a short excerpt • from one of the

wise men of the Parsis, R.E. Peshotan Sanjana, from

his excellent treatise : Zaraihustra and Zarathushtrianism

in the Avesta] Pp ; 142-143 ;

—

** What is Angra-mainyu ? Is it the name of a God
equal or inferior to Ahura-Mazd^i ? The term Angra*

mainyu denotes nothing but the evil spirit or thought

of man. To show it we shall first see the uses and

significations of this and other l)arallel terms ; and

then examine some passages, chiefly Yn. XXX. 3-6

an^Yn. XLV. 2. [Z.A IL S.B.E}.
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** The word ‘‘angra” signifies decreasing”, ”des-

troying”, or “ evil”. Likewise “ dregv&o” signifies

evil”, “ harmful”, “injurious” or “false”. Angra-

mainyu and dregv^o-mainyu mean one and the same

thing. They mean “ evil spirit” or “ evil thought”.

In Yasna LIII, 7, dregvdo-mainyu is undoubtedly

predicated of man, and denotes the evil spirit or

thought of man. Further, there are many passages

where ‘dregv&o’ is singly predicated of man ; but there

is hardly a passage which clearly shows that * dregv&o*

alone or together with * mainyu’ is used to indicate an

evil superhuman being. This makes it almost certain

that in the 5th strophe of Yasna XXX, the saint means

by dregv&o-mainyu, the human spirit or thought of

evil. And since ‘ dregv^o-mainyu ’ and angra-mainyu

are interchangeable, as is seen in the context* of the

above-mentioned strophe, ‘ angra-mainyu * must mean
nothing more than man’s evil spirit or thought. This

conclusion is supported by the fact that like the

words ‘ dregvdo’ ‘ tnainy'u’. ‘ angra’ is also found pre-

dicable of man ;
* angreng’ singnifies wicked men in

Yasna XLIII. 15.” ^

In the face of this apodictic, all controversy about

Mazdaism being /ruffe an inexorable dualism

of good and evil principles battling against each other

from eternity to eternity, must be set at rest.

^ The same truth more or God. For God cannot be temp-
less, is voiced forth in the ted with evil, neither temjjteth
Christian Scriptures, e. g. he any man.’
James 1, VS. 14, * But every man ia tempted,

‘ Let no man say w‘hen ho when ho is drawn away of his

is tempted, I am tempted of own lust, and enticed*'



Again Ahufa-Mazia is the ruler of the Physical

World as also of the Spiritual World according to

Mazlaism. [See P. 6. J. J. Modi’s Rcl, Sys. Parsis]*

Let us examine another relation between Mazdaism

and Vishnuism from this fact. If you open the pages

of the Mah4bh4rata [Udyoga-Parva, 6g-s] 9 this stanza

will be found

Knshir bhtl-v&cakas sabdo

NsLSca. nirvnti vAcaka/^

Knsh«as tad-bh^va-yogd.cca

K>'ish«o bhavati s^tvata/5 .

In this verse the derivation of the word Krishna

is given. It is made up of krsh^ which means Physi-

cal World, (i.e.) (that which is tilled), and nas the

Spiritual World. Krishna i.e. the original and radical

Krishna is he who is the Ruler of both the Physical and
Spiritual Universes. If Krishna is this and Ahura-

Mazda has been stated to be such Ruler by Mazdaism,
is there anything to preclude the equation or identity

that ought to subsist between the two names, and both

denoting but one Unit, like the one Sun, for example,

shining over all ? There cannot surely be two Gods for

the Universe ! The radical Krishna, like the derived

Krishna, the K^liya-marda, is therefore the same ori-

ginal Asura-Marda, the radically derived Ahura-Mazda

as I showed a few sentences back.

i Cp. Karshvare=SA: ; Kri- both means what is ploughed,
shivala=Earth-sphere [Mihir drawn, attracted. Therefore :

Yashlf pasHnt] i.e, Krish in Physical World.

i
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Krishna ^ agrain is Love, Krishna is Bliss, Krishna

is Blessed, as another derivation of the name shows.

Turn once more to the pages of the Mahdbhdrata

[Sdnti-Parva—14, 3, 49.] It is there written

KmAmi medintm PArtha

!

BhtitvA Knsh»ayaso mahAn

Krishwo varwas ca me yasm^t

Tena Krishso’ ham Arjuna !

t.tf., Oh. PArtha, f.r., Arjuna ! I become the steel-magnet

and attract the earth. Hence I am called Krishna.

By love and bliss, Krishna attracts us. If Ahura-

Mazda by killing evil, does the sam^, this entity must

be that. Again: *I am called Krishna, O Arjuna
[

because I am blue.’ In other word’s ‘ O white man,

I am blac\ There is a story also in the R. V* ^ where

Rudra and Vishnu drink poison together, Rudra took

but a fraction of it and, as the Pur^nas expand the story,

Rudra’s spouse Um4 dreading his death, prayed to

Vishnu to save him from the fatal effects of the venom.

Vishnu bade the poison halt at the throat of Rudra, who

therefore became Nilakanfha, or black-throated, and

J Tliere iH great kinship
between, not only the idea«,

but the names as well, of

Krishna, Kurush (Cyrus) and
Christ. I shall revert to the
word Gyrus in another place.

But I may at once state here,

that if Kurush (Cyrus) is not
admissible, as being a hi.stori-

cal personage, 1 would suggest
for adoption instead the Aves-
tan Personage Sraosha or

Sarosh. This is from Sk.
V Srd, to hear, i.e. the Mediator
like Krishna or Christ. All
the attributes given to Sraosh
are those of the Christos, says
Bilimoria, [P : 178. Zoroa*
sirianism in tJie light of Theo^
»ophy.}

\ Eg. Veda X: 186. 7;—
Keal vi8}i>aaya potrena yad
Jiudrem 'pihat Bcma,

^
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Vishnu drank all the rest of the poison and became

Krishna, or dark throughout I
^ Krishna is therefore

literally Ahura-MazJa, if poison be taken as the

symbol of death, sin or evil. Krishna, using the

word Arjuna in the stanza cited above, i.e. ‘O, white

man, I am blue,' is significant. If my brethern, the

European, the American, the Persian, or the Moslem,

are whiter than we the dark Krishnaites, i.e. Vishnu-

vites, i.e. Brilhmanas, in cuticular pigment, it

is figurative of blue India, the theatre of all reli-

gions, lending itself to the white peoples, to prove to

them all the on ) religion behind all religions, as taught

in the Bhagavad-Gitd, by the dark Man (Krishna) to

the white people represented by Arjuna. It is ** That

great golden dawn of truth,” as Max Miiller wrote,

** that there is a religion behind all religions.^’^ Have

we not this very day tangibly proved this by our gather-

ing together in bonds of universal love,—whose name is

Krishna? Here permit me to. tell you that I am a

member of the Universal Races Congress, London,

one of the great objects of which is thus stated

^ Legend gives! tbe tohife

color to Hudra, and ^>ark color

to Vishnu. Krishna the dark
is thus the, sin-bearer, and
iirjuna is the soul cleansed
white from sin. The meaning
of Christ’s crucifixion or victi-

misation for others’ sins, has
its archetypal root in Krishna.
The Christian system of sal-

vation rests on this one fact,

but y^hristians oonveniently

ignore it in the character of
Krishna, see lu llis very
name itself. The sin-bearing
and burden-taking traits of
Krishna are clearly enunciat-
ed by Krishna Himself in the'

Bhagavad-gita, and summed
up in the verse xviii. 66,
am)ut wfiich in the sequel fur-
ther.

^ See Note I) at the end of
Disoourse 1,
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Encouraging between the peoples of the West

and of the East, between so-called white and so-

called colored people, a fuller understanding, the

most friendly feelings, and a heartier co-operation”.

Here we are, actually a miniature Congress of such

hopes 1 Are we not ?

Ahura-Mazda again is the causa causorumf or the

Increate. Now consider the derivation again : ‘the taker

of life*, as I showed already to be the meaning of

Ahura. Ahura-Mazda then is ‘ the taker of the taker

of Life*. In the Upanishads you will find such pas-

sages as :

—

Mrityuy dhavati pa/tcamam

Mrityur yasy opasecanam,

which is expanded in the Vishnu-Pur4na as ‘ Prabha-

vati samyamane mam4 ’pi VishnuA* [III. 7, 15].

These mean that Vishnu or Krishna is the Death of

death ;
and He is therefore literally Ahura-mazda,

according to the meaning postulated of this name.

If Ahura-Mazda is thus by root, ‘ He who is hostile

to evil*; by implication. He is the seat of all good

qualities or attributes, such as Perfection, Immortality,

Holiness, Benevolence etc. The word N4rAya«a deals

with this phase of the God-hood, expanded in the

Brahma*sutra

Na sth^nato *pi parasy obhaya-

lifigam sarvatra hi [III. 2, ii].

Ahura-Mazda therefore, explicitly
* the hostile to evil*,

18 implicitly * the allied to good* $ and is therefore iden*
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tical with NdrAya«a, though the Rudra ^ aspect is pre-

dominant by the root. N4raya;^a in his former aspect

is Rudra, and in his latter aspect Vishnu. Vishnu

cum Rudra is Naraya?^a, and both these aspects were

exemplified by the facts of Krishna the Incarnation, as

may be seen from the Bhagavad-Git4 verse :

—

ParitrSiW&ya sildh/m^m

Vinusaya ca dus kntaw.

i.e. ‘ for the rewarding of the virtuous and punishing of

the vicious*.

To those who have spiritual insight, these matters

are clear. ** Happy is the man who knows that truth,

in these days of materialism and atheism, says Max

1 Ml’. Sliapni’ji Kava^ji

Hodivala, b.a. sends luo in

time his erudite pa])ei* on
‘ Tiitrathuishtra <iiul his ('(niieirv-

yarariea in iho. liifj- Vedii,\ in

which 1 ftnd this corroboration

P. 88;—“At pp. 151-153 (of her

Ancient Galendara and ConsieU

lationsjf Plnnket observes that

Prof. Hommel maintained the

high probability of the Median
god Ahiira- Mazda having lieeii

the representative of Vedic

Varuna. She however consi-

ders iludra to be a close para-

llel to Ahura-Mazda in view

of the following passages

(1) R .V., ii. 1.6,

I
“ Tlion Rudra

art the Great Asura of hea-

T^.** Here closely

rosembliis tlui Avestan Ahura,
J/nrd'dn).

(2) lliulra is not only tins

Aviso and gi’i'jit A sura, lie is

above every thing (dse, cele-

brated in the Uig- Veda as an
archer. “lie has the sure
arrow and the strong bow ;

”

(1^5; Hee fi. V..

V. 42. 11.

(3) Ho is “ tho divino Kudra
armed with the strong how
and fast-hying arrows.” m

See R, V., viii. 46. 1.

“ I efuite agree Avith Plvinket
that kudra afiords a closer

parallel to the Avastan Ahura
rather than Varuna.
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Mtiller. I say, ‘ aye ’ to it. It Ahura-mazJa is also the

looker into the hearts of men, he is then antaryamin^

the Holy Ghosts and therefore again Nar4yana,' as the

Brhddaranyak-opanishat tells us. In this manner are

relations between Mazdaism and Vishnuism traceable,

though not by i^omina^ at least by mimina,

Unity of Godhood and Evil.

LL is Ahura-mazda’s work, if Mazda.by hypothesis

is the One Creator. Then what the world calls

good and evil must have their source in Him. This is

as much a paradox of philosophy with the Mazdaists

as with the Vishnuites. In the Hymn of the Rig-

Veda-Khila, for example, occurs the verse

Devan^w danav^naw ca

Silm^inyam adhi-daivatam,

i. e. ‘ (God is) the common God of gods as well as

demons,* corroborated by the Gita, * matta eva prithag^

vidhdh' (X. 5), i,e. ‘From Me alone emanate all

varieties’; and, ' inattas smrlir jndnam apohanam ca'

(XV. 15), i.e. ‘ Knowledge and its negation as well,

are from Myself.* This paradox is again found amplifi-

ed by St. Sa/hagopa in one whole Decad of his work

the Tiruvdimozhi, viz VI. 3 :

—

Nalguravum selvam

Naragum suvargamum &y &c.

Leaving this paradox alone, ^ let me pursue the idea

i See Discourse HI and ject in my paper on the Meto^
not© A on NlLr4yanism thereto, physics of ihe Moral Latv,

> I bar© expanded this sub* ^1,
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involved in the word Ahura-mazda which is, as it were,

the sheet-anchor of this Discourse. It seems capable

of further expansion. But that requires a thorough

knowledge of the Original Scriptures. But one idea

found in Sanjana’s translation of Geiger ^ is of para-

mount importance to Mazdaists as well as to Vishuites,

That idea is * that the Sun is the body of Ahura-

Mazda.* In the daily prayers of the Br&hmanas, the

Sun is the body of N4raya7m according to the stanza :

—

Dhyeyas sada savitn-maw^ala-

madhya-varti Nfi.r^ya«a/i &c.

For further expansion of this theme, refer to Dis-

course III, under G&yatri.

Zarvan Akarana.

jQEFORE I leave this part of the subject, I may

allude here at once to what I may on a future

occasion expand, viz. the Persian doctrine of both

Ahura-mazda, the Good Principle, and Ahriman, the

Evil Principle, having Zarvan Akarana, as their

Parent. Zarvan in the Avesta means the “ Old One, ”

and “Akarana” means self-made or self-existent.

Zarvan then would be Sk, Puvana\ thus the Ancient

Sdf-Exisicnt or the Causeless, would be the expressive

or denominative expression for God. This would then

be the Purdna-Purusha or A nddi-Brahman of the

Vedinta. Zarvan Akarana came to mean Boundless

Time. This conception is also indigenous to Vedanta.

To give one or two illustrations ; 5ri Krishna says in

^^Oifdlimtion of the Eastern Iranian People, Vol. I.
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the Bh. G i--*Kdlo^smi, i.e. * I am time.* In the Vishnu*

Pur&na L 2 (passim) this same idea is prominently pro*

pounded. To the point is also the chapter on Zravane

Akarne (Pp: 76 to 78' in N. F. Bilimoria^s Zororts^n-

anism in ihe light of Theosophy. Vide Discourse No. IV

for further development of this theme.

There is one interpretation however of Ahura-

Mazda which approaches the most closest to Vishnu-

ism. There is a mannerism in some languages which

prefixes A to words not indicating the privative at all

by it. For example in Tamil, Ra«ga becomes A-rawga.

This mannerism is detectable in the Persian also, for

example : A-2end is used for Zend in verse 65, the Book

of 7/Avtusht, Desatir [P.96 by Mulla Firuz]. A-hura

then would be Hura, Hara, Hari ; and Ahura-Mazda is

found, in Karda 12 of Mihir Yasht [Zend-Avesta, Part

II. S.B.E.], to have a temple built for Mitra on the

top of a high mountain called Hara or Hari. More

about this term in the sequel.

Trinity etc

^"^HE next idea I would touch upon is that of the

Hindu Trinity, viz. the Brahm^, the Creator, (the

derived) Vishnu the Preserver, and Rudra the Destroy-

er. If Ahura-Mazda is par excellence the Mahd.-Vishnu,

He is as Protector, Himself Vishnu, and his protective

function pervades the acts of Creation and Destruc-

tion ; else these acts in themselves, dissociated from

elements of protective permanence would be arbitrary

and purposeless. In the language of metaphor, Vishpu
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is the antaryaniin of Brahma and Rudra. Destruction

is the element of Impermanence; atid by virtue of it

comes renovation. Would any one associate this

ceaseless cosmic process with Evil ? Evil or not, the

One God is the Author, Evil is a relative term, and

there is no consensus of opinion amongst religionists

as to its absolute character. To X'ishmiism there is no

Evil. Evil, it views, as Gods’ m^tliod of re-adjust-

ments. The process of re- arranging the c )smic gear

when it get^' out of order, is attended with what is

called pain, whicli ethic<dly viewed is punishment

meted, but ua . of Divine L )vo. MazJaism tells us in

Yn. XXX-S,, that such is the case. Mills’ translation

[S.B.E, Zend-Avesta, Part. IIIJ is obscure, but F, K.

Dadachanji’s Iran.slation is clear [P. 143, llic Light of

the Avcsla] :

—
“ Punishnijiu (pain) will teach the sinful

to deem Thee Ahura as the Divine Lord, with a pure

mind Children mostly cry. Nature must be

questioned as to what organic developments she is car-

rying out by that process? Wheat Hour is kneaded and

beaten on the stone, before it is turned into beautiful

bread.- Now you have in M.uJaism or Z jn J-Avesta the

two principles, the m.iinymh. In this word, the com-

mon ancestry of bjth Iranians and Indians in Manu,’^

the arch-patriarch of the Aryan race, is visible. Man^ to

' It seems iinpei iU i ve tliut “ wlio up in spite

the whole Zend-A v^’.Nta «/ «»f wri't ks, ini<I wmekH.
must he rt>prt>duced in s-ueh Were ^^easoned by celestial

lucid and iutelligibie truusla- blows uiid thwacks."
tiona. iSeo note B on Manu at

^ Cp ; the lines of G. Alt re- end of this Discourse.

ditlir
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think, is the root, and in Man it survives in the far-ofif

branch of the same Aryan family settled in various

parts of Europe. ‘Mainyush’ may be rendered as spirit,

as the learned scholar J. J, Mody tells us.^ There are

two such spirits Spenta-Mainyush and Angra-Mainyush.

The one is the Increasing spirit, the literal meaning of

the word Brahma of the Vishnuic Trinity ; Angra-

Mainyush is really the L^gm-Mainyu or angry spirit,

Rudra ; the radical meaning of which is ‘ that which

weeps.’ Weeping is ‘ the Decreasing and destroying"

And these two spirits the Spenta-and Angra-Mainyushs

are both under the control of Almighty Ma;jda or

Ahura-Mazda. The roots of Spenta and Angra are

traceable to Sk. shvis, to increase, i.e. shivu—iantu-

saniane^^ and anka to point, i.e. reduce. It seems to

have been felt that in the hypostasis of the trinity,

which Vishnuism groups under the class Vyuha,

Ahura-Mazda’s aspect as the Over-Lord or Mah&-

Vishnu, which Vishnuism calls the Para, was render-

ed obscure or occult. Hence the word Akarana^ was

resorted to. Akarana meaning uncaused, i.e. Para, is

thus clearly contrasted with the karana or karya, the

^ P. 8. Religiou$ Sy$iem of
ike Pttraw.

^ P. 9. Ibid. But Speiiti*

is more akin to Puaya, as I

will show in the neoitel.
® * The name kina of analyti-

cal reasoning was woc'ked out
by the south-eastern Aryans,
Who were the Iranians, that
means, the Medes and the Per-

After having practi-

cally adopted what ha» been
called tlic dualism of Ormuzd
and Ahriman, a dualism which
is really identical with the In-

dian dogma of Brahm& the
producer, they worked out
their theory so far as to con-
ceire the absolute and neutral
principle, which they described
as inactive {akaram), ^P. 247,

Bumoufs Science (f
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effected or the first hypostasis or Vynha derived from

the Para. This confusion or difficulty presented itself

to the Ved&ntins, and a set of Sfitras had therefore to

be allotted in the Brahma-Sfitras by Vyisa for the dis-

cernment of the antecedent or causeless principle from

the sequent or involved, or effected hypostatic condi-

tion of it. That is

K^ryam B^darir asya

gaty upapatteh etc. [IV. 3. ff.]

The question of the Trinity is of the most philo-

sophical significance. It is connccted with the original

Vishnuic Trhndrti or Vyuha^ the Mazdaic first shoot

of the Mainyush and Akarana, and the Christian trinity

of Father, Son and Holy Ghost,—the idea of Rudra

however receiving predominance, in the Mazdaic

system, and of Vishnu (or Christ) obtaining predomin-

ance, in the Christian system. A good deal remains

to be said on this subject. It is enough however to say

in the words of Emile Burnouf that :
“ an absolute being

cannot develope itself by virtue of the law of emana-

tion, unless it first assumes that second shape to which

philosophers have given the name of hypostasis. The
diversity of those hypostases does not permit any one

of them to equal the Absolute Being in whom they

reside; it is their sum which equals Him. Again,

when each hypostasis develops according to the same

law, no single one of its modes is e^ual to it ; it is

only equalled by the sum of its modes” [P. 78 . R.8.]

4f you ever come to study Vishnuism in all its
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,
yon will find tho??e idens exp?\nded and syste-

matised, for example the Six Primary Attributes of

Para-Visudeva, being distributed by twos among the

three VyiVia derivatives, or Secondary Hypostases viz.,

the Aniruddha, Pradyumna and Sa^zkarsawa.^ The

idea of Christ above alluded to was not born with the

person, Jesus. That idea is itself one of the eternal

order. It is the Vishnu or Krishna of the Vedas.

After the Persian separation from the Bri\hma;/as took

place and they settled down in their adopted land,

Medo- Persia, it was the edict of Cyrus (Kurush) which

recalled the Israelites from all qtiarters of the country

where they had been scattered. The Israelites regard-

ed Cyrus as their Liberator
; and considered him

worthy of being called the ‘ Christ’ of God.^' Krishna

of India 5^011 will thus find passing through Cyrus "

(Christ). If that does not suit, the Srosh (Crish) of Medo-

Persia, filtering through Judaism, and fully blooming

in Jesus, the Christ of Christianity, will answer. Cyrus

the Elder is Kurush, who lived about the 6th Century

B.C., Krishna lived about j,ooo B.C. May it yet be in

the undetected mines of philology to unbosom to us one

of these days the secret of the name of Krishna passing

into Kurush, and Kurush into Christ ? Such a transi-

tion is quite, in religions, of the possible, knowing how
we are all kith and kin and so closely allied too as the

Brfthmanas and the Persians are, in particulrir. I only

suggest this philological correspondence but to lead to

5 See Discourse lY on 2 Emi, Ch. 1,



the idea. The idea of the Christ is still further trace-

able in the term Sraosh which I have alread}' noted.

If there are our Israelite brethren here, here is an his-

torical evidence showing how we are all bound by the

golden chains of divine love,' which is prototyped in

the Hypostasis of Sri Krishna
;
for Krishna as explained

already is the Universal Magnet, Knrshiwyasa, (or the

Logos) to whom we are all attracted, though from dif-

erent directions. Philology has no water-tight com-

partments. Hence, Akarana is also susceptible of being

transposed to .4karshana, or that which attracts, hence

permitting another equation : Akarana Krishna. The

idea is implicit in the term Ahura- Mazda and explicit

in Akarana.
Fire.

^JI'^HE idea of Fire to which I had said I would revert

may now be taken up. Not Persians alone, all

mankind nearly- are Fire-worshippers, but the Persians

and the Vishnuites are however next-door neighbours

in this respect, h'ire is a Trinity. In the old Vedas,

which is the trunk as it were, of all later ramificatory

growths of religon, you will find Vishnu striding across

three regions.

' Later on I shall alhuh* to

the attempt set on foot to hr-

injjf the Israelites aiui the (qiri-

stians together.

Exoi'pt perhaps the Mos-
lems who hated Fire-worship-
pers

;
but according to a story

recorded in Field’s Mijstirs

find JbVtints of T»lam. [Pp. 22-

23Jf Hasan Basri said to Ids

neighbour Shamann, a fire-

W'orshipper: ‘You liave wor-
ship])cd fire for seventy years,
and I laivc never w'orshipp(*d •

it. Hut when Shamaun died,

Hasan tBasr i saw Idm in his
dr(‘am :

‘ Wearing a crown of
gold, clotlied in raiment of
rcRpleridont Ijeauty, and walk-
ing in Paradise/
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Tn«i padi vicakrame

Vishnur gop4 adAbhyaA*

[Yajur-Brdhmana II. 4 . 6 .]

Vishnu is therefore Fire or Agni on the earth, Sun or

Savitr or Mitra in the etherial or mid-regions, and the

Spirit or Vaiku«/hin, who sheds love, life, light and

all, over the Universe,—Vaikun^ha being the nej)lns ultra

where

Na tatra suryo bh^ti na candra t&rakam

. • . • Tasya bh^s4 sarvam idam vibh&ti,

[Kath-fipanishiitf 1

1

, 5. 15.J

i.e,, ^ Where no sun shineth nor the moon, , , , . for,

all this shines by Its own light.’

As Occidental Orientalists prefer to surmise,

Vishnu is not merely the Sun, whose three strides

indicate but the sun’s Eastern, Western and Meridian

positions. Whereas the Oriental Orientalists under-

stand by Vishnu what the term etymologically denotes

the /I and therefore he who strides in

all the three regions of the Kosmos. The Fire of the

Persians too is not merely the material Agni on earth.

Their Fire is Ahura-Mai?ada, the “ Killer of darkness

putting darkness here in the place of death, sin or evil,

which is the import of Ahura, in the manner already

shown. The mere terrestrial Agni or Fire is avarna

or the lowest manifestation, Vishnu the spirit being

the parama or the Primal, as evidenced by the opening

verse of Aitareya-Brihmawa :

—

Agnir vai devAnftm avamo Vishnu// paramas

tad antarena sarvA anyA devatfth. {passim) \
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There are three Agnis recognised in the Brahmanic

ceremonial, the (i) LaiikiktCgni, (2) Srautd'^ni^ and

(3) the Vahhnava'gni. The first corresponds, (i,e.,

Laiikika) to the terrestrial or physical Fire ; the second,

(i.e., Srauta) corresponds to the F'ire, which is instru-

mental in procuring for the devotee the higher material

regions, such as Indra’s Heaven, Svarga etc., and is

that which is originated by a friction of two pieces ot

wood, called the A rani. And the third Fire is the

Vaishmiva. The second Fire, the SniiilUf was greatly

in vogue, until Buddha appeared on the scene and

deprecated it ;
and further the bent of the Hindu mind

at present and the trend of the modern spirit have

both conspired to put it out of court, (the universal

Fire of the cigar having unfortunately taken its placel)

But the Vaish;^avas have scrupulously preserved the

third or metaphysical Fire intended only for the

initiate. Hence my hortatary to my Zoroastrian bre-

thren on page g.

It seems to me that the Persians exemplify this

three-foldness of the Fire by passing the terrestrial

Fire through a siever in their ceremonies cohnected

with the inauguration of Fire in their Fire-Temples.

The science or philosophy bf Fire or its genesis is thus

explained by Emild Biirnouf ;

—

“ Three phenomena roused the intelligence of the

Aryans even before their expansion^beyond the valleys

of the Oxus : they were motion, life and thought. These

three things, considered in all their bearings, com-

priied without exception every pbenQmenoo. Now if
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a solution of these three could be discovered, we should

possess the universal key of ever} thin^% providing that

this solving principle be a real power, traceable to real

facts, and not an abstract one/’
[
P : 124 S. R,']

“The grand phenomenon of the absorption of

solar heat by planets, a phenomenon recently brought

to light by science, was already discovered by men of

remote antiquity; in the Veda it is repeatedly mention-

ed. When they kindled I'ire on the hearth, they knew

they were only forcing it to surrender the P'ire it had

received from the Sun. W'hen they turned their atten-

tion to animals, they saw the undeniable bond which

connects life with hcat.^’ |p : 125 Ihid :|

.

“ His (i.e., Sun’s) heavenly Fire is therefore the

universal motor and the father of life ; he whom he first

engendered, his eternal so;/, is the earthly I'ire {agni)y

born from his rays.’’ {Ibid, p: 126]. The Spiritual

Fire behind both these is Vishnu, for “ Philology is a

science of observation, and consecjiiently unable to

solve by itself any metaphysical problem. After all,

after a moment’s thought, we cannot but feel convin-

ced that the idea of God must have dwelt in us before

the power 10 express it, else the proper noun of a divi-

nity never could have been constructed out of a com-

mon noun or adjective. For this reason Vishnu is

neither the Sun nor his rays . . , Vishnu is a living

power • . . [P : 18. Ibid],

To produce Fire, the Vedic Rishis employed two

pieces of wood, Aranf (Asvattha) and put them cross-'

wi&e (or churning purposes. Fire sprang at the crosving
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junction. This is the Original Ceremony, which

passed through IVfedo*Persia until it is symbolised by
the Christian Cross with the star decorating at the

junction. Emil^ Burnonf tell us that :—“ Most of

these rites, called sacraments, do not properly belong

to Christianity, they existed long before; nearly all of

them are Vedic and contain the fundamental theory of

all Aryan religions.^ [P : aai. IbW],

Heraclitus 460 B,C. proclaimed Fire as the primi*

tive element, which was the “ Word*', ‘ the only be-

gotten Son' of Philo of Alexandria (about 20 B.C.) This

is again the * Logos*, the Indian idea travelling to'

Athens about the time of Alexander the Great, 333 BiC.

And Burnouf says :
** When the theory of fire became

the theory of Christ, that is, of the anointed (Sk, dktat

IjdX-unctus^ and after having long dwelt in Asia, If

journeyed thence to Europe, the former cafpentfer
'

took his Semitic name of Jusuf or Joseph, and lived

afresh in the foster-father of Mary’s Son" [p. e36. Idid"].

How Christianity is further indebted to Brahmanism
and Mazd&ism will be briefly noticed in the sequel.

* Close observation will re-

veal the fact of the plan of

Hindu Temples being cruci-

form. A recent writer in* the
Aidatic Quarterly Review for
October 1911, Major J. B.
Keith, facetiously observes on
page 275 of his valuable article
on Civilization*:—**An*
other gentleman this, if I am
not mistaken, an English Mis-
sionary,thought that the cruci*

fornrground-plan of the GK)-

vlnda Deva Temple at Mathura
must have originated with
Christian Missionaries about
Akbar’s Court! whereas we
know that this form, used in
Bast and West, was in vogue
at the primitive ancestral
sacrifice.** How further can
Christian zeal penetrate! Is
it that there can be no truth
outside the threshold of Chris*
tianitjH But Universal Truths
are irrepressible.

s
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Reverend Father Meurin in his Chrid and Zoroas*

says Zoroaster restored, not only the unity of

God, hut also the most ancient and characteristic

Aryan form of Divine Service, the Worship of Fire, as

the most suitable representative of God, corresponding

to their high idea of God as Eternal Light.” The

learned Bishop after tracing the source of Fire, through

Christianity, the Israelites and Moses, and Medo-

Fersic faith to the Vedic Aryans, exclaims thus :

—

We have before us the sanctuary of the Parsee Fire-

Temple and the sanctuary of the Christian Church. In

both we see a perpetual flame indicating the presence

of god ; there the omnipotence of god the Creator,

here the sacramental presence of god the Redeemer,

l am unble to express in words the deep and vehement

feelings which move my heart when I kneel in the

sanctuary of rny chapel and think of the Parsee fire-

temple a few yards off, in which a fire is ever burning

lijce the flame in our sanctuary lamp. Here is one of the

similarities partly said to exist between the Parsi and

the Christian religions.” Hindu, also, a few steps off!

Of the two pieces of wood used, arani, the one is

vertical and the other is horizontal ; the former is the

Vishnu principle, and the latter the Rudra. This

has led to the Pur&nic friction between Vishnu and

Siva, The horizontal is symbolised in practice, by the

gray ashes, and the vertical by white and red earth, by

the followers of these cults respectively. The officiating

priest in the Fire-Temple distributes the ashes to the
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devotees, and the votaries apply the same to their fore-

heads. Ashes, the remains of fire, is the bodily symbol,

whereas the unburnt material used for the verticaf

white and red marks of the Vishnuites are symbols o(

Fire or Spirit^ meaning bright and warm, light and

heat, Jndna and Bhakti, i.e., wisdom and love, personi-

fied as N4r4ya«a and Sri. In the word Ahura-Masda,

the Rudraic aspect as already shown is more to the

fore, and the symbol of the ashes is in consonance with'

that idea. Vishnuism therefore furnishes the vertical’

complement to the horizontal symbol adopted by

Mazdaism. Strictly speaking, neither BrahmA nor

Siva is a Vedic deity. Vishnu is paramam divinity

as already illustrated by a passage from the Aitareya*^

Drdhmana, Rudra is the Vedic proto-type, appearing"

in his aspect of war, weeping and woe, but it is the

love-aspect which is presented by Vishnu or Krishna

which in the Saivite cult is however implicit in the

term Sivam, which means love. As already shown,

-

Christianity has more of the Vaishnava aspect than

Mazdaism. It preserves the symbol cross, both hori-

zontal and vertical. Vishnuism alone discards the

horizontal and adheres to the vertical which symbolises

the. passages of the elect into the spiritual region be* -

yond all the horizontal spaces.

. Srauta Fire is fast disappearing as already said,

;

but the Vaishnava Fire is most zealously and scrupu-

lously guarded by the followers of K&m4nuja* And mit

have our brothers the Mazd&ists most assiduously
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guarded Fire in another manner. At the holy altar of

Fire, then, in fraternal fellowship of Love, we find a

common rendezvous. And the Christians are in this

respect are quite neighbourly as Meurin admits.

Before I dismiss myself from the subject of Fire,

there are a few interesting incidents connected with it,

on which I might as well dwell.

G&thas, Yn. XLIII. 9. is of special interest as offer-

ing a correspondence with the Naciketa^'-¥\xe^ which

Naciketas is said to have obtained as a boon from Yama,

along with the boon of religious knowledge Daena, as

related in the Kath-opankhat. (The way to Heaven in

this Upanishat is, by the way, (III. i^) as sharp as the

edge of a knife, as is the Chinvat Bridge of the Avesta),

I shall excerpt here what L.H. Mills writes :
—“ Again,

his conscience and obedient will, as the angel of the

Deity, questions him ; and this time offers him tbgt

chief of wished-for objects to him, religious knowledge.

He mentions the holy Fire, with its proper offering, as

the theme of his first inquiry.” [P. 96. Z.A. III. S.J5.E]

,

The philosophy finally of Fire is, as in Vishnuism,

that it is the outward symbol of the inward grace ; and

the outward symbol is thus justified by Zoroaster. In

Mills’ words :
—“ Then, as so often elsewhere, he

(Zoroaster) turns his thoughts to the outward emblem

as the sign of inward grace, the sacramental Fire with-

out which the masses would have had no help to fix

the eye, dr draw prostrations [P. X3ai Z. A.



Naojote Ceremony,

A® an allied theme to that of Fire let me dwell

on the correspondences to be found in the

Naojot ceremony. Naojot, if interpreted as Navjat^

or New-birth or regeneration, would correspond to

the Dvij&t, or the 2nd birth of the Br^hmawa, on

the occasion of his investiture with the sacred thread

the Yajn-opavita. This thread is made up of three

strands, just as the ' Kiisti' or the sacred cincture is

wound thrice round. ^ Kusti is the Avestan word

aiwydonghaUf which is the Saynskrit avyanga, which

means * not-defective,’ * well-made,’ ‘ perfect.’ Sudreh

again is the Avestan anabddta, which would be equiva-

lent to the Sanskrit amvadya, or anavadcUa, anavadya

meaning * faultless,’ and an-avaddta meaning ‘ perfectly

white or pure.’ The Sudreh answers to the BrAhmana
uttariya. The Maunji or the sacred-grass-twisted-girdle

tfeat is bound round the waist both for males at the

1 I am aware of the other
meaning of Naojote meaning
Nav-Zoatar, which is equiva-
lent to Nava-Hotar, i.e., one
who has become a new-sacri-
ficer. The Dvijatva or the re-

generated state to which a
Brdbmana is initiated is exact-
ly when by the Investiture
Ceremony the neophyte be-

comes a new-sacriticer. So
that if Naojote is also Nava-
j&ta, or New-born or regene-
rated, there is no contradiction
between the two interpreta-

tions. I was, at the kind in-

stance of Shamsh-ul- Ulma
J‘i> M9di| ioTitad bjr Mr. Dam

to the Naojote ceremony in All-
bless Bag, Charni Koad, I
observed the novice with
priests all seated like Hindus
on a platform, with red saifron-
{Kunlmnut) tilak on many
faces, rice pressed on it, lire
burning on a censer, with fi*aij.

kincense and sandal splinters
feeding it, lighted lamps fed by
ghee etc ,—all customs in accord
with those of their Hindu bre-
thren. [27th i^eptember 1912
A. C. Bombay].

** Kfiffttk ..... dakhshak-i-
Yazdan b^ndakih uishknidin
farmHn barashnih. [DddieUn*
irDinlh auueix-
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time of Upanayana, and for females at the time of their

Udvahu (marriage), are the most ancient practices com-

mon to both the races.'

Patet.

J^OW the most important ceremony is the cleansing

of the neophyte's mind by the Prayer of Repen-

tance, called Patetr the body having undergone the

ablution nlidn^swina, Patet is derivable from the Sk.

sypatli to go or to fall
;
i.e., to resort to God or fall at

His feet. This is the final means of salvation pointed out

by Vishnuism ;
and it is called Vra-palii or Prapatti

1 Among the Hindus, the

iVniales perpetually wear tlje

Manga/ji-sutni or Mangalya

round the iioek, instead nf the.

omuirji used on the marriage

omusion. Among tlu*. Vaisli-

navas, the Mangalya must

contain the two Holy haihlems

Discus iOhukm) and Conch

(Sankha) ;
and to string these

with other ornamental heads,

the husbaiuVs Y<tj,n)jja/nt(t

thread is ustd. Mauilji was

worn by Hindu females Re-

cording to the verse :

II

A second holy thrc‘ad is now
worn by the male for the fe-

male, so that the latter is left

Irec without the incumbrance

interfering with her household

duties. At the kind instance

again of Bhams-ul-xilma J.

J. Modi, I was invited to the

fashionable maiTlago cere*

mony e(‘lebral(‘il in All-bless

Bug, Bomi>;\y, by Mr. B. H. Ma-
don on both S<'))t('mber lh]*2.

I round no lire us('d. On t*n-

ijuiry I was told that caudle
lights answered the purpose I

Along with tins worldly sub-
stitute, much of tluf sacTamca-
tal character of the marriage
also has been given up This re-

minded mo of what even a
Brahnu), and a Christianised
Brahmo to hot)1 , P. C. Mozoom-
dar wrote in his book : 'I'ho

Oriental Ohriat, ]>: Idt:—**Tlie

great tendency of our times is

to ilestroy the rituals of i*eli-

gion, and multiply the cere-

monies of eating, drinkiwg,
and making merry with the
other sex.” Even Christ “fos-

tered the .spirit of Ceremonial
observances^ within rational

and due limits.”

^ See Vendidad vii. 8. *61*

Also see note 2 page 58. 2* A.,

part I.



Yoga. Literally then, as well as in sense, there is

parallelism of Prapatti with the Paid. The several

Means to Salvation are Works, Knowledge, Love or

Devotion, and Surrender, [see Vaishnava Works such

as the Bhagavadgitfl with R4manujis Commentry, the

Artha-Pancaka {J R A 8 July igio), and other works].

Paid then is the Last Word of Sri Krishna enjoined

in the 66th verse of the i8th Chapter of the Bhagavad-

Git4, on which I delivered a series of discourses in

Bombay in the year igog A. C. This seems a most vital

link between Iranian and Vishnuite systems of So-

teriology. Navjot, if interpreted as Navzoat, meaps

the Nava-hota, or the New^ Sacrificer or the Neophyte,

offered to Ahiira-mazda. The process and meaning of

the ceremony are however all the same. No ritual is

with you without the Zoama or Haoma; can be none

too with us, without the Homa.

Paid or (Paid Padieuvnu)^ Prapatti PrdyasUittani

or Prapatti, the act of repentance and confession is not

merely an ordinance enjoined on the neophyte on

the Navjot occasion. Referring to Mainyo t Khirad,

(LII, 16, ff and Dinkarrf I. 14^’ Castartelli also

makes a quotation that “ the remission (in the Parsi

system) is dependent upon the mental change rather

than upon the bodily act,” which is exactly the

Vaishnava attitude ; and when a sinner performs the

Paid before the Dasturs and the p^ous, then the ‘‘sin

^ See Gatlias Ha. xxxiii- R. H, Mlstri’s Zoroaster and
4, and Oh; xxiv [Z. A, III YjoroastrianUm,

ff. Also
8,H,E] on Repentance, in see Vendidad iii. 40, 42.
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which he has committed is removed from his person,

in the same way that a hundred-fold powerful quick and

strong wind sweeps over a wilderness, carrying off all

grass and weeds that are lying therein.*' [Philoso’phy

of Mazdayasnian Religion, pp: 169 ff]. This can be

compared with the second half of the 66th verse, i8th

Chapter of the Bhagavad-GltA, already referred to, viz.,

Aham tvA sarva-p^pebhyo mokshayishy&mi.

i.e., * I shall see to Thy being relieved of all evil and

all the issues involved in it,’ in connection with the

Prapatti-Yoga, Were it proved (but 1 trust it cannot)

that Patct and Patii have no common radical parent-

age, yet that fact cannot violate the similarity of cardi-

nal principles involed in the terms and the root-ideas

implicated in them. The Paiet4 khnd^ by de Harlez

might further illuminate this theme.‘^ Patet is recited

on other occasions also,^ as is the case with the

1 Thercj arc three Patets ;

—

Patet Ad^rhal, Patet Khodf
Patet Eranh all translated in

the Ai^sia by A. H, Bleeck.

Tliorc are also 5 Patets.
a Patti or Pata'iia (in Pm-

jtatli) is however eqnatable

with Patet, and Praym'citiani

witli Pammaai, if ahshonya-

mtinam is eqnatable w ith a^h.-

zlmon-vamnem [p : 396, Miirs

Okthas]. Sadrah with Vnstra

[gee p : 10 J. J. Modi’s Navjote
Ceremony], nlmna with antina,

dhdma with umdm, etc.

Shams-ul-nlma .1. J. Modi
WTites “ When a case is

^iven up as hopeless, the rela-
tives send for two or more
priests, who stand at the bed
of the dying person and recite
for his benefit Patet, i.e., the
repentance prayer. The priests
are ^mid in money and in kind,
i,e„ corn. This part of the
ceremony is not generally per-
form*id now-a-days. The origin
of the custom seems to lie in
the fact that it was believed
that a person must always say
his Patet and be penitent for
his sins. If he is able, he may
himself recite the Patet. His
near relatives and friends tnay
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Vaishnavas. From a conversation I had with Mr*

J. J. Modi, on the 20th of September 1912, in his Mithi

Lodge, Colaba, I learnt that Av. })aiii means back, and

iy to go,^ and therefore to go back. In Sa/uskrit, di is

to go, from y/in, i^atau; and if p in pailiy could be

taken as the equivalent of the Sk : suffix pra, praiti

would mean : go well. In both senses, it would mean

pra^pattiy going well back to. If now the first hemistich

of the 66th verse of the Bhagavad-Gita be read :

—

Sarva-dharman parityajya

M^m ekam saranain vraja

its purport will be seen t > be :

** Give up all other

ways, and come back to Me as Thy Way.” This is

returning to God indeed after the soul had strayed in

manifold ways. It is indeed the return of the prodigal

S(»n home, and the return cannot be without repen-

tance. Paid ^nd Patti would then be the same idea,—

expressed perhaps somewhat a shade differently,— un-

derlying both the Avestan and the Sk: terms. We
rrjay find reasons to quarrel on the score of philology ;

j(/iu ill the recital. If not the
•vholc Puiei, at leaf<t the ruci*

till, n short time before death,
of the A(fhvm Volta formula
i^ considered moriroriont?.

7’24 ThvosophitfU Yol xxxiii

jj\ugu»t 1912]. See the Patets
translated by A, H. Bleeck in

his Avastay Pp; Itid to 1/1.

' Aloseep: liv, Introdnc-
tioli hy J. J. Modi to Otmut
Memorial Volmie* so kiudly
prcij^'Uted to me (with many

others) hy this M’holivi*, to

talk with whom is u treat by
it.selF

;
nor should 1 misft this

opportunity of tliankinj^ hi*U
and his family for tlu-ir kind-
iK SH to me ami my famrUy' iii

his friendly home, 'Jlio^rarc
friendships I have made with
other Parsi scholars -and
friends, .are all due to tho
singular clmrticter of my tliik-

tinie^ Bonibayi host Air. Jam*
shodn K. baklatvalu, Palm
Lands, Mabim.

5
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but. find at-onement on the score of humanology. That

it is so is coroborated by a colophon which is quoted,

in a Persian work :

—

“ There is only one path of virtue. All

other paths are no paths.**

Read this along with the GitA text quoted above. And

along with the 2nd hemistich of Bh. G. :

—

Aham tvA sarva-pApebbyo

MokshayishyAmi mA’sucah,

meaning; “ I will remit you from all sins*’, read VendU

dad III. 40-42, of whith S. D. Bhariicha gives the

purport thus ;
—

‘ Repentance for sins is instrumental

in securing their remission ’ [P : 24. Zoroastrmi

Religion dind Customs].

So far on Fire and cognate themes. Let me now

touch upon the *—Theisms.’

-theisms.

A CCORDING to Samual Laing, the author of the

Modem Zoroastrian, the leading idea, he writes, of

Zoroastrianism is monotheism. I am not sure if rigid

monotheism should mean abstraction of God away

from all His manifestation t In Vishnuism, the idea

connoted by Vishnu is that of the Spirit pervading all*

This word only implies impervasion. But Impervasion—

Immanency, and Overpervasion—Transcendency, are

both implied in the word N&rAyafia« Tbia kind of

Theism is best called Omnttheism,—a name, to meet

modern requirements of the God-idea* Vishnuism

thus supplies ^the complementai)r idea lacking^ af
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least not quite distinctly discernible/ in the Maisdftie

system, as far as my ^knowledge goes* If God is not

with us, God was never with any. If He is not now#

He is never. If He is not here, He is nowhere. If

He is not in us, how is He out of us ! Says Ken-opa*

nkhat II. 5 Ma ced avedtt atha saiyam asH ; na ced iha*

vcdit mahati vina^htih* Also IV. lo (Ibid) says

ev-eha tad-amutra, yad amutra tad anv-iha.

This necessarily involves the idea of Pan*thei$m*

But why should this word .carry with it a malodor/:of

disrepute as if Pan-theism referring to the God-idea, is

a blasphemy ? Vishnuism is properly, or accurately

speaking, Mono-pantheism, or Pan-monotheism. Omni-

theism would be the one word expressive of the idea

in its totalitj\ Sir Oliver Lodge rightly hit at this

solution of the standing controversy between monp-

theism and pantheism by writing thus:—

,

** There is nothing new in Pantheism. Indeed,

no ! But there are different kinds of pantheism. That,

the All is a manifestation, a revelation of God,—that i|

is in a manner, a dim and ungraspable manner, in some,

sort God Himself,—may be readily granted ; but what

does the All include ? It were a strange kind of All.

that included mountains and trees, the forces of nature,

and the visible material universe only, and excluded,

the intelligence, the will, the emotions, the individu-

ality or personality, of which we our^lves are immedi-

ately conscious ?” (Pp : 34. 35. Man and the Universe)*

Tbe^ Vaishnavas have their Gupta-Vidya, or Secret
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S'deh(5e in which this idea is well developed. The gist

of it dll is that the AH includes not only the objective

uhiversei but the subjective universe as well, and the

Spirit Itself is that which synthesizes both. It does not

itratter what *—theism’ man may choose to give to this

philosophy, mono-theism or pan-theism. When we say

Afl,-hdw God alone, except all else, can be expelled

from that idea passes comprehension. Let this

*~thei'sm* then beoalled Omnitheism in English, which

is^NArftyawism according to Veddntic teminology.^

' Ethios.

now to moral philosophy which is a domi-

htint note of MazdAism, Diogenes of Laertes tells

us that morals came from the East, whither scholars

went to seek them.^ Buddhism is the triumph of

BrAhmahic morals ; and MazdAism has a goodly share

of it, which is an equal division so to say of the primal

Heirloom between the two cognate branches of the

Aryan race. Man is said to possess two dispositions,

good and bad. The good principle is called Vohumana,

or Sk. Snmanay-^ abbreviated into Behman, which very

much sounds like BrahmA the demiurge.'^ The evil

principle is known as the Akamana, Sk. Agha-mana,

*

1 See note on Narayana ap-

ywnded to DiHoonrse iii, and
ray Paper on NanUjana or ilt-e

lIuh^fBal Ueliymi.

See Burnonfs 8.R. p : 40.

» See Amarakosa 1 7. Su-
a celfstial being, be-

cauae he has a iru (vohn). good
matimf mind.

^ Figumtively Bebmen is

the Son of Ahura Ma/,da, and
Asl.a-Vahishfa the son of

Jiehmen. So in Vishnnology,
BrahmA is the sou of NArayami,
and Vas’ishfha is the son of
Brahma. In re the term Behtnen
and all its implications, see
THsconrse iv, of this 1st Series.
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afi^ha meanin^f sin ; or Aka-mana, a^ha meaning pain or

evil. Manns means mind. Man has one mind of

course, but it has two sides, the dark and the bright.

Vishnii-Pura?fa tells us :

—

Mana eva manushy&w^m

K{l.ra«am bandha-mokshayoS.

It is the mind of man alone which leads him either to

bondage or liberation. This two-fold influence is

exerted on all the three faculties of man, thought,

speech and act, the tri-karana in Samsk7'it. The
terms used in the Parsi Scriptures for this triad is

manctshni, ^avashni, and kunashni. Let me give you the

Samskrt equivalents. They are rndnasaniy gavdm\ fgo

meaning speech), and karandni or karyani. The in-

fluence of the good principle over these results in

hnmafa, hukia, and hvarshta,'^ The Sanskrit equivalent

for these,—-knowing that between Zend and Sa;/7sk7'it,

h and s' are transposable—are snmatay siikta and suvritta.

When similarly the bad principle operates over the

mind, the resulting modes of the three faculties are

dushmnta, dnziikhta and dnzvarshia, the Sawzskrit equi-

valents of which are clearly durmata, ditrukta^'^ and

durvriia. Language, forsooth, makes us so kin ! A

short definition of morality or piety is given in the 5th

Chapter of the Vendid&d :

—

i See Vendidad v. 21 ; x. slitaiscKa.”

18 and 19:— ha yaozhdas ...
yo hram dacnam yaozhdaitc Cp. Vodic Mantra
niimataisc^ hukhtaisoha livar- dnrnhUU paribAdhamdna,



Ymdds ftui$hiydi aipi

Zdnthm-vahishia.

I venture to give you the Samskrit of this

S'auddham manushydya

apt janito, varishtam,

meaning “ Beginning from his birth even, purity is

best for man/* Mr. J. J. Mody tells us this is the

motto of the Zoroastrian Religion. Well may it be.

Any religion that has it is blessed,' Now then turn to

the Vishnuite Scriptures the Bhagavad-GitA, Chapter

XVIl, where the three-facultied virtue is summed up

in three consecutive verses ;

—

Deva-dvija-guru-prAjua-pOjanam s’aucham

Dkep Arjavam, brahmacaryam ahimsA ca s'drtram

tapa uccyate, (14)

Anudvega-karam vAkyam satyam priya-hitaw

AVord ca yat, svAdhy&yA *bhyasanaw ca-iva vdiimayam

tapa uccyate. (15)

Mana/^*prasAda-saumyatvam maunam Atma-

Thought vini grahaA, bhAva-sams’uddhir ity etat tapo

1 mdnasam uccyate.® {16)

Let me refer you to my translation of the Bhagavad-gltA

for a rendering of these verses. If we in this age know,

' See note E at end of T)is-

oonr«e
® L. H. MUIr hi his Zara*

fAnsAfm and the Gre^e, p. 4*,

says that the Ve<la has no
eimot equivalent of *hhmata*.
If this IS true, there are other
forms of mata such as

and it ill used m one of the

same triad as e. g. in Yan
nuiwted dhydyati tad vded vada
ti, int karmand hr^roH, Mnnae
is simply the neuter form of
'tmti or That the basic
truth is to be found In both
the scriftares is the point
'which I have attempts to
show here.



for a fact that the whole world is attracted to this

Vaishnava manual of philosophy and morals, it is no

wonder that my next door brothers Ma2:d&ins have

evinced a more than ordinary degree ol love for it. I

would only instance to you, to prove my words, that

devout book on Gitd written by one of your own great

Bhaktas, Mr. Jehangirji Sorabji, but who in modesty

hides his name under ‘ Seeker’—the book being entitled

* The Book of Books' or ‘ The Bible of Humanity,* and

which he rightly dedicates to that other Aryan Vaish-

nava sister of ours, Mrs. Annie Besant, coming from the

far West. Krishna being the universal magnet must

ipso facto be for all. He is the Beloved, to whom all

lovers do fly. He is the Yogisvara or the * Lord of

the Mystics.’ One of the invocatory verses in fact

runs thus :

—

Loka-tray-opakard<ya

tasmai Krishnd. ”tmane nama/^

i.e., * Salutations to that Krishna, who is the Benefac-

tor of the Three Words.’ If the Book of the GitA is

for all the three regions of space, how could it not be

the Book of this earth’s humanity ? If the Upanishads

are the solace of Schopenhaurs, Max Milllers and Paul

Deussens, the quintessence of the Upanishads which

the GttA is, may well be the solace of us Vaishnavas all,

for Vishnu is Krishna and Ma^da, ^eus and Jupiter,

Jebova and Kahman* •

The ideas of heaven and hell are the instinctive

for|bodings of the moral nature implanted in humanity)



Masrdaism calls these by the terms Vahkhla-ahii i.e. in

Samskrit Vasishta or Varkhtcuimi^ i.e. best life. The

opposite of this would be very near kanishia or unishUiy

or asishia^asu, or worst life. In the sequel another

interpretation of Vasisht or Behesht will be attempted

as affording a striking parallel to Vishnuism.

Morals form the basis of immortality. There can

be no true religion without morality, nor true morality

without religion. They are the obverse and the reverse

sides of man's eternal life. Eschatology paves the

path to immortality. It is not in the scope of my
notes for Discourse I, to institute comparisons on

this theme, traceable in the Persian as well as the

Vaishnava books. The latter contain elaborate ac-

counts of what it calls the Archiv’adi-inavga^ based

upon the Vedas, Let me only here mention to you by

giving the Samskrit equivalents of what the soul of a

virtuous man and the soul of a wicked man is said to

utter after death : The virtuous man cries :

—

‘ Ush/^ ahm&i yahmAi ush^a kahm^li cit’.

(i.e.) Uksh^ asmai yasinai ukshfi< kasmai cit,

meaning :—•* Whatever is poured upon me (i.e. beneht)

is poured upon any one,’ or ‘ What is poured upon any

one is what is poured upon myself.’

The wicked man utters these words :
—

* K6.m Dem6i zAm

kutra nemtf ayeni’ [Yn. xlvi, Z.A. 111. S.S.K]

.

(i.e.) Kam n4ma agam

kutra nl^ma yemii



meaning * Wher6 shall I go f Whither shall 1 gp ?

Meher Daver^ sitting at the Chinvai Bridge assisted hy
Rashnu and Asiad, would be MahA-Deva (i,e. Rudra or

Yama) sitting at the Chinvat (i.e. collection, from Sk%

s/Chin^ collect), assisted by Rita and Satya^ In these

allegorical pictures, moral truths are embodied^ The
question of pre-natal existence is closely allied to that

of post-mortal immortality. Ido not as yet clearly

see what the Parsi Scriptures utter on this subject, but

I shall revert to it in the sequel. There is an idea that a

.

Bhakta is above evil. A verse cited in that Treatise

on God-Love, called Bhagavad-vishayam, VoK IIL

p. 1170, (Talugu Edn. Madras) warns such souls to

beware of a deeper fall consequent on errancy risked

at the greater height where he stands

Prapanna iti garvewa

na kury^t puru pditakam,

*pi p^takam karma

kurvan mtldha/f pataty adha^'* *

Ethics again are of two kinds, this-worldly and the

other-worldly. But ethics on the whole is fundamentally

i Mazda has been interpre-

ted already as Maha-deva,-=
the Great Lord. Maha-deva
is in the Indian pantheon, a
cognomen also of Rudi*a. Ma-
hadeva is used in the Ramk-
4’ana as an appellation of the
ocean fVanina also).

* In his book :
** Hours with

the mystic^<” (p. 52, Ninth Ed).

R. A# Vaughan, presuming to

moralise on the Hindu Scrip-
tures, thus writes with refer-
ence to Bhagavad-Gita :

—
‘Kri-

shna, it appears, can invest the
actions of his favorites with
such divinoness that nothing
they do is wrong. B'or the
mystical •adept of Hinduism
the distinction between
and evil is obliterated as often
as he pleases. Beyond this
point mysticism the most per-
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to pave the way for the other. The acnja of the

other-worldly or spiritual ethics consists in the culti-

vation of abstinence (renunciation) and even aversion

(vairAgya) to all the belongings of terrestrial or tempo-

ral existence, of which the body is the base. The

figurative way of portraying this truth in Vishnuism

is to consider the body as fattening and the soul as

famishing, under temporal conditions,—whereas the

reverse takes place under spiritual conditions, which

in other words is Heaven. This Vishnuic portrayal

finds a parallel in Mazddic literature. For example

E. W. West’s rendering of Bahman Vast II. 56.

[P. T., I. S.S.E.J runs thus:—“And, moreover, I tell

thee this, O Zarathusht the SpitAman, that whoever,

in that time, appeals for the body is not able to save

the soul, for he is as it were fat, and his soul is hungry

and lean in hell ; whoever appeals for the soul, his

body is hungry and lean through the misery of the

world, and destitute, and his soul is fat in heaven.”

The eulogium therefore paid by many savants, for

example Casartelli, who says :
—“ Among all other non-

Christian religions, the MazdayAsnian religion can

justly boast of having the soundest, the highest and

the most reasonable system of ethics”, is but bare

truth. Ethics in fact are not only the foundation of

religion, but religion in actual conduct or practice.

verted caimot go ; siiice euch of Hinduism, the answer is as
emancipation from moral law given above and Diogenes of
is in pi^tioe the worst aim of Laertes has already told Mr.
the worst men.’ To this deli- Vaughan * that morals came
behtte or ignorant Tilidoatioii from the Mast * "
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Motherhood of God.

^PHE next parallelism I have sought for is with the idea

of the Mother-hood of God. This is par excellence

the love-aspect of the Godhood, for which Bhaktas or

Lovers of God pant,—that predominant trait in divi-

nity to which they amorously cling. In my own reflec-

tions so far, this aspect of the deity is not prominently

discernible, at least it is not so explicitly evident, either

in the term Ahura-mazda, or the MazdAic system taken

in its entirety. I speak of course from my meagre

knowledge of it, so far. This Mother-idea however is

comparatively more to the front in the Christian sys-

tem ; but even there what was foremosUin the Roman
creed was thrust into the background in the later

Protestant readjustments of the Christian cult.^ The
original home of this idea of Motherhood is, by Ori-

entalists, traced to India and to Vishnuism in particular.

We have for example, Emile Burnouf writing thus

^ The great Brahms Missi- confessed he was still waver-
nary, P. 0, Mozooradar, who irig. On my mentioning to
met me in Mysore in about him the philosophy, ethics, and
1698, told me how Parama- bhiikti as expounded by fi&mi*
hamsa Rimakrishiia one. day nuj&, he closed with me saying
all of a sudden,—a stranger that that after all should settle

hitherto—appeared before him him. This Brahmo with much
when with Keshav Chandra Christiun leaning says thus
Sen, his Guru, he was in his Oriental Christ 1898.
engrossed in intellectual con- [Pp ; 150-151] There is a
Tcrsation, and by a few set of Christians who ascribe
random utterances surcharged all tender healing to Mary, the
with God-love, transfixed them, universal mother. They thus
Keshav turned an ecstatic unconsciously hold the double
Yaishnava thenceforward. On nature, the fatherly and
my pressing Mozoomdar what, motherly nature of the Chris-
after all his roamings round tian divinity. We believe in a
tbe«worldi was bis creedi be Mother God| we believe
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^ ^ in St. Luke * ^ Joseph the Jew disappears

from the scene, and in his pllace rises upon the fore-

ground Mary the Galilean, of a race probably apart

from Israel, a model of holiness and blessedness, vyhose

purifying virtue is felt by all who approach her. This

Mary is to-day acknowledged to be identical with the

M&yi of the Indians, who is the universal feminine

principle, and who was the virgin mother of Buddha.”

(P. 62. Science of Religions), Much anj^rior to Buddha,

the idea is traceable to the Rig^eda, where the

Mother-aspect is portrayed in various ways, especially

in the Srl-Silkta, where She is the Spouse of Vishnu.

Md, and Md./d*are her other names. The production

of Ayus is symbolical of the Son, Fire, being produced

from the Father, Purdravas, the upper Ara;n, and the

Mother, Urvasl, the lower Arawi. Here are the roots

of the Christian Trinity. Ahura-mazdd connotes more

the terrible or the Rudra principle as I showed already,

than the courting or inviting, Vishnu principle. The

complete idea of the Godhood is realised only when

the love-clement of it is fully recognised. The Mother-

hood of God is the first and cardinal doctrine of

womanly a« in manly incarnn- elements are combined. It is

tion. Iti ns, certainly, their the wotrian in us that touches
doctrine is not foreign. But the woman. The most loTing

what we contend for is that, of Hindu deities Is invested

as in Qod, as in Christ, so in with a face of fctnitiine grace,

every holy man called to the The twofold image ’* of the
minisiryi there Is both a mas- Yaishnavais the ideal oomple-
Cnline and a feminine element, ment of manly and womanly
The eompletotiess of all reli- affection/' In my BkcDUffie
{gioufl character lies in the HI. I purpose to approa^ this

l^portiioh in nliicfa the two (jittestion agaiis,
^



Srf-Vaishnavism. This is a foremost element of its

Gupta-Vidya^ or esoteric science, which purposes to ex-

pound to the initiated the manifold aspects of this idea

of Motherhood. If in Christianity the idea is seen

budding, in* 5ri-Vaishnavism it is found full-blown.

The love-aspect involved in this system is a natural

complement to the Mazdiic system by the sense which

to me is revealed by the terms such as Aramaiti, about

which in the sequel.^

Origin of Ideas.

'J^EEPING in mind the facts of how nations were

dispersed, and that they dwelt together once

before separation, the naturally complementary cha-

racter, as I will show presently, of Vishnuism to

Mazd^ism becomes more and more clear. The 13r4h-

ma»as the first bothers are known to have sent out

knowledge into the world to begin with ; and the Irani-

ans next, taking the clue from them, propagated the

knowledge more fully to the other people who were

found more Westerly. Indeed it is a truism that even

as did morals go forth from the East, did religion ; and

this truism is patented in these days more and more
by our Western colleagues by means of the motto :

—

JSJxariente lux. Here are some remarkable passages

from the French savant Emile Burnouf, which go to

support me ;

—

** With regard to the origin of the Medo*Persian

race and religion, European scienpe was confronted

^ Bead my works t (1) Jjms Commentaryt (3) Divine

vf Of Dravida MamU, Vmdom qf the Drdvida Saints,
v/ith BAmd*
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with a grave hypothesis, no doubt a probable one, but

not demonstrated by any clear, authentic writings,

until the appearance on the scene of Vedic hymns. At

the time of Darius’ and Xerxes’ invasions, Greece had

already adopted her enemies as her friends. The

beutiful allegory will be remembered in which the poet

ilischylus in his tragedy of the Persians represents

Persia and Greece as two sisters harnessed to the

Chariot of the Great King. Subsequently the kinship

between these two nations consummated itself in Alex-

andria through the alliance which took place in their

doctrines. The introducing of Persian worships and

those of Mitra into the Roman Empire, seemed to

suggest also the existence of a certain affinity between

these religions and those of the West. Only in these

latter days however has it been possible to follow up

the progress of religious ideas belonging to that impor-

tant portion of the old world. The road to it was

opened by the study of Samskrit
; origins were descried

by the discovery of the Veda, helping us to realise in

the religion of Zoroaster one of the most noble and

original productions of the Aryans’ pantheistic spirit.

As for Zend literature, even with its acquired comple-

ments, it is on 80 limited a scale as to preclude any

possibility of its offering to the science of religions any

ducuments comparable with those furnished and pro-

mised by India. Though only a few among them are

attributable to any fixed dates ranging over a period of

five hundred years or more, they neverthless shed ample

light) and give a panoramic view, as it were, of the
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historj' and evolution of the BrAhman doctrines. Br&h-

minism contributes two remarkable, and in some res*

pects solitary, features to the history of religions.

First, it has survived a great religion, begotten of itself,

Buddhism, having itself undergone such intense trans-

forqiations as to produce a series of distinct religions ;

secondly, as already stated, it partly contributed to the

budding and first evolution of Christian thought in

Egypt and in the eastern portion of the Roman
Empire. ^

If Zend literature is scanty, supply ad libitum is

available in Indian literature, and Vaishnava literature

in particular, a literature which survived the ravages

of the Mohammedans in South India, and which is a

literature systematized, after eduction out of the old

nebulous Vishnuism of the original Veda, by such

Vaishnana saints as Sri Sankara, Ramanuja and

Madhva; and this was propagated in the north,-which

was well nigh stifled of its spirit by the same Moslems,-

by such saints as Ramananda, Vallabha, Chaitanya

(or Lord Gauranga) Nimb^rka, Tuk&r&ma, Tulasidisa

N^naka, Sv4mi N^r^yana, and a host of others up to

this day, the waves wafted for example by the influence

of the Theosophical Society now beating against the

shores of Europe, America, Australia etc.^ And you,

Zoroastrians, are brothers in your own house, and can

therefore freely partake of what Vishnuism holds in

1 * Egypt was fist settled by p. 349 & p. 830 note].

Atlanto-Aryan colonists from ^ See note F at end of Dis-
India’. Doctrine II course J,
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readiness for all. It may not be a strange irony bf

fate that as soon as the Ir&nians, starting from their

Indian home fulfilled their mission in the West—

a

spiritual mission vestured in matter,—their steps

had to retrace for their original home, to share here

what their contemplative stay»at-homes had in the

meanwhile discovered in their comparatively quiet

moments of existence, viz. a literature embodying

heights of thought and love, which may well serve to

supplement the * limited scale’ of Zend literature, as

Burnouf points out. One great soul, risen in your

midst, in modern days, and happily known to me has

actually imbibed a precious portion of this preserve in

India, as his * Bible of Humanity’ under the pseudo-

nym of ‘ Seeker^ evidences. Other souls have risen since

among you earnestly wwking in these fields. What
contributions these souls are destined to make in the

near future to modern literature, remain to be seen, I

appeal to all my Iranian brethren to stand by us and

help on human evolution making for synthesis. There

is a spirit of syncretism in the air, both of isolated

facts and isolated men. In these days of Universal

Races Congresses, such an outlook can never be mere-

ly utopian but is quite within the range of realisation,

and Burnouf, as I do, gives forth a prophecy. For he

says [Pp. 164-165 S. R.] ;

—

“ For if the Founder of Christianity is regarded as

the embodiment, under the name of Christ, of a theory

which existed before all history, Christ henceforth as-

sumes in history a new and unexpected importaneet



The truth of His words, as given by the Gospel, is

forcibly brought home to us'*. Verily, verily,. I naf

unto you, Before Abraham was, I am” and henceforth

the scattered religious unity of Aryan Races (of which

the prelude 0iay well be that of the IrAnians joining

the BrAhmawas in India) is once more linked togethe|'^

and if it be true, as many of our present scholars aver,

that tlie traditions of Genesis are thenvselves only a
sapling of the great Asiatic .trunk, this re-established

unity not only comprises Aryan peoples,, but also

Semites, the Greeks, ;the Latins, and the people of

the north of Europe,, having likewise obtained their

ancient, religions from the sources whence the

sprang, are.all connected with the entire West by this

theory. What is there outside the pale of this unity?”

we all can this day. courageously cry, none, Bat

Christ is represented by the school of Rdminuja and

its branches ; or Vishnuism, as its very name implies,

means Universalism. This is the great contribution of

the day from the philosophical and religious aspect, to.

the great world-movements which may develop from

the first Universal Races Congress held in London in

the year 1911, and this Congress has already defined the

Leading Object of all future Congresses to be the

promotion of “ cordial relations between ail divisions

of mankind, without regard to race, color, or creed,

and, in particular, to encourage a good understanding

between East and West”. That Religion and Philo-t

Sophy fiindamehtally spiritually help this consumitmt*

tionf.qeed not be doubted.



ObrUtiM tndebtedaAU.

T>Y the way, the doctrines of the Zend-Avesta and the

indebtedness of Christianity to it are thus sum*

marised by Burnouf :

—

“The contains the whole metaphysi*

cal doctrine of the Christians : the unity of God, the

living God, the Spirit, the Word, the Mediator, the

Son begotten by the Father, principle of life in the

body and sanctification of the soul. It contains the.

theory of the fall and the redemption through grace,

the initial co*existence of the infinite spirit with God,

a sketch of the theory of the incarnation,—a theory

which India had so amply developed,—the doctrine of

the revelation, of the faith of the good and bad angels

known by the name of A mschaspands, and of Darvands

of disobedience to the Divine Word residing in

us, and the need of Salvation. Finally, the religion

of the Avesta e.xcludes every bloody expiatory

sacrifice ; which religion, having once been adopted

by the Israelites, did away with the slaying of the

paschal lamb and replaced it by an ideal victim”.

(Pp. 74.75, Science of Religions), In Vishnuism,

the doctrines of the nature and attributes of God, the

nature and attributes of the soul, the nature of the

Goal of the soul, the nature of the various Means

to attain it placed in its hands, the purpose and

meaning of Sa;ns/ira, the doctrine of Incarnations, and

Immiuience of the Deity, the nature and evolution of

matter^ scientific cosmogony, the Motherhood of God,

the greatness of the Saviour, the potency of pi^yer
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and rationale of miracle, the doctrines of resignation

and redemption, of love and grace ; and the metaphy-

sical and other relations between the three Postulates

of existence, Cit, Acit and Isvara, are all themes cate-

gorically elaborted—results which all humanity may
share but for which I know and feel that my IrAnian

brothers have particular claim, considering our common
and closer ethnic and religious origins.

Moslem Indebtedness.

A^ to IrAnian influence on Islam, when the latter

broke into Persia, G. K. Nariman in his (Tiers)

Religion of the Iranian Peoples, Part I, writes thus

(p ; i66) The action of the Persian element on the

religious formation was very far-reaching as soon as

Islam had established itself in the geographical regions

of ancient Parsism and had carried to the worshippers

of Zoroaster, with the aid of the sword, the faith of the

Prophet of Mecca and Medina. The occupation of

Irak (Iran ?) by the Musalmans constitutes one of the

most decisive factors in the religious formation of

Islam.

** Persian theologians introduced into the religion

lately adopted their traditional points of view. The
conquerors enriched the poverty of their own funda-

mentals by elements procured for them by the experi*

ence of a profoundly religious way of life, the way of

the Persians whom they had defeated.'* And Darmes-

stater says How often did he *(the author of the

Koran) not borrow from that book (Avesta) Mrhich bis

lugsessors wanted to teat to pieces'

!
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The Islamic wave moved further East and fell foul

of the next brothers of the Iranians, the Hindus, but

here also by a strange irony of fate that wave was sub-

jected to Ved&ntic influences by which Islamism bloonn-

ed into the Vaishnavic emotional mysticism, under the

name of SMsm. R&mdnuja, it must be remembered

was contemporaneous with the first Musalman out-

break in the South of India, and Vaishnava books

record curious connections of Vaishnavism with the

Islamic racej

The hand of Providence is thus evident in how it

taught its Semitic children, the developed religions of

the East, and how it had trained the East itself in the

final spiritual traits such as resignation, love and sacri-

fice,—the final fruits these of spirituality, but learnt

by sacrifice of material goods, with which however

fate^ inveigled its less developed Semitic child

because, though unconsciously to itself, the child was

to learn these very higher lessons of resignation, love

and sacrifice, by means of the hands of another

branch of our own Aryan trunk, the British, who by

checking the material excesses of the Islamite, took

into its own custody the common care of not only the

Indian but the Ir&nian and the Islamite ; and other

branches of this Aryan race such as the Italian, also

effecting still unknown revolutions over the Semitic

World both in Eurbpe and North Africa, and other

races of the same stock, the Balkans and Greeks

} Head my of Btlmd* proeeedittg to the Delhi Court
fltya, the episode of ou a holy mission.



infesting Turkey ; and Persia, once become Islamic frotti

Iranic in the past centuries, also now coming generally

under the surveillance of Western Aryan influences.

Vishnuism, and Hazdaism.

J^ET me now pursue other trains of thought. We
need not go far to the many ancient civilisations

such as those connected with collapsed continents viz.,

the Hyperborean, Lemurian, Atlantinn and others.

Confining ourselves to the Aryan race as knovVn to

history, there may be discerned a progressive unfold-

ment of the religious sense in man. It begins with

Animism which is a crude form of Pantheism—forming

the hidden background to the varicolored polytheistic

picture, through Monotheism, and back again to re-

fined scientific Pantheism. The old Brahmanism and

Mazddiism may be classed under Monotheism, but

Vaisbnavism will be found, when closely examined, to

blend harmoniously both the pantheistic* and the

monotheistic elements, considering that the tendency

of the modern scientific age is to establish the imma*

nency of Deity, yet at the same time attempting to

avoid that pantheism which admits of no binity or

trinity in unity. We have thus animism, which is

crude pantheism, monotheism, and scientific panthe*

ism. ‘ There range between these stages indicat*

ing transitions and gradations from one into the

other, particular links which constitute aspects

of religion promulgated by Buddhism, Christiadity,

Mobamadanism etc. As science finds in the polarity

of Ibe atom and in the strains and reposes of etberi



opposite tendencies, there are similarly positive and

negative, so to say, characteristics of religion, having

a necessary neutral zone between. Animism may be

said to partake of the nature of the negative or the

cathode pole of the religious cell, the old Vedic Vishnu-

ism and Mazdftism to the vehicular neutral line bet-

ween, blooming into the latest Vishnuism, which so to

say represents the positive or anode pole of the reli-

gious cell, inasmuch as it professes to be a fusion of

all the partial conceptions of the Godhood, entertained

by all the mighty systems which precede it. In ani-

mism dread is the prominent religious sentiment ob-

sessing the heart. Dread, insensibly passing through

awe, ends in love, which last is the forte of Vishnuism.

The soul begins with utter fear of God, which then

passes through awe which is nearer to God, veneration

characterizing it, and lastly it adores in perfect trust

and faith* bespeaking love. The attitude of the

suppliant in animism is to be an abject underling,

then comes that of humility, and the climax is attained

of intimacy, which facile princeps, constitutes the heart

of Vishnuism. Here the soul finds itself ensouled,

enfolded, embosomed in God,—the soul or psycho-or

meta-plasm, in contrast to the physical protoplasm,

attaining a state of at-onement, which no chemistry

organic or inorganic, no electricity, mechanical or vital,

can undo. It is so to say, figuratively an eternal em«

brace with divinity which Vaishnava saints depict in a

language of flowers and music, breathing life and love.

Tbg tbrea^told stages of religious evolution .are
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represented by the terms sat (Being and Power), dtti

(Life and Wisdom), and anaiirffl' (Spirit and Love), Vish-

nuism holding to the last as its dominant note. In all

the three stages of religion all the three characteristics

of dread, awe and love are no doubt existent, but what

is regnant in each is one of the series in order* The love-

factor, which holds sway over the other two in Vishnu-

ism is represented by Srt-Krishna. He is essentially the

love-God, the Universal magnet. From my studies of

Avestan Scriptures I always rise with the dominant

notes of fear buzzing in my ears and Ahriman vibrant

in my brain. But an immediate resort to the Vishnu-

vie studies, replaces these by love and Ormuzd. But

the one creed is as necessary to man’s salvation as the

other. Vishnuism is therefore the fulfilment of Mazdd.-

ism* This should not be understood to mean that

Iranian Religion is lacking in the love-element. On
the other hand there can be no religion without some

aesthetic element of love. As food is to body, as

thought is to intellect, so love is to soul. Fgr example,

Dinkard II. 79 says:—‘‘Love towards the Creator

(Kam val ddiar -Kama to Dhdta or Bhagavat-kdma)

,

too, is taught in express terms. It seems to be consi-

dered as necessary and sufficient for salvation” (p. 115.

Casa rtell i’s Philosophy of the Mazdayosnian Religion

under the Sassanids), What I mean is that the op-

posite sentiment fear, is elaborate^ in excelsis in the

Avestan Scriptures, whereas in Vishnuvism love the

opposite of fear, ripens into its i.e. ecstatic, crisis. I

must here make m auricular confession that J had
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always a peculiar fascination for my Parsi brethren t

and by the love they.bestowed on me during my sojourn

with them in Bombay (in iS88 and in 1909) and the

eager ears and devout hearts they lent to the discourses

on Bhagavad-Gtti etc., which I then conducted, my
natural, unaccountable—but perhaps accountable from

forgotten reminiscences—attraction was amply illustrar

ted and confirmed. Casually however, glancing at

Haug’s Essays ow /Ai! Farm (Trlibner), I .find to my
agreeable surprise that Spit^ma Zarathushtra^ is

Pitimaha jarad uitarn, or Patriarch Elder-Superior,.

^arathushtr6tema, the name of a priest containing as

it does the superlative of uttam^ viz. uttama^ thus

justifying the interpretation of nstra as uttara, noble,

best, excellent, superior, elder. His father’s name is

Paurushasva, and he belongs to the family Haechada-

spid or what seems a distant metamorphosis of Kasyapa.^

Now Paurushasva, or Purusharshabha or Purushot-

tama is the name of Vishnu or Krishna in the

Rig-Veda and the Bhagavad-G!t^. Pcshotan or Pesh-

yotanu is also an Avestan name of old, of great import

and veneration; for example see Bahman Vast III

(passim), Kasysipa (Prajipati) the family head of Zara-

thqstra is my own Gotric patriarch. It may be thus

that my fascination for my Iranian brothers may have

its roots in this distant heredity, and embryology tells

us that such tendencies persist in the protoplasm, or

Z, h and 8 are interchange- stra is after all Sarvottara.

Hole ^tween Zend and Sams- Sec z and h interchanged in

liti* ft wmn to me Zamtha-^ and Muti. .

:
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in popular language in our blue bloodJ or the corpuscle

or neuron as science variously conjectures.

Bhago-bakhta.

A NOTHER more marvellous record I have dis-

covered to prove our kinship, i.e., kinship

between Mazdaism and Vishnuism, is the expression

Bhago-bakhta, This is in Sa^usk^'it Bhagavad-Bhakta,

This is a phrase which is of unique significance to the

Vaishnavas. Vishnuism is the alter ego of Bhdgavatism.

Bhaga or Bhago is the radical Vedic Vaishnavic term,

to which BhagavA.n is by inflection allied ; and Bhdga-

vata is the genitive of Bhagavat or Bhagavdn in the

sense' of ‘belonging to Bhagavdn.’^ The Pancharitras

about which I have contributed an article to the

Journal of the Royal Asiatic society, Great Britain and

Ireland (see Octr. No. 1911), is another name for

Bhkgavatism or Bhagavat-sdstras or the religion of

Bhagav&n or Vishnu. Bhagavad-vishayam which is

the name given to the exegesis of St Safhagopa’s (one

of the 12 Dravidian Saints) Lyrics, is simply the

Treatise on the love of God, BhagavAn. Bhago^bakhta

^ "TheiHe and otljcr facts

led Virchow (lb58) and others
to the iinjKirtaut coiicInHioii

timt every germ-cell is dorivcnl
by continuous cclI-lincage from
the fertilized ovum t>t' the pre-

vious generation, iiid owes its

power ol development to the
tact that it boars witli it from
the first an inherical organiza-
ation’*. («. r. inbryology,

Emych^aidia)f

^ “In tliL* classical language
the word Bhiuja is generally
found as the first part of the
adjective Bka^atikU where it

is considered as an abstract
noun, though the regular ab-
stract noun or adjective IMgyo,
meaning “ luck*', is common
enough jike another abstract
noun or adjective daira, mean-
ing “ destiny” or “ fate” and
derived from The word

f
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or ' Lover of God, or Beloved of God,’ is a name which

may well serve for a passport for any one to enter into

the sacrosanct portals of Vishnuism. These corres-

pondences explain to me the otherwise unaccountable

spell which operates on me to intuitively love my
Iranian brothers. The term Bhago-bakhta occuring in

the Zend-Avesta is to me the discovery of a spiritual

nugget infinite times more valuable than any material

nugget which a miner might chance to alight upon in

the bowels of earth. Bhago in Avesta means divine,

the same as it means in Vishnuism. The Bagan

VasAnakes its name from Bhaga. The Dinkard VIII.

15 says :
‘ The Bagan Yasht contains particulars, first,

about the worship of Auharmai^d, the highest of the

Bhagas ; and secondly, of the worship of the angels,

and oth.er invisible and visible worldly beings, out of

whom are likewise the names of the days ; also about

their glory, power, triumph and marvellousnass. Be-

sides, also, many angels who are invoked by name at

(the time of) their worship, and the attention and

obeisance due to them.’ {vide. P ; 29. Avesta, Pahlavi,

and Ancient Persian Studies), I know that Bhago-bakht

literally means “ bestowed by God.” That Bhago-s*

Bhaga ^^Bhagav&n, there is no contention. But what

Wta^faivt/otymologically means Bhaga with them^’. [P. 88
“ one who has Bhufa with him** Khordeh Avesta, searched, I.

and as such occurs in the only Mihir Yasht, (from the Brah*
Bhaga hymn, in wlpch the inanical standpoint) hv Raja-
Roer is praying to Bhaga to ram Ramkrishna Bn&gavat,
make him, “one of the Bhaga- St. Xavier’s College, Esplan^
vaU*\ that U “ those who have ade, Bombay 1904J



about hakhia ? It means what is bestowed, i.e., pro-

vided, given, divided, or what is dispensed or destined

by God. Well, the Bhakta is the being who is in

complete accord with God’s dispensation, and the

words Bakht and Bhakta are both derivable from Bhaj,

which means to dipense or to serve. Therefore Bngho-

bakht is God-destined or God-served, It is then easy,

to make Bagho-bakht equal to Bhaga - or Bhagavad^

bhakta^ or the Server of God, i.e., Lover of God, inas-

much as the actuality of love to God is His service,

which is the end and aim of all religions.^

Aramati.

A NOTHER word which is of the most vital impor-

tance to which I said I would revert again is

Aramaiti which is the Rg. Vedic Aramati (Ram&) a

name of Sri or Lakshmt. It has for Vishnuism a

preeminent significance, as it has reference to the

Maternal aspect of the Divinity. This subject in fact

' Bha(ja means division, and

means destiny accord-

ing to the Avnara-Kosa:

M. Hang writes thus:

—

another deity of the Vedas,
lielonging to the same class as

Mitra and Aryaman (to the

so-cailed Adilyas), is to be re-

cognised in the word hagh/x, of

the Zend-Avesta, which w'ord

is, however, not employed
there as a name of any parti-

cular divine being, but cofiyf*ys

the general sense of God, des-
tiny* (lit “portion”). 'Phat th(‘

Vedic God Jihagu (eonij)aro

the adjective hagho-haihta,
“ordained by fate”, wliich is to
bo found ill botli the A^edaand
the Zend-Avesta) was believed
to be a deity, pres^iding over
the destiny and fortune of
men, may be clearly 8<*(‘ii from
some passages in the Higveda,

This word is to bo found in the
Slavonic languages (Russian, Polish &c.)
in the form kog as the common name for
“ God’*- The ancient Slavonic mytho*
logy knew a bhl bog or white god, and
a czemy bog or black god.

Cp : Rudra apd yishnt^



forms the second section of the mystic Treatise of the

Srf-Vaishnavas known as the Rahasya-traya.* I will

try to expand the idea in other Discour ;es.

Comparative Names, first List,

connection between India and Iran is esta-

blished by philology. Here are a set of words

with their Samskrit equivalents to confirm it.

Harahvaiti: Sarasvati

VendldAd -- Vi-daevo-dfita

Jamshed—Yima-kshaetra or Yama-kshatra.

Kharshed " Sfira (or Sfirya)-Kshatra.

AiryamAn-^Aryaman

Bagha Bhaga

Varena=Varu«a (Ahura)

Nairyosanha (Neryosangh)-"NarSsamsa (Nara-

simha)-

Verethreghna Vritraghna (-^^Indra)

Fr^dfin or ThraCtaona—Trita

33 ratus—33 devas (rati=a friend, opposite to

ardti=enemy)

Athwyo—Aptya

Afri—Apri (hymns in Rg. Veda)

of which Rv. vii. 41, 2, is here

quoted :
* Let us iMVoke the

victor in the luoniing (i,e.,)

the sunlight which has deftiafc-

ed the darkness of light, the

strong Bhaga, the son of Aditi

(imperishableness, eternity),

who disposes all thiKgs (for

daring tne night all seemed to

be lost). The poor and the

sick, as well as the king, pray

to him, full of trust, saying:
Give us our |K>rtion\” [P : 274.

3rd Bdtn. Trubner].
1 Every Dha*

m&n-patiil) is the devoted
Aramati of her nmam^paiH
(=;Dhkman-pati~i>(iMKpan) ac-

cording to Evoshathrnm G&h,9,
* Karsth c'ccurs e.g. Band-

ahish 1, b (Pahlavi Texts, Part
V.,



Kava Us«rKavi U^n& (or Kamsa)

Athrava—Atharva (Fire-priests)

A»gra*»Aiigiras

Baresnia:9iiBrusi or Barhish

kzmtl-khnti ^
Behesht»(Bekbet)s=fB.iikhunt) Vaikun^ha

Azi DahAka-aAhi DAhaka (Takshaka)

Ishtirsxishti

Yajishn or Ijashne=Yajiish

Zoata=*Hota

Rathwi (Sa9pi)=*Rtvika

Dar(in=Darsa*p6rwa

Goniez=Gomaya^ (G^ush-jtvya)

M&thra=Mantra

Vidvao=Vidvan

D6ta=Duta (messenger)

Vaikuutha.

TN this list I will dwell on one word Behest. In the

interchanges which between Zand and Sawskrt are

usual, h exchanges with k or kh. For example Haur-

vat&t is converted into /CAordad ; Huvre-kshaetam into

Khorsited. Exchanges between b and v are almost

universal, as for example Behmen and Vohuman. Sht,

tU thf and nth change places. From these considera-

tions, it is not difficult to read Vaikunffi or Vaikunffia

in the word Behest. Vaikunffia is the name of the

Highest Heaven in Vishnuism. So is Behesht accord-

ing to Mazd&ism. According to Vishnuism all souls

^ I take my stand on this thors to be vegetarians. See
word to exhort my Parsi Bro- Note on JTtite, an4 Dis : TH.
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are bound to be aaved. There is no eternal damn4lion*

All souls resurrect also, -according to the IrAnian

scheme of salvation. And along with this salient and

cardinal feature common to both the Dispensations,

Vishnuic and Iranian, the common heaven, the very

name of it as shown above, happens to be the same, vi^,

Behesht equatable with Vaikun/ha. I have else*

where dwelt on the word Garoiman, common to both

the creeds. And Garoiman Behesht is mentioned to be

the highest heaven, which every soul without exception

is destined to reach. I here refer to R. H. Mistri's

Zoroaster and Zoroastrianism^ \ to 151, on the

subject of Resurrection, where further information may
be gathered, on this most vital eschatological theme, by

which we can know that if not on earth, but surely in

Vaikunfha or Eternal Home, we shall realise as the

children of the same One Father. Philology of the

word Behesh/, aside the association of the two terms

Garotman and Behesht

^

emphasises the identity of

Behesh/ with Vajkun/ha. Also Behesht is a later form

of Vahish^ (See Bundahish XXX. 27. Pahlavi Texts

Part I. S.B.E.) Even if it should be held that Vahishf

cannot possibly be a derivative of Vaikun/ha, it is

enough for our purpose to know that Vahish^ means

best, and Vaikunfha means faultless, and thus it is a

state, the positive and negative aspects of which are in-

dicated by these respective terms.

< Xaka-Sparsa.

TTNDER names and under customs lie concealed^ many common ideas. In this discourse, I have
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exemplified a few, which shall be amplified in other

Discourses. Here I will touch upon the practice known

as KAka-Sparsa, and close the first Discourse. Kdka-

Sparsa means, ‘ crow-touch*, i.e. crows’ touch. The
crow or raven is supposed to be the departed ancestors

coming in that form to accept offerings. Read BodhCi*

yana DharmaSiitras :

—

II n. g.^
II [I, g. lo. It is to be noted that in

Bahram Yasht [XIV. Zend-Avesta, Part II. S.BJL]

VII. 19;/., Verethraghna came to Zarathustra the

seventh time in the shape of a raven, the swiftest of all

birds, the lightest of the flying creatures etc. It is also

interesting to read this Yasht XIV. 34 to 46 ,treating of

the magical powers ascribed to the raven’s feather.

PindAs or balls of rice and cakes offered to dead ance-

stors are thrown to crows by BrAhmans, on the occa-

sion of the Sraddha ceremonies. This practice in its

original form, viz. offering the corpses themselves,

which are represented by the PindAs,'-* is retained as

a permanent institution by the Parsis in their Towers

of Silence ; only the crows’ place is taken up by vul-

tures. It is useful to note here the substitution allow-

ed in the IrAnian Scriptures between vulture and crow.

^ Vayasa, —Vac- [See ZamyAd Yasht,
Facpa, Av ? [See foot note 4. ^ For a clear account of the

P : 241. Zi*nd-Ave8ta, Part IT. Sraddha«, or what is offered

8, B, E.'] 'I'he raven is also to the departed and others in

called Varaghna, and it is pure love, see Max Muller’s

curious that it is the Glory of Judia, Wlmi can it tmch iie^

Tima which flew in that state 1892 Ed*



(See V4»diddd^ Fargard VII. I. 3.)^ That Garuda the

Brdbmanic Kite beloags to the same order as the vuJ»

ture, is also to be noted, so that Garuda’s connection

in the scheme of eschatology predicated by both the

faiths, Vaisfmava and Zoroastnun, may be understood.

The crow, the vulture and the kite belong to the same
sub-cldss Carnatai/'^ They each belong to the collateral

Families. Heri^ I wish to say a word on the practice

of cremation and of exposure. Cremation and inter*

ment are in vogue among the Hindus, the former with

’ * Until tlio fiesh-eatiii/?

birds’ is what occurs in the
hic cit J. J. Modi on page 727
for August, Theosophist 1912
A.O. explains “ A flesh-de-

vouriiig bird like the vulture
or du'. croiv*\ Martin Haug
writes s— With regard to the
funeral rites of botli religions

some similarities may be point-

ed out« After the death of a
man, Brahmans as >ren as
Partfis must pray to raise the
soul of the deceased up to

heaven, which is the so-called

third-day’s ceremony of the

Parsis. Ou the tenth day after
the death, the BrShmans per-
form a, certain cei’emony of
Kaka8j.Mraa. that is, they (‘X-

pose a ball of rice bo be taken
by a crow.” [P. 286. K»$ay9
on ihe Farm. 3i*d Ed. Triib-
ncr]. In Zoology under the
class Avisy vulture and crow
both proceed fi*om the sub-
class Gamatm.

The following Table kind-
ly furnished by my friend Mr.
Faredun K. Dadachanji will
elucidate the connection

Avis (clasB)

Cariiatad

I

Rrtptorcs (Order) Picarro

faloonid^ (Family) Vultniidw (JofVidw (£^mity)

fi^a or Bawk «le.

Vttllure Crow
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the higher classes and the latter with the lower ckssest V

But cremation is perforce with a// classes ofVaishnavaSr*

Exposure to birds obtains among the Parsis as

signatiqn to fire is considered sacrilegious, on account-

of the sacrosanct nature of fire. But keeping in mind

'

the three connotations of Fire already dwelt on, ex-

posure to the Sun,—the Parent of Fire,—is logically as

sacrilegious. The custom of burial is however depre-

'

cated by both Brihmawas and Persians. It is said to

be the work of Angra-Mainyu at Harahvaiti or Saras-

vati i.e. Indian?) and similarly cremation his work at

Chakra' (Gakra), a Town in Khorasan (?), But it is

curious that cremation obtains in India among the

Brdbmanas, not burial

;

and the kaka-sparsa, which is

evidenced in the Towers of Silence, is to this day

maintained by both parties, but in different ways.

Supposing then that pursuant on the revolutionary :

ideas which science has impulsed in these days, our;

distant Aryan brothers the Europeans and Americans

are rapidly inclining to the practice of cremation, giving .

up that of burial, I do not see why a similar change of

sentiment ought not to supervene with our Iranian

brothers and make them to join; the ranks of their

Vaishi^ava neighbours, in this most important respect,

inasmuch as it so vitally affects the hygienicsrinterests

of the country. Cremation is of the Veda wbieb may
thus be said to be common to both^of us. ^ Eveft Mke -

the half-way station Mazdaism occupies between old

Bri^hmanism and refined Vishnuism, does it practice

the ihc^hod of exposure of thedead^ vix.i what

'

la
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between bartn! and cremation. ExpowiM i» bett«r

than burial, but it is midvray. Cremation is the best;,

as that at once vaporises into the highest tegtons. The
Parsi idea of defiling fire by applying it to corpses is:

more sentimental than rational, for nothing can. defile

fire forasmuch as it is the agent invoked to burn all de*

filements. We have also such autbocities among IrAai*

ans. themselves as Darfib Dastur Pesbotan Safijfina,B.A,

mentioning in the ‘ Civilisation of, the Eastern Iranians in

Attcieni Times,' telling us that Dakhmas were originally,

places for cremation. ‘ If this is a correct surmise,’

adds L. H. Mills (Zend-Avesta, Part III., Introduction

p : xxxl. S.B.E.) ‘ both burial and cremation may have

been permitted at the Gftthic period, being forbidden

long after. At least the original Mazda>worship did

.

not recoil from cremation, otherwise the story o( the

attempt to burn the Lydian Croesus could not have

arisen. The earlier Persians had no abhorrence of

either burial or burning. Only the developed Zara>

thustrian Magism of the Medes obeyed the Vendldfid.'

A later Persian work, the DcssJir holds a very moderate

or tolerant view of cremation, for verse 154, in the

Book of Abad enjmns : ’ A corpse you may place in a

vase of aqna'fortis, or comigH it to the Fire, or to the

enrth.’ ' (P; 22. Engl : trans. by Mulla Firuz).

.
BeowseiUaUea.

1MOST of the Moabbles of the religionists of; (he

world in tiali-raarkmg thtanselves with

shibbole^. To this category belongs the nomenchutece:

beiidwed on imrteia ^eas, rersenal coioi»tipo» :
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introde and make matters worse. Obscurantism, coose*

qaent on nnderstanding the ^mc words in different

connotations, by controversialists ranging themselves

on opposite camps, and on imperfectly defined words,

contribute again their modicum towards insulating one

mind from another and tear one heart from another,

though all this seems to have a purpose like the bio-

logical purpose, for example, involv'ed in the unicellular

plasma fissioamg into the multicellular. Reconcili-

ations however present themselves readily to such

minds, who would approach such subjects with an ear-

ifiest desire to discover them. The i>resent paper on

Maad&ism and Vishnuism may be considered as such

an attempt. Leave the spiritless names qtia names

oatside, but seek the spirit of which those names are

the expression. Says Mr. Violet Crispe :
“ it is per-

fectly legitimate to put forward conjectures which

possess all the characteristics of the most emphatic

fwobability.’’ Mazd&ism would, e.g. mean the religion

of theeKcellent man (Zoroaster) ; i.e. Excellent Religion,

Vishnuism, stript of the meaning exoteric religion

wooid impose upon snd reader it a narrow schism,

would on tlm otherhand mean radically and esoterically,

aotiring more tlor less than the Universal Religion.

Krishnaism, apart from' the merq word which wbold

convey a tense of sept, means etymoiogically .the Al-

IrmeHng Rel^on, or the Religioa of Now’we

nM seek for the Excellent, the Universal, the Living

* See ay article un Kriduno^ Centiat Hiitdu CoTUge Uaga-
looting(mmlen ffift m sine fer A|ir^ 19}^ 4%,



and the Loving Deity. If we are all on the quest for

a Deity who ought to possess these attributes, we are

surely all journeying together in the same path towards

the same goal. Man shall not therefore try to sever

what God hath joined together.

Apology.

my object in these Discourses is to institute a

number of parallelisms between Mazd^ism and

Vishnuism, the reader ought not to expect continuity

in their treatment. I am also perhaps open to the im-

peachment of crudeness and flights of fancy somewhat

in this treatment
; but my defence is that the subject Is

so antique that it lends itself to the exercise of a vivid#

though plausible; imagination ; nor do I go so far as

Darmesteter who would trace all Zarathustrian legends,

the age of Zarathustra himself, ^to a series of meteo-

rological myths, ^ like Gorressio would of Rto&yana. If

similarity of names and what they imply be considered

completely, or partly anomalous, there can be no

question about similarity of fundamental ideas. My
labour however cannot be in vain in that I show to my
Ir&nian brothers many points of interest contained in

Vaisfanava literature, whether they coincide or not in

comparison with other cults. That there is one God,

both Zoroastrians and Vaisbnavas agree;- and every

other religionist too concurs: r..g.,.*Have we not all

one, Father ? hath not one God created us ?\ [Malaclti

II. xo]. Our Iranian brethren in particular are of one

household with the Hindus. ** Parsis'’; say^ Sir Pratul

CbatKerji, C. I. L, U V., )^ve »



religion which has alhnity with Hindu doctrines. They

have nobly repaid the debt which India put on them
by giving, them shelter, and they are generally friendly

towards Hindus. I should be prepared to admit them

also to participate in Hindu institutions.'* But I have

actually by my example in Bombay this year igi2

freely admitted my Parsi brothers to Vaishnavic studies

arid rituals. And I stand for still larger freedom.



Note A. (See page 7.)

Aryana^Vaeja*

*^pAKING the old Lemurian Continent into consideration,
^ which once connected America with Australia, India,

and Madagascar, (and Tamil literature mentions a great

cataclysm which separated Ceylon from India, which thus

must be prior to Sri Rama's days,) and taking into consider-

ation legends about Mana prevalent in South India, the limit

of Vindhyas in the south is a mere speculation. Central Asia

for the Aryas might have been in the old days somewhere

in South India. ^ I have also in my paper on

and the Temples speculated upon tlie connection between

Iriln and Hiranya. Also see Discourse III. s. v. Nrisimha.

In this connection, the most informing and interesting

papers, under the title : Zavathustva and his coniempararles in

the Rig-Veda^ and the Date of Zarathustra^ by Shapurji

Kavasji Hodivala, b.a., deserve attention.

Note B. (See page 8.)

Hanu,

I^ANU, or Manus of Egypt, Mainyu, Mmus-chitra or
i.fX Manus of Medo-Persia {Manistar of Desatir, Book of

Y^s&n, P: 48, Mulla Firuz’s Engl. Trans) Minos of

Greece (Crete), Moses of Palestine, and Man of philology.

Sir William Jones (quoted in Introd to Desatir^ p.p. 5-6,

transL by Mulla Firuz) writes thus Mohsan assures us

that ^ the first monarch of Irdn, and of the whole

earth, was Mahabad (a word apparently Samskrit), who

divided the people into four orders, the religious^ the military^

«

^ See. * Bharata Land or Branch of the Royal Asiatic

Draridian India.,’ in the Ta* Society. Town Hall, Bombay,
miliom Antiqmiru, Ko« 1. 1907. on the 28rd Sept. 1912 A.C.

^ 96h4 Velore the BomWy ^ Also MimiM (F; SO. Id).



AB' ami the iirvih^ to ivhich he asfiigned

names unquestionably the same in their origin with those

now applied to the four primary classes of the Hindus.

They added, that he received from the Creator, and pro^

mnlgated among men, a sacred hcak in a heavenly language^ to

which the Musulman author gives the Arabic title of

Disatir or Hegulations, but the original name of which he has

not mentioned ; and that Fourteen Mahabads had appeared,

or,w<mld appear, in human shapes, for the Government of

this world. .. Nov; \Nhcn we know that the Hindus lielieve

in Fourteen Manus^ or celestial personages with similar

functions, the first of whom left a book of Regulations or

Divine Ordinances^ which they hold equal to the Vedas, and

the language of which they believe to be that of the Gods,

we can hardly doubt that the first corruption of the purest

and oldest religion was the system of Indian theology

invented by the Br&hmans, and prevalent in the territories,

where the book of Mahabad, or Manu^ is at this moment

the statidard of all religious and moral duties.” {Lecture

on the Persians).

Note C. (See page 9.)

Kine. ^

TF you want Zoroaster, O my Zoroastrian brethren
! you

^ must want Krishna, for Krishna is Go-p41a, or the

Protector of cows, so is Zoroaster Go-p^lla, e.g. see the

Gftthas, especially Yasna XXIX : ‘ The wail of the Kine.'

It is allegorical, and so is Go-pSia, for Go represents not only

the Kine,, but soul ; and yet the protection of cattle literally

•

'
* Gospand’ = includes all Eel: nnd Cua:^. Vendiddd, Far*

domestic animals,which should (f<ird xxi, says that the cow is a
be loved and reared [See P; ^4.. powerful means for minoving
R P. Bharucha's ^romtfia.n



ii a sine none for an agricultural reform which Zoroaster

championed. In the Dlnkard VIII (P.T.,V. S»B,E,) is-

found an illustration as to this fact. Asha-Vahishto here

interferes, to diminish the slaughter of cattle. Your own
Parsi gentleman K. S, Jassavala*s exemplary endeavours

in England proviis him to be a genuine Zoroastrian whose

example the whole community must follow. In the Sixteen

Sk. Slokas. recited before King Jadu Rana» w^ho gave refuge

to the Parsis when they, exiled from Iran, landed on Indian

shores, the following excerpt from Sloka X is important to

remember in this connection :

—

^ JrtH qSTO, etc.

1.^. ‘ we refrain from using flesh etc.;’ compare this with the

Srt-Bh^gavata lines :

—

etc.

The five products of the cow, the Pailcha gavya^ ol iht

Hindus, are as sacred to the Parsis as evidenced from

another Sloka, xiv :

—

i * who, if they accidentally (happen to) kill even a beast,

perform holy penance of (/»V., attended with) the Bare-shnum

(ablation) with the cow-urine and the Hve products of the cow,

and thus become completely pure after many days.’ I am
indebted for these verses and translations to Mr. Shapurji

Hodivala b.a. [See Pp : 84 and 90 Dastur Hoskang Memrial

Volwm.\

^ Bee FarSsam<-Smnti for of the oow,

an account of the five products



Note D. {See page 19.)

Xrielma, blue.

' 4 LL religions begin with metaphysical inquiries, then

pass through ethics and end in emotion. Ethics al-'

ways rest on metaphysical or psychological prolegomena.

Religion in man is his metaphysical nature ; and Ethics

therefore rest on Religion. Buddhism and Mazdkism talce

the middle position, and Vishnuism occupies the last.

Krishna as magnet and love is typical of the emotiona

aspect. Krishna is blue, and is compared to the color of

cloud, sky, sea, sapphire, atasi dower &c., because blue is

tie color of devotion. Love added to it makes it violet,—

the color also of lightning, to which Krishna's color is

compared in the Upanishads :

NUa^toyacla•madhyasltt

tiidyuUlekheva’hluUfard Ac

Like the Sun the heart of the Solar System, and heart the

centre of man, Krishna is the heart of the Cosmos. The
heart is the magnet of any system, charac terised by its

systoles and diastoles ; and India is the heart of the world,

from which arterial blood flows out to all the four quarters,

and returns to India as venous blood, making Krishna bltte,

Irdpoians parting from the Br&hmans, and influencing the

West, returning again to the East, bringing in their train

the other branch of the Aryans, the Greecians, then again

the Semitic stem coalescing with the Iranian, become influ-
.

enced by its ethical religion,* and then advancing against

1 *The old Persian creed

and moral system exercised a
greater influence oa Mahome-
dan writers tlian is generally

knowti. In Saltdi, for exam-
ple, are many precepts which
j|}jd4intly emanated from the

Zoroastrian religion, and it is

a significant fact that in Sa4di
all the go9d Kings arc PerBians*
[Foot note to Introd : P : xiii,

the Aveata ef Spipypl by A. H.
Bleeck Xm Lon j :il

-

XX



the Persian’s elder brother the Indian/ to be in turn inilu*

enced by the latter in its emotional (i.e. Vaishnavic) reli*

gion» resulting in the Sufi cult;^ and then again the long-

absent and distant ipsular branch of the Aryan in Britaiih,

journeying down to India finding its way all through

other intermediate barriers of its own European fabriCi

to establish peace between all the diversified stocks of man-
kind met in India, not excluding the Turanian, the Mongo-;

Han, and the Dravidian Elements, all these show the my*

sterious workings of Providence. What is this but the arterial

blood which flowed from India, returning in several streams

from its seonic journey, as venous blood,—back to its heart,

India. This may be allegorically taken as the meaning of

Krishna being blue and violet. The present stage is the

union of the ideals and fruits of the Christ, with thdse of

the patriarchal ancient Krishna,—Christ’s archetype and

prototype. Events are transpiring to bring about this

harmony if only our Christian Missionaries can become

somewhat more intuitional of these universal truths.

Note E. (See page 47.)

ICorality.

"ITISHNUISM has symbolized this rectitude (Arjava)

^ in these threefold faculties of njan by the triple-staff

which the anchorites (sanydsfnr) of its order carry. The
tripleness of the staff indicates the threefold restraints to be

.

laid on thought, speech and deed. The following verse

,

enshrines the idea :

—

Yikgdftii(l6*tha mano-daneta^

K&ya-dandas t^^athaiva ca

^ Op. ** Hellaj no more which he combiaod with '

than toe representative of an Shfism [Pet* C. Field's

pld ide% tniUm m origin,
\
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Yasyaite nihiti buddbau

Tridautifi’ti sa ucyato,

Vish^mism thus by symbolization emphasises the three*

fold Mazd&k moral principle, as the necessary stepping

stone to the ladder of spirituality* In this connection 1

would refer my readers to the article :
** Buddhist parallels

to Pars! Humata-Hukhta-Huvarshta’’, in G. K, Nariman's

Tiele', Pp. 301-304, Indian Aittiquary^ Vol* XL. Deer. 191 1.

Note F. (See page 55.)

Yishnuiam Spreading.

\7iSHNUlSIvl beating on American sJioves. Watch the

J Vivekananda movement and Premananda Bharati’s

Krishna movement and Parihasarathi Yogis’ contributions

to the Parliament of Religions, Chicago, 1893. corro-

boration of the New Sixth-Root Race appearing in India,

Dr. A. Marques mentions the following fact in his Scientific

Comboratiom bf Theosophy^ P. 141 “ Prof. F. Starr, of the

Chicago University, has reiterated his belief that the

American people are fast developing into Indians. Professor

Starr has believed in the theory for some time, and has now

confirmed it, he announces, by a personal observation. He
examined the descendants of a small Colony of Germans

who came to the United States years ago, locating in

Pennsylvania, and found that the fourth and fifth genera*

tions had developed marked Indian characters, such as

black hair, black eyes and darker-colored skins. These

variations in physical appearance, he declared, do not take

place only in German immigrants, as other nationalities

coming to the United States have been effected in the

same way,’*



DISCOURSE II.

Preliminary.

A SHORT exordium for this 2nd Discourse is that

JcIl it purposes to be an expansion of some of the

ideas already contained in the ist Discourse,

with some additions and some more, as it seems to me,

happy conjectures ; for what I know, the conjectures

may after all turn out to be truths—but if the conjec-

tures should be proved to be but vagaries of imagina-

tion, this much is certain that even such attempt if it

Would only bring hearts together is a service that is ac-

ceptable to God. ‘ Not the least of any good attempt

made gooih in vain’ as Sri Krishna says

Svalpam apy asya dharmasya

Tr&yate mahato bhayftt. G. II. 40]

At any rate, the moments spent by us both in dream-

ing divine dreams cannot be time wasted ; at least our

thoughts on high themes have the present value of

lifting us, at least for the moment, above our petty,

transient, temporal concerns and interests over which

humanity is seriously wont to expend every drop of

its vitality, nothing to spare for God, if not before

death, at least after.

* 2end-Av«sta%

^NCE more about the Zend-Avesta. Consequent on^ Alexandrian inroads, and Muslim incursioos^jnucb
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of the Sacred Scriptures of the IrfLnians were lost.

What we possess are but fragmentary ; and therefore

there is latitude permitted our imaginations to take

free flights into the regions of insight, and wrest from

their arcana the archaic truths regarding our vital

interests, vi;i?, those affecting our notions of God, Soul,

Immortality and such other allied topics. Zend is

Chhandas according to Max Muller and Chandas is

doubtless the Vedas. What is Avesta ? Spiegel has

established that the language is truly Aryan, neither

Semitic nor barbarous”. Avesta^ we are told, was

known in Syria as well as in Persia under its Semitic

form Apisiako or Avistako. The Samskrt or Vedic of

the word is also discernible as Avasthd which means a
•

mode. Chhand-Avasthd would then be the Vedic equi-

valent of Zend-Avesta. What would be the meaning

of this ? This ; that Zend-Avastha,—howsoever the

expression came to existence, whether Zarathustra

himself gave it, his precursors or successors—is a mode

of the VedasA In the Vedas themselves it is narrated

that the Vedas are infinite: Anantd vai TWd/t, and

what we possess now are but handfuls abstracted

from their mountain-like masses”. It would appear

that we the common sons of Manu dwelt together in

India. Max Muller says that:-—“It can now be

proved, even by geographical evidence, that the Zoro*

astrians bad been settled in India before they immi*

grated into Persia. . . . That* the Zoroastrians

and their ancestors started from India during the

; my remarks on tins subject in my Discourse 1*
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Vaidic period can be proved as distinctly as that the

inhabitants of Massilia started from Greece^*.: And as

to the Zend-Avesta, “ if regarded from a Vaidic point

of vi6w, . % . . many of the gods of the Zoro-

astrians come out once more as mere reflections

and deflections of the primitive and authentic gods of

the Veda”. {Chips. Vol. L p : 86 A. D. i863). Pro-'

fessor Roth of Tflbingen writes :
—“ The Veda and the

Zend-Avesta are two rivers flowing from one fountain-

head : the stream of the Veda is the fuller and purer,

and has remained truer to its original character; that

of the Zend-Avesta has been in various ways polluted;

has altered its course, and cannot, with certainty, be

traced back to its source”.^ {Ibid p ; 87 ). Let us now
examine what light Vishnuism can throw on this

archaic theme.

Zarathufltra.

^NCE more let us reflect over the word Zarathustra.

Speculation has been rife over it. I am inclin-

* Martin Hanp: wri tes [P.29*t

i!s8ay» OH ihe Parsh, i5rd Bdtn.
Triibiierj :

—
“ In the

we find Zamthustra alluding

to old revelations (Tn. xlvi, 6),

and praising? the wisdom of the
jSaosat/anfa, “fire-priests” (Yn.
xlvi 3; xlviii. 12). He exhorts

his party to respect and revere

the A^gm (Tn. xliii. 15), ie.,

Angirm of the Vedic hymns,
who . formed one oi tihe most
ancient and celebiated priest-

ly faidilies of the aiieient

Arya^i and who seem to Imve
more closely connected

with the ante-Zoroascrian form
of the Farsi religion than any
other of the later Brahmanical
families.” Cp. the Bible re-
ferring to an old bOok JaSher
(YajushP;. [Joshmi X. 13]..
About Vedas and U))aiiisbad8,

Dara-Shukoh, the* saintly son
*

of Shah Jehau, wrote in . his .

Preface to their Persian trans- *

lation thus “Every ditficoltyv

was elucidated bv this ancient
odmpilation (i.e. Vedas) which,
witlmut doubt, is the firstc^
inspired works, the fountain
of truth the Bea of flae 1



ed to accept Mr. C. P. Tiel’s opinion \ that he is neither

a tnythical nor a miraculous personage ; that * the

possibility remains that a person Zarathustra by name

was the great reformer, the story of,whose life shrouded

M a nimbus of legends, evades successful investigation.

His place orbirth is variously conjectured. I am in-

clined to take him as the sage from Bahlika or Bactriai

with which -Ha of Indian legends is connected ; and

Atfopatene as meaning Atharva-pattana, i.e. the city of

the* Fire-priest, and which I would interpret

a%Bhaglrathi (a name of Ganges) are names nearer to

Bahlifea (Bactria) and India, than Media or Asia Minor,

or somewhere near the Caspian Sea ! Ragha is suppos-

ed to be near the Caspian Sea, and is supposed to be

the birth place of Zaratusht. But there is no reason

to preclude one from identifying Raga or Ragha with

the Avestan Rangha, which has been proved by Win-

dischmann to be the Indus. ^ Zaratusht’s nativity

might be placed here. If Atropatene is near the

Caspian Sea, and not near Balkh, it does not hurt our

argument ; for the remark of R. E. Peshotah Sanjanais

here helpfuL He says :
—“Thus we,are led to conclude,

that the birth place of the Gathas could not be very

Jar from the Vedic land. And as the Vedas were com-

posed. in India on the eastern side of the Hindukush

not only con«en(aneous with nian Peoples, Part I.’ translat-
^

the Koran, but a commentary ' ed by Nariman 1912. r

on it” CP: 191. O, Fields' ^ Mr. 8. K. HodirAla b.a.*

Monies QAM 8<dnt8 of hkm], locates Easa^Eagha^Eangha, >

r A, • near Oandaldw hit Zaro^
* ifllie 'Jtoliglon of tha Ira- thu9tm<9io'y : . i



mouhtaitii to the weet of the same mountain muat lie

the land of the G&th&s as also the river Dareja flowing

through it.** (P : i6 Zarathmtra and Zarathmtrimism

in the Avesta.) The family names of Zoroaster as well,

draw him nearer to India than elsewhere. Haedhataspa,

whether it be Kasyapa or 5akat&sva the ancestor,

Paurusbaspa or Purushdsva the father, JamAsva or

Yamasva the trusty friend, Vis^aspa or Vishnvasva

the patron, Pauruchishta or Paurukutsi^ the daughter,

and over all Spitama or PitAm?iha, who is our common'

patriarch, all tend to link Zoroaster with the Vedic,

PurAnic and Vishnuic traits peculiar to India. As (o

the name Zarathustra itself, much speculation has been

ha;?arded. Zarad or Jarad has been construed so as to

mean gold ; but the Sawskrt Svarnam or Suvarnam

which in Pali becomes Zaranim^ cannot become ZaraU

replacing n by f. This interpretation therefore seems

far-fetched. Besides, if Zarat means gold, and ushtra •

is camel, what can gold-camel mean ? Is Zarathustra

a gold camel himself, or possessor of gold camels, or

owner of gold and camels ? Secondly Jarat or Jarad is

eld or old in Samskrt, and if even here ushtra is camel,

is Zarathustra an oldcamel^ ? w'hat would it mean ?

1 Fnrukutsa is a legendary
chavanter of the Indian epics.

s Bnt Persian Scholars exp-

lam that in this case it means
the **possessor of canSeW*, for

example see H. Il> lAistri’s

Zofoofter and Zofoosirtonista.

In the “ Life and Legend^of
Zarathustra** Prof. Ferdinand

Justi, [see page 130. Aveeta^
PMavi, dec. StudiesX the
interpretation Zor (Persian
Power), and FosAhlr, *'sacri-

fioer*’ is mentioned. But even
in this attempt, the inexorable
Samskrt origin FosAfdr oould
not be shaken oil. Ajiother
proposal is Oitmivahirfiti^



To me it means no sense. Windischmann reads again

as goid-brilUance ? How ? It is not therefore ushtra, but

utiara^ i.e. excellent as I showed in my first Discourse,

and I vindicated myself for it on considerations of the

other term of Zarathustra. Uttamottama is a common-

place in Samskrit, meaning the Most Excellent, so that

the Elder- Most- Excellent, would be the significance,

by adopting jfarod to mean ‘eld*. But the term SarvoUara

Of Sarvottatna is again a trite phrase with us Vaidikas

meaning Excellent in excelcis^ answering to the Holy

word Bhagavdn.^ Curiously Jarasasta is another name

mentioned, in the pages of the Indian Antiquary, p; i8,

Vol. XL, January igir, in an article : Foreign Elc^

menu in the Hindu Population," by D. R. Bhandarkar, m.a.

Poona. The word would mean Elder-Excellent, sastU;

or pra-sasta giving the same sense as uttara or uttama.

The Puranic account given here of Zoroastrians is so

valuable, even if curious, that I have thought it worth

extracting the whole account in an appendix to this

Discourse.

Another ancient prophetic name of Zaratusht is

Hertush, who comes after many other prophets accord-

ing to the Persian work Desatir [see p : 87, and the

far-fetched and strained ver-

sion but it has the merit of

being thoroughly Indian, and
nearer to the garvottara of

Discourse I, and very much in

the purlieus of the Purknic
Jarasasta. the account of which
1 present in Note A.

^ Mr. C, P. Tielie supports

me in this view. For he says:—
The Zarathustra of the

Oathas. apart from the ques-
tion of the prophet’s being a-

historic or legendary |>ersoD-

age, is ar glorified prophst,

8U]f>reme over all [P:l7, ACs-

ligion of the Iranian Peoplee,
Part I, by G. K. NarimanJ.

za
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Book of Hertush, tr. by Mulla Firujr]. If I maybe
allowed to interpret this word Hertush Sa^skHtically,

its easy transition into Haritosh is evident. Haritosh

means He who is the pleaser of Hari, i.e., a Lover or

Server of Hari, or of the sin-washing God.

Next, the time of his existence is variously surmis«

ed, the terminus ad quern being looo B. C. I am inclin*

ed to accept this date, judging from the Vedic ring the

names of Zoroaster’s entourage bear. Srtkrishna goes

back to 3000 B. C. and finds mention in the Avesta,

which Zoroaster promulgated. An interval therefore

of 2000 years between Krishna and Zoroaster is there-

fore not too short, but it cannot be elongated so as to

bring Zoroaster down to the initial centuries of either

A. C. or B. C.‘

Krishna.

"Y^HO is this Krishna ? This is a most vital point

^ between Vishnuites and Mazdaists. I am not

here concerned with the radices of the terms Vishnu

or Krishna on whieh in the First Discourse, I have al-

ready expatiated, and about which all humanity ,may

be said to be in unison inasmuch as Vishnu means
“ All-Pervader’', and Krishna means “ All-Attracter”

—

but with the Person, or the persona of the Deity under

the guise of the name Krishna, Mr. C. P. Tiele, after

telling us that Darmesteter’s propounding the theory

that Keres&ni of the Avesta was identical with Alexan-
o

1 My conviotion of 1000 B.C. Pp. of B. E. P. Sanjatka*8

for S^mthust supported by Zaniihiftihim nnd Zaraihue*

the researches detailed iu iriunittm, •
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der the Great (hence reducing the age of Avesta, not to

speak of that of Zoroaster, to the 3rd century B.C. ! ?)

cannot ** live longer than the scintillation of a splendid

firework’* (P. 29.), says that Keres&ni '' is assuredly

neither more or less than the Krishanu of the Veda”,

and in giving a few instances showing that the Iranians

were acquainted with den%lgods or heroes of the East

Aryans, gives that of Krishanu” the archer, who watches

over the ambrosia and dischaurges his darts at him who
would rifle the same for humanity”. [P : 60]. Archery

was the artillery in Krishna’s days, Krishna is legend-

arily connected with ambrosia, and as guarding it for

tlie gods,—KiVma and Upendra respectively; and

he may further be looked at in the light of demi-god or

/wfo, for Krishna answers to any of these delineations,

or he was archer, born Kshatriya as he was. There is

enough circumstance and plot here to surmise that it

is the Krishna of the Bh&rata and of the Bhagavad*

gitA, whose name filtered down through strata of

diverse densities and porosities, to the Krishanu of the

Avesta, Kurush or Cyrus of the historical times, and

finally in a Semitic vesture, the Christ in Palestine.

It is not our intention here to examine who the Krishnu

of the Rig-Veda is, whose grandson is Vishnapu [1. 117.

7 ; I. 116. 23 ;
VIII. 74. 3] ;

but there is a legend in

the Rig-Veda, VIII. 85. connecting a Krishna with

river Yamuna (Amsumati) and a conflict between him

and Indra. The Persona Krishna as we know, forsooth

dwelt on the banks of Yamuna and there was conflict

Also between Him and Indra, related at length in the



Vishnu-Pur4na and Sri Bhagavata in connection with

the hoisting of the Govardhana hill near Madhura
(Muttra). At any rate, if the Indian Krishna is not

the Avestic Karesna, [but see Discourse III] it would
serve our purpose quite to know that radically Krishna

means the attractor^ from harsh to draw, an etymon
common to both Zand and SawsAirt. As to the teach-

ings of Krishna, the whole world is this day aware of

their universal character, ^he Christians, though they

may feel reluctant to see Krishna under the guise of

Christ, still cannot help taking great notice of the

Bhagavad-gitd. though only with the intention of dis-

covering therein plagiarisms from the Holy Bible I f(

the alleged fraud is one that is committed on the Old

Testament, the Glt& is to be placed in the B.Cs., if the

plagiarism is from the New, then Krishna is of the A.

Cs. I Be the fact what it may, if by means of eternal

truths wherever found, we are all made to feel as one

brotherhood, one luimanity, we can afford to put up

with opinions. I shall take up Krishna again from the

Farvardin Yasht in my 3rd Discourse.

Daena.

1 ET me now take up the idea of Dacna in the Iriniatl^
Scriptures. In Vendid&d XIX. 32, the expression

dUsh ddndk occurs, meaning evil knowledge. Ddnak

has the derivatives Ddndi, Ddena, Dana, DtnOt

Din, Ddena, then in the sense of knowledge or wisdom

can be equated with Sk Jhana^ as essential knowledge

or wisdom constitutes or characterises Religion. JMna

pr P&ena in the sense of Keiigion has in Sk* a special
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tcfmi viz, Dharma. What is predicable of Daena in

the Avestan lore is predicable of Dharma in the Sams-

kft lore.' Law (also personified) and Vohfiman, are

also allied ideas. I shall take up the term Vohfiman

in Discourse IV. Casartelli says :
—“ Wisdoffit Vokumafty

and Religion form one group, the exact relations of the

elements of which it is difficult to determine^’. [Pp. 73

and 82, Philosophy of the Mazdayasnian Religion tinder

the Sassanids] . Mr. C. ^ Tiele writes thus :

—

Several times the Daena is spoken of in high-sound*

ing expressions, is personified in the Cultus, and

is assigned a high rank amongst the most prominent

Yazatas. This expression has been construed as law
;

some translate it religion The Daena has the

power to remove all sins, not by the pardon granted to

the sinner, but by the struggle with them. As the

strong south wind clears the atmosphere, so for the

pious (Ashavan Arshavan^ .Rtavftn) it sweeps away

"thoughts, words and deeds, that are evil.” [P. 143, Id],

Now Dharma is the equivalent of Daena in the Vedas

and throughout the Bhagavad-glt^. The refrain of this

latter Book is Dharma and the ways of discharging it,

says Krishna. Krishnam dharmam sandtanam, i.e., am

the eternal Dharma personfied.”^ We learn from Mr*

Tiele further that by a man accepting this law or religion

^ It is Interesting to com* over tbe 24tli day of tlie inonth

pare here the main purport of (Sir6zah 24) and gives it her

the Din Yast [5. A K* Zend* name; She is invoked in com*
Avesta, Part 11], which in pany wifli Kista, and in fact

Dartnesteters’ words is as fol- this Yast, though it bears the

Iqwb I—“ Dill (Dahlia) presides name of Daena is consecrated



(Da^na), and abjuring the false religion, all his sins are

annulled. [P. 143. IdS\. May I draw particular at»

tention to the quintessence of the Bhagavad-git4 em«

bodied in verse 66 of its last or or i8th Chapter viz.,

Sarva-dharm&D parityajya

M4m ekam saranam vraja

Aham tv4 sarva>papebhyo

Mokshayishy&mi m&sucha/t.

The purport of the is briefly what Daena has

been explained to be above ; viz., * abjuring all the

other Dharmas, (i.e., law or religion), whoso acccepts

Me as The Law, has no more plea for dolor, for all his

sins are annulled.* Here is Mazd^ism and Krishnaism

(i.e., Vishnuism), interlocked. Who could demur to the

beauty of this correspondence ? Radically also Sk.

dhri^ means to support, and I believe da the root of

Daena has the same sense. ^ •

Ahura-Xaxda.'

-A few more thoughts on the Holy Word Ahura-mazda^

have since occured to my mind. Asuro Maho is

traceable to Rg. Veda II. i. 6. Asura is here in a

good sense, like the term Deva itself in some parts of

to Kisia. These two genii are

however very closely connect-

ed in their nature, as Dafina is

the impersonation ot the Zoro-

astrian Law or Eeligion, and
Kista is religious knowledge,
the knowledge of what les^s

toblisslfarj^nak, nirvajia-jnana

[jpam-Jndna, A.G]”. Both the

terms Dharma and Krishna
art in Samskrt maBOuline,

whereas in Avestaii, they are
both feminine. Darmesteter
adds in brackets, that Kista is

the same as Kisti (P) But See
Srosh Yast iv. 16, and my
Discourse iii, where 1 shall

take up the word Krishna
epecially from the Farvardin
Yast. for treatment.

1 Kefer to the subject Patsf
dealt with in Disoonrse 1,
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the Avesta. If the character of Varuna as delineated

in the Veda be closely studied, his identity with Abura

Mazda is easy of discernment. If the very term Varuwa

has, by a series of metamorphoses, appeared as Ahura,

though how it could do so under philological canons

so far codified—but I hope not as yet crystallized—may

baffle a fastidious student, it need cause us no surprise

or disappointment, for the underlying idea makes us

more consanguineous. At any rate we have no reason

to be dissatisfied with Ahura being more nearly Asura,

and it was this aspect that I dwelt upon in my ist Dis-

course. In the Veda, Asura is used in the sense of

God as well as demon ; so is it in the Avesta. In both

senses again the other term also appears ; viz., Deva.'

Hence it is inferrable from this that when we dwelt

together in India, no dissension arose on account of

the appropriation of these two terms as definitely con-

veying opposite senses in the religious consciousness of

each of us the two races, but that a schism seems to

have arisen in Iriin itself between an orthodox party

and a reformatory one, set on foot by Zarathustra. So

Mr. Tiele says:—*The well-kqown theory that a reli-

gious split, at the close of what is called the East

Aryan period, had it for its consequence that one half

of the Aryan nation remained true to their Daevas, dis-

associated themselves from the other half and crossed

over the Indus, while the other half accepting the puri-

fied worship of Ahura spread tljemselves in Ir4n,

^ For example Devos . in the Big-Veda. See vii.

U need in an utterly bad eense 21. 5 ; X. 99. 3 puftim.



settled themselves there, with the result that there the

Asuras, here the Da6vas, become evil demons,—this

theory can as such be no longer defended. The Daevas

were undoubtedly long after the separation of the two

branches of the East Aryans adored along with the

Ahuras in Irin as gods of the country, and it was only

a long time after that the Zoroastrian reformation

could have ousted them from their position of honor*

The Da6va worshippers, against whom the prophets of

Ir&n fought, were no Indians but Ir&nians, no for-

eigners but people of the same country. [P : 138, TiePs

Rel : Iran : Peop] .
*

Ahura and Mazda were jointly considered in my
previous Discourse, and the expression Asura-marda was

elicited out of that Dyad, also comparing the sense

with Kdltya-marday a name of Krishna. Marda again

means the same as Arda, which appears in the word

Jan drdana, a name of Vishnu or Krishna. Asura means
“ giver of life,” from the root asu, life ; rati, gives.

Jana means the sum of life or souls, so that Asura-

mardana or Jan&rdana could be radically identified as

the one and the same Supreme Spirit. In the Iranian

Scriptures, Asura and Mazda, are found independently

used and invoked. Asura then, as already shewn is

Life-Giver, i.e. Spirit, Mazda independently is inter-

pretable as Medhya. Medhya in Samskrt is worshippable

or worship-worthy. Mr. Tiele, referring to Yn. 31, 8,

Anghiush ahurem shyaothaneshn, says:-—** It is only in

1 See note . on Ahum- at end of DiRCourse,



one passage where Maisda is described as the being

ftmi worthy of worships as the father of Vohumano^; and

the creator of Asha, that we may surmise an allusion

to the original import of the term/* [P. no, TiePs

R^l : Iran : Peop'] . Again Madhu is an Asura, and

sudana has the same significance as marda or mardana*

Hence Madhu-sftdana, a name of Krishna has its coun-

terpart in Asura-mazda taken together. Varuna is the

prototype. The rest goes easily. But should nomina

fail us, nutnina at all events stand by us.

Aramaiti.

^HE next important, I should say vitally important,

point as between the Mazdiists and the Vishnu-

ites is the volume of ideas contained in the word

Aramaiti,^ The original term in the Vedas is Aramati*

It remained pure in that form in the Iranian Scriptures

but was subsequently deflected into the forms Aramaiti

and Armaiti. Aramati is the genius of devotion according

to R. V. II. 38. 4 ; VII. 34. 21 ; VII : 36. 8 ;
VII. 42, 3 ;

X. 64. 15 ; and is the Celestial Lady, also presiding

over the Earth. According to Rig-Veda V. 43. 6.,

Muir in his original Sanskrit Texts IV.- Pp: 317. gives

the various imports of this term. Our Ir&nian Scrip-

tures tell us, Yasna 44, that Spenta-Armaiti i.e. Punya-

Aramati is both daughter and spouse of Ahura-mazda.

This finds a parallel in the Indian Scriptures, to wit.

' This term Vohmiiano will

be considered separately in
Piacourse iv.

9 S. D. Bhariicha tranele^tes

Spenta Armaiti, happily as
Love, exactly what

Vishnuism ‘ would wish tor.

[See p. 12 Zoroastrian Religion
and Guetoms'}*

13



5atarApa, the hundrred-shaped (meaning the numeroni

shapes of the world), born as the daughter of BrahmA

the Demiurge, but becoming his spouse, Manu Sv&yam>-

bhuva being born of the Twain. But Aramati as

RamA, Srt or Lakshmi, is born in the Sea churned by

Vishnu ; thus she is Vishnu's Daughter in one sense, but

becomes his Spouse also. There is thus cognation bet-

ween the two Scriptures. Ahura-mazda Vouchsafes

Zarlhustra support, and Aramati instructs him.’ [/?./. P.

p : 84] . Vide also P : 132, Td\ ‘ ^ ^ it is said she

instructs Zarathustra in the ordinance of the infallible

wisdom of Mazda &c.’ Srt is the Goddess of Wisdom,
Vidyd. In the Vishnuic hierarchy, NirAyawa is the

All-Lord or All-Spirit, and Srt comes next to Him and

stands as the AcArya or Guru or Spiritual Instructress

to all the other Apostles who follow. As Instructress,

She is also the mediatrix between soul and God,^

Mr. Tiele shows next that Aramati “ is represented

in the Veda and the A vesta as the divine personifica-

tion of piety and the head of the material world ; and

whom Zarathustrians received among the satellites

* Sroah is mediator (vide wliich taken in a religions

/?rosli Yasht) ; and Srosh and sense, means the sacred tradt-

Srt have the same root Srth, tion. In this respect we may
to serve or 8vu to hear, &c. best compare the word with
Hang writes :

—
“ He (Srosh or the Samskrt Smti, hy "which

firaosha) is the angel who name the Brahmans undeiv
stands between God and man, stand the sacred tradition, tss

the great teacher of the good laid down in the variops parts
religion who instructed the of the Vedas, especially in
prophet in it. He shows the that which treats of sacrificial

way to heaven Origin- ritf^s. AH that is said of Srosh,
ally his name meant ‘^hearing*’ in the Krosh Yasht, fully ^kgrees

(from the foo(j ttrn to hej^r), with this ipeaning of hts ni^lne.
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of Ahura-mazda.” [P : 6o KJ.F,\ In the conceptiotx

of the Vaishnavas, Svi is the Celestial Lady par ex^

cdlence, and Her sway over the Material Spheres is

delegated to Bhtl (or Hri) and Nila, She remaining

suzerain over all. Three distinct hymns are devoted

in the Rg. Veda to this Trinity, yclept : Sri-, Bhu-, and

NilA-Siiktas, respectively. I have depicted the Princi-

ples implicated under,these Personae in the Life of St.

Aftdai in my Lives of Saints, Nil^ appears again as the

Spouse of Sri Krishna.

Again, “Asha shuns those who, by denying Vohu-

mano offend against Aramati knowing full well Mazda’s

love for her” [R./.P., P: 123J. In Vishnuism the

love between Sri and N4r4yawa is the type of God-love

to which souls—who all stand as spouses to the Lord-
have to attain by means of piety or devotion i.e.^

Bhakti. This is like
** unto that friendship, the best of

all friendships, that reigns between the moon and the

sun” [Khorshed Yt. 5. Z. A. II. NdrA-

yana typifies JMna or knowledga, and Sri typifies

Bhakti or love. “ Aramati indicates the solicitous, the

good Mother Earth, who considers what is salutary

for her children and is accordingly ever denominated
the beneficent.” [R.LP,, P: 131]. In Vishnuism,

She is the Celestial Lady having Her lieutenants over

We mast, therefore, regard dMne service in relatioti to
.him only .as the personification sevdydnu to serve,
of the whole divine service, JSrosh as male is "comparable
:iiidndmg the prayers as well with Vijfiiivaksena (see infra),
as the sacrificial rites.” •[?. 307. and as female with Sri, Sronh

on the Parsis, 3ra Kdtfi. acts as a midwife according tb
l>iibtier}. Mark the words 1 Zindahramn*



Earth and other material spheres, and is the Sri or

Mother Beneficent to whom all Her children flee for

succour. In Yn. XLVIII. 5 {passim), Aramaiti is

spoken of as ;
** O thou pious wisdom.” Srt also is the

Goddess of Wisdom, vidyd, and stands therefore as the

first Spiritual Preceptor in the Vaishnavic hierarchy.

So far then as concerns the term Aramati. Now in

Ab^n Yast V, the goddess Ardvi SAra Anahita is men-

tioned, who is supplicated “ to descend from her astral

station down on our globe” [P : 25. RJ.P.,] reminding

one of GangA Now Gang4 (Ganges) is a Goddess,

who takes the form of a river flowing in all the three

regions of space, having her origin in the holy feet of

Vishnu. What Ardvi, Sdm and Andhita signify must

form the subject of a separate study. However the idea

of a goddess, beneficent and motherly is here, answering

to the idea of a lieutenant to Svi, viz,, Bhfl, Nila, etc.

With the Vaishnavic ideas of Sri, Bhd, Nila etc., for

spiritual and material energies of God, conceived as

brides of God, who is thus the Bridegroom (see Solo-

mon’s Song of Songs for similar analogies), may also be

compared Pirendl who with Ashi Vanguhi attends on

Mithra, [XVI, 66 Mihir Yast] . As with Mithra proceed

Ashi Vanguhi and Parendi, so with Pdshan (=iMithra)

and Bhaga, go Aramati and Purandhi [Rig. Veda VII.

36. 8.] :—
• Bring ye the great Aramati before you and

PAshan as the Hero of the synod, ‘ Bhaga who looks

upon this hymn ^ith favour, and, as our strength, the

bountiful Purandhi.* Also see Rig. Veda X. 64. 7 f

Vishnu has other wives such as Nili« So^s
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Mazda: ^Vsuch as Aramaiti, the bounteous, and such

as are thy wives, O Mazda, Lord [Gdh AiwisrUthrima,

Z. A. III. Useful comparisons are also insti-

tutable between the Principles which, as explained in

the Sit-opanishat, are represented by Sri, Bhij an dNili^

and those represented by Aramati, Ashi Vanguhi, Ardvi

Stlra Anihita etc. Are there wives in Heaven ? For

answer to this, see Pp: iii. & iv. Introd : to my Lives

of Saints. These names then which are shared in com-

mon by the Indians and the Iranians, convey very old

spiritual facts.

Narayana.

term Ndrdyana has casually been mentioned

above as one Factor of the Holy Binity (Sk. Dam-

pati, Zend, Dengpaiti )—the Spiritual Substance cim

Energy—to which all creation owns fealty. In the

First Discourse I showed how all the several aspects of

divinity connoted by this name cannot be derived from

Ahura Mazda ? This is due to the epithetic proliiici>

ness of the Indian mind christening its gods in a double

manner, analytic and synthetic. If synthetic terms

such as Ndr&yana are meagre in Iranian Scriptures,

that paucity is due to its laconic frame of mind as con*

trasted with the Indian prolific frame. Partly also the

meagreness is due to the fragmentary character of the

Iranian Scriptures surviving the Alexandrian vandalism

and Moslem fanaticism, the remnants being but the

debris, “ salvage from a great shipM^reck**. Says Mr.

Teile s—The Indians “ have an inexhaustible diction*

ary of its honorific epithets and a vast number of
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compounds ..... The Iranians^ on the contrary,

are poor in this respect, less lavish, sparing even to

parsimony in conferring titles . . . . [P ^ 53

iR./.P.]. And he says further that ‘‘the Gitbas,

furnish no sharply-defined conception of the Deity^*

[Piiog/d.], However in my purview of even the

acanty materials available, 1 detect germs of N&r&*

yana ; and what may be found incomplete in the Ira-

nian Scriptures can be supplemented by Indian pro*

ducts, comparatively free, in South India, from the

Moslem ravages. Let me now trace the references to

Nar. The name given to the son of Zarathustra is

Urvatat-ftaro, in the posterior legends [vide ft. note,

31, p: 23. Tiers Jrf], and iVdrdsamsa (iVafryosangha),

meaning “laud of men^* [p:62/d]. Nar means

exoterically man, but esoterically it signifies many
cosmic truths, all developed in the ist of the three

Rahasyas, of the Vishnuites. Nar means man, t e.

soul or souls. Ayma is receptacle or seat. Nftrdyana

ts therefore the Lord of souls ; and if Ahura-mazda is

admittedly such a Lord, what matters whether Ofie

cries out to His Lord, as Mazd& or NAr&yana? I may

revert to this subject again.* Now let me present aft*

dther list of names common to Mazd^ism and Vishnuism

picked op at random

Oomparativa Ramss, Sscoad Idst.

• Magi :*Magha or Makha -

Magbaya s Maghaviln (Indra)
,

i Sm- DiMararse lllf wd ]>ol« to it toi Kdr&jnuMi^
,
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Atropetene =* Atharva^pattaha

Maghaya-Kshattra ~ Maghavat-Kshetra (Le* Tri-

vishtapa or Svargk). ; »

Vohumano (Brih-manas) = Brahmi or Brabtnan

Nairydaangha 5- Narisamsa (or Narasimha) .

Haptoirengha 5= Saptarksha

Azi Dahaka (Zohak) -•= Ahi Taksbaka

Sraousha » Susr6sha,* Sri (from \/Srw to.hear,

to serve)

Khorda ~ Kshudra

VayurrrVdyu

Angra-mainya = Ugra-mainya

.Spenta-mainya = Punya-roainya

Asha « Rta

Tishtar «= Tvashta

Visperatavo = Visvedevih . //

Traitona Athwya = Trita Aptya

Mazdo-Ahura (Mithra-Ahura) ~ Mitra-V^iruna

(Medha-Asura. Benfey) (Zeus)^

Ap4m Napat = Apam Napdt
Parendi = Purandhi

Bagha = Bhaga

1 Sraosha comprises and
dcttotes humility, meekness,
docility, obedience wrightfnl
authority etc.* [P: 24. S. D.
.Bhft^ucba's Z&roasirum Meli*

'mofi and CuBioms'], **Kemnd

. % the time of Herodotus*

.PfTsdAns, while invoking
AmuModa/ the creator of
eart^ and heaven# still knew

who he was, and called the
whole vault of the sky, Zeus
[Sk. I>yav3i\, that is to say*
called it the simreroe God
fDarmesteter , Zend-Avesta

,

L p: LIX, “In the
Avestic phrase: *Mithra Ahura*
we find a ^striking pan^el to
the Vedic phrase * MitrA-
Yarnsa* iZar : Uel : 4md Outi.
p: xtxviiL Afp. B.D.Bbiriucha}.
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Rashne » Rbhikshan

* . .. Yazata 5= Yajata

Yasna«Yajila

* Yast«Ishti

Naonhaitya == NAsatya

Vivanghat or Vivanghant =» Vivasvat

Fravashis — Pitris

Druk, Druksh, Durj — Durgi

Haurvata ^ SvarvatA'

Ameratat = Amaratd

Afrin == Apri

HAvani = Savana

GAhanbAr = GAhana-vAra

(Garodman) Garo-demana = Garuda-dhAma

Behesht (Bekhet) == Vikun^h, Vaikun^ha

Varedemana — Vara-dhAma, Svar-dhAm, or Param-

dbAma
Mihir = Mihira (Mitra)

Dakhma == Dahana

SaoshyantAh = SoshyantAh

Araesha-Spentas = Animisha-PunyAh.

Osrodemana.

TN this list I wish to take up the word Garodemana,

and reflect upon all the interesting ideas it yields.

The GAtha Vohukshathra (Yasna II) is said to be rauti-

lated and less intelligible ; that it would otherwise

1 Parsi Bcbolars three Health^S'raf^Aafa' (3) Whole*
senses to this^term. According ness or Intinity (according to
to the sense driven, is the S. D. Bharacha» Pp: 12 and 33.

valent Sk as follows; (1) Weal Zor ; Hel: and
or Wealth— ; (2)
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throw much light on Zarathustrian legends. Caro*^

defhana however is a paradise proclaimed as a reward

to the Maghavans. “ In the heaven, Garo-demana’',

writes Mr. Tiele, ‘‘the abode of song, lives Mazda,

with his satellites and they approach there with the

food and drink of immortality^ Haurvatat and

Ameratat, The prayers of the pious are there

heard and granted .... To it leads the bridge

Chinvat'’. [Pp : 140-141 ; 85-86 R.LP.] Now
Garuda or Garutm^in is the celestial bird, and it is

also a tropic designation of the One God, as is evident in

the famous monotheistic verse of the R.V., 1 . 164.46:

—

“They call him Indra, Mitra, Varuna, Agni ; and

He is Garutman, heavenly, nobly-winged. To what is

One, sages give many a title: Agni, Yama, Mdtarisvan,

they call it”. Garutman is the personification of the

Holy Word,* hence He is the Son of God, to express

in Christian symbology. Philology also seems favour-

able for literally collating Garud with Cherub, and

Cherub with Christ. But that is by the way. Garuda

or Garutman is the vehicle of Vishnu, i.e. Mazda
; he

brings Amrita (i.e. Ameretat or Immortality) to men,

^ Supamo^ si Garutman etc. Vcdic liards also my that
[Taittiriya Sara, iv. I 10], If celestials always einy or vlkint

Garo raeans from i |/a, hallelujahs !—Eiat sdma gd»

shiklUt note thnt Gayatri yan dsU. [Tait, Up. iii. lU 6],

thras=rG&tha) is the offspring of then the panilh lisra between
Buparni or Garudi [Ycywa ‘ Abode of Bong’, and * Cele«-

SumJdtai vi. 1, 6]. And the tial Bird’ personifying ‘Holy
* Holy Word’ is the ‘ W'ord’ Word’, evident. For the
that is G&tha, or that which is symbology of Garuda-vdhana
sting or chanted. The Garon* Bee Discourse IV.

is a Place or Abode tvhcrc
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He is the ensign of Vishnu, and many other things as

a bstracted in a verse by Ydmunachirya, thus

D4sas sakhi v&hanam d^sanam dbvajo

yas te vitfi.nam vyajanam trayi-mayah

[Stotra-Raina 4 T\,

Garuda again is the Guide and Vehicle of souls intend-

ed for Param-dhama, i.e. Veredaman^^ Heaven. Garo-

demnna would in Samskrit literally mean the * Abode

of Garuda/ or He who has Garuda for his abode.

The Vedic verse quoted above bears out the latter

sense, the former sense being conveyed according to

Iranian Scriptures. That Garutman is the vehicle of

the blessed souls to V^aram-dhama, or Param-dhdma,

or V^aikun^ha is a most cherished tenet of the Vaishna-

vas. Dhima I take to be the Sk. of daman or demana,

meaning * Abode’ as well as ‘ Glory’. It is the Abode

of song, as the Veda says ;

—

etat s6.ma g&yan ^ste. [Taittiiiya-Up^, iii. 10-5]

.

Haurvatat, or Svartd,- and Araeretat, or Amritati are

interpreted as bliss and athanasia (immortality) and

are even called “ the food of Mazda” [P : 133. Tide’s

R.A.P.] The Veda confirms this by saying;—

Aham annam aham annam abam annadah.

[Id, iii. 10.6]

.

Garddman (exactly answering to the Sk. Garutman) is

also a form of the term occuring in the G&thas [Zend*

t Tbe infinite luminous proper word. Weal, Wcaltli,

space [Zend^AveKta, 1 . Intro 1 and Happiness are also used

Iviii, by translators. Wealth of

* Haurvatat is generally course def>ends on health. 80
taken fur health or spirit of tbe equation Haurvatat^x

hvaith. * Weal* Would be the 8varta is maintainable*



Avesta, HI. 5.i5.£.] In Yn. L. 4, occurs in Thine

Home-of-song shall I hear the praise of Thine offering

saints who gee Thy lace'* (L. H. Mills). Compare this

with the Vedic ;

—

sadi pasyanti s«tirayah, divi (i) va cakshur Atatartt

tad viprSso vipanyavo jftgrivamsas sam-indhate

Vishnor yat Paramam Padam. [R^V, I. aa].

In Yisparad VII, the name appears as Gar6-Sm4na
(^Garo-.dh4man) of Ahura, thus supporting me in the

equating of it with Garutm4n of the Veda. Even the

nearer form Gardthman occurs in Yt. XXII. 15

[Z. A. II. iS.JS.E], where there are four Paradises

spoken of, the first three being Humat, Hukht, Hvarsht

(see my First Discourse for Sk, of these', and the

fourth is the seat of the Gar6thmAn (the Endless

Lights). According to Ardibehisht Yt. I. 3, one of the.

Amesha Spentas is Garfithman, as the Vaishnava

hierarcy has it. iThe term Ardibehisht, it may in

passing be observed, though a modern metamorphosis

of the Avestic Asha-Vahishta, is much nearer to its

parent, in its first part Ard to Rta, than Asha is.)

Then come the satellites of Mazda, as Tiele calls

them viz. the Amesha Animesha Punyas,

The Veda again bears out the idea, for example r-

Sarve ’nimeshft jajnire. [Tait. iv. 8].

They are also called the Nitya-sClris, or the Eternal-

Enlightened, the archangels ever with God, among

them being Garutman. «

With the Chinvat Bridge meanwhile, collate the

Yedic:

—

]Ssh(i Sefnr Vidharanah eU- [B riad-Aranya-*



Upanishat IV. 4. 22»] and Amrfasyaisha Setuh [Munr

daka. Up®. II. 2.3].

Dakhma.

TN my first Discourse I made mention of Kaka-spana,

a practice which is observed to this day by the

Br&hmanas in their obsequial ceremonies. Now Garut-

min.isakite,—notably the Brahman-kite which is a

name come into vogue— ;
and kite, eagle and vulture

all* belong to the same ornithological speciesJ It is

these birds that flock to the Towers of Silence and

devour- the defunct remains of the dead.^ Vaishnavas

cremate the bodies, consigning souls thereof to the

care. of GarutmAn, whereas our Iranian brothers seem

to have perpetuated this idea by an external rite. Sup-

posing this practice were given up on account of

hygiepic or other advanced opinions of the age, Vaishna-

vism. 19 near at hand to support the idea. Adverting

once more to the question of cremation versus inter-

rhent, versus exposure, Mr. Tiele writes that “ The oc-

clirrence in Zarathustra system of a few very un-Aryan

^ Brahman Kite h other- in his Rama-incarnation. He
wiae the falcon. See geneolopri- foiicrht with Rikvana the demon,
caj Table given in Discourse I. and met with death Sri Rama
[p. 80], under Kdka-sitami, gave him sacramental crema-

tion and despatched Idm to
** It is interesting to note Vahisht and Chironmiina. See

that Jatayn, tlie vulture-king Rama,} ana, Aranya, 68th chap-

is the bosom-friend of Vishnu ter:

—

sfm ^ \\
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usages such as the practice of neither cremating nor

interring the corpses, but of surrendering them to

birds or dogs, has to .be attributed more to their\

influence than to the Semites*. [P : 197. RJ.P, I.]

The word Dakhnia, a word in my list above, is undoub-

tedly Dahana, cremation, and the survival of this word

to call the Towers of Silence with, is the best scfiptu-

ral argument to show that cremation, the old practice

of the Vedas, ^ was our common ancestral mode of the

disposal of the dead. The Dakhmas as they are later

applied to the Towers and exposure of the dead there-

in, it would appear, were held to be impure. For the

Vepdiddd, Fargard VII, 49 has this :
— ‘‘ O Maker of

the material world, the Holy One ! How long after

the corpse of a dead man has been laid down on a,

Dakhma is the ground whereon the Dakhma stands,

clean again ? ” [Z,A. I. S,B.E»] If my Parsi brothers

do not know it already, it is a tenet of the Vaishnavas

that whoso becomes a Vaishnava must give up inter-^

' I.E. ‘ancient al)orijE(ine» v'it,8 thro urn into it [P : The
of West and Central Asia’ (?) practice of cremation is the
[P:106, Jrf]. Vedic Aryan custom, and of

3 In liis book : “77i« Message burial the custom amon)E:st the

of Zoroaster'- A. 8. Wadia, a non-Aryan aboricfinea of India.

Parsi gentleman of refined Cremation is costly, interment
ideas and Europe-culture, says: is cheap. On economical
“Let us bear in mind this im- grounds, the latter seems to

portant fact about the iucor- have been permitted to the
ruf)tibility of fire when we dis- lower and |>oorer classes even
cuss the question of introdiic- after their joining the Aryan
ing cremation among our peo- (Hindu) fold. But as stated

pie. Nothing ever can pollute in Discoiii’se I, when one joins

fire * the fire in the end the Vaishnava fold, be he rich

'will he physically as pure as it or poor, cremation becomes a
was before, the impure • matter sine giia non with him.
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ment, if that practice had before been observed by him^

and bind himself to cremation. This is ope of his

inevitable articles of faith. As 1 ventured to say in my
first Discourse that Masd4ism stands, in my opinion,

half-way between Animism and Vaishnvism, is witness*

ed by this practice. In its ethics as well which are

prelirtiinary to devotion and love or divine aesthetics—

which Vishnuvism emphasizes,—it is, while parallel

with Buddhism, is preliminary to Vishnuvism. See

the very useful chapter on “ Some Buddhistic Parallels**

by G* K. Nariman in Tiel’s ReL Irdn. People, Part I.

GarutmAn is the chief of the feathered race, is the

enemy of the serpent-race, and he was supposed by the

gods to be Agni, Fire. In some legends, Svdha, the

,wife of Agni, takes the shape of GArudt, a female of the

bird. So then, if it is profane to consign the dead to

the flames, it seems equally sacrilegious to offer them

to Holy Garuda who represents Fire ! But sentiment

rules and it dieth hard. This is by the way.

Amesha-Spentas.

If ET me now proceed with the idea involved in the
^

Amesha Spentas or the Animesha Punyas, or the

Seven Archangels or Satellites, as Tiele calls them, of

MazdA or Vishnu. ‘‘An enormous importance’*, says

he, ** attaches to this sacred number (seven) in both

the religions. To illustrate our claim by a few out of

numerous examples, the Indian equally with the

Persian divides the terrestrial sphere into seven con-

tinents, the Dvipas of the one, the Keshwaras (Sams

:

fCrisbtvales) of the other ; seven sAcred rivers which
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are not to be distinguished from the seven tributaries

of the Sarasvati ; seven sacred minstrels (Saptarshi) of

the Indians, whom the Iranian depicted in the seven

stars of Ursa Major (Haptoirenga), and diverse symbo-

lical, ritual operations in which the number recurs

again and again. The number is both ancient and

primeval, invested with religious sanctity by both*’.

[P
; 55, I]. Alongside of MazdA in the

Gdthas stand a few heavenly beings, who co-operate

with him. They are six in number, are closely allied

to him, and latterly are placed, together with him, as

the seven Amesha Spentas at the head of creation

divjne**. [P: 124. Ibid], Now listen to what Vishnu*-

vism avers. A heptarchy is formed in ParamdhAma

(Veredaman ,
of N^Lrfi,yana ^Vishnu), Srt (Aramaiti),

Cakra {the Discus or Time) Sankha (the Conch at

Space or The Word), ^ Vishvaksena (the Lord of Hosts),

Ananta (the Endless), and GarutmAn (the Universal

messenger). There is another account which is more

archaic and universal. The Sacred Giyatrl*-^ of the

Veda is accompanied by what is known as the Sapta*

vydhriii. The seven in this is either the seven worlds,

or their seven presiding spirits, or the seven classes of

living beings, delineated in the verse

Sa‘praDava*vyfthritibbis

Saptabhir Iritam a«»esha*ie8batvam

(1) Sthkvara—(3) tiryan~(3) nara*8ura*~-(4) K^vala-»>

(5) Muktais,—(6) sa*S<lribhiB*^-(7) 5eshlti

* See Time and Space in * See Manim in BUcourse
tiiseourse HI. 1II«
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The idea of Amesha Spentas is also comparable with

the Praj&patis.

In all human thought, as in language so in the

expression of the ideas, variations, local affections and

tribal affinities are inevitable ; but the idea lurking

underneath them all is typical and unifying, and what

we are now instituting are comparisons having validity

even in situations, extrinsic. This is one instance out

of a legion, how ideas originate, travel, and appear

sheathed in diverse vestments, accordant with time,

place, and circumstance, often passing beyond recogni-

tion. But by comparative studies, vve catch the fugi-

tives. Ere this 1 have mentioned the Rahasyas or

Esoteric Formulae of the Vaishnavas. With one of

them the Holy Gdyatri with its entourage of the

Amesha-Spentas, is connected. That is a special

secret study with the Vaishnavas. It is enough for us

he^'e to bear in mind that the heptarchy represents the

spirits who hold sway over the seven kingdoms men-

tioned. Each nation has its trait of analysing and

synthesizing categories of existence in its own unique

way and departures between such methods are more

conspicuous with races which have been long separated

and more distanced, than with those not so circum-

ssanced. Autres temps autres maurs. As Indians and

IrAnians fall under the latter category, parallels are not

only readily found but strikingly so, as in this and

other instances which I have ventured to submit.'

} tu a pamphlet Farvtxrde- Hodivala b.a, writes (p ;

Q&nn& divaso (1906,) 8. *K, ** We have to*day ample erid*
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XrUhwkieni [8ro«h].

A MOTHER idea also aifords a good parallel,
" In

'' the Hierarchy mentioned above, the name of

Vishvaksena occurs. The very name means the Lord

'

of the Hosta*% i.e. the Lord of all the hosts of Nftr&y&na

who are appointed to guard virtue {Dharma) and sup*

press vice In the Avesta scheme, these

are the Ameshaspents, the Yazatas; the Yazatas con-

stitute the- army or hosts of Ahura-masda to wir

against the evil spirits. Ya^ad or Yazdah, is a design

nation of Ahura-mazda himself, corresponding to:

Yaksha, the name of Brahman in the Ken-opanishat.^

Vishvaksena then is the Lord of all the Yazataaas hie ‘

very etymology indicates.' Iq Yn. xxxiii. 5^, Zai:a-'

tushtri says : I supplicate to and call for my suceour,^:

the greatest of all (Thy Yazads), who is Sarosh-*.: And .

F. K. Dadachanji rightly used for Srosh the:Cxpresision

of ‘Commanderdn-Chief’, which is the radical m^mhg:
of Vishvaksena. [See his Light of the GtUhas]; That
these stand as intermediaries between God and man is*

evident, like the Archangels, Angels, Dominions, Prin-

cipalities &c, of Christianity. [Read Pp : 74 ff. Casar-

telH's Philosophy of the Mazdayasnian Religion under the

Sassanids']

.

enoe for saying that the ances-
tors of the Parsis and Hindus
were one and the same iri the
remote past and even to this

day the ceremonies of both are
found to be closely ailed.

Similarly the ceremonies per-
formed by the Parsis in con-

nection with the Famhars and

the various matters relating
to them mentioned in our
Scriptures, very closely resem-
ble the ceremonies and deacrtp^
tioiis given in Yajnr. VewJa
regardingHhePitris or MmenJ*

' See foot-notes 1, Pp; 08
and 103.

15
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^aUngWHliir

T ET me now take up a theme most inviting to all^

^ to wit, immortality (with which is closely knit

e$^chatology), and find what interesting coincideqqea

may present themselves between Maz44ism and

Vishnuism. In my First Discourse, I stated bow
post-mortal immortality, on which w;e are agreed,, is.

logically consequent on a prenatal antecedence.— in

other words the theory of metempsychosis. “ Theo*

poqipus speaks of the Zoroastrian doctrine of palin-

genesis** [P : 32. Tide’s
; and if 1 may trust

Fechner’s ingenious version of the doctrine as is

alleged to be contained in Zend-Avesta, Ch. XXXI,
I qu6te it for its elegant language, though the version

seems to me to be a clever imitation of the Zend-

Avesta :

—

V 6. As in our present life the body which at any

p^iod is the vehicle of our mind, has grown from the body

which was its vehicle in a former period, so in our future

life the material vehicle of our spiritual existence must

have grown, to preserve our individuality, from the vehicle

of ouc present spiritual existence. This condition is indeed

realised in our individual sphere of actions, in the totality

of which everything is stored up that during our present

life has produced any effect in our body*’. [P : 20, On Life

after Death]

.

.But what Fechner alludes to is Yasna XXX. ij.

[Zehd-Avesta HI. S.B.E], for Mr. Feridun K. Dada-

chanjits version, which I prefer, runs thus :

—

‘The l?tw of (justly dispensed) happines and pain

appointed of Ahura, recognise, Oh ye men ! It is this,
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that sinful ones have long to be in suffering (to wipe

out the effects of their wicked doings), and the good

ones reap benefits, which lead to blissfulness.’

The connmentary on this elucidates the above

thus :

—

** This Law of Retribution is the synthesis of justice.

It is known to the Hindus the Law of Karma. As
you* sow, so you reap’*, says Christ, and his exhortation*

;

“ Do unto others as you would have them do unto you”

follows as a corollary from this grand and immutable Law
of Justice. Whosoever admits the authority of the G&thas

and their sanctity, and still impeaches the justice of the

suffering which seemingly innocent men undergo, is

thoughtless. If he is unable to fathom the remote causeis

of such suffering, he yet, in view of the distinct enunciation

here of the Law qf Retribution, viz, that the good are

always rewarded and the evil chastised, is bound to admit

that for such suffering, a reason exists, and that t|?at reason

is none else than some past sin.” [P. 1x9. Tk$ Light of

the A vesta and the Gathas]

.

The idea of repeated births is allied with the no-

tion of what soul is,—whether it is an eternal entity,

or it comes into being in tiine by an act of God, accor-

ding to Christian notions. But a note by Darmestetfer

decides the question in favour of the former, and

therefore compatible with Indian notion$. The note

runs tliusi—

From the worship of the Fravashis, * who being

at first identical with the Pitris, with the souls of the

departed, became, by and by, a disfinct principle. The

t See ndte on at End of Dif^courBO IVi



' Fravashi was independent of the circumstances of life

or death, an immortal fart of the individual which existed

before man and outlived him {lies, mine). Not only man

' was endowed with a Fravashi, but gods too, and the

sky, fire, waters, and plants’*. [Z. A. p: LXXIV. Part I.

If post-mortal immortality is an indubitable

fket in the Zend-Avesta but pre-natal immortality is a

•fact not quite cle^r> later Iranian works such as Din&t-

Maln6g-l-khirad, make the latter point indisputable by

references to predestination. I make one excerpt only

from this book to support my view [P.T. III. Vol.XXIII,

S,B.E] :—4. “ Even with the might and powerfulness

6f wisdorn and knowledge, even then it is not possible

to contend with destiny. 5* Because when predestina*

tfefi as to virtue, or as to the reverse, comes forth, the

Wise becomes wanting (niyS^Sn) in duty, and the

astute in evil becomes intelligent
; 6. the faint-hearted

becomes braver, and the braver becomes faint-hearted;

7. the diligent becomes la^y, and the lazy acts dili-

gently- 8. Just as is predestined as to the matter, the

enters into it, 9. and thursts out everything else*’.

This is the great Ved&ntic theory of Karma, to which

the whole world Scientific as well as Theological, is now

fast coming to subscribe. For example, one may gauge

world’s opinion on the subject by a pronouncement

made by a Doctor of Philosophy, Revd. Hervey De*

Witt Griswold, M.A , in his study on Brahman [Cornell

studies in Philosophy No. 2. New York. 2900J thus

(p. 67^ Let it be remembered that the spheres of

recompense, begun at the top with the rery wcKPid of



Brahman himself (Brahmaloka). What more natural

than .to extend them downward until they include

the worlds of men, animals, plants, and inorganic

nature ? According to this view, the doctrine of trans-

migration in India began through the extension of

the ‘ spheres of recompense* so as to cover all

beings, all forms, all bodies. This seems to me a very

plausible hypothesis.** This Karma doctrine is the

solution of the Evil Principle. This theme then is

very important to us both. Nay it is very useful to all,

inasmuch as the doctrine of re-incarnation, rather thaii

that of original creation, gives us one more cogent

reason for feeling brotherly towards each other and

offers the scientific premium for mutual regard and

love. Is not this pragmatic (so to say) virtue and

value of psychology, something worth possessing and

cherishing and acting up to ? The Orthodox Christia-

nity is also veering round and joins hands with science

by discovering re-incarnational truths in the Bible.'

Another ,voice, that of Rev. J. O. Bevan construes

VII: 9. 70 thus*.—“The soul is immanent from the

^ Read: Reineamation in

ihe Nev) Testament hy James
M. Pryse j

and many an utter-

ance from Christian platforms,

as oft reported in the pages of

the Tbeosophist. Consider the

following passages in addi-

tion f^Gal j vi 9 j Matt : rii. 2

;

Sm \ xiii. 9; Psalms \ rii, 16;

Mditi xvi. IS ; Matt xi. 14 ; the

{mrabkof the Talents, Matti

xxr. 14 to 20. Also Kevd. I)r.

H. DeWitt Griswold, in his
God Varuna in the E, V,
writes i

—
‘ And the doctrine of

KarmOt namely that ** whatso-
erer a man soweth, that shall
be also reap” deserves a larger
developiyent in Christian then-
l^y than it has yet received*.
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begining (even as the bud is immanent in the root) but

is not evidenced in outward and particular manifesta-

tion until the appointed time”. [P : 26. The genesis and

evolution of the Individual Soul] . Rev. Bevan may well

look for supp )rt to his interpretation, from James, III.

6, where the expression “ Wheel of birth”, savouring

of an Indian origin, is found.

There are dissentient voices however such as of,

for example, R. E. Peshotan Sanjana, saying “that the

doctrine of transmigration and re-incarnation finds no

place in the Avestan system. The Avestan saints had

not the faintest idea of such a doctrine”! ;P : 250.

Zarihushtra and Zarthushtnanism)

.

And yet the same

voice admits :
—“ However, they believed in the Re-

surrection, both spiritual and bodily. It cannot be

denied that in the later Avestan period, Frasho-Kereti

did come to mean also the human soul resuming its

own body”. [Id, p: 250]. This controversy and

hesitancy about this or that doctrine has a parallel in

scholars elsewhere having missed detecting this same

doctrine in the Rig-Veda Samhita, but finding it in the

Upanishads 1 On the whole the determining factors are

two, (i; the world-wide re-recognition of the doctrine

by the enlightened world, and (a) the theodicial value

of it* It must be borne in mind however that a large

*part of the Avesta are irretrievably lost and even in the

midst of the remnants, references to palingenesis are

discoverable as even so is the case in the Christian

Scriptures, N. D. Khandalavala, an eminent Parsi

gentleman has for example, pointed out the following
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pregnant passage in the orthodbx Zoroastrian;book, the.

Vendfdad* Fargard XIII, (x) 50-51 [Z. A., I ; 5 *5 .5 .]

Creator of the material world, Pure One ! If a

(female) dog that has ceased to hear^ or a (male) dog

whose seed is dried up, happens to die, where does its.

consciousness (baodhang) go ?
*'

Then answered A*hura-Mazda :— holy Zara-

thushtra ! it goes into a stream of water, where from a

thousand male, and a thousand female dogs, a pair,—

one male and one female—of the Udra, that reside in

the waters, comes into being’’. [See the Chapter on

“ Transmigration in the Avesta^’ in Zoroastrianism in

thcjight of Theosophy

i

pp : 329 ff.'J

The Desatii'y a later Persian book though consi-

dered as less authoritative, most closely echoes the

Upanishadic doctrine of palingenesis. [See the Book

of Abad, verses 62 to 86. Engl. Trans, by Mulla Firua],

Dahistdn, Vol. I. [Paris, 1843]. Introd : Pp. Ixix

—

Ixx, informs us also thuswise :

—

“ Human souls are eternal and infinite
; they

come from above, and are spirits of the upper spheres.

If distinguished for knowledge and sanctity, while on.

earth, they return above, are united with the sun, and

become empyreal sovereigns ; but if the proportion

of their good works bore a closer affinity to any other

star, they become lords of the place assigned to that

star; their stations are in conformity with the degrees

of'their virtue
;
perfect men attain Jthe beatific vision-

of the light, of lights, and the cherubine hosts of the

supreme Lord^ Vice and depravity, on the contrary.
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separate souls from tba primitive source of light, and
chain them to the abode of the elements ; they become
evil spirits. The imperfectly good migrate from one

body to another, until, by the efficacy of good words

and actions, they are finally emancipated from matteri

and gain a higher rank. The thoroughly depraved

descend from the :human form to animal bodies, to

vegetable, and even to mineral substances/^ From
this, both the facts: (i) eternality of souls, and (z>

palingenesis, are clear. These thoughts may now be

read in the Upanishads, Chhdndogya {Madhu-vidy&,

See p : 130 of my Bhagavad-Glt&)
;
V. 10.7. passim.]

I must before closing the subject of Transmigra-

tion call your earnest attention to the article :
“ Im-

mortal Soul, Its Pre-existence, Persistence after Death

and Transmigration*’ [Pp : 99—124 by R. F. Gorvala

M.A
, in the Spiegal Memorial Volume], for which la m

much indebted to Mr, J. J. Modi of the Parsi Panchd,-

yat, Bombay. And spiritually, a necessary law of un-

'

foldment, concatenated, in continuous causation, with

the past, the present, and the future—immortality

—

sustains throughout all realms of nature.

Parallelisnis,

TVrOW to parallelisms, after these prelusive expati-

ations. In the Mazdian portrayal of the bliss-

diffusing God in his diverse transfigurations of a hand-

some youth, steer, white steed &c, [p:26. Tiele^sR./.P.],

Vishnuism recognises the Incarnations (Avaidras^^ of

God, His benevolent nature (Gunas) and His ineffable

beauty 'Divyam<^ngala^vigraha}, Mr Tiele writes thus;—
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** No one denies the unison between the Indian &nd

the Iranian religions. A number of myths, legends,

rituals, concepts and names of existences to w'boni^

prayers are offered, they have in common. Mitra^

Aryam^n, V4yu, and diverse other gods, claim equal

adoration from both/’ [P
: 30 Id\. “The Indian

paramount god Indra &c., are mentioned as idols in the

Avesta” [P:3o*-''3i Id]. Vishnuism discerns in this

its Fifth Hypostasis of God, v\z. Archa-’vatara [vide

my Artha-Pancaka or The Five Truths, J R A S, July

1910]. Both Iranians and Indians performed with

their archaic chants, Vedic and Avestic, harmonising

in metre and cadence, Yajfias, where animals were

sacrificed. This animal sacrihce was given up, and

fire-ceremonies with Soma (Hoania) and Visvedevas

( Visper^tavo), without animal sacrifices, took their

place.

Archa or Symbolic Worship.

^,JAZDAISM stopped here; and though idolizing of

Indra &c, are found in germ in the Avesta,^

developments into established institutions like the

Temples of the Vaishnavas—the locale for so-called

idolatry—are I believe not to be found. This is God on

earth, and the same God who is in Heaven, the sole,

1 Darius rebuilt the temples,

which the Ma^^us Ganmata had
destroyed (Behistnu I. O'i).

The Magi, it is said, waritod
the gods not to be imprisoned
within four walls (Oic. de
Legibus II. lOj : XfTXos be-

haved binisolf ftH tlvir disripio,

at least in Greece. Still the
Magi seem to have at la.st

given way ou the point to the
Perso-Assyrian customs, and
there wem temples even under
the Sassanian.s [P;lv, Intix>,

A.T., S.RE].



real and beneficent deity, Ahura-Ma;jda the Creator,

exalted above his creatures, encircled by his saints

4iround and under him,—the Amesha Spentas, [vide

P: 33. RJ,P]. Eschatology for man begins from the

earth-end, and ends at the Heaven-end. This Heaven,

the Valhalla of Ahura-ma^da, yclept Varedcmana (i.e.

Vara-dhdma or Para-dhdma), He tenants with Asha

Armaiti. The Vaishnava here sees his Vaikan^ha

(Behesht) with the Holy Twain Sriyah-pati holding

court and council with His Eternals. And in the

references made to the body, hand, mouth, tongue,

eyes &c., of Ahura Mazda, the Vaishnava descries the

not only anthropomorphic descriptions of his Vishnu,

but zoomorphic and panmorphic as the famous Purusha-

sftkta Hymn in the Vedas, and the Visvanlpa chapter

of the B.G. universally, for example, exemplify [passim).

Psychologically idolatry is universal, if one only

deeply reflects upon it. Philosophically, the rationale

of it is just what any one, irrespective of any religion to

which he may belong, would say. For example, R. E.

P. Sanjana writes :

—

** All our religious rites and ceremonies are certain

expressive signs and actions which have been ordained by

our religion for the worthy glorification of the Supreme

Being Ahura-Mazda or of holy men and women, dead or

living. Undoubtedly, according to the A vesta, a true

glorifier of Ahura-Mazda or of the holy souls and fravashis

of the dead is he who is good or righteous in thought and

action. Yet the Avesta does not condemn exterior forms

of worship, that outward manifestation of our internal

sentiments which do not ripen to consummation until they
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receive visible expression. So long as man has a bodily

existence, his thoughts and feelings must express them-

selves in some concrete form that appeals to the imagina-

tion and the senses. Therefore in all religions, ancient and

modern, of civilised and uncivilised peoples, we observe

two parts, outward and inward, visible and invisible. On
the one side, there are beliefs and convictions belonging to

the mind
; on the other hand, there are legends, rites, cere-

monies and formulae in which those beliefs and convictions

are clothed and made visible. As good music, when at-

tentively heard, quickens our energy, elevates our mind and

fills our heart with pure feelings, so do our rites and cere-

monies, when properly observed, stimulate our imagination,

exalt our intelligence and affect our will, so as to strengthen

us for that moral struggle and spiritual battle which we
have to fight in this world. It is the conviction of wiser

men that all attempts at a purely philosophical spiritual

religion, discarding outward and imaginative expression,

are unnatural and doomed to failure”. [Pp : 236—237.

Zarathushtra and Zarathushtnanism]

.

When in this very strain I lectured to a big Baroda

audience assembled in the State Library Hall there on

the 29th November 1909, when Dr. Dadachanji and

Hirji P. Wadia, with other Parsi and Hindu gentle*

men were present, Mr. Wadia who was my Chairman,

confessed that after hearing from me the rationale of

worship, he would not be ashamed to bow before every

R4ma and Krishna image dotted over th^ holy land

of India ; but it is curious to relate, that when later I

spoke on the same theme in the PrAftJianA SamAj, Bom-
bay, dn I2th December 1909, 1 was complimented for

It hy^ Parsi lady, but, by my own brethren the Hindus,
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was suspected as superstitious! But how are prarthanas

(prayers) heard by an earless God ? Can an earless God
create ears ? Also, I found in the intolerable squeaking

of the Western Harmoniums employed in the Arya

Samdjas, the auricular sense was ministered to with a

gratification, indeed reduplicated for the loss of the

idolatry ministering to the ocular sense ? Idolatry is as

good or as bad for one sense as for another. If for one

sense it is rejected, why not for all ? Here is a ra-

tionale of symbol worship (so-called idolatry) written

by a Westerner :

—

** Because of the constant pressure of external things,

with our inevitable practical interest in them, and for many
other reasons, the chief of them being morale it will be

difficult for us to maintain ourselves in the right attitude

for perceiving spiritual reality
;
and so helps, memorials,

symbols will be needed. We shall require in this sphere,

something corresponding to the staff of an absent friend or

the pebble of a once-traversed but no distant shore. These

are fasts and feasts, the sacraments and ordinances, the

rites and ceremonies, practised with more or less detail by

every religion.” [The Burnett Lectures for 1892—3] ^ After

' Read the interesting re-

tnarkfi on * Syinbor on Pp j

in A. 8. Wadia s The Message

(\f Zoroasterf and referring*

tlieroin to the wise remarks of

Carlyle in his Sartor Resartus,

and Hnskiit, The most. Pro-

testant Christinn cannot do
away with his cros#*, nor the

W’or^t iconoclastic Moslem,
with his Oescent* Pafija, 'i’a-

boot and Koaba Stone I And
yet they all talk glibly and
acoiiltigty of the boor^s fetish I

Andrew Lang is right when
he writes ;—

*

perhaps
the earlie-st traceable form of
religion was relatively high,
and that it was inevitably
lowered in tone during the
process of social evolution”,

f P i V. Preface, Magic and Re*
ligion'j. What does the niticli-

bclauded Darwinism say to all

this ? Was God less ma|iifept

in the past than at the present F

Read Yn, xx;(-10, with comm 1

[Lighi if the GiiiJm}*
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all, 1 could not better describe the attitude of Brahmo,

Pr^rthana, and et al Samajas than in the words of Ruskin ;

—

But to be proud of our sanctities to pour contempt upon

our fellows, and to make this religious art of ours the ex-

pression of our own perpetual self-complacency—congratu-

lating ourselves day by day on purities, proprieties, eleva-

tions, and inspirations, as above the reach of common mortals—
this 1 believe to be one of the wickedest and foolishest forms

of human egotism.” {Modern Painters^ Vol. iii. Ch. iv]

.

Eschatolgy.

liberated soul journeying to Heaven describes

itself as the food of Mazda” [P : 133 Tiele’s

AM.P.] answering to Upanishadic passages of similar

import already cited : Aham annam (&c. As for Maz-

daists, so for Vaishnavas, Haurvatat and Ameratat

(personified into spirits), i e. Svarid and Amaratd, bliss

and immortality, are their meed. Now comes Sraosha,

i.e. Sk. Stisrusha (obedience), or the Spirit of obedience

as messenger between the terrestrial and the celestial

worlds, to distribute blessings among men and ** lead

the pious on to the eternal domains of the beneficent

spirit, along paths, which, starting from righteousness,

lead to the seat, where Mazda Ahura is enthroned, and

he (Sraosha) is even called the way to Godhead'

[P : 133. R /.PJ. The heaven is Garodemana. This

is not the highest heaven as will appear in the sequel.

Vahisht is the w^ord for Heaven. And Vaikuntha

(scrVahishta)^ is the name of the Vedic Vaishnavas*.

i See SMyM hUShaynet, for heaven etymologically the
Vi, 1 to 5. [P. T. I , S.B.E}. bevt and highest state.

Vahisht is the general name
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Heaven, the abode of song, where lives Mazddi with his

secondaries, where the prayers of the pious are heard

and granted, the Chinvat bridge leading to it [p ; 141.

Ibid]

,

If ever you come to study the Archir-adi-gati or

the “ Way to Heaven beginning with heat (or Fire)”^

of the Upanishads, alluded to in the Bhagavad-Git^

VIII. 23 to 27, and the same sublime theme, amplified

and systematised into four inspiring chapters by Lokd-

cdrya in his Rahasya yclept Archiradi, of which an

abstract is also found in another Rahasya, the Prameya-

sekhara, you will find all the scattered ideas of eschato-

logy strung together in a schematic manner. Outside

the inner circle of the Sri Vaishnavas, these treatises

are hardly known.

Correspondences to the above can be discovered

scattered over Avestan works. For example Ys. LX.
II. . . . damsdmci thvd pairi ihvd jamyajiia haiitem thvd

hakhma, sounds like the Vedic sadd pasyanti sdrayah and

the fivefold bliss salokya, sdj7iipya, snriipyay sdyujya,

sdrshti the glorified body qathravaitis tanvo,'^ like the

^ See Shiiyast huShdyast
xn.5[W];—•• * * for in the
Ddmddd Naih it is revealed

that they sever (tebrund) the

consciousness of men ;
it goes

out to the nearest fire, then
out to the stars, thou out to

the moon, and then out to the

sun ; and it is needful that the
nearest fire, which is that to

which it has come out, should
become stronger (Zoi;homand-

tar).

What is Moksha or eternal

bliss F To this question Yisb*

nuism answers that it may par-
take of the nature of any or nil

of these, and that constitutes

Moksha. Read :

—

WTt

11 [See Pj 980.

Vol. TI. BJiagavadvishayat Te«
liigu Edtn.]

Cp. tamsue in the exprea*
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Paflch opanhhan-maya-sarira
; the passage of souls

through several spheres such as the sun, moon &c.,

described for example in Dadisl4n-i-Dtntk, XXXIV. 3 ,

analogous to the Path of Light (archir-ai/) &c. They

may be states of bliss, but experiencing those states in

relation to localities need not outrage the abstract

philosopher’s fitness of things. All the same, pictorial

representations embodied in words are of spiritual ex-

periences, otherwise indescribable.

Words whether they are Aryan or Semitic, Sams-

krit or Avestan,are pictorial signs for underlying truths.

Hence the Chinvat Bridge need not be a concrete

bridge, nor the Kshnrnsya-dhdra, an actual sword with

a sharp edge stretched across. If a man is called a

lion or a fox, the man himself is not lion or fox, yet in

the bosom of the Infinite, it is no wonder, if abstract

truths are exemplified .and brought home to men’s

minds by any kind and any number of concrete repre-

sentations. Vishnuism suggests a 'Viraja River, taken

from the Upanishads. The idea is the same, if the Cm-
vat Bridge, from its etymon cin ,—discerns

;
and Virajd

river, from its etymon vi and raj ,—washes
; i.e. discerns

or washes the deeds of man, respectively. Zaremoya

may be taken as the Airama or Airammadiya Spring of

the Upanishads, whereof the released soul can quaff

sion hadluina hadhana tanams that qaihravaiiia iam^o^ would
of Rashmi Yasht. [Soe dis- be self-effultrent body, or a
course iv.] If I may venture glorified body, which would
a surmise on the meaniiig of not stand in nec^d of another
qdthravailisy it would he Svdr^ luminant to illuminate itt

ih/i rettif = Self-luminous, so
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nectarSous drink. Zaothra!^ may be taken for the Tiriha^

and Frasast^ for the Prasndaj of the Vaishnavas,

Droana^ for Drona, a wooden cup containing the cake,-

and GdUianvar for the G4hana-vir4 , or the bathing day,

meaning a festival day. Zaothra and Baresma go

together: e.g., ‘^Baresma spread with sanctity, with the

Zaothra*' • [Qah AiwisnUhrima 5, Z. A. III., S.B.E].

And Hindus add sesamum to this couple. Before

I leave the subject of eschatology, I might notice

another interesting correspondence between Iranian

and Vaishnavic ideals. Resides Heaven and Hell,

there is an intermediate space recognised by Zoro-

astrianism, called Hamcst-gehan,^ which is the habitat

of those who are not good enough for Heaven,

and not bad enough at the same time for Hell. The
analogous idea to this you will find in the term

Kaivalya^ which plays a great part in the Vaishnava

lore, and voluminous writings have been devoted to

the investigation of this subject. I would invite atten-

tion to my own paper, the Five-Truths, published in the

Journal, R. A. Society, London, 1910, and my Bhaga-

vad-Gitd [Eng. Trans. Chs. VII and VI II with Rama-

nuja’s commentaries]

.

• Bob Hang’s Kffsays on tlm tion. It is also compared to

pp .• 281, 396-397, 3rd the purgatory. It is also des-
£dtn j Triibner. ^ cribed as ‘ ever-stationary*.

Note 2 loc cit, Hamistak^n
^ See DadUiani-i-Dtnih xx. and Hamest-gebaii are variants

3, SUdycat Id-Shdyad vi. 2. employed. ’I’he first, Sanskri-
Note 8 » P : 294 Pahlavi 1’exts fcistod* might be read m Tamos
1. S BAfBi Hamistakan is orlTamism-geha, and the latter

the intermediate tientral posi- m Sama-Mihdna^
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But to those who would escape the borderland ^ind

join Brahman itself, the reward is Brahman itself. The
Veda says that to the saved soul Brahman gives Itself

and gives the soul adequate power also to enjoy Tti

** Ya dtma-dd bala-dd, yasya visva updsate" [Yajur-Veda*

Samhiti IV. i. 8]. Now corresponding to this is the

idea found in Yasna LI, called the Vohukshathra

G^tha, which in the words of the Parsi thinker, F. K.

Dadachanji b.a., ll.b., is thus:—“Whoso pleases

Ahura with prayers and offerings, him Ahura grants

better than good (Himself!)^*. [Vide his Li^ht of the

A vesta and the Gathas]

.

BruJ.

J^ET me now take up the word Druj.^ She is paint-

ed as a goddess of evil. Her sons are the Druksh.

In the habitation of these “ Sadras“ eternal misery

reigns, and there is infinity of dolor and so forth. Now
it seems to me the Indian counterpart of this female

deity is the Durg&. She is the terrible goddess fond

of flesh and liquor and gathers at her shrine all those

depraved souls who are enjoined to find salvation by

abandoning themselves to all those orgiastic revelries

summed up as the 5 Ms or Paiica-makdras. This in other

words is the worship of Sakti, or what is known as the

S&kta-Religion, in India. SawkarAchArya could not

uproot it altogether in his da3^s but R^mAnuja’s purity-

movement succeeded in creating ^bitter opposition

'

' See G&thas, Yn. xlix. 1, 2 shippern (Z, A. iii.

and 8 for Zoroaster’s anathema ptstsim.

against Druj and Drnj-wor-

17



ftgainft this terrible travestry of religion,^ Wick^ness

rampant is objectivated by this cult. In his turn

Cbaitanya (descended from R&m&nuja)^ on Bengal side,

where SAktaism prevails, strove hard to extirpate it;

and yet it is lingering, though its backbone has been

broken beyond fear of recrudescence. Mardaism has

helped the purgation. Buddhism was very useful this

way. Now, as a recompense for evil, the souls go to

the Druksh, a post- mortal state. This may be com*

pared to the purgatory or the several regions of the

Pandemonium*. There is also another state described

in Vaishnavic works. I have already referred to this

subject, Hamest-gehan, (the Hamlslflnlk), of the D&dis-

tAn-l Dlnik, Ch. XX. 3- [P- T. II. S.B.E].^

What after all is the far-off end for which the all

is making ; in other words what is the nature of the

' ^ See Sabda-Kalpadrutna s.

V. Sdlita, for an account of

this left-handed system. 8iva-

ifim carried to libidinous

lengths becomes S&ktaism.
The roots of the latter are
lodged in the former, 'i'he

phallic root in particular has
given birth to the abominable
practices of Siktaism. Dev!-
BhSgavata, ^d works which
go by the name of *

'I'antraK*,

laostiy countenanced in Bon-
flal. are devoted to Sftktaism,

Vic^uuism frenaiedly and fa-

natically entered its caveat
a^intt both these ^systems,

which came m blight on the
otherwise holy ami pure India.

S&niftliuja's mission wfts ohu f-

ly to uproot this evil, and
purge India of the curse.

2 See authority for the des-
cent of Uhaitanya or Lord
Gaurafiga from Hiimamija, in
my Bha^vad-Git&, p: xv, noje
2, Intwdtu'tian.

Also see Shayast la-Sha-
yast vi. 2. I’he word h^amtstd

ntko sounds Wke mmd-Bthdnika^
i.e. the * equally-poised.* 'I’his

state is further described to be
a passive immovable one till

the rcsurreciion. Dadistan
further .says that *‘if along
with an excess of good works
his habits are correct (Fr4-
run-dad;, ho goes even urito

heaven tVahivlitb^* Ac.** l'(*h ;

?fx. a].
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Ultima Thule of Existence ? 'Mazdaism sees spotless

perfection in the end. “ There is a clear reference,”

says Mr. Tiele [p : 141-2. R . L P.], “to the great

separation at the close of the history of the world, the

last judgment after which the good spirit will achieve

the most complete triumph and the power of the

Druksh will be annihilated by Asha. * * * More than

once this completion of the world is alluded to when

not only for individuals but for all, eternal life shall

begin, continue undisturbed, and Mazda's coveted

world shall take the place of this imperfect existence.’^

Vishnuism is very strong on the point that not a

single soul shall linger for ever in what is known to'

Christianity as eternal perdition, that the'worst that can

happen is but a state of aeonic suspension, Kaivalyor^

a metaphysical yet not a divine state, but in the end,

all shall obtain salvation, and nothing but perfection

shall reign. Angra Mainyu’s rule, forsooth 1 shall

vanish for ever,'

SaoshyanU.

bring about such an end seems to be the special

function of the Saoshyantah.^ This word cornea

from the root sM, prdni-prasave, i.e.y to engender life.

SiiU is the form of the present tense, and soshyate and

savishyate are the alternative forms of the future tense.

8o$hyan is the verbal noun frprn it, sing,, the pliti form

being Soshyaniah or Savishyantah ; the sense being-
•

t See notes G and D at end re, ** Saoi^hyants the vicegrents
of thiK Discourse. of the Immortals on earth’*

» Gdthae, Tn. xlviil, in [P: 153 25. A nf*



those who are born in order to save, or who will make

lost souls to be born. Mr. Tiele says: ‘‘that the

appellation (i.e,, Saoshyant/ literally conveys the sense

of the “ useful ones,” “ those who promote growth and

felicity, the redeemers, best rendered by absolving

prophets.” In the later Avesta, the term denotes the

saviours to come^ one or more redeemers, who will rise

at the termination of the world and bring to pass the

renovation of all things [P: 90 jR:/:P.]. Barring

the qualifying clause ;
“ at the termination of the

world,” save such as God himself takes, to wit, the

Kalki to come, Vishnuism postulates a never-ending

stream of saviours always descending and keeping

watch over humanity in order to redeem it, such as the

hierarchy of the A^hvArs and the Ach&ryas (vide theit

Lives by me in English). Soashyant is also a son of

Jiarathustra, thus confirming my surmise of an apostolic

line of saviours [Part I, VendldAd, P: LXVII,

S.B.E]* In this connection also read Sri Krishna^s

telling Arjuna that His comings into the several

worldly systems of the Universe, are not once but as

often as circumstances demand them* ( Bhagavad*

GU&. IV, 4 to g )|—-a truth borne also by such Vedic

passages as

Ajdyaftuhio bahudliA vijhyaie, [P. V, X. 90].

Here then, as regards the final destiny of cfea*

tlon and the agency by which it is brought about, we

are also at one* As regards the goal: “ The tfue Zafa-

thustrian gives himself up to his God, surrenders to

him his soul or his life-energy ; in a word, lives but
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wholly for his service.”^ [P: 12a. Tiele^s R:LP,]
If there is a doctrine which is cardinal with Vishnu-

ism, and if it be asked what that feature is, it is

simply this ideal of service and no other. I already

have had occasion to refer you to the Rahasya-Tri^d

of the Vaishnavas. In the 3rd and last of this, the

apodicta of all the Vaishnavic credenda, this finality of

our goal is emphatically asserted and demonstrated.

Ponder once more over the implications of the Bh. G.

verse XVIII. 66, which may be put in verse thus:

—

Retire entire from diverse paths, O Soul !

Resign thyself to Me the Resort sole.

To wipe thy woe is sure My goal.

My service sole is sure Thy goal.

TTniversal Ueligion.

^PHE tout ensemble of the whole of the present discourse,

as far as it goes, is this that :
‘‘ The Iranians

constituted one of the two septs of the Aryans, of which

the Indians were the other both originally

were adherents of a common worship
; wherefrom it

directly follows that the ancient religion of the Iranian

tribes, apart from local divergences, was one and the

same, being a ramification of the more primitive Aryan

faith.’’ [Pi 45- Tide’s R. L P]. If Vishnuism

shows that the whole humanity is one, and therefore

that the West-Aryan Christianity is akin to it, it goes

without saying that the East-Aryan Ir&nians are but

our next of kin.

t Sue notes 0 and I) at eud of this Discovrse#
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In my First Discourse, I said that India was the

heart of the world, and Krishna the central world-figure.

Life-giving arteries went out from it to the world,

and that life-blood returned to India in venous chan-

nels, for periodical purifications, to its centrel heart and

lungs. Here are some land-marks of history. Somewhere

in the grey mists of the pre-historic period,* India sent

out her kin the Iranian. Then rose the Baktrian sage.

Then came Kfirush (Cyrus); and Time, before and after

him^ presents to us the spectacle of how the i4ryan

genius blended with the Semitic,^ by the fact of

Chaldea, Media, Assyria, Babylonia, Palestine and

Egypt falling under the sway of Persia. Persia also

shook hands with its own distant kin*, Greece. But

Arabia remained isolated. Then .from an isolated

center rose Greece again, and paid a supralapsarian

visit to its neighbour Persia and its mother-land

India. That was through Alexander. That tide also

ebbed away. But all this constitutes external history.

> Says Darmestoter :— * ments whirh produced, or pro-

great is the value which that ceeded from, those three books;
BWinll l>ook. the A vesta, and she lent much to the first

the belief of that scaniy people, heresmrehs^ much to the Hab*.

the Pa^^is, have in the eyes of bis, much to Mahommed. By
the historian and theologist, as help of the Tarsi religion and
they present to us the last the Avesta, we are enabled to

tefiex of the ideas which pre- go back to the very heart of

vailed in Iran during the five that most momentous period

UpntuHeB which preceded and in the history of reli|fiou8

the seven which followed the thought, which saw the olend-

Wrth of .Christ, a period which, ing of the Aryan mind with
gave to the world the tGospels, the Semitic, and thus .opened

the Talmud, and the 'Kuran. the second stAge' of Aryan
Persia, it is known, had much thought*” [P: xii. Introdt

tnfluenoe on each of the move* Z. A.| I, S*S,K].



But inwardly the spirit was at work. Buddhism, the piira

chastened fruits of Vedism, had ere this penetrated to

almost all the countries, influencing early Christianity,

winning niches in its churches as Baarlams and

Josaphats. ’Buddhism I must tell you stands to Vish-

nuism as the photosphere stands to the sun, and

Mazdaism to it certainly is as the chromosphere.

Ferdinand Justi writes :— Characteristic of the rela*

tionship between Buddhism and Parseeism is the

legend of the holy cypress-tree which GushtAsp planted

before the house of the fire Mihir-burgin, and which

must have been originally a Ficus religiosa which ap-

pears in the Buddha legend”. [P : 146, Avesta, Pah-

lavLand Ancient Persian Studies], And Buddhism per-

formed its peaceful mission particularly amongst our

more distant cousins, the Turdiiians, the Mongolians,

the Chinese, the Japanese and the Dravidians, where-

as the Mazdaic spirit busied itself chiefly with the

Semitic sections - in Western Asia. Darmesteter is

right when he tells us that:—‘‘By ‘the help of the

Parsi religion and the Avesta, we are enabled

to go back to the very heart of that momentous

period in the history of religious thought, which

saw. the blending of the Ar3^an mind with the

Semitic, and thus opened the second stage of Aryan

thought”.. Persia by its history thus prepared the

West, rather the Semitic Section of the human famiJy,.

for the infusion of the Aryan Spirit which was to later

appear, but in a Semitic vesture. This was Christ ap-

pearing in Palestine, and carrying the Aryan torch
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back again to Greece and Italy, and endeavouring to

absorb the diverse elements found scattered over Ger-

many, Russia and allied lands. Another isolated spot,

now Rome, rose into prominence, from which another

national wave heaved, sighed and subsided in its turn,

but carrying the Eastern Christ, in Semitic garb, to

the distant shores of Britain, and the Ethiopian and

Lydian lands of Africa. All the while, again, the in-

evitable goddess of Nemesis had quietly installed her-

self in another small corner. It was in Arabia, and she

now sallied forth to Europe on one side, and Persia on

the other side,—a retributive measure ostensibly for

Aryan wrongs inflicted on the Semites in bygone ages.

But the body always dies, the spirit survives. In the

battle of Nihivand 642 A. C. the Arab overthrew the

Sassanian dynasty, and as Darmesteter writes :
—** In

less than a century after their defeat, nearly all the

conquered people were brought over to the faith of

their new rulers either by force, or policy, or the at-

tractive power of a simpler form of creed. But many of

those who clung to the faith of their fathers, went

and sought abroad for a new home, where they might

freely worship their old gods, say their old prayers,

and perform their old rites. That home they found

(but it is their own old Home, it must be remembered,

about 732 A. C.) at last among the tolerant Hindus

in the Western coast of India and in the peninsula of

the Guzerat,*’ [PI XI. Introd. Part I., Z. A., S.fl.E].

But Gu2erat is the home of Krishna Himself—the Great

Vaisknava ] There they live still, while the ranks of
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their co-religioniats in Persia are daily thinning} and

dwindling away [/rf.J But in India they now number

probably 200»ooo souls. Spiritually, Arab formed its

religion from Persia. Says Darmesteter that ; on the

one hand, Parstism was one of the elements out of

which also Mohammed formed his religion, and on the

other hand, that the old religions of India and Persia-

flowed from a common source** [Id, intro, p: XVil],

God does not neglect any of his children. In restoring

Persia back to India, God seemed to will that

the Persian spirit be saved from utter demolition

in the hands of the Semite, and at the same

time He seemed to will that the naturally backward

intellect of the Semite be educted by the influences

of Persia and India. As Emilfe Burnouf writes:—“ A
real Semite has smooth hair with curly ends, a strongly

hooked nose, fleshy projecting lips, massive extre-

meties, thin calves and flat feet. And what is more,

he belongs to the occipital races : that is to say those

whose hinder part of the head is more developed than

the front. His growth is very rapid, and at fifteen or

sixteen it is over. At that age the division of his skull

which contained the organs of intelligence are already

joined, and in some cases even perfectly welded to-

gether. From that period the growth of the brain is

arrested. In the Aryan races this phenomenon, or

any thing like it, never occurs, at any time of life, cer-

tainly not with people of normal development. The

internal organ is permitted to continue its evolution

and transfbrmations up till the very last day of life by

18
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means of the never*changing flexibility of the skull

bones. When in the latter years of life our cerebral

functions get out of order, then derangement is not

due to the external conformation of the head but in

**
all probability to the ossification of the at*teries/^

[Pp: igo-igi. S.i?.] Again :—The cerebral and in-

tellectual development of a Semite ceases before he

has reached the age at which man is able to grasp such

transcendent speculations. Only an Aryan can attain

into such understanding ; the history of religions and of

philosophies shows us that Aryan alone raised himself

to that altitude. [Id. P ; 194] . Thus though Arabia

destroys the body of Persia,—Persia must have in pre-

vious ages grown materially inflated and therefore some-

what, godless,—the hand of Providence is visible in sav-

ing its spirit on Indian soil, and drawing the Semite into

the Aryan atmosphere as well that its (Semite’s) intellect

also may evolve. This may be called the third stage

of Aryan thought. Providence also exemplified through

the great Persian Empire which was built, that the

Eastern nations also possess the capacity for Empire-

construction. Japan has proved it once more in this

20th century. The Indians—forgetting for the moment

their old Empires,—are considered incapable in this

direction ;
but who were the Persians, if not Indians ?

Scythians, Huns, Assyrians, Babylonians, Chal-

deans, Greecians and Romans have vanished, but Persia,

in the bosom of In4ia, survives and thrives. The lot

of the Ir&nian is linked with the Indian. The Hindu

nation has survived through all its travail and turmoil

;
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and with it the Parsi. Both rise or fall together. Sakta-

ism, the bane of India, is almost gasping for itslast breath

under the chastening and sanctifying influenceof Vishnu-

ism. The fear is that it may recrudesce under another

form* from Western influences. The Brihman has,

under its influence, freely embarked on such non-caste

avocations, as tanneries etc., and the Parsi on such

as those of tavern-eries etc., and in other respects

leaning to Western vices. Our spiritual salvation,

such strayings impede. In her Sir Jamsetjis and

Dadabhoy Naorojis,^ Mehtas and Tatas, Malabaris*-*

and Jassavalas,*^ Persia on the other hand is showing

her gratitude to the Vaishnavas who gave her refuge

on the shores of Saurdshfra. There is work in India

lor hundreds of such philanthropists yet.

If Ir^n of the Avesta, by influencing TurAn, opened

the second stage of Aryan thought, a thousand years

* i.e. Dadabhoy Naoroji, M.
P. whose first entrance into the

British Parliament, 1 had the

honor of celebrating^ with great
eclat in Chikmagalur, 1892

—

and now I had the fortune to

personally visit this G O.M. of

India, at Versova, Bombay, on
4th September 19 12, on his 88th
birthday.

^ B. M.. Malahari, the great

champion of the HinduWidows’
and other movements, whom
also I had the privilege of

meeting twice in 1909—10. He
died, July 1912, in Simla.

3 K. S. Jassavala, President
Pounder of the British Asso-
ciation for Protection of In-

dian Cattle, who i.s fouhd In
July 1912, at 45, Courthope
Road, Hatnpsted, London, mo-
ving Royalty, and Blarth and
Heaven, to conserve cattle, the
agricultural staple of India.
Arda-i-Viraf (xii, 1.6) cried
out : Happy art thou who
art a soul of the liberal irdldn)
that is thus above the other
souls”. And Casartelli adds
in a foot note on p ; 152 of the
Philosophy (ffihe Maadayasnian
ReliyUm &c ;

—
“ This tradition

is perpetuated to the present
day among the Mazdayasnians,
for the princely liberality of
the wealthy Parsi s of Bombay
is something incrediblc’\
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*

t^er» the third stage was opened by the Avesta reunit-

ing itself with the Veda in India, and the Moslem

Semite—the Hebrew Semite' having already come to

Indian shores in another manner—followed in its

train, and the Turin contacted with the pre-Avestan

Veda, in the times of Akbar, Dira Shuko and others,

when the Upanishads, and the Mahibhirata etc,,

were Persianised by their efforts, the Vedintic princi-

ples metamorphosing into Sifism, and Vishnuism pro-

ducing such spirits as Kabir and Kamal. Much earlier

than this the Semitic also, in a way, came in contact

with Vishnuism, and two of its princesses are chroni-

cled by Riminuja to have become Vaishnavas. [See

my Life of R&mAnuja].

Sesostris and Semiramis a^ide, the first return

of India’s arterial blood was through the vein of Darius

Hystaspes (Vish^ispa),—not the prehistoric Vish^Aspa,

^ Read, p ; 295, Theosophist
for November 1912:—**Theo-
flophiste are naturally keenly
interested in the development
of tendencies towards union in

oi^anisations outside their own
community, and will therefore
hear with interest of the action
of Dr. Isidor Singer, of New
Tork, who has issued a very
interesting pamphlet on the
views taken of Jesus Christ by
Hebrews, is eager to help in
hritigttig about a rapprocJlw*

nmni between Hebrews and
Christians, and hopes that the
time, is ripe for beginning a
movement in that direction.

To that end he is addressing a
letter to the **

spiritual and in-
tellectual leaders of the civi-
lised world, eliciting their in-
dividual views” upon the mat-
ter, and asking whether the
Papacy cannot so modify its

position as to become the leader
of such a movement. In his
circular letter he writes

we are paat tne time when t&e dll
ferent relistoua denominatioiit wen
hwmeticaUy closed one against the other
the present religious status of mankint!Impo^ the duty upon those among u
who have the mgher sprftoal interesti
cmniDon to the entire human race, a
heart, to look over the walls of the neigli
booHim fanetuarles and to take cwxw
from time to Ume with their ipmatei/'
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the contemporary of Zarathust ;—^the second return

was through the Alexandrian vein ;—the third is by the

Persian exodus;—before which it would appear Persian

princes became Buddhised and went as far as China

(see page 135^;—the fourth return is through the British

vein, our distant Aryan cousin. In B. C., 3000, stands

the central figure of Krishna; in B.C., 1000, that of Zoro*

aster; in B.CmSoo, Kurush, and Buddha the ethical ava^dra

of Krishna
; 5 centuries later Christ,spiritually the great*

great-grand*8on, so to say, of Krishna. Well, it was now
the turn of Britain, whom Nemesis made to sally forth

from a distant corner of Europe. This blood flows back,

.

f

after Islam. The Western Aryan not only comes to the

rescue of its Aryan cousin the Iranian and the Indian,

groaning under the clutches of the Semite, but it settles

down as well in Egypt, Africa, Australia and America,

contracts alliances with Japan, China and Tibet, and

watches over Persia and Afghanistan, leaving Morocco

for treatment in the hands of the Aryan French, and

^ijrkey in the hands of Aryan Italy and the Balkan

States.^ While the Arab, from the near East, settles

down in India, there arises in the far East, Japan,

another insular centre, a power which asserts itself in

Asian politics, infuses spirit into China, and pushes

Tibet into Indian politics so that it may shake off its

seonic exclusivisni. Thus you will see meeting in India

1 In the apocalyptic work, )7ons and red hats would drive
the Btihman Yasht, [PahiaYi away th^ demons with dishe*

Teats. I. S-SJB. pp 1 li, 21h-17j veiled hair and restore reli*

it was prophesied that a na* gion. W. West says :
** they

with red banners, red wea« seem to be Cbristiaps,*’
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all the branches of the human family, because India is

the heart of the world to which venous blood must

flow back to be purified and flow scarlet out again. This

may be called the fourth stage of the Aryan thought.

Krishna or Vishnu is ever blue !
(See note D, p ; 8i).

Here is another minor or preparatory stream

flowing into India. This may be called the fifth

stage of, the Aryan thought which has just made its

debut. Bhaga which is a common idea both to

the Iranian as well as the Indian,—a word to

which Bhdgavatism or Vishnuism, and Mazdaism

both trace their source—is a word current among
the Slav people ; and the eagle-Garu^/a, which by the

bye, plays a great part dn Tibetan Buddhism— is the

national standard of Russia. Russia is so situate that it

does not readily enter into the comity of nations; but

destiny prepared a singular soul there in the person of

H. P. Blavatsky,^ who became a world-wanderer,

picking up universal knowledge in out-of-the-way cor-

ners,,m cogf eventually arriving in America. There,

in that young and vigorous nation, which is going to

reproduce India, as pointed out in my First Discourse,

she finds another kindred soul H.S. Olcott; both it would

8(?em-destined to inaugurate a world-movement so as to

tie. all the branches of the human family into one

harmonious whole; and these come to India as the central

\ By m^atia of JapfUi, Ne- religions, and hence she joitw
tneMe Wards ofl Eiisso-phobia the spiritual comity of nations
for India j but Russia cavinot peacefully, in India, by H. P.

be left out of the fraternity of B*n person.
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heart again,Madras being chosen as thehead-quarters;for

Madras is the lungs of India to oxygenate the returned

venous blood. It only nov^^ remains for the Christians

not to disown but to re*discover their Christ in Krishna,

and join us all in the magnum opus of bringingall human-

ity under one divine banner. In blood the Christian is

mainly Aryan, and Christ is an Asiatic and Aryan

genius. When Christ was born, the wise men from the

East went to bless the baby. In the mediseval paintings,

the wise men are represented as Indians and Iranians

(the Magi). Says Emile Burnouf :

—

“ Christianity, coming five or six centuries after Buddha
and Cyrus, caused the same revolution in the West as

Buddhism in the East, only under different conditions.

When we study dogmas, rites, Christian symbols, and com-
pare them with those of the East, we are not so much sur-

prised at their resemblance as at their identity. A closer

attention paid to these great religions will discover that the

fundamental theory upon which they all are built was drawn
from a common source. Have we not found that the theory

of Christ, which existed long before Jesus, is Aryan and
identical with that of Agni in the Veda ? The same may be

said of the theory of God the Father, who is also Sflrya

(the Sun) ; of Brahm^ ; and thirdly of the Holy Ghost,

whom the most careless cannot fail to recognise in the

Vilyu. Every thing else pertaining to Christian metaphy-

sics is also contained in the sacred book of the Indians

together with the rites, symbols and the greater part of the

legends admitted by Christianity. Moreover these common
elements are also to be found in the Avesta^ only perhaps

more disguised than they are in the Vedic hymns. There-

fore we cannot reasonably doubt that Christianity is the

Aryan religion itself, brought from Asia at the time of
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Augustus and Tiberius^ whatever of course may have been

the ways and means of its importation, promulgatioii, and

vulgarisation.

The worshippers of Ormuzd acknowledged it as it

dawned : and here the beautiful legend of ^he Magi who
came to worship the new-born child, and brought the same

presents which they were in the habit of offering to Ahura-

Mazda, the foremost among their pure spirits, this legend

is not without significance. The legend which tells of the

massacre of infants ordered by Herod is not without its

bearing either. [Pp : 175-176,5./?.]

In the face of these situations, and the veritable

fact of Providence having designed to bring Christianity

face to face in India with its fons ct origo, I fail to

understand either the good sense or logic of its tra-

ducing Krishna the central figure, from whom Christ

has radiated. In these days of universal knowledge

and universal religion, the sooner men move out of

their narrow grooves, the better for the solidarity of

humanity.

All the above furnishes evidence to me that these

Aryans viz., Ir&nians and Indians knew the mystery

of Christ, to wit, that he was an Aryan spirit, a mani-

festation of the archetypal Krishna who was born there

under a Semitic mask ; and yet the Hebrews rejected

him. But it is time for the Christians whom mother

India harbours, cherishes and nourishes, to set aside

their prejudices, and make common cause with us, and

bring about a world-religion under the standard of

which all the sections of humanity may flourish, with

the watch-word; Peace. Christianity has to rediscover
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herself in Krishnaity. If she cares she could see other

analogies: the circumstances of birth, Herod’s per.-

secutions, and the very name of Yadu or Jadu also—

like the word Christ (Krishna)—ensconced behind

Jesu (Jesus).^ I was pained to find in Rev. E. W. Thom»
son's History of India introduced in all the Hindu

schools in Mysore, that Rdmiyana and Bhdrata are

* made up of stories’ I [P:r3] . But what about the Bible

and Christ himself, whose very existence their own Chris*

tian critics consider as pertaining to the regions of

doubt and debate ? Granted they are all stories,

RAmayana, Zend-Avesta, Bible, et al
; what about the

truths: ethical, aesthetical and spiritual, underlying them
all, breathing a Universal Religion ? .

India has now awakened from her long slumber.

Her sons have burst their bonds and have seriously

begun to look abroad. To this awakening belong the

Vedanta and Krishna movements growing apace in

America, and souls like Max Mullers and Deusens,

Vivekanandas and Niveditas and other silent agen-

^ There are other cardinal
doctrines of Christianity such
as Saviour-ship, Siu-i»eariiig,

Vicarious suff<*ring, and Bur-
den-lifting? <fec, all finding their

prototypes in the Name, Cha-
racter and Acts of Krishna.
Krishna is Incarnation of God
Himself (not merely the Son),

to be the Saviour-in-Chief,
* blue*, inasmuch as the ‘ Sins
of others’ have all been sucked
up by Him, [Bh. G. verse xviii.

66]; Vicarious suffering such
as the feats: Kaliya-marda etc

;

and Burden-liftingas is evident
from Krishna’s utterances,

such as

[Bh Gi: ix 22], passim. Sco
Discourse I. on the names
Ahura-mazda and Krishna. X
assure my Christian Mission-
ary brothers that unless they
give up the policy of wilfully
rai.srepresen ting and travesty-
ing the character of Krishna,
there i.s little hope for Christ
ever winning a real home in

India,
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the coming of the new world-religion.

*

Mr. SamUel Laing says in his Modern Science and

Modern Thought that :
‘‘ Looking forward to the future

of the great British Empire, this is evidently a turning-

poini of its destinies** [p: 115], “that our first duty

is to hand down the British Empire to our sons no

less great and glorious than we received it front our

fathers’* [p: 116], and that this work is best done by

the suffrage of the demos, and by avoiding “ the most

fatal thing any Government can do for a country is to

destroy its sense of self-respect and teach it to acquiesce

in what is felt to be dishonorable “ [P: IT5]. It is

on these lines our Christian brothers, both laic and

clerk must work to perpetuate the glorious ideal im-

plied by the expression : Pax Britannica. In this great

work, we Indians and Ir&nians are. ready and willing to

co-operate, if taken into confidence. May Christ help

) Here is a sample to show
the ^nodorn trend of thought.

Count Koyserlinsr, in a lecture

on iFSiUtt and We6i compared

f
ikde, Brahmavddin, Pp : 424ff,

tor August ldl2]. SjBiys :
—“ We

have by taking into account,

tSumpe, India and China, three

Co-ominates, and as you know,
three Co-ordinates absolutely

fix a point in space. So, thanks

to the mutual understanding

and the resultant co-operation

of East and West, there arines

an opportunity, such as never

existed before ; to get to the

root of mankind. Thus far

every nation has had its own

supreme truth, its own utmost
expression ; there seemed no
way of getting beyond these,
and so it w'as not possible to
understand them, or to correct
them with full intelligence.

Now we can realise what the
expression means. And so, in

realising the one essence of
mankind*6 aspirations, we can
understand fully any given
phenomenon and eventually
produce better ones. Hence-
forth there is indeed a search-
ing in common after truth. 1
foresee possibilities that have
never before existed.”
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them to look beyond the fleeting and mundane t It shall

be compatible with the genius of India, and the spiritual

mission it is destined to achieve that her methods shall

never by bomb or blood-shed be, but by love, for love

is of the heart ; and unless India conquer by love, she

cannot be the heart; nor can Krishna, the God of love,

have been born there except to inaugurate the love-

religion for all mankind, demonstrating the Fatherhood

of God, not only in Heaven, but on Earth and every-

where !

In what I have written in these pages, I may have

unconsciously accentuated my personality, I may have

indulged in whimsical etymologies, and 1 may have

spun novelist’s yarns in my speculations, yet what I

have written has been dictated by a sincere love for my
kind, and earnest wish to serve it according to my
light and strength. However, behind all myth and

legend, simile and metaphor, analogy and allegory,

symbolism and mannerism, turns of idiom and twists

of expression, behind all the plethora, I say, of many’s

varied ways of exposition, one will not fail to discern

unity in transcendental conceptions, and to orientate

the hegemony of all religions, in the Heart of the

World, vis*, India.
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Note A. (See page 89.)

Zarathustra.

^ ^HE well-known Maga or Sdka-dvlpa Br^hmanas must

be assigned to about this period. An Inscription

stone of 5aka 1509^ A. D. has been found at

Govindpur [Ep : Indica, Vol. II, p: in the Navad4

sub-division of the Gaya District, Bengal, which begins

with the following stanza :

—

Devo jhjai (rilokl manir aytim

arnno yan-nivasma pimyah
sa (hiydhdmbunidhi-

valayito yoira vipm Mag-aA Ay^t//,

Vwnmis tatra ilcijdndm hhrami-

likhifa ianor hhfUvakt-ttvdnyu^mukioh

Sdnihv ydn dnindya svayamiha

mahiidt te jagatydm jayanti.

(Trans): * Hail to that gem of the three worlds, the divine

Aruna, whose presence sanctifies the milk-ocean-encircled

5Aka-dvipa, where the Br^hmanas are named Magas I

There a race of twice-born (sprang) from the sun’s own
body, grazed by the lathe (cp. hhramUikhita tanor of the

text with

—

Sdkadvtpe hhramim krivd riipam nirmrtitam marna
of the Jihamshya-purdna, nrdhnia^parvamt

(Chap. 129, V, 13),

whom SAmba himself brought hither. Glorious are they,

honored in the world ! But a detailed account of these Magas

is given in the Bhavishya^Purdna, [Brahma parvan, Caps.

139-42] . In some Mss. instead of NakshubhA, we have Nik-

bhubhA and instead of Rijibva, Sujihva or RijvAha. So also

some Mss. have Jalag^imbi^or Jarasabda instead ofJarasasta.

Therein they are said to have sprung from the union of SArya

an^ Nakihubb^, daughter of the sage Rijihva, belonging
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to the Mibira Gotya, The account here is rather involved

and not quite lucid. But the main points are clear enough.

She had a son named Jarasabda according to one ms., but

Jarasasta according to another. He was the originator of

the M&ga Br^hmanas. They were originally dwelling in

the S4kadvtpa, but were brought into Jambildvipa, it is

said, by Samba, son of Krishna. Samba was suffering

from white leprosy, and N Mirada advised him to erect a

temple of Surya on the river Chandrabhaga in order that

he might be cured of his disease. This was accordingly

built^(Chandrabhaga is a name of the river Chen^b, and

the temple was built at Multan, one of whose names is

SsLmbapura ;
the place where the image is installed is

called Mitravana in the Bhavishya-pmdna, For further

details, see Cunningham’s Ancient Geography of India

y

Vol. I,

p ;
2^ 2ff)y but no Bruhmanas undertook to perform the

duties of pdjaris. Thereupon on the advice of Gauramukha,

Samba set out for 5^ikadvipa, and brought ten Maga
families. Various details are further given of these

Brahmanas. But it is sufficient here to note that they were

also called Bhojakas and that they were round their waist

what is called an avyanga, which was originally the skin of

the serpent-god V^suki. A little reflection will tell us that

these Magas are no other than the Magi of old Persia, who
were the priestly class there. The name of their originator,

we have seen, was Jarasasta, wcich bears a close correspon-

dence in sound to Jaratusta (Zoroaster). Avyanga again is

the Indian form of the Avesta word Aiwydonghan, The

goiya of the grand-father of Jarasasta, as we have seen is

Mihira, which again is the . Samskrtised form of the old

Persian word Mibr*
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We have already seen that Magas are mentioned in

the Govindpur stone inscription of 1137 A. D. But an

earlier epigraphic reference to them is to be found in the

GhA/iyMA inscription of Kakkuka dated 918 V. E.=86i

A. D, The text of the inscription is therein said to have

been drawn up by the Maga M&triravi. Var&hamihira

{circa 505 A. D.) in his Brihat-samhitd, Cap. LX, V. 19,

speaks of the Magas as the proper persons to instal and

consecrate the image of Shrya. To about this time

(550 A. D.) belongs the ms. found in NepM, in w’hich, it

is said, that in the Kaliyuga, Magas and Br&hmanas would

be regarded of the same status {Proceedings of the Bengal

Asiatic Society for 1902, p. 3). Again, it is worthy of note

that a short account of 5akadipa together with its popula-

tion, including Magas, occur in the Mahdbhdratdf Bhishma-

parvan^ Cap. XI (The same verses are repeated in the

Bhavishya-purdna^ Brdhmaparvan^ Cap. 139, V, 74 fF), This

may be an interpolation, but it must be remembered that

the epic acquired its present character by about 450 A. D.

{A History of Sanskrit Literature, p. 287). But the mention

of Hflna in it requires us, 1 think, to assign it to 456 A. D.

and consequently Magas must be supposed to have come to

India before the middle of the fifth century. I think they

came with Kanishka {circa 78 A. D.), who appears to have

been <the first Indo-Scythian prince that had espoused the

Avestic faith [Ante, Vol. XVTI. p. 89 H. (Ind. Ant.)]

What is specially noticeable in this connection is that it

is on his coins that the name and figure of the deity

Mihira for the first time are met with. Mihira was a form

of the God Shrya» was the name of Rijihva, grandfather of

Jaraiasta» and is even now an epithet borne by many
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54kadvlpt BrAhmanas. Magas, in all probability, first came

into India with Kanishka as his Avestic priests*

Such was the origin of the Maga BrAhmanas. Yet

how thoroughly they had imbibed Hindu faith and litera*

ture ! The Ciovindpur inscription referred to above speaks

of one GangAdhara as having built a tank. He was also

the composer of the inscription. He gives us a short des-

cription of his relatives, from which it appears that his was

a poetic family. His father Manoratha, is styled nfitana

KAtidAsa, and his father ChakrapA/ii is compared to VAImikl.

Many others are praised more or less for their poetic

talents. His is not a mere empty praise because they were

his relatives, for the work Sadukti Karndmrtd of Srldhara-

dAsa (1205. A. D.), an anthology culled chiefly from Ben-

gal poets, makes mention of no less than six of these (in-

cluding him) and cites their verses also. Nay, VarAha-

mihira, one of the most celebrated astronomers of India,

appears to have been a Magadha BrAh mafia. Magadha
here does not, I think, mean an inhabitant of Magadha,

but a Maga himself. The Bhavhhya-pimlna distinctly tells

us that Ma^am dhydyanti te yasmdt tena te Magadhds smntdh.

{Bfdktna-pmvan, Cap. 117. V. 55). This is corroborated by

his and his father’s names, viz., VarAhamihira and Aditya-

dAsa, one of whose components is a name of Surya.

In the JodhpAr State there is a class of BrAhmanas

known as Sevak and also Bhojak, most of whom are reli-

gious dependents of the OsvAl 5rAvaks. They call them-

selves SAkadvipl BrAhmanas, and keep images of Surya in,,

their houses, which they worship on Sundays, when they

eat once only. Formerly they used to wear a necklace

resembling the cast-off skin of VAsuki, no doubt correspond-
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ing to the avyanga

;
which was sup{)osed to be the cast-of?f

skin of V^suki. But this practice has recently fallen into

deseutude. The ParSisari Br^hmanas of Pushkar were also

originally known as Sevaks and S^kadvlpi Brfi,hmanas. At

any rate they were so known till the time of the Jaipur

King Jayasimha II. The Sevaks say that their caste peo-

ple are called S'ikadvipi in the east, Sltipatri in the south,

and Pande round about Delhi and Agrd.. The puj^ris of

the temples of Jagadlsfi and Jval4mukhi in north India are,

it is said, Sakadvipi Bnihmanas”. fPp: 17, t8, 19. Ind.

Ant, at] .*

Note B. (See page 96.)

Ahura-Mazda.

“UTAST has been the speculation upon this word, Ahura-

^ Mazda. Martin Bang has made some remarks on

page 301 of his Essays on the Parsis [3rd Edition, Triibner]

.

Mazdao, 1 believe is on the whole interpretable as Mah-dev,

or Maha-Deva, the Great Lord. ‘ My name is the Great

One (Mazdao)’ is what is found in Ormazd Yasht 15.^ Thus,

Asiira - ' Giver of Life, - (keal Lord, i.e. Asura-

Mazda --the Great Life-giving Lord. Rig, Veda II. 1:6

reads :
—

i.e. Thou art Rudra, the Great Asura of heaven. Hence

Ahura-Mazda is reckonable as the Vedic Deity Rudra. It

should be noted that Asura. here with reference to Rudra,

carries a good meaning. But to the Vaishnavas this deity

Rudra is however the Asura in the opposite sense of good.
^

As in the name Maher Daver, so in Asura-Mazdao,
t

Deva is used in a good sense. Hence the Avestan Da6va

1 800 Tntrod: It. § 23 , [p.lxvii, Z. A.l I.
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cannot be the Vedic Deva. Mentioned again are two clana

of Daevas, as those dwelling in M&.zandar&,n and Varena [vide

Ab^in Yasht, VI. 22 and foot note 2, P : 59. Zend-Avesta.

Part II. S.B.E ; alsoG6sh Yasht, I. 4, passim ] . The places

Mazana, Varena, and the Damavand Mountain which is

the southern boundary of Mdzandar&n, cannot be identified

with any places in India. As Alexander was the enemy of

the Iranians, the Daevas of Mazaniaran are, I venture to

suggest are those of Macedonia ; and Vareita^ is the coun-

try where Ouranos is one of the Gods. Both the terms Deva

and Varuna are undoubtedly Vedic, but belong to the

pantheon of the Greecians as well, both being shoots of the

proto-Aryan Race [vide. Pococke’s: ‘ India in Greece’] . On
account of the raids of Alexander, the terms Dadva and

Varena evidently passed into malodor. Hence the DaCvas

hostile to A vesta are the Western Deos and Ouranos^ not the

Eastern or Vedic Devas and Varunas. But Varuna, even in

the Avesta, is not altogether a hostile deity.

The Aryan-ship of European nations is the offspring

of recent scientific researches; whereas in Avesta, the

friendly Aryans had, it seems to me, an application restric-

ted to Ir^n and India. For example Mihir Yast I. 4 [Zend

A. lif S.B.E. p: 120] reads thus:—“We offer libations

unto Mithra .... who gives a happy dwelling and a good

dwelling to the Aryan naiions ;
” (Passim.)

Again, evil spirits are born of the Devas. Amarahosa

for example derives all Pis’^tchas, Guhyakas, Siddhas,

Bhfitas (evil spirits) from Deva Origins :
—

Similarly, ‘The Amesha Spentas projected, as it were, out of

themselves, as many Daevas or demons, who, either in their

m



being or functions, were, most of them, hardly more than

dim inverted images of the very gods they were to oppose,

and whom they followed through all their successive evolu-

tions * [P: LXXII § 24. Zend-Avesta, II. S.B.E] . Lucifer

is an angel in the Judaic Scripture, but became Satan!

Hence there is no reason to identify the Avestan Daeva

with the Vedic or Eastern Deva. With the Western

(Greek) Deos, it is plausible.

Now the Vedic Devas, as well as the Daityas and the

Diinavas, have also common parentage the Daityas be-

gotten by Dlti and Diinavas by Dan 11. The Yatus and Pairikas

of the Avesta, are as hostile to the Vedic Ar5^ans as to

Avestan Aryans. Pairikas are the Apsarases who entice

Gods and men. See for example Bahram Yasht I. 4. The

Da('‘vas again are those ‘ who make blood flow from the Bull
*

according to Bahram Yasht XVII. 54. But as this same

Yasht expects Mazdaists to do, viz., ‘ due sacrifice and

prayer to the Soul of the Bull,’ the Vaidics are even more

exacting with respect to this injunction. Thence Vedic or

Eastern Devas are not to be equated with the Avastan Dahms,

The Aryan can never be the worshippers of Daevas who

draw blood from the Bull

!

Again Verethraghna is Indra, a Deity friendly to both

Vedic and Avestan Aryans. Verethraghna means the

Slayer of Witra. VHtra is thus the common Da6va to

both Indian and Iranian Aryas, to be slayed by the com-

mon Deva, Vntraghna. Hence the term Da6va is intended

for the Vedic Ddnavas and Daityas. It seems therefore

j^ossible to metamorphose (philologically) Daitya (Colloq ;

Deva) into Daeva, not Deva into Da^va.

In KhordM Yt. 2, further, some of the names of the



Daevas are given as Nasu, Hasi, Basi, Saeni, BCiji. Not

one of these names is indigenous to the Vedic pantheon.

And as Sa^ni is identified with Chini (or China), the other

names evidently belong to the Turanian, Assyrian

Babylonian eijil nations with whom the Iranians were at

war. Hence never, it seems to me, the Daevas are the

Vedic Devas. They are certainly the Vedic Danavas, who
are however enemies common to both Indian as well as

Iranian, Aryans.

A Parsi scholar^ has found out Asura and Medha made

up again from two R. V. verses :

—

and fq [I. 25-20] . Mr. Ho-

divala says : these two words and (cf

‘ have become Ahura-Mazda.* This shows the Vedic

fans ci ovigo of Zend-Avesta. On page 84,^ the same

learned scholar admits also of a common and much
old stock for both Zoroastrian as well as Egyption

Doctrines. What else could that stock be but the Veda as

is universally admitted. On page 103, the probable

identity of Ahura with Varuna has been noted. But if the

Varuna (known as Vasistha) Hymns in the Rig-Veda VII.

86, 87 {t>assim) were read together, it will be found that

Varuna is there the All-God—the God who contains in

Himself all the ‘ three heavens and the three earths’

[stanza 5 of hymn 87]—a God transcending all Gods—
hence the highest God. P3ut when the Vedic bards con-

ceived the idea of a God transcendent as well as immanent,
»

I Vide^ S. K. HodivaWh (trim in ih^ Mg, Vedct,, Ppj
SS<ii>f<ith%i$tra and hia contcm^r^ 8^-84,



this conception was enshrined in the name Nar^yana ; and

Varuna, as meaning waters, also remained in the all-compre-

hensive word NarA>yaaa, inasmuch as ndrd signify waters

{Mam, 1 . lo] . If Ahura— Varuna, and Varuna gave place

to N^rd>yana, Ahura-Mazda and N^r^yana ^naturally be-

come equated. In R, V. i. 24.14, also, Vamm is called

the sage etc. Sayana explains

asnra as anishta-kshapatla sila Warder-off of Evil,—h|nce

not the Evil-doer, as latterly the word Asura came to mean.

Also it is to be noted that Varuna in R, V, viii. 41.8, is

evidently the same as the three-stepping {fn-vikvama)

Vishnu - - Ahura ~ Narayawa.

« Notes C D (See page 133 )

Service ie the Snd for all.

OEE G tilth as : Y. XXXI. 22. In L. H. Mill’s words:

—

^ “In conclusion he (Zaradust) apostrophises the mani-

fest certainty of the truths which he declares, and, address-

ing Ahura, animates the faithful not merely with the hope

ot the objective recompense, but with the prospect of being

efficwit as servants of God ’*
[p : 40. Z. A. Ill] . The Kusti

(avya^fga) is intended to be the badge of service.

A most profound sentiment of Zoroaster in never liking

to leave bis faithful, at any cost, reported in G&thas, Y.

XLVi. 10, is only comparable with Ramanuja’s willingness

to go to hell, if only by it he saved all men,—recorded in his

Life (See my Life of Ramanuja), In L. H. Mill’s words ;

“ As if to hinder the discouragement of those who hear his

own unburdenings of grief, he declares that he (Zoroaster)

will never leave the faithful few who follow^ him
; as if to

help them pass the last of tests.” (Zend-Avesta, Part 111 .

p. 133). Cp: Prahldda telling Nrisimha : Prdyena Deva*

tmnayah etc. [SrbBbagavata. VIL 344]

,



As in Vishnuism not a soul shall be lost, the scheme

of resurrection postulated in the Avesta and Bundahish

Ch. XXX, that the wicked shall be raised as well as the

righteous, (E. W. West’s Pahlavi Texts., Part 1
, 5.B.E.)

offers hope to all souls. “ Then all men will pass into

that melted metal and will become pure ” [Id. verse 23]

.

“ Afterwards with the greatest affection, all men come
together ’* [Id. 22] .

“ All men become of one voice and

administer loud praise to Auharmazd and the archangels
”

[Id. 23] .
“ Auharmazd * brings the land of hell back

to the prosperity of the world
;
the renovation arises in the

universe by his will, and the world is immortal for ever and

everlasting ” [Id. 32]

.

Rishtdkhez is the word used for renovation or re.sur*

rection, Mr. Shapurji Kavasji Hodivala kindly furnishes

me with information as to the genesis of this term thus :

‘ You want to know the derivation of Rishtdkhez ? That is

a Pahlavi word. Its Avestan equivalent is Frasho-kereti

{lit, fresh-making : renovation). In RishUlkhez, rishta is a

corrupt form of Av. iritha (Sk. vishta)

^

desid person.”

The latter part dkhez is doubtful but it may be a corruption

of dkher last birth.” ’ Frasho-kareta seems to be

equivalent to the Vedic
:
(Dhata yath^b) pdrvam akalpayat.

The Sk. Rishta means : lost, destroyed, sinned
;
dhhev za

would be equivalent to the Vaishnava expression charama*

deha^ihQ last body. Rist-cikhe-z would thus come to

mean ;
** the last remnant of death or sin,” from which one

is delivered for ever
;
that is ^deliverance or libera*

tion or release, from which there is no more return to birth

or body, according to the Upanishadic Verdict J—

[ChbandogyaUp*.VlII. jj-i]
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Mr. Peridun K. D&dachanji tells me that along with

RisMdkhez occurs tampasln^ meaning ‘ new body of perfec-

tion*. Risktdkhez would mean either renovation, or restora-

tion ; as for example written in Atash (F'neyNydyis' 9 :

* maySt thou increase in this house ! Even fo|^ a long time,

till the poiverfnl restoration of the world, till the time of the

good, powerful restoration of the world. The habit here is to

be noted, which is common to both the Vaidics and Avestans

(judging from this example) of reduplicating important and

closing sentences. Frasho-kareta, or Frasho-kerata would

mean resurrection. Thus, ‘ the end for all is Divine Service
’

is the common pronouncement of the two religions com-

pared in these papers.



DISCOURSE III.

Preliminary.

I
N this Discourse I propose to deal with a few more

parallels, which my further studies in the direction

have unlocked for me. That I have been enabled

and encouraged to give my sympathetic attention to

these studies, is due to one of my Parsi friends at

Bombay
; for whom I have come to entertain genuine

sentiments of love and esteem but who forbids me to

proclaim his name.

The Triple Alliance.

surmise has often been suggested ‘‘ thrat Zoroaster’s

work had been a work of reaction against Indian

polytheism, in fact, a religious schism”. (Darmesteter,

Z. A. I. p : LXXVI. but ‘‘ That he raised a

new religion against the Vedic religion, and cast down
into hell the gods of older days can no longer be main-

tained, since the gods, the ideas, and the worship of

Majgdaism are shewn to emanate directly from the old

religion, and have nothing more of a reaction against

it than Zend has against Samskrit” {Id: p: LXXIX).
The best evidence for maintaining this position is' the

internal one of many deities of the Veda such as Varuna,

Mitra, Aditya, Agni, Soma, Indra, Verethraghna, (See

BaAmaw Fas/) riot undergoing in the Zend-Avesta the

metamorphosis from deity to demon, like the unfor*
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tunate pair Daftva* 'and Asura. As previously in a

former discourse shown, the words Asura and Da^va

retained for a long time their original import of the

highest God both in the Vedas and in the Avesta.

Division of labour is the first cause of all fission. The

caste-system largely owes to this cause. The caste-

system was an institution common to both the Vaidikas

and the Avestans.'^ The Vaidikas became too BrAh-

manic, so much so as to neglect the practical world,

and dreamt dreams of transcendentalism, betook them-

selves to the woods, and there produced the Aranyakas

or the Forest-Meditations, But this world is not quite

transcendental, and so does not lend itself easily for

such pursuits
;
so that those who dreamed less, but

thought more of the temporal, were people made for

practicality ; these became the Iranians,—or those in

whom the Kshatriya spirit was predominant, which

made them sally forth from their home, bent on con-

quest ;
but in their heedless pursuit of thefr career,

they did not even mind their own Cyrus warning them
that unless they were prepared to become the slaves of

the governed, they should not aspire too much for govern-

ing, which meant slaughter and bloodshed. Contem-

poraneously almost with Kurush, the spirit of Buddha

» What Da^va after afi

meanft has been discns.sed iii

note B oil Ahura-Ma%;da at

End pf Discourse II.

® ^r, S. K Hodivi^la b .i. is

eTen of opinion that the caste
^stem is primitive with the
trftpians, and that India bf»r-

rowed it ! He says on P : a*2 of
his Zaraihmtra &c., m the Rig.
Feda :

—“ Similarly the later
Vedic rishis appear to have
picked up the IMnian doctrine
of the “ Four Classes”, while
the people of the two religions
w'ere living together”. But see
seipieL OB Caste.
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for peace was at work. And yet the Kshatriya spirit

was so aggressive that it pushed itself further and fur-

ther into Media, Lydia, the Levant and Egypt ; but at

last its progress had to be arrested, for Providence had

other purpofiTes in view for His children than the mere

land-grabbing and exploitation over against each other.

Here in India, the dreaming Vaidikas or the BrAhmanas
had on the other hand dropped into such a sound

slumber that they had to be shaken somewhat so that

the results of their deliberations may be made available

for the work-a-day world. This shaking began from

the Iranian Vistasp (or Darius Hystaspesi and conti-

nues down to the present times. The restoration in

this process, of the Iranian to India again, in the

eighth Century A, D.—at the same moment when

Europe was saved from Islam—is pregnant with spiri-

tual significance. I would put it thus :—Sri Krishna

taught practical philosophy for mankind by means of

the GitA 5000 years ago. Reduced to its least common
measure, Sri Krishna spurred men on to action, at

least to the extent of doing that modicum of it which

would enable the embodied man to let body and soul

dwell together till they fulfilled their destiny here on

earth. Here is the quotation :

—

Sarira-yatrApi ca te na prasiddhyet a-karma«aA (III. 8)

;

but the advice was not heeded and the BrAhmanas

went on dreaming. Zartust now came and emphasis-

ed the philosophy of action in his system, but his ship

became lop-sided on account of his adherents crowding

too much over to the bow*end of the craft* Both thn

SIX



Indians and the Iranians had thus to recover their

proper ballast. This was to be effected by a junction.

It took place on the Guzerat littoral, the scenes of Sr!

Krishna’s manhood. The Ir&nian active spirit exem-

plified itself by industrialism, and this spirit had to be

instilled also into the dreaming Indian to make him

somewhat practical ;—a necessity for this world. The
Bombay Presidency is known as the commercial centre,

Bengal being known as the intellectual, and Madras

the spiritual. It is the presence of the Iranian that

has made Bombay the commercial centre that it is.

The fruits of Ir&nian industrialism planted by the

Parsi are this day being reaped by all. The hand

expects the direction of the head ; and the head expects

the co-operation of the hand. The head utters the

Holy Word, the hand carries it out in actuality. For

this joint work the Indian and the Ir&nisn have met,

and a third Aryan section, with the fruits of all its

European experience joins them both to effect, for the

far off consummation, a triple alliance^ destined for

India by spiritual agencies.

Casts and Class.

T alluded to the caste system.^ It is universal# Only

it exists in different forms. The form in which it

ia found in Parsi books is most allied with the Indian.

In the Dinkard, a Pahlavi book * which enjoys great

authority with the Parsis of our days,’ the system is

mentioned. Darmesteter writes a note thus [Pp:

See uote 2, p t 160*
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XXXIMII, Z. A., I, S.J3 .JE3 :-“ We find in it 4 des.

cription of the four classes, which strikingly reminds

one of the Br&hmanical account of the origin of castes

[Ch: XIII ; c/. the first pages of the Sikand Gum4ni],

^and which was certainly borrowed from India. Whether

that was at the time of thelast Sassanians, when Persia

learnt so much from India, or since the settlement of

the Parsis in India, we are unable to decide ; yet the

former seems more probable”. But the three classes,

priests, warriors and husbandmen were already well

organised in Atropetene. Zartust was born there, and

those three classes were born from him [Cp. Bundahis,

79> i.5 f
and VendidAd, Farg. II, 43 n. 2 and

the Persians, even though they disliked the Median

Magi, had to call in those priests to officiate in their

sacrifices. A Pastures son only can be a Dastur. Rather,

no one that is not the son of a Dastur can become a

Dastur. [The Parsis. p. 277. Dossabhoi Framji].

Castes and Classes naturally get their start-point by

5 See note 3 p : xlvii. Z. A.., I.

See also note A to Discourse II,

giving the Poranic account of

the M&gians or MAga BrAh-

manas. As to the tourfold-

CAste being an invention of the

Brdhmanas, not to be traced in

th^SanihitaSf its pre-BrAhman-ic

nature will perhaps be endors-

ed if it be found in the Iranian

accounts. The Dlnkard men-
tions the IrAnian nation as

divided into four castes, per-

haps classes : (1) the Athramn
(Atharvanl-priest ; (2) the T^i-

thenhUir (Batba, MahAratha,
Atiratba-warrior)

; (3) the
Vastems (Visa or Vai8ya)-agri-
culturist ; (4) the Hutoksh (Sn-
takshal-the workman. Another
Pahlavi work Sikand-GunidnU
Vajar represents the Zoro-
astrian Religion as a tree, with
one stem, two branches, three
boughs, four twigs and dve
shoots. The four twigs in this
allegory is in allusion to the
four oasfes above stated [^e
Images 98,and 124, E. H. Mtstri's
^nroanter and Zoroastrutnuif *
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labour compelling distinct organisms. Men may try

to disorganise it but it will organise itself in some

other shape. This is the great problem of India at

the present moment. The rationale however is the

division imposed by labour-specialties, and it was that

that also first differentiated the Indians from the

Ir&nians.

Racial affinities.

JgEFORE I proceed with further etymological inter-

pretations, I am aware that some of them may
perhaps appear strange and novel, yet I have my justi-

fication for them in the primal fact of the close alli-

ance of the Avestan and Vedic races, borne out by

the affinity of their respective languages, about which

for example, Rev : D. Mackichan, m.a., d d., l.l.d.,

Vice-Chancellor of the University of Bombay, wrote

thus :

—

** Samskrit, the living knowledge especially of the

Veda literature, will be certain, next to the Iranian

languages, always to exert an important influence on

Avesta research, for this reason alone that for more

than a fourth part of the Avesta texts, no indigenous

interpretation has come down to us, and because Sans-

krit involuntarily compels a strict observation and

following of grammatical rules, while those who depend

unconditionally on the tradition still proceed rather

loosely in this respect. No one will deny that Avesta

and Samskrit have preserved between them in common

more linguistic store than any other two languages of

different tribes of people. Their close relationship
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is not limited only to individual words, but entire

combinations, even sentences are almost indentical

in the two. Carmdni mldtdni tanned skins

(R. V. VIIL 55, 3) appears in the Avesta as virdiein

carema (Yt. ry, 12) :
piiyed vd vi vd mrityct (Satapatha

Br&hmana IX, 5, 2, 14) 2iS frithyeiUca piiyeiiica (Vend,

6, 28). Side by side with G^tha sentence: Ke me 7td

ihrdtd vistd anyo amt thwatcd (Yn. 50, i) may be placed:

11a nas trdtd vidyatc vai tvad anyah (Mahabh^rata i,

232. 9). In Samskrit at a first meeting, the question

is ko'si kasya'si (e.g, Mbh. 1, 131, 34) ;
in Avesta

kis ahif kahyd ahu (Yn. 43, 7).^’ (P: 81. Avesta,

Pahlavi, and Ancient Persian Studies),''

Again the common country is Aryana Vaejo
;
and

the people are the Aryan people. With these three

premier facts kept in view, any disclosures \vhich may
accrue from etymological or other analogies cannot be

so strange or novel after all as one may suspect at the

outset of such investigations.

Zarathustra’s birth-place is another important

factor, another account which has just caught my
notice making it nearer to India than Media. Darmes-

teter mentions in a note (p : LXXVII, Z.A., I. S,B,E),

“ that a singular trait of his birth, according to Pliny,

who is on this point in perfect accordance with later

Parsi tradition, is that, alone of mortals, he laughed

while being born
;

this shows that his native place is

in the very same regions where the^Vedic Maruts are

born, those storm genii “ born of the laughter of the

lightning.’^ This is a mythological corroboratinn of
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what other lines of research show Zarathustra’s home

to be Bactria or Bahlika of Indian tradition.

After reflecting over the mission of Irin, the locale

of the country and its arch-hierophant Zartus^, and its

ideas fundamentally approaching those of the Vishnuic,

what may be adduced further as to our affinity is the

fact of Manuscheher being the founder of Zarathustra's

family. Zarathustra is the fourth in descent from him

or Manus-Citra, [see foot note 33, p: 34. R. H. Mistri’s

Zoroaster and Zoroastrianism]. If Haekadaspa or

Keresaspa is impossible for philological reasons to be

converted into Kasyapa, though cases are known where

such conversions have become possible, the converging

point at Manu for both the Iranians and the Indians,

is sufficient proof for establishing our racial oneness.

Beyond Wfauus-citra or Manuscheher, also, come Vivas-

van or Vivanghan
;
beyond whom again comes Kas^'apa ;

beyond Kasyapa comes Dh^ta, the first born from Aum
(Horn). We shall let alone Maitrd-Varuna. It is also

useful to remember that both Adityas and Daityas are

born of Kasyapa. I belong to the Kasyapa line, and it

is not strange if I feel drawn to my Iranian brothers

strongly.

Spenta.

T ET me now dwell, on the Sk. equivalent of the term

Spenta. Spenta is found in conjunction with

Mainyu and M&thra, as Spenta-Mainyu and M^thra-

Spenta. There is ^n Avestic form already of Sapta, to

wit, Hapta; and Sapta, Seven, though it has some

sense in Amesha-Spenta, does not hold valid in the
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case of Spenta-Mainyu and Miithra-Spenta. Sk. Santa

has also been surmised for Spenta. This would seem to

give some sense in the case of Spenta-Mainyu but

would in no way answer the requirements of M&thra-

Spenta ; Hemce as S is omitted in Spitama to get at

Pitamaha, S omitted in Spenta reduces it to Penta,

Now, on somewhat the analogy of Pali tanha parallelis-

ing with Sk. irhhna,penia can be collated with Sk.pmyay

meaning holy.” Holy then answers equally well in

all the three expressions, Amesha-Spenta, Spenta-

Main3^u and M4thra-Spenta. Spenta-Mainyu would

be the Holy Mainyu contrasting with Angva or I/gra

Main^m
; Amesha-Spenta would be the holy Amesha or

Animesha
;
and the M§.thra-Spenta would be the holy

Mantra. The expression Armaiti-Spenta, or Holy

Armaiti also appears in Vendidad, P'ar : VIIL 21 .

Amesha-Spentas, as 1 showed in my Second Discourse

are the Spiritual Heptarchy, of whom consist Ahura-

Mazda, Aramaiti and others-

Time and Space.

^JpiME and Space, it was shewn, are principles stereo-

typed by Vishnuism by the symbols Sankha and

Cakra* In passing it may be observed that the

principles of time and space as components of a hier-

archical heptarchy are rudimentarily hinted in the

Zend-Avesta. But in Vishnuism they have been ele-

vated to decorative appurtenances of the Deity, con-

noting Him, by Space {Sankha) as the God of Power,

by time (Cakra) as the God of Holiness, and by Sr!

dwelling ever in His bosomi as the God of Grace. The
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imprinting of such symbols on a neophyte constitutes

his admission into and acceptance of, Vishnu and the

administration of iirth?L (zaotra) and prasdda (draona)

constituting remission and expiation of sins. This

may be compared with the Christian sacraments of

Baptism and Eucharist,—all ceremonies symbolical of

at-onement. Add to this Fire already treated.

Another important correspondence suggests itself

from Ormazd Yas’t 33, which is more or less a

transcript of Sirozah II, 21. Ram. It runs thus :

—

<<
^

\\Tq worship the sovereign Sky, the bound-

less Time, and the sovereign Time of the Long Period.”

Now, the Symbol of Cnkra, or the Discus which Vishnu

wears, represents Time and the Symbol of Sankha or

the Spiral Conch, represents Space (Sky). ‘ The sove-

reign Time of the Long Period’ is Ananfaf or Endless

Time. Ananta is a name of Vishnu, the All-pervader,

spacially and temporally. *
I am Time ’ says Vishnu in

the Vishnu Purana, and says Krishna in the Bhagavad-

Git^. And therefore the equation is tenable, viz.,

Krishna — Vishnu Ahura-Mazda. In the five-fol<i

sacraments which are administered to a Vaishnava,

Paricha-Samskdra, (read my paper on the Pancha-Ratrds

in the J. R. A. Society for the Symbols of Cakra and

Sankha) are impressed on the shoulders to mark that he

is a Vaishnava. From various passages occurring

in the Khordeh Avesta every MazdayS-snian is a

Vishnuyajiiiyan and vice versa. For cosmic truths

symbolised, see further the Introductory Chapter on

Symbology in my Lives of Saikkt and the Light ih
School 0/ Rdmdnuja Yatindra-mata-Dipikd).



ArdviAuva Anahita*

TN connection with Aramati, in my Second Discourse,

the name of Andhita occured, and some specula-

tions were there advanced. Her full name it may now
be noticed is Aban Ardvi St!lra Anahita. The Hk*

equivalent of this is commendably : Apo-Ardrt-sAra-

andhita™The wet, wise, undefiled, water-goddess. She

is a goddess, to whom (V.) Aban Yt. (Z.A. II.,

is devoted. The three terms in this name are trans-

lated as the high, powerful and undefiled. The Sic*

equivalents would be Ardvf, Sfird and Andsita. But

instead of Stira powerful, I would prefer Sflrd wise;

for SCtri — wise man, is Vedic, as in :

—

Sndd pasyanti surayah [Yajus-Samhita, I. 36.]

Hence Anahita Silr^ would be whc Anilhitd.^ Sita is

white, asita is dark, and Anahita or {h and s being in-

terchangable), Anasita therefore means “undefiled*’

which is the meaning given to it. Ahura-Mazda him^

self offers her a sacrifice in order to bring Zarathustra

to think after his law, and Andhita grants the boon.

In Vaishnava lore it is an oft-recurring idea that

Vishnu creates according to Sri’s directions, for thus

chants a sage : [Sri-Guna-Ratna Ko$a^ V. 4] :

—

Yad bhru-bhanga/i pramfi^wam,

Sihim-cara-iacand tdvatamye Muvdreh &c.

^ Since witing tlio above, word »ura is followed by vw2k>^

a Parsi scholar 8- K. Hodivala vidhvas, a word bearing the
joins me by observing thus,— same meaning. In Yn, Ha
“ 1 do not think sura is liere 31-6, Zarathustra has been
equivalent to Sk. “ brave”; called vidhms “ learned man.”

it is=m “ wi8e'J)r leanipd U! = Zarnthuttra ^ in lU

n,an.” i;^kihh yt..S.24.,l,«
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la the sheath or garment of waters, or the spring

of Ahura-Mazda, Srt, the Vidy4, the wise, appears as

An&hita. In that mine of legendary information con-

tained in the Farvardln Yt. [Z. A. II., S.B,E.], this

term Srt, the most cherished in Vishnuism, appears as

Srlt, as one of the daughters of ZaratAst, and Srtrao-

kshan and Srtravanghu. In connection with the

mother-aspect of Godhood, the litanies known as the

Ambhrinl-Sftkta in the R. V. might, if leisure permit-

ted, have been dilated on. R. V., X. 125,. beginning

with Aham Rudrebhir Vasubhir may however be read.

Verse 7 of it says ;
—“ My home is in the waters**. In

Iriinian Scriptures the term Sarosh occurs. He is

described as the Messenger, Mediator (Sarosh —
Srausha = to make hear or to hear = Srdvayati, Srinoti

of 5ri), breathing wisdom into the ears of Zartust.

These functions according to Vishnuism belong to

Srf, and other Ameshaspends such as Vishvaksena

(the Lord of Hosts). 5rlsa is the Lord of 5rt, whose

counterpart on earth is Rukmini-Krishna ?or Rddha-

Krishna). The function of Sri, who is figuratively the

bride of Isa, who becomes therefore Srlsa, is the same

as that of the Iranian Sarosh. The name of God the

Spouse i.e. Isa per se, is never so important as when

knit with Sri. This idea has only recently for the

first time, I apprehend, been pointed out by a Parsi

gentleman Faredun K. Dadachanji in his Light of the

Avesta and the Gdthas^ which by a strange coincidence

happens to be contemporary with this series- of my
Discourses* In this work, on page 70, after noting
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the motherhood of Ashishvangh (probably Vishvaksena)

as vested in the name Aspandarmad l=Spenta Armaiti),

and fatherhood in the name Ahura-Mazda, he remarks :

“ that the father and mother hold a rank almost exact-

ly on a par with each other, both in society and reason”,

and adds an important foot note (i), thus :— In the

Hindu (rather Aryan. Scriptures, the father is

believed to contribute the Spirit, and the mother the

child’s fleshly coating. But in the manifested universe,

the Spirit is inextricably bound up with its dwelling

house. So Radha, the Sakti Aspect is not deemed

subservient to Krishna, the Purusha Aspect, and we

hear of “ Radhd-Krishna ” and not the reverse

Krishna-R^dha.” In Bundahish, XXX. I, SMh is

used in the sense of super-abundance. (P.T., I. S.jB.E,),

which of course is the Indian Sri or Lakshml,

The duintuple Hypostasis.

JQEFORE proceeding further, let me gather some of

the scattered ideas together. To Vishnuism,

monotheism never means that God is abstracted or

spirited away from His manifested estate,—the Kosmos.

The metaphysical antithesis between monotheism and

pantheism is felicitously reconciled by Vishnuism by

the recognition of the Divine law of hypostasis which

links Divinity with itself (or Himself), as Spirit and Sub-

ject with the Kosmos the object, the latter being but the

reverse side of spirit manifested. This is the Law known

as the Paratva-Fafkaka, briefly dealt,with in my work:

The Five Truths^ published in the JRAS for July 1910,

It treats of the Five Aspects of Divinity, the \i) Para^
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or the Universal Consciousness manifesting as the

descending Logoi. In my previous Discourses, I have,

in my reflections over the various connotations of the

term Ahura-Maisda, dwelt upon the Para and VyMa as

manifest in the Trinity of Creator, Sustainer, and

Destroyer. Vibhava is the Avataras or Incarnations of

the Divinity, or the ‘‘ Word becoming flesh”, i.e. Divi-

nity manifesting itself on material planes, as Saviour.

To this category pertain all the numerous Avataras of

Vishnu whose special function being Protection, in

every Divine Triad ruling over the triune cosmic func-

tions of projection, sustenance and dissolution (the

Trumurti). Out of innumerable Incarnations, as

Krishna says in the Bh. G : Bahhti me lyatUani janmani,

[IV. 5] ,
Brahmanism selects ten typical ones, repre-

senting definite cosmic truths—the Dasa'vataras, It

was the fashion some thirty years back to pulverise all

AvatAras into either mythic or allegoric atoms. The
temper has now changed, on account of revelations

daily unearthed form palaeologic and traditional

arcana. One such Avatara is of Nrisimha.

' Arc4 is the Logos present
in a toorahipjjahle form, or in

popular language Image-Wor-
ship. About this Institution

traceable in Iranian literature,

1 have elsewhere made some
remarks. Here it is suffice to

excerpt a passage from Sir

William .Tone’s Di8<;ourbe on
the Panis (also quoted by
Mulla Fima, p : 5. Engl

;

t of Bemtir), ihut; j—

“Tboro is a description, in the
loHiiudwork just mentioned,
of tiie several Persian temples
dcdicattd to the sun and pla-

nets, of the images adored in

them, and of the magnificent
processions to them on pres-

cribed festivals
; one of which

is probably represented by
sculpture in the ruined city of
Jemshid.”



Nrisimha.

J
ET me dewll on it as affording some parallelisms

obtaining in the province of the Avataras. The
old Ir^nia, as already stated must have extended

as far as Indus in the East, and probably much
further east as well as south. Here is an old tradition

which curiously accounts for the separation of the

two human families, and that tradition refers to the

Avatara of Vishnu as Nrisimha. Hiranya, (Hirawya-

Kaxipu)* which in Dravida lakes the form Iranian,

was the ruler of a certain country. He was an Asura

vowed against the Devas, and his wife was KayA.dhu.

NowinYn.LXI. f P: 31 j, Z. A. III., S.B.E.), Kayadhas

and Kayadhians,— fiends male and female—are referred

to, and in Visparad III. 4. [P
: 342 Id], both Aramaiti

(-S'ri) and her lord Ahura (Varuna i.e. Vishnu), and even

Ahura’s other wives, (See Phil, Nilfl, in my Second Dis-

course) are summoned to dislodge the Kayadhas. Next,

in Vendid^d, Fargard XIX. 34, and l"ar XXI I. 7, Nairy6-

sangha is found to be friend and herald of Ahura- Mazda,

In the word Nairy6-sangha, or Neryo-sengh, it is easier

^ Mr. S. K. llodivala, writc^n

ill hib Z’^rathuslro, <hl(1 his ron-
tempontries in th-e Hig- I 'edn^

page 1, thus:-*' It was also once
tried to show that Hiraitya-
Kaaipu of the Hindu writing-s
was the Zarat h us tra of A vesta,
because these names- are iden-
tical in meaning (i.e. “one
clothed in yellow garment.s”;,
and because certain incidents
in the lives of both these per-
sonages were similar. This
attempt is stretching too much.

According tf) my [>ap<‘r linmd-
yonn, (tad Temjdos, j-ead before
the Hoinbay Hranch of the
Koyal Asiatic Society ou the
*2‘3rd Scfitember Fd‘2, the Ava-
tara of Nrisimha, with which
Hirait^ a i.s connected, precedes
the age of Krishna by icons;
hence it is an anomaly and an-
achronism to identify Hirawya
with Zai'ftthusira as the latter
succeeded Krishna very much
after.



to transmute sangha or sengh into simha than into sama.

This word would then be Nrisimha, who is an

Avat&ra of Vishnu, hence is friend or is herald, as may
a poet-i?ishi conceive. Nrisimha bursts from a

pillar as the story goes, and kills Iranian. • The key to

this is furnished by the terms Iranian and Kay&dhu.

Neryosang is also susceptible of being read as Neryo-

sanga, or Neryo-Sakha, i.e., the companion or friend of

Neryo or Nara. Forsooth, in the correlation of vibhava to

para, Neryo-sangh {Simha or Sakha) is the friend of Nara-

Mazda (N4r&yana). Now to :

The Farvardin Taelit.

A valuable record is the Farvardin Yt in this line.

The fragmentary character of the Avestic records

however must be borne in mind, and the admixture of

many alien elements into the Aryan body of these re-

cords due to the Iranian exploitation of the West, far

away from its Aryan home of the Hapta- Hindu, and

consequently to its coming in contact with diversely

located and diversely situated families of the human
race, must also be kept in view. However fragmen-

tary, we have neverthless reason to thank the enter-

prising sages who put the fragments together for our

information, even after they survived Alexandrian and

Moslem spoliation. As in the days of the Mahdbhdrata,

when there was a Universal Races Congress; as in

those days Sri Krishna, in his own person, married not

only eight types of wives, but married in rustic families

numerous spouses,—*which seems to me a socio-political

4$ maUr0 to bring about solidarity of man as
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even a coup ie grace, Krishna taught the Bha-gavad-Glti,

to bring about a Universal Religion; even so in the

Farvardin Yt is evidence of a congress of nations,—

a

universal marriage system initiated by Zartust Himself

as the collection of diverse legends, in which the

Aryan element is necessary predominant, shows. What
is more to our point is the great fact of the Avatiras,

of God manifesting Himself on the several planes of

cosmic evolution, and what is more, His Antarydmic

aspect, i.e.,
** God dwelling in every heart the latter

being one of the ideas conveyed by the term Fravashi

in this Yt. Let me now try to prove these points

from concrete excerpts taken from the most precious

record of antiquity that I have come across, viz., the

Farvardin Yt. This is one of ‘‘the most prominent

documents ” [p: H. Avesta, Pahlavi and Ancient Persian

Studies']. There is hardly any doubt that in the long

list of names found in the Farvardin Yt., there is found

a congress of all nations ; and it is evident that Zara-

tust himself in his own person, advanced the movement

by inter-racial marriages as in Krishna’s times, and as

did Krishna, himself led the way for such consummation.

What all the connotations the term Fravashi may
indicate, I must write a special note on, but Fravashis

are Immortal Spirits who are to be worshipped ; those of

the Aryan country necessarily come first than those of

Turdnia, Sairimya (Seim), Saini (China), Dahi (Ta-hia,

south of Oxus), and finally all countries, and if Krishna

married rustic women (Gopikas), and Rukmini, Satya*

bhdmd, Rohini, Jamhavati (who is a Russian presum*
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ably, for Jimbavdn is a bear !), Ndgnajitf, Saibyi,

MMrl and Lakshmawa, (See Vishnu Purawa. V. 32. 45),

Zaratust married a serving {cakar) wife, from whom
Aurvatarf-nar was born, and a privileged {pddakshah)

wife, from whom Srit and others were born. One son

Isadvastar became priest—a Mobed of M6beds, Khlir-

she^/-( ~ - S6rya-kshatre)chihar became warrior, and

Aurvatad-nar an agriculturist,—Prahma;/a, Kshatriya

and Vaisya as we should say. (See note i, p : 204, Z.A,

II., S.Zi./i). Let me now to support my point, make

a selection from the big list found in the Farvardin

Vast. Darmesteter says that “ the greatest part of the

historical legends of Iran lies here condensed into a

register of proper names” (/<:/, p: 179). The clue to

many mysteries hidden under Iranian names is found

by discovering diligently their Samskrit equivalents.

Prof. L. Mills very rightly observes that ‘'one of the

first, as well as one of the most useful duties of a close

critic is to turn their (i.e. hymns') consecutive words

into Samskrit.” [P: ijb. Ai'cstciy Pahlavi dW, Studies],

When I proceed therefore, in my disquisitions, on this

principle, I feel I am on sure ground, and am steering

in the right direction. Here is the list I make :

—

Common Names, Srd List.

1. Parshatgaus = Prisadguh

2. l^rjlta^ Prata

3. Vohvasti = Bahvasti' (Su-asti = Svasti)

. Snaoya =,Snayu

5. Saena = Sena or Syena

. Usmanara ~ CTshm«anara
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y. Pa6shata =» Pdrshada

8. Daevo-this =» Deva-dvit

g, Zairitasa Harita

10. Vistaspa =» Vishnvasva

I r . Zairi-*vairi =# Hari-vairi

12 . Vaniza= Vinara

13. Var£l2a= Variha

14. BAjisravah =s Vft,jasrava, or BhArisrava

15. Giydmard = Jayomnt ( = living-mortal ) the

first man
16. Vareshna ~ V^'ishni

17. Hamidhpati = Samitpati

18. BAjra = Vajra

19. Zbaurvant = Jambavant or Saurvant

20. Karesna = Krishna

21. Ashi Vangahi == Rita-vasvi

22. Azita = AjAta

23. Frayaodha Prayodha

24. Nere-myazdana = Nara-mardana = Jan&rdana
= N^rayawa

23, Berezisnu = Bhrijish«u

26. Gaopivanghu = Gopi-vasu

27. Katu = Kratu^

28. Kavi = Kavi, Kavi Usa=Kamsa ? (KaAs, an-

other name resembling Kams) (the Herod
of Krishna)

29. Varsni = Vrshm

30. Gauri = Gaurt
0

l This is a proper name, with Khi’ata=Kratu==Will or
which mast not be confonnded oonativo power or mental act.
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31. Raocascadshman ^ Rochisbkesah

32. Saoshyant =* Soshyant

33. Akhrt!^ra» Akrtlra

34. Urftdhayant =* Arundhati.

35. R&ma and Vayu—Rama and V^iyu.

My list excludes innumerable other terms, but 99
per cent of them are Aryan names. My selection will

provide me with just sufficient material to bear me out

in what I am going to advance. Manus-citra, I have

omitted in this list, as I have already dealt with that

most important name as having a bearing on our com-

mon descent. I have also already dwelt on the interna-

tional ideas afforded by the Avataric word Nrisimha.

Bama, Mitra, Vayu.

TT was not without an objective I have referred in

this Discourse to the indications in Iranian Scrip-

tures of the Avat^lra of Nrisimha, one of the Ten Ava-

tkras of Vishnu. Now No, (9) Zairita — Harita pos-

sesses a peculiar interest in virtue of Harita being a

law-giving Rishi, to whose lineage R&manuja belongs.

No. (ii) Hari-vairi reminds one of Hari, a name of

Vishnu and one hari-vairi (i.e Hari’s.foe) is the Hiranya

of the Nrisimha legend already dealt with. Then comes

No. (12) Vinara, leading one to think of the RAma
Avat4ra, which was assisted by the monkey-chiefs. It is

remarkable that whenever Rama’s name (35) occurs

—

such places are numerous—in the Yasts, Sirozahs and

Yasnas, Mitra and R&ma and R4ma and Vayu are in-

voked together. And secondly R&ma or R&man is

always accompanied with the adjunct Hv&stra ; and on
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the 2ist day of the month, called the R&m-Roz the

M^h Yt. is recited ; and there is a whole Yt. called the

Rkm Yt. devoted to Him. Now Sri R&ma of the

Hindu Ram&ya;^a comes of the solar race. Mitra is the

Sun. There Is thus some purpose, or at least meaning

in these two names Mitra and Rama constantly group-

ed together. Now Hvastra turned into Samsknt is

Sv&stra i. e. Su-astra,^ i.e,, He who has the good bow,

viz., the SArwga. It i^well known that wherever R^ma
is limned in pictorial representations, the Astra, bow
always figures. The bow is the most salient feature in

the war of the R^rn^yana. You are probably aware of

how Sri R^ma bent the Siva-bow in his to-be father-in-

law Janaka’s house, before marrying Sit4
;
how Parasu-

Rama, to Srt Rama, resigned his Vish«u-bow, and so

forth. That is how the bow plays such an important

part in that great Holy epic R3.m{\ya»a. The Vdnara

chief in the Ramfi.yana is HanumAri or V&yu-putra, i.e.

the son of VAyu. In the RAm Yt. the concluding

strophe 58 (Karda XI) is thus translated by Darmeste-

ter [Pp : 262-3. Z. A. II. S.B,E.]:

—

**
I bless the sacrifice and invocation unto, and the

strength and vigour of R4ma HvrsUsl, and Vayu, who
works highly, more powerful to afflict than all the

other creatures : this part of thee that belongs to the

Good Spirit'\ It is also significant that R4ma and

Vayu are invoked together;^ for VAyu as Hanumin

1 Op. Hviti=shu-iti=a;BU-ifci * See Rahman Yt. (included
for analogy [P : 35, note 4. Z. in Ormasd Yasht), 33, the Bind.

A. III. 8:b.ei



the Bhakf^ never Leaves the side of his Lord R4ma
the BhagwAn. How well again the description given of

Viyu in R&oi Yt. XI, 54 accords with the description

of Hanum&n given in RAm&yaea :

—

“ Vayush aurv6 uskdt ydst derezrd

yaohhdhrd btrezipddhd perethu-vard ” &c.

i.e. ** Vayu is armed and warlike, powerful, martial,

high-footed with a wide chest &c.”* [P: XLVII. Vol. I.

Civilisation of the Eastern Iranians &c. Vol. L. Geiger

by D. P. Sanjina]. Finally in XKIII, A.frin Paigham*

bar Zartdst, Zarthst called upon Vist&spa the blessing:

—

“ Mayst thou have fulness of welfare, like the R&ma
Hvastra.”

In Rdm Yt. VIII. 32, Vayu is asked to intercede

with Husravah that he may not strike. Vayu, Dar-

mester says [P : 249. Z. A. II, S.B.E.] is Hamk&r of

R&ma Hv&stra, i. e. the mind = Ahamk&r (or I-maker)

of R&ma. V&yu or Hanuman in the R&m&ya»a is the

mind as well as the breath of R&ma and therefore is

well fitted to perform mediatorial function. Husravah

in R&m Yt. VIII. 32 * unites the Aryan nations into

one Kingdom”. Brt R4ma exactly effected this by bis

conquests in the Dakshi»4-Patha,^ i.e. Peninsular

India up to Ceylon. ‘ The Glory of the Aryas’ of

Ashtid Yt. 5and 7—so is He, the R4ma of R4m4ya»a—
appears in company with the ‘ strong wind*. R4ma is

1 Alsoin jthis Bsme Kardd over, the Ocean. Also other
XL Ml Vayti Myai ‘ iiy name appellations ere to be noted.

ia.He that crosses over easily’. * See B. V. X. 618 1 cited

Gmnpavo this with Haanman’s, br.Bi^s Dayids on p ; 80, Bud*
V017 ‘ easi^ indeed, crossing dkitt India,



derived from ramayaii to please. You will note that

Riima is said to be more pleasing and is assigned the

2 1st day of the month.

Varaha.

Y^POKING over the list. No. (13) is Variha, Incar-

nation of Vishnu, chronicled in the Vedas. In

Bahram Yt. V. 15, Behram is said to appear in the

shape of wind, of cow, of horse, of camel, of boar,

Vardha.etc. In Mihir Vast XVIII. 70, Verethraghna

runs in the shape of a boar, a sharp-toothed he-boar

&c, and in XXXI. 127, the cursing thought takes the

shape of the boar. What I wish to impress upon my
audience is the fact of a boar-incarnation, whether it

was’ Vishnu of the Indians that assumed it or Vereth-

raghna or some other Divine Power that did so among
the Irdnians. “ With a dripping face'* characterising

the Boar in these Yashts, is what is described of the

Vishnu-Boar, when It dived into the ocean and brought

up, all-dripping, the sub-merged Earth.

Vrishni.

I^EXTinthe list is (16) Vareshna-Wrshm. Now
^ Vrshm is one of the ancestors of Sri Krishna.

Sri Krishna is called Vrishni-kula-pradipa, or the Light

of the Vrshni-Race. Name (18) Bfijra Vajra. Vajra is

the last King of the race of Krishna, and who is install-

ed on the throne^of the Kurus in Hastindpura (Delhi),

and Vajra is probably an ancestor also of Krishna.

No* (29) Varshni i.e. Vrshni is a variant of No. (16).

Akrttra.

l\rO. (33) Akhrfira i. e. Akrflra, ia^ according to our

legends the minister of Kamsa^ and a great votary
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of Krishna. The names of Krishna’s sons is legion,

and they must naturally have undergone much philo-

logical metamorphoses.

Karayana.

j^AME (24) Nere-myazdana is of great value. In my
previous Discourses, on the occasion of my exa-

mination of the Holy Name Ahura-Mazda, you will

remember my tracing therein such connotations as to

lead that name to mean partly N drayana.’ The name

composed of two such elements then, Neve and myazdana

(it must be remembered that I had instituted already

an equation between Mazda and Mazdana^ i. e. vtarda

and mardana as in Janardana) i.e., Nere-myazdana, is

rather striking.

Raivata.

^'^HESE names and others form in the Farvardin Yt.

the entourage of Krishna, over which we need

not linger, except perhaps the name Ra^vant. This

name whether it be in India or Irdn does not so much

matter as the name itself and what it signifies. It is a

mount to begin with, and is the name of the mount

Raivata, now called Girnar (or Giri-Narayana) near

Junagadh, and which was the scene of Sri Krishna’s

juvenal feats. It is the centre of Kathiavad, very dear

to the Vaishnavas and Parsis. It is said to be a mount

in Khordsan for Irdnians, but it is holy, made by

Mazda. It is no wonder if the name was borrowed

from Gujarat. If the Irdnians had perhaps dwelt at

I Note A on Nar&yana at end of D scourie*
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Raivata, and having had to leave it named a place in

Ir&nia by the name RaSvant, it is also significant that

when the Persians returned to India, they alighted first

on the very shores where Raivata is situated.

Krislina.

^UR studies now lead us to the central name Karesna

No. (20) in our list. There is a Vedic Krsanu.

Fie is the archer and demi-god who guards the soma.

Krs4nu is also a cognomen of Agni or Fire. For our

purposes it is enough to know that Krishna or Krsanu

are susceptible of the same Nirukti or derivation viz.,

Krish and Nas (for which consult Discourse I). Krishna

as*Upendra is the guard over Soma, i.e., Ambrosia. As

stated in Bh. G., XI. 39., Arjuna sees in Krishna not

only Agni (Krs4nu) but other demigods as well. Agni

again is known as Narasamsa, in which Nara (one

element in Narayana,) again occurs, and Universal

Fire is therefore Krishna,—Narayana,—Ahuramazda.^

Neryosengh notices that another name Kerasani recalls

that of the Christians, but the name for better rea-

sons shewn, certainly recalls the name of Krishna.

With these prelusive remarks, let me dwell on the

word Karesna of the Farvardin Yt., in the ancient

mine of which I alight upon the most precious

nugget, viz., the name of Sri Krishna. I am here re-

minded of how Novalis began his Lchrlingc zu Sais

(Pupils at Sais):
—

** Men travel in manifold paths:

whoso traces and compares these, .>will find strange

^ Sec Note on Narayana afc end of Discourse.
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figures come to light.* Such Figure now is Krishna,

In the immediate entourage of this name viz. Karesna,

are the names Zbaurvant, Ashi Vanguhi, Akrtra and

Kamsa. Let me quote the three important passages

in the Yasht before I present my views thereon

(See Page 209. Z. A. II. S.B.E .)
:

—

106. # * * “ We worship the Fravashi of the holy

Zbaurvant
** We worship the Fravashi of the holy and gallant

Karesna^ the son of Zbaurvant ; who was the Incarnate

Word, mighty-speared and lordly

“ 107. In whose house did walk the good, beauti-

ful, shining Ashi Vanguhi, in the shape of a maid, fair

of body, most strong, tail-formed, high-up girded, pure,

nobly born of a glorious seed ; who, rushing to the

battle, knew how to make room for himself with his

own arms ; who, rushing to the battle, knew how to

fight the foe with his own arms.**

What now may be learnt from these three names,

(19), (20) and {21) of my list, and the traditions recorded

therein ? First let us ply the word Zbaurvant. It is

susceptible of three transformations
;
viz

, Sauryavant,

Vasuvant and Jimbavant. The 2nd transmutation is

on the principle of Kasyapa and Pasyaka and hizva

{Zend = tongue) and jihva (Sk). Now if the geneology

of Sri Krishna be considered (I have givon a short one

in my Bhagavad-Gftd, pp. 23-24), his immediate father

is Vasu or Vasudeva, and grand-father is also Vasu,

whose surname is Stira. Vasuvant or Sauravant, mean-

ing he who has Vasu or Sfira, Le., Vasu or Vasudeva^
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who is of course the father of Krishna. The third

transmutation is J^imbavant, but Jimbavant is not the

father of Krishna, but the father-in-law. Along with

this, it is well to bear in mind a personage ** Erksha

which means “ Bear” in Yt. VIII, 7 and 37, Z. A. II.

S.B.E., apd the parallel Rksha, in R. V. VIII. 68 : 15,

and Arksha VIII. 37. 16. For a moment let me invite

you to a side light, which brings to view another

important link between Iranian Tir and Indian legends.

Vivasvan (Vivanghat) is the progenitor of Manu.

Vivasv^n is Mitra, in whose race Rima is born. Iksh-

v4ku is the son of Manu, and his daughter is Hi, who
as already shown in my previous Discourse, is connect-

ed with Bactria (Bihlikaor Balkh). Hi marries Budha,

the grand-son of Atri,^ who is one of the Saptarksha

(Haptoiringa^ In this line are born Puriravas, Yadu,

Vrishni, Vasu, Vasudeva (or Zbaurmant) and Sxi

Krishna. ‘The Zoroastrians are the disinherited sons

of Mana*^, has not Max M uller said in his Chips ? This is

clear from the many indications found in the Farvardln

Yt. Going back now to Krishna'^, it should be noticed

that He is characterised, in this Yt., as the “ Incarnate

Word,” “Gallant” and “Mighty-speared.” That

In his paper Zarathushfra month was stated. To the

&Ct in ths Ritj^ Mr. S. K. 22nd day is assigned Govad.
H(>div&la (p : 26) says that pas- ‘ the more fragrant. If Govad
sage no 8 of Ha 46 has reper- can be Govardh, or He who '

enee to Atri (Athrish), lifted the mount, i.e. Krishna,
See Note on Manu in iny it is noteworthy thAt as in the

First Discourse. , A rat&rii? succession Krishna is

3 In a foot note, H.^rna*s adjacent to R4ma, the two days
assignment—as the pleasing 21 st and 22nd for R^ma and
(rmta)—to th^ 21 st day of tho Oovad follow each other

!

24
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Krishna is a ** gallant *’ of the first water, is well known

from the Indian books written by sages, but these sages

know as well the esoteric character of that gallantry.

As to the adjunct ** mighty-speared", I have to bring to

your notice that the spear is the characteristic weapon

in the story of Sri Krishna, as the bow is the characteristic

weapon in the story of Srt Rama as already shewn.

The next characterisation (i.e-, in the Farvdrdin pass-

age quoted above) that Krishna is the ‘‘ Word Incar-

nate" is most important. It arrests attention and

rivets it on to important issues. For, Incarnation is

the cardinal doctrine of Vishnuism. Sri Krishna says

in the Bh. G. VH. 8

Prawavas sarva-Vedeshu

i.e.,
**

I am the Holy Word in all the Revelations "
; and

again in IX—16 and 17;

—

“ mantrozham— zham agnih.”

i.e., “I am the mantra ... I am Fire"; and again,

“ Vedyam pavitram Om-k&ra

—

Rik-SA,ma-Yajur eva ca.” [24.]

i.e., I am the (Holy Word) Aum, I am i?ik, S^ma
and Yajush," and Valmiki the sage, writes of 5ri Rama,

that the Word which connotes Him takes the shape

of Rdmiyana. This subject is capable of much ex-

pansion ; but it must be reserved for another occasion.

Only by the way it may be mentioned that St. John’s

Gospel in the New Testament has a true oriental ring

about it, which is absent elsewhere. For us three

passages therein are pregnant with meaning; and I am
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not aware if the Christians understand it as I should.

The first passage is :

“ In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was

with God, and the Word was God” (I. i.).

This is the weighty doctrine of Incarnation which

Neo-Hinduism is shying at in these days. Neo-Hindu-

ism is for converting God Himself into no more than a

big man ; but theosophy understands the meaning of

St. John very much better. Zoroastrianism possesses

the doctrine as evidenced by the Yashts, but it is under

a bushel. It is a doctrine which when universally re-

cognised as a great cosmic divine truth, links God and

man together. The truth for men to know is more

anthropomorphism of God, not anthropotheism of man,

which Neo-Hinduism is substituting. Reification of

Deity,—the trend of modern philosophy—is evident

here.

The second passage in John is :

—

“ He was in the World—and the World knew him

not” (I. lo).

Here is pantheism pitted against monotheism. The

truth however is there is a blending of both the ideas.

In it is found the beginning of the recognition of the

fact of the Divine immanancy which in these days is

being scientifically demonstrated. To the Vaishnavas,

all the conceptions of Divinity are connoted by the

Vedic name Nariyawa^ ; which to them is more effica-

ious than what St. John states to be : even to them

I See Kote at the end of this Discourse.
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becotae the sons of God.”

The third passage is :

—

** No man hath seen God at any time ; the only be-

gotten Son, which is in the bosom of the Father, he

hath declared him.”

All that the Christians say of the Son, Vaishwavas say

of the Incarnations, and of Sri, who becomes the She-

Spouse or Bride in the place of the Son, and who is

always in the bosom of the He-Spouse or Bridegroom

instead of the bosom of the Father, These are the

mysteries of the ‘ Incarnate Word’, of the Farvardin

Yt., exemplified by other Scriptures, and this * Word
Incarnate’ then is the adjunct, it must be remembered,

specially ascribed to Krishna or Karesna No. (20) in

my list tallying with the avataric nature of Krishna.

Ashi Vanguhi.

Tf'ARVARDlN Yt. next refers to the name Vanguhi

(
21 ) in my list. She is said therein to be “ beau-

tiful, shining, nobly born, and who walked in Kare-

sna’s house”. Let me invoke philology to help me to

unriddle the apparent mystery involved in this name*

Asha is Rita, therefore Ashi is Riid. This has been

well established and it means holy, virtuous, righteous.

And Rita means Saiya, Next comes Vanguhi, the

masculine gender of which is Vanghu. The Zend ngh

is the transfiguration of the Sk. s, 5 or sh and sv» For

example, Haptoiringa is Saptarshi or Saptarksha, i. e.

$h Of ksh takes the place of ngh, and Vivanghatis

Vivasvat, or ngh replaced by sv* Again observe the
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transition between Danghu and Dasyu. On the model

then furnished by such examples, we get vanghu, trans-

formed into Vasu or Vasu ; and vanguhi^ the feminine

of it is transftgurable as vasvt which is a rare form of

vasavtf which becomes vasavi, Vanguhi is thus Vasavu

Vasava in the masculine means ‘he who has VasuMience

V^sava is a patronymic name of Krishna or He who
has Vasu for his father ; and Vasavi is therefore con-

struable ‘ as she who b( lv;ngs to Vasava*, or daughter-

in-law of Vasu, or Vasava being taken to represent

Krishna, Vasavi or Vanguhi would be :
‘ she who be-

longs to Krishna’. V&savi then may either be Rukmim-
the Queen-wife of Krishna or Saty^ or any of his other

typical spouses already enumerated. Rukmi/n, and

Saty& however possess par excellence the legendary re-

miniscences of Krishna’s valour, warfare &c, indicated

in the expletives used in the Farvardtn Yt., with respect

to name Karesna, to wit, “ who, rushing to the battle,

knew how to make room for himself with his own arms

;

who, rushing to the battle, knew how to fight the foe

with his own arms.” This compels thought to linger a

while over the incidents connected with Rukmiwf. Here

briefly is the story:—Bhlshmaka, the King of Vidarbha

had a beautiful daughter Rukmini. She fell in love

with Krishna. But Bhishmaka had affianced her to

Sisup&la, the sworn foe of Krishna, at the suggestion of

.

Jar&sandha, another foe of him. Banns for marri*

age were issued, but Rukmini had dispatched secret

messengers to Krishna apprising him of the critical

situation* Weddings were arranged for, but Krishna
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all unawares pounced upon the scene, and contrived to

carry off Rukmiwi, for espousal. 5'isup41a’s hosts pur-

sued Krishna, but they were all vanquished by the

might of his arm. The mighty arm of Krishna was

not once but on numerous occasions demonstrated.

And if the Farvardin Yt. has not Rukrniwf in its mind,

any other V^savi, for example SatygL, will equally

answer, for purposes of such exploits as are narrated in

the Yt.
;
and so long as Krishna, in whatever other

situation, is equally discovered as ‘'rushing to the

battle”, knowing “ how to make room for himself with

his own arms”, and " to fight the foe with his own
arms”. Again in the Srosh Yast H^dh6kht, Ashi

Vanguhi and Kisti are mentioned together for worship,

and Chista or Kista, as the most right follows Kisti.

^

In a higher realm Vanguhi may well be a Divinity or

demi-goddess with Chisti or Chit-wisdom, with her.

That Rukmiwl is in all probability the Queen meant is

borne by the fact that she has a brother Rukmi, inas-

much as, analogously, corresponding to the feminine

Ashi Vanguhi, there is the masculine personage

AshA Vanghu, (p: 210 , Z. A. II. S.B,E,) In connec*

tion with Kisti and Chisti, it is useful to keep

in mind the invariable verbal correlation in which

sounds Ch, C and K stand to each other. Paral*

lets in other languages are to be had such as are

to be found in Cyrus, Kurush, Caeser, Kaiser, and

Christ, pronounced Krist, which may be the case with

^ In Yn. 111*16 [Z A. Illi and Kisti Vanguhi are men*
again, Ashi Vanguhi tinned together.
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the Chist (Kist) of the Zend-Avesta. Chist (properly

Cist according to the JRAS System of transliteration)

means wisdom, and this meaning as well as the

sound Cist coincides nearl}^ with Cit - wisdom, of

the Veddnta. At any rate for scholars, these are in-

teresting mythological problems for speculation and

solution. That Cut of Zend is Cit of Sk. is borne out by

the derivation of the Zend word e.g. Viclwirtare (i.e.

vipascitva) from vi-^cait. Such then are philological and

mythological facts that cluster round the name of

Krishna. If over against all these suggestive indica-

tions, Krishna be yet put down for a non-entity by the

Neo-Hinduistic Indian, and a different entity by the

Iranian, I do not know how such gratuitous negation

in the one case and a difference of opinion in the other

case can be established to the contrary. At any rate the

import of the term Krishna as implying Universal

Magnet’^ in other words the Spiritual Centre—God

—

round which the whole cosmos revolves, can do no

violence to the sentiment of a religionist, be he Indian

or Iranian, European or Turanian. All in common
must believe in the Ideal connoted by Krishna,

As for Holy (Ashi) Vanguhi, also spelt Vdghvi,

justifying my Vasavi, she is the daughter also of Ahura

and Aramati (dughdharem Ahurahe Masddo), and is the

Sri or All-prosperity in every house. Ashi Yt. XVII.

6o reads thus :

—

Ashi Srira-ddmi-daite etc. The whole

of Ashi Yt. XVII. Pp. 270.285 [Z. A.*II., may
now be read, and it will not fail to strike even a care-

less reader her identity with the Goddess of Wisdom,
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of Piety, and of Wealth, as Srt (or Lakshmi) and Ruk-

mani are, [Also See AshtAd Yt. 3 and 4] . Neryosangh

makes the very word Ashi=Arti=Bhakti [P : 270 note

2 Id], Bhakti diUdWidyd personified is Srt, Ashi Yt.

II, t6 says:—“thy father is Ahura Mazda . . . thy

mother is Armaiti spewta . • . thy brothers are Srao-

sha . . • etc,'’ [P:274 /^i.]. As sure again as media-

trix Srf or Ramd gives to RAmftnuja, Moksha, [Vide

Sarandgati-Gadya]

,

Ashi Vanguhi gives to Zarathustra,

‘ Glory to his body and immortal bliss to his soul
'
[P:

275 II. 22 Id.] The kinship of Aramati to Ashi Vanguhi

as mother to daughter may be compared with the

Vaishnavic Sri born as Rukmini :

—

[Vtshnu-Purdna I. 9*144].

Srlra-Vanghu is another suggestive name in Farvardin

Yt. XXVII. 118. Also it is to be noted that Ashi

Vanguhi is invoked in company with PArewdi. [See

Sirozah 25 ; T'lr Yt, IX. 38 ; Mihir Yt. XVI. 66 ; VfstAsp

Yt, II. 89. Id. S,BE]. Now note that Purandara

is a name of Vishnu, and Vedic Puramdhi is a sister

of PArendi as Darmesteter says. [VendidAd, Introd

:

p. LXX. Z, A. I. S.B.E.]. Note that in successive

Rg. Vedic Hymns VII. 34 & 35, 'Aramati seeking

wealth,* ' Purandhi and all Riches,’ are invoked. If

Krishna as avatAra may by figuratively spoken of as

the son of Vishnu or NArAyana, VAsavi, (i,e. Vasu’s

daughter«in*}aw) rnay well be spoken of as the daughter
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of Aramati ; and she dwells in the house of her Lord

as the Holy Word dwells in the bosom of the Father*

In Slrozah, 25, Ard, Ashi Vanguhi and Kisti are men-

tioned together. Coming to the Yt. IX. 38, Mithra

pointed Tir * (Tishtrya) the way, and the tall Ashi

Vanguhi followed him. From Mihir Yt. it is clear that

Mihir is the Spirit of light in or behind the Sun

[VI.13J, and hence answering to the Brahman's

Giyatri-Deity which in the Sun is N^r^yana, answer-

ing to the description daily repeated by all Brahmans

With Mihir, Ashi Vanguhi proceeds on her light cha-

riot [Vide, Mihir Yt. XVI. 66]. Mihir’s chariot itself

*is embraced by the great Ashi Vanguhi.' [XVH, 68

/rf.] As pointed out elsewhere, Krishna is Dharma,

or as the Mazdaist would say Kista and Da^na. The
whole of the Dfn Yt. is consecrated to Kista. Now
Kista is used in feminine gender, whereas Kisti is mas-

culine. Now turning t;p Sr6sh Yt., Hadhdkht IVr 16,

Ashi Vanguhi, Kisti and Kista are found bracketted

together. As a curious correspondence now, note that

KrishnA, feminine, is Draupadi, the closest friend of

Krishna, the masculine, in the story of the Mah&-

bh4rata. What then is the tale these correspondences

tell, one may judge for himself. See Srosh Yt. V. 2I

again circumplussing all the three names together. If

Mitra represents Niriyawa, and Ashi, 5ri, the insepara-

ble relation between these two entities is further iltus-
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trated by Ashi Yt. 2, where Ashi is identified with

Mithra, and Ashi (Yt. 2,) is sister of Mithra.

In the story of the churning of the Milky Sea

(Nebulae), as soon as 5rl was born, she flew to dwell

for ever in the bosom of Vishnu. Universal legends

like these are for all men. Sri is the Scientist’s energy

of God, and the Buddhist’s fohat,

Jarasandha.

JN the entourage of Karesna, there is another name
in the Farvardin Yt, to wit, Jarodanghu, which

strongly savours of Jarasandha who figures in the

Krishna story and in which a double philological process

is evident, 1st from Jarodanghu to JaroganJhu, and

thence to Jarisandha, replacing ugh by s.

Gopi-vasu.

OOAPIVANGHU, or Gopivasn, no. (26) of my list

requires a passing notice, for if Vasu is the uterine

father of Krishna, Gopi-Vasu may well mean the foster-

father of him, for in Krishna’s story, he figures as

Nanda-Gopa, or the Gopa of Nanda. At any rate,

weighed cumulatively with othg: names, the entourage of

Krishna confirms the identity of Krishna with Karesna.

I must here warn that Karesna *of the Farvardf'i Yt.,

must not be confounded with Keresani of Yn. lX-24

whom daoma lowered, dethroned from his throne etc,

Note the difference in the names. *Our Krishna is the

Karesna of the Farvardin Yt, whereas Keresftni is

the King of the IXth Yn, of the G4thas. The term

Goapi reveals, besides, the character of Krishna as a

netberd or cowherd* Cowherds (Gopas) 'as wall as
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cowherdesse« (Gopis) constituted the t3'pical environ*

ment of Krisnna, The names of AkrOra and Kamsa
occuring in the list places the identity of Krishna with

Karesna even more certain.

We have thus round the name Karesna, in the

Farvardin Yt, such an entourage and sufficiently sig-

nificant descriptive plot, as to leave no room for doubt

as to the identity of the personage with the primordial

Aryan figure Sri Krishna, who played so great a part in

world-politics, and who again forsooth was “the In-

carnate Word,” as the Yt. represents.

Astvatareta.

T^E have next in paras no, 117 and 12S, the sec-

tions of Farvardin Yt. XXV. XXVT. and

XXVII. each closing up with the name of Astvat-ereta

(-- Asvavanta-rtd-- the Holy Horseman). And this

name is immediately taken up, it must be observed, by

the XXXIII. section [p : 220. Z. A. II.] and it or he

is declared to be the would-be Saoshyant. This indi-

cation forcibly reminds one of the coming Incarnation

of Vishnu, viz., the Kalki, who will ride a white horse,

asva. In Zamyal Yt. XIX. 92. it is written that

“ Astvatereta (the Saviour of the Restoration) wnll arise

from the waters of Kasava, a friend of Ahura Mazda, a

son of Vispataurvi &c ” [Z. A. II.] Compare here the

name Kasava with the most important name of the

Deity Kesava—the holiest name in the prayers of the

BrAhmanas. Kasava is again stated to be in the utmost

region of the East. (Vendiddd, XIX, 1*5). It may be

inSJstAnasls supposed, not in what is the present
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India. But the Arydvarta of the old days included all

AfghanistAn
; even Chandragupta’s Empire extended

beyond Taxila (Taksha-sila) and Ghazni. The im-

portance all along consists in the preservation of Sk.

names, and names savouring too of Vishnuism. It is

also worthy of note that in the Sassanian sculptures,

Ahura-Mazda himself is represented as riding on a

horse, for example at Naksh-i Rustam near Persepolis,

with the inscription The figure of the God Auhar-

mazd.’^ Also at FiriizabAd and Naksh-i Rajab. [P: 27.

Casartelli's Philosophy of the Mazdayasnian Religions tin-

der the Sassanids], Ahur-mazda is himself represented

under a human figure ; and strangely (perhaps not) re-

minds one of the prophecy contained in Ihe St. John^s

Apocalypse VI. 2, to wit, “And I saw, and beheld a

white horse
;
and he that sat on him had a bow

; and a

crown was given unto him ;
and he went forth con-

quering, and to conquer.’ Curious to relate that when

writing these papers, I had a dream in which three

ladies of three different nationalities appeared, and a

number of precious pearls were poured out before them

for division. There was no quarrel. They were all in

friendly agreement. Might this be a premonitive indi-

cation of the unification of the Three Aryan Faiths,

BrAhmanism, Mazdaism and Christism ? Unification

there already is in spirit, only the spirit of differentiation

due to perversity of view which wars against it has to

disappear. All is well that ends well.^

' In my Discourse T. 1 liave and from Sir William Jones on
?i}jown fropj Fttnni-Kn?ni»yana, the Persic? w.%how IrAn and India
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Fravashi.

then am I enabled to exemplify from Avestan

excerpts the facts s)stematised by Vishnuism as

the Five-fold hypostases of Divinity concatenating it

with all the varied manifestations of its Creation. The
vibhava or the Incarnational or Avataric^ aspect was

the point I had in view, and having thus sufficiently

illustrated it, it remains for me to show that the

Antarydmin or the immanent hypostasis of the Lord is

inferrable, it strikes me, from the idea which seems

involved in the Avestan word Fravasht, Darmesteter’s

introductory to the Farvardin Yt. [Z. A. II., 8.B.E*]

runs* thus :

—

** The Fravashi is the inner power in every being

that maintains it and makes it grow and subsist. Ori-

worc knit togctlier, political!}’,

socially and f«piritnally. Tlic

^'pic Ic^ijcnds abov(' rofcvrcd to

fnrlhor doinonstrafc tliis fact.

Hove iK another from 8ir Wil-
liam Jones, (((noted also on
Pp 4-5 of the Knjrl : tran : of

Dmaiir hy Mnlla Firnz), which
rolatcs to another Avatara of

Vishtin, the Vainana or Trivi-

krama of the Veda and of its

sul)sei(nent thoolowy. Maha-
hali was the rnlcr, he was als<)

an Asura like Hiranya of the
N'Hsiniha Avatara to which I

have already referred. Trivi-

krama came and put down
Mahahali. This is what Sir
Jones writes :

—“ . . . many
princes, of wdiom seven or
ei<?ht are only named in the
Dabistaii. and amoncy them

Mahhul or M<iha Belt, had
raised their empire* to (lie

zmiith of human glory. If we
can rely on this authorit}’,

which hf vie fijiimirs nne,rrcp-

lionahle, the Iranian monarchy
must have been tin* oldest in

the w’orld”. {Asiat: Rea; Vol.

IT ]>
• ^t8-49, 8vo Edn). Coin-

])aro this wit!) my conjecture
about Tran being connected
with Hiranya, when in tliis

Discourse I commenced with
the Avatara of Nrisirnha. The
continuity in the subject-mat-
ter of this Discourse will now
be evident,

> The Very word Arurttan^
or AvatflraAanu or the des-

cended body or figure, is a
favourite term of the Dtukard.
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ginall}^ the Fravashis were the saihe as the Pitris of the

Hindus or the Manes of the Latins, that is to say, the

everlasting and deified souls of the dead but in course

of time they gained a wider domain, and not only men,

but gods and even physical objects, like the sky and

the earth, &c. had each a Fravashi**., Frayashi^ is a

tutelary spirit which watches over man. It must watch

I believe from within as well as from without. I shall

reserve the development of the idea of Fravashi to my
Fourth Discourse.

Mantras.

T WISH now to dwell on an important subject viz.

that of the Mantras, which in the Avesta stands

metamorphosed as Mdthra. According to the Veda,

all mantras emanate from the sacred symbol AUM, and

no Vedic recital can commence or end without the

sacred formula: 'HarihAUM.’ Aum is called the

Pranava and Sri Krishna says in the Bh. G. VII-8 :

Pravsavas sarva-VcdeshtC' i.e., ** Of all the Vedas I am
Prawava’’. And in the Prawava, I am again radically

‘‘ Ahshardmm Akdrozsmi"' [Id. X. 33]. 1 find from a

reference in Rev ; C. H. Vail (32^^s) Ancient Mysteries

and Modern Masonry

^

(P : 200) the following important

passage :

—

All nations of antiquity had their sacred names,

which were “ Words of Power'\*-^ These names were

* It is usefid to compare the ^ It is said that when the
idea of Framtthi with that of Parsis, in their exile from
Yamta^ Yajata is a distri- Persia, gathered at Sanjan,
hutive, whereiis FmvaBhi is a Dastur Uarab placed aandah
col le<;tiv6 idea. 80 it strikes wood on a stone block, and
Die sometimes. raising his eyes to fiearen,
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formed by taking a letter which conveyed a meaning

and adding other letters each having a meaning; the

whole word thus formed constituting a Sacred Name or

Word, which contains some great truth. These names

were Words (Jf Power, for, as the unfolding conscious-

ness realizes one truth after another and becomes that

truth, it rules. In Persia the Sacred Name was HOM,
in India AUM, in Scandinavia lOW, in Greece lAO
etc.’^ Let me add that for Arabia it is ‘Amin’ and for the

Hebrews ‘ Amen.’ In this list you will see the Persian

HOM comes naturally nearest the Indian AUM. It is

usual in Zend to add a guttural aspirate h, before the

vow^l A
,
for example Ormazd becomes Hormazd. [In

Tamil curiously the reverse practice obtains, as for

example, Hirawya-^Irania ; Hrishlkesa, -Irutfikesa].

Hence Aum easily passes into Horn. If Aur-Mazda =

Aur-Mahdev— of K. V. II. i*6
;
then Aura

Maho is easily abbreviated into Aur Mah, thence to Au
Mah, Au Ma, and finally Aum ; or vice vena, Aum can

be expanded or evolved into Axiharmazda. Just in this

manner is the Ndr^yana Mantra, the Ashtaksharl of

the Vaishnavas, (the tst Rahasya) developed from tl e

Prawava, Aum. Briefly, the initial letters of Aura, or Ot

MaZd, combined, become Aum, or Om.
Turning now to the Zend-Avesta, Yus. IX-X* and

recited the rnyfitical t»)ord8 of Are.^ta, Hoama is spoken of

j otcer, and fire descended both as a God—a Yazata—and
the Welkin, and burst from the the plant, or the juice of the
rahdalwood in tongues of glory, plant, which is under his es*

Head also F. K, Dadachanje’s peeial proi^ection, and so is the
Aveata anA> the GiHluis, com* Sovm of the “ Aitareya Brah*
mentary on Yns; xxix-6, 7, 8 . mana” *. [CoL B. S. Olcotfe

^ * In the IXth Yn. of the Ledum, p 1 160],
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XI [S.B.E. Part III], which go by the name of

Horn Yt, I find that the principal subject-matter dealt

with therein is that of the Homa or Soma plant, its

efficacy in bringing on divine afflatus and so forth, and

yet Homa is also God, the highest God. ' In the Veda

also similar descriptions of Soma are found. Soma is

not only the inebriatory creeper found on the tops of

hills, which produces celestial raptures on potation,

but is the Highest Divinity. Mr. Tiele says that Homa
is “the God who in the later documents and in the

Majzdayasnian rites to this day occupies such a promi-

nent position, a position no less important than in the

Veda and in the cult of the Brahmans’* (P : 333. Asha.

Vol. I. 1911, Karachi).

That, as in the Veda AUM stands for the Godhead,

so in the Avesta HOM also stand for the Godhead, is

evident from one passage whjch I read in the Horn Yt,

alluded to above :

—

“ So with this thou art begirt on the summits of

the mountains, for the spreading of the precepts, and

the headings of the Mathra (and to help the Mathra’s

teacher)/’

In this passage the “headings of theMithra”

which is AUM is what is in consonance with the Vedic

truth about AUM being the source of all Mantras, aye

of all sounds or language/’ “To help the Mathra’s

teacher” also chimes in with what we Vaishnavas aver

about AUM helping the Teacher.

Next to AUM comes the Vedic G&yatri Mantra,

redted daily by the Brahmanas. Though 1 believe it
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would be difficult to alight upon the exact Avestic con-

text of the Vedic G^yatri, the meaning of GAyatri js

traceable in several places. Ahura Mazda, the holy

name itself has been conjectured by Zend Scholars to

be the Vedic Asura Medhyo, which would mean the

bestower of Intelligence or or what corresponds

to the words :
** Dhiyo yo nah pracodaynt ** of the Vedic

Gayatri [R* V. III. 62-10], medhas meaning fndna,

knowledge, intelligence, wisdom. But the term Ga-

thrd occurs in the 23rd Kard, of the Mihir Yt., having

the same meaning as Gathas
; and all the four variants,

so to say, viz. Gayatra, Gathra, and Gdh* convey the

same radical sense, viz. s/ga to chant. Gayatri is

radically that which takes the Gayan or the chanter

across the sea of Samsdra, Gayatri- mantra itself con-

taining 24 syllables, which is expanded in the 24,000

stanzas of Sri Ramdyana, is a prayer to Nariyawa

abiding in the Sun. To this may be compared the ist

prayer to the Sun found in the Khorshed NyAyish, I.

(passim) [Z. A. II. thus:—“Hail unto the

Sun, the swift-horsed ! May Ahura Mazda be rejoiced !”

Observe here the horses of the Sun, which are accord-

ing to Indian traditions, seven, representing the seven

colours of the Sun. I will presently refer to the

G&yatri again. The whole of the Mihir Yt. may be

broadly considered as a prayer to the Deity of Glory

* The gradation froin G&ya- letters, v» a proof ofthe antece-
tra of the Veda to the abbrevi- dence of the former to the
ation Gah in the end of the latter. 'I’he antiquity and prio* -

Avesta, siicoessirely loosing rity of Veda is thus evidenced.

26 V



having the physical Sun as Its body. *
Originally

Mithra was the god of the heavenly light/* and colla-

borateur with Ahura-Mazda. (Pastures qiean regions

of space). The Deity of the G4yatri is the Light in the

Sun, viz. Mitra or Nar&yana, as already shown

under the head Ashi Vanguhi. Plato. holds, the same

view, inasmuch as he says in Laws, X :
“ This soul of

the sun which is therefore better than the sun, whether

taking the sun about in a chariot to give light to men,

or acting from without, or in whatever way, ought

in every way to be deemed a God/’*-^

From Aum, GAyatri Mantra is derived, and all the

Vedas are evolved from the Sacred Syllable. Iq the

same way are all Mathras founded upon the sacred

Ahunavar. In the same way again as Vedas are divid-

ed into the Mantra portion, Brahmawa portion and

Arawyaka portion, the Avesta is divided into three

portions: Gatha, DMk and Mathr!. In the same way

as Sa5'awa, the great Commentator on the Vedas, has

examined into the question as to whether Vedas have

a divine origin or a human origin, have Irdnian savants

judged of the Avesta. For example you . may read

Question and Answer No. 9 in Vol. I. Dtnkard, edited

by Peshotun Behramjee Sanjana.

Again as in Vishnuism we have the three Sacred

Mantras, Mazdaism has the three Holy Mathras

;

» P; 119. Mihir Yt, Z. A.
11. S.B.E.

a Bend nho G. K. 8. Moad’8

Mmiene% ^ Ifiihrat and A. S.
wadii*’« of Zoroaster,
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‘ YaihAoM vairyo,' * A shem Vaku (or Asha-vahista)’ and
^ '

* Yefihe hdtam*

Of these Yathd Ahft Vairyo is the most im-

portant. The Dinkard (Vol. I. Question 15 and An-

swer) says thus oh this Mantra :

—

“ Know (you) that, in the Avesta, the original

(text) and the commentary upon it, are, as scriptures,

founded on the Yatha ahu vairyo^ and as without a

man’s head the hair that gives (it) beauty cannot exist,

so without the Yatha ahd vairyo, the commentaries

that give additional beauty to the religion cannot exist

;

therefore, there is nothing objectionable (taken) one

with another.”

The gist of this ‘ mantra’ as commented on in Yn,

XIX, (Gdthas, Z. A. III. S.B.E,) is this (the transla-

tion of it is also found in the Orma^d Yt. [Z. A. IL

S.i?.^.]). The will of the Lord is the law of Holi-

ness.’^ Compare this with the 3rd Rahasya of the

Vaishnavas which is no other than the 66th verse of

the i8th Chapter of the Bhagavad-giti, There you

find 5rl Krishna telling Arjuna to give up all other

Laws, but surrender alone to “ the Will of the Lord as

the Law.” Ahuna Vairyo again tells us that ** Who
serves in this world for Ma^eda, to whom riches (spiritu-

al riches) shall be given.” In the Gltd what is enjoin-

ed is duty to be done as Divine Service, and all salva-

tion follows thereon. Thus may the one Vaishnava

Rahasya be compared with the Avestic ” Yathd aM
vmtyo ” Mantra.
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Then comes the “ Ye^^he hatam’^ mantra, which is

commented on in Yn. XXI [Gathas, Z.A. III. S.B,E] ^

The paraprase is thus given there :

—

“ (To that one) of beings do we offer, whose su-

perior (fidelity) in the sacrifice Ahura Mazda recog-

nizes by reason of the sanctity (within him
; yea, even

to those female saints also do we sacrifice) whose

(superior fidelit}^ is thus likewise known
;

thus) we
sacrifice to (all, to both) the males and females (of the

saints).”

What I wish to draw your attention to in this is

the act of sacrifice or offering made to both the male

as well as the female side of divinity; and as such en-

abling a comparsion being instituted—though some-

what distant—with the 2nd Rahasya of the Vaishnavas,

what is called the Dvaya-Mantra, in which sacrifice

is to be made or service is to be offered not only to

NArdyana, who represents the Male-hood of Divinity

but to jSrI as well, representing the Female-hood of

Divinity. In other words the Motherhood as well as

Fatherhood of Divinity is conceived as extending all

the steps down the hierarchy of spiritual beings, com-

mencing with God.

There remins now the ** Ashem vohu ” mantra. I

prefer Mr. Jivanji Modi’s translation of it as given

* See also Yti. IV. 26 j VIl. or to the 'wliiin of the trans-

27; XXI. 1 ;
XXVlI, U ; II (I), lator, has to be discovered. I

22} ip0S9im}\ Ormaad Yt, 22, often felt the want of a pellii-

Scholars most note that hi cid translation throughout,
every one of these passages, Some capalde Farsi scholar

the translation varies. Wbe- should undertake the work,

iber it is due to the original such as F* K.' Dadachanji.
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on page 724, Theosophist for August 1912, [article

‘‘ Zorostrian rites and ceremonies''] thus :

—

“ Piety or Righteousness is the best good and

happiness. Happiness to him who is pious for the best

piety.”

If only God be put in the place of Piety,—it can

be so put, for God is Asha, or Rita or Satya^ itself, both

according to the Avesta and the Veda,—Ashem Vohfi

may be compared with the ist Holy Mantra of the

Vaishnavas, the Ash/4kshari, which tells us that the

soul is for God or Piety, and the soul which is for the

best Piety is granted happiness, which is no other than

service to N^rayana. God himself is soul’s ‘ best good

and happiness.’

Thus then are comparisons possible to be made,

in the department of mantras, the Horn with Aum, the

Mihir Khurshed Yts. with Gayatri and its entourage,

the three Rahasyas with the three Holy Mantras of

the Avesta. These land-marks are enough to encour-

age other volunteers ready to venture into the fields of

Avestan researches. Now, ‘Mantra is Myself,’ [See p:86J,

Now the term Spenta almost always accompanies

Mathra. As I have already advanced, the best Sk.

representative of is Punya,^ ‘ Mathra Spenta’

would thus mean the Holy Formula, Vaishnavas have

similarly christened the Holy Mantra, by such expres-

sions as Sri- Mantra, Mantra- Ratna, or the bliss-or

Gem-formula. The idea underlying is identical.
•

^ Cp, God depicted by tlio iTaiitii'lya It. 1. 1],

Vsd^ita JWT “ Sec Fj) i lW-7.



The etymology of Mantra is Mutri=^gupta-pari-

bhdshane^ to secret- utter, *or Manidram trdyate, i.e,,

Mantd is he who meditates, and irai means to •protect.

Hence Mantra is that which is imparted in secreti and

that which protects the meditator.- The first root

characterises the Teacher ; the Second the Disciple.

Mantra is a short formula pregnant with meaning,

utttered by holy men, and handed down to posterity

with sacrosanct association. It has a literal efficacy

also, apart from the condensed sense which it conveys

for the learner. Its exercilation is of two kinds, audi-

ble and inaudible. The inaudible profits the individual,

the audible the individual and the auditory as well, if

the minds of the latter are in tune with the officiating

priest intoning the Holy Words. In all cases the

efficacy of any mantra is conditioned first by the purity

of the individual
; and secondly by the warmth of

devotion which his heart can infuse into the thought.

Otherwise, the mantra is better left unmeddled with.

The basic principle that the mantra is that which pro-

tects the reciter or reflecter, is illustrated by a verse in

XI. Srosh Yt. Hidhdkht, 3, thus

The faithful one who pronounces most words of

blessing is the most victorious in victory ; the * Matbra

Spenta * takes best the unseen Druj away.*^

The weapon of Zarathustra is the ** Word ” i.e.,

the ^ Matbra Spenta,’ which emanates from Ahura,

and which is the soul of Abura [Vifididdd^ Farg, XIX.

1*4, P. LXXVIII. Z. A. I. noU S.BM.] In the Vedas,

the Devas conquer the Demons by uttering the Holy
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Word Aum,—-the Udgttha. These ideas must be

combined with what I have already indited about the

mystery of the AvatAras, which was compared also

with St. John’s Orient-smelling Gospel :
** The Word

was with God*, and the Word was God ** (I, i) ;
** And

the Word was made flesh ” (I. 14^

The mantra not only helps victory, but protects

the intoner by healing him of ills. Thus goes out the

prayer in Vendidad (Farg. XXII. 2), for example :

—

“ So mayst thou heal me, O Mathra Spenta.”

Next Vishnuism conceives the Mantra as the body of

God, and hence having the body in one’s custody, the

soul of the body is thereb}' held captive. The Holy

Images of God are also conceived as Mantra-Atmaka,

i.e., made up of or constructed by or called into exis-

tence by, or filled up and quickened by, Mantt:as.

L. H. Mills shows in a note (Z. A. III. p: 196) that

divinities are said to be tanu-maihra, i.e., having the

Mathra as their body; i.e.; incarnate in the Mathra.

It is a trite common-place with the Vishnuites that

God is captive in the Mantra which again is captive in

the hands of the BrAhmAna :

—

MantrA-dhinam tu Daivatam

Tan-mantram BrAhma/iAdbinam

In the Esoteric Treatise, Rahasya-traya, the 8xU
Mantra or Bliss-Mantra is treated of as the first by

one of the Vaishnava AcAryas, LokAcArya, in which

God is stated to be confined in the Mantra, in other

words that God is the Soul of the Mantra. In similar

strain reads the ist verse in the Srdsb Yt : “ the incar*
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n^lte word of reason, whose body is the Mathra &c.^*

Mathra Spenta is also the Soul of Ahura Mazda him-

self [Farv : Yt. XXIL 80-81].

The mantra is the eternal word which in flesh is the

Logos. The word is the “ breath ” df God as the

Vedas metaphorically put it :—mahato bliMasya nisvasU

tamyetad yad Rig-Vedah. If now you refer to the Gatha

Vohukshathram, Yn, II. 3,
“ Mathras are declared to

be the results of direct inspiration from Ahura” [P: 179,

Z. A. III. S.S.S].

In Yn. IX. 26, Haoma is invoked to help the

Mathra’s teacher. Unless the teacher is thus helped

by a higher power, its efficacy is jeopardised. The

teacher in other words must be holy and devout, and

Vishnuism adds that the disciple must be equally pure

and receptive, and love his teacher as he loves the

Mantra and the Spirit in the Mantra. So reads Yn.

XXV :
—** We worship the Mathra which is

heart-devoted (imparting heart’s devotion to

the saint.”

In Yn, XIX. 16, what is called the Catechetical

Zand, to the question :
“ What is the word well

spoken ?” the answer is given that :—It is the ‘ Mathra

Spenta,* the bounteous word of reason.” This shows

that the Mantra is one which should be well spoken,

and it should be correctly spoken {Visparad, XIII).

Br&hmanism fences round the Mantra with many other

technical conditions.

Next Mantras are revelations to the Rishis, and the

Rishis are therefore spoken of as Mantra-drashtds, or
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“Seers of Mantra/’ fn the Iranian Scriptures, simi*

larly, this idea is evident and as an illustration, Yn,

XX. 3 reads thus :

—

Yyai asltdi vahistai : by these words the worshipper

ascribes the ‘entire Mathra (to Asha Vahis^a) and as-

cribes all to the.Mathra.^’ Vahis/a is evidently the same

or similar to the Indian Vasish^a the son of Brahmi,

The famous Gayatri of the Br^hmawa is ascribed to

Rishi Vi^vimitra. Vasish^a it may be noted, is a

Brdhmawa and Visvdmltra a Kshatriya, and yet the

Brihmana goes to the Kshatriya section, the Iranian,

and the Kshatriya goes to the Br^hmana section, the

Indian—a fair division of common ancestral assets.

* The Gdyatri- Mantra of the Brahmawas is an invo-

cation to the spirit dwelling in the Sun to enlighten

the understanding. This sentiment is voiced forth in

Yn, XXII. 35, where it is written :

—

‘*(The holding in mind and devotion to the Mdthra

Spenta) for the propitiation of the understanding which

is innate and Mazda-made.”^

I have elsewhere said that this Spirit (Mihir) in-

dwelling the physical sun is Ndrtiya;ra (or Sdrya-Ndrd-

yana), or the Purusha dwelling in the Sun, according

to the Antar-dditya-vidya of the Upanishads. This is

the same Purusha or Spirit of the famous Purusha-

sfikta figuring in all the Four Vedas [for Rigveda,

see X. 90] ,
with 1000 heads, 1000 eyes, 1000 feet etc.-

1 About the “ Ahuna Vair- role am^*ng the Parsiiir as the
ya” Mantra, D. Maokichan Gayatri amongst the Hindus,
adds a note that this formula [P: 31. AvesH, pahlavi and
(Yr. 27, 13) plays the same Attcienf Petnian

27
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Compare this with Mihir Yt. If. 7, which is repeated in

Khorshed^ Nyayish 6 and Kh. Yt. 5 :
—“ We sacrifice

unto Mithra * . • . wnth a thousand ears, • • . , with

ten thousand eyes .... sleepless and ever awake/'

Note that Darmesteter has correctly observed that

Jaghhurvaunghem is strangely translate d as “ who has

most strong arms^* [Z. A. Part II. S.B.E. p: i2il. His

translation is “ ever awake.*’ The Samskrit Jugrvjmsuth

meaning ‘ever awake’ accords with it. Yesliu supicsliu

jigarti [Katha Up*^. V. 8] means he who is ever awjike

when all are asleep, and illustrates the Avestan accoimt.

[Also see Srt Ramayam, YuddhaJ^. 107 Sarga, the

Adityohrdaya Hymn],

Now then, a mantra or formula or prayer which

carries with it magical efficacy, has its springs in Asha

or Piety, i.e.^ Dharma, which is God in His abstract

moral character. It is this mantra that keeps open the

path to haun^atat and amereiat. The mantra takes the

soul to the Chinvat Bridge and beyond to Vaiktinfha,

according to Yn. XLIY. 17 and adopting Tiel’s trans-

lation of Yn. LX. 7,—which he says reminds one of the

Vedic bard,—it runs thus:

—

“Now will I yoke the swiftest steeds of your

glorification that are strong by the good Mind to gain

the bridge of Heaven, O Mazda and Asha 1 Be thou be

carried by them (t.e., Mantras ?) and come to my help.’*

These are exactly the virtues attributed by the

Vaisbnavas to the JHoly Mantras,

t The nearewt approach to Savitr. (?)

Khorshed in tho 8k. 8iVrya or
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Qom«ss.

Finally the FshAsho MAthra (Yn. LVII.)> I Conjee*

ture, is the PUshan or Sun-matra. I believe therefore

I am right in equating Fshiisho with Pi^shan. What
arrests me howevjsr in this mantra is the remark made
by Mills [P: 306, Z.A, III,] that the increaser of cattle

is identical with the thrifty tiller, and is the typical

saint.” Taking this together with Kine mentioned in

innumerable places in the Iranian Scriptures and the

practice of Gomez (Nirang)' common to Iranians and

Indians, and my remark that if Zoroastrianism is re-

markable for one thing, it is for the life of agriculture,

and therefore its duty the conservation of Kine, and the

life of vegetarianism which you are bound to lead, if you

have any regard for your great Zoroaster, your Holy

Ach^rya, becomes a most incumbent duty on you all,

for thereby you are to become the **
typical saint ” of

the Fshusho mathra. The great Yaishnava Rftminuja

lays great stress on this qualification ; and in his great

VedAntic exposition, the Srl-Bhdshya, lays that down
as the first inevitable condition for spiritual progress,

in pursuance of the injunctions contained in the Upa*

nishads

AMra-suddhau salva-suddhi^

Satva*ruddhau dhruvd. smritiA

Smriti-lambhe sarva-granthlnAm vl«pra-mokshaA

i.e,, Food being pure, mind becomes pure ; Mind be*,

ing pure, wisdom sustains ; Wisdom gained, all knots

are snapped asander»”

i See not# 0. Klae to Disooutie I and eeqoe]*

#
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The Gomez or Nirang^ which has been casually

mentioned above must form a fitting conclusion to

this Discourse. Gomez or Gavya is invariably adminis-

tered on all sacred occasions, especially during expia-

tory rituals ; and particularly on pccasions of the

Vaishnavic administration of the Five Samsk4ras in

presence of the Holy Fire. The earth is represented

as the cow, who lifts her wail of suffering at the hands

of cruelty, to Krishna, and He promises to come down

and save her. When He comes, He incarnates

amongst the cowherds to the exclusion of all higher

castes from Brahmawa downwards, and takes special

charge of the herds ; hence Krishna is significantly

Gopila or Govinda. So in the Iranian Scriptures

Geush-Urvan is the Yazata or the Soul of the Bull, and

she complains similarly in Yt. XXIX, “before the

Deity, of all the oppressibns and dangers which are

inflicted upon her by enemies, evidently by the plunder-

ing nomads. Ahura predicts to her the future mission

of Zarathustra, who will indeed not merely be the

founder of a new religion, but who will also confer

upon men at the same time the blessings of civilization,

* See Haug’8 Euays on the

Panie p : 285, 3rd Edtn, Triib-

iiert-~**The great purifica-

tory ceremony, by means of

cow’s nrine (called Gomiz), as

practised by the Parsis to this

day, may be compared with a
similar observance of the Brah-
mans. The latter use, in order
fo remove all inward Impurity
troro the body, the so-called

or five *p*’*^*

ducts of the most sacred ani-

mal, the cow, one of which is

her urine. This custom comes
from the roost ancient times,
when this liquid was regarded
as a very effective remedy
against any disorder of the
bodily organs. Such remedies
as cow-dung and cow’s nrine
have been used even on the
continent of Europe by peasant
physicians down to our times.”
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imposing upon them as a duty a settled life, the culti-

vation of the field, and the careful rearing of cattle.^'

[Geiger-SanjAnA, LIX. Vol. L], I hold a brief for

Krishna and Zarathustra in this matter and I most

seriously and- earnestly put to my Iranian brothers, if

they would not listen to the behests of Zarathustra, in

leading a life of strict vegetarianism Will you still

kill, to be killed again a hundred fold in your turn, by

the killed ! Like the Holy Dyad, is the unholy Dyad

flesh and liquor, going together ! With the surceasal

of the one is the departure of the other. As against

the vice of drunkenness you have only to daily recite

the recipe : [Vendiddd XIX. 41.] Sraosho asho kundem

bangetUy if this new Ahriman, or the old Ahriman in a

new bottle has come to us from the West ! With no

slaughter-houses and no liquor-shops, peace cometh to

dwell with us and leads to spirituality. That forsooth

is Kingdom of God on Earth !

Summing up.

jpiNALLY from whatever standpoint be these re-

flections of mine viewed, whether from a critic’s,

philologist’s or academician’s, the object aimed at is

the discovery of the general stock of ideas, humanity

in common possesses, which are hidden under

words. If the words have been the means for deci-

phering the ideas clothed by them, my task has not been

1 Here read Yn. xxxiii. 12, Law of Mazda [Litjhi (\f ike'

and 14, with F. K. Gathoa}, Eemember particii-

Dadacbanj is* joining me there- larlj K. Jassawa la’s deter*
in in his appeals against kill- mined efforts for this cause in

Ing which is an outrage ou the England*



vain ; should 1 be detected by scholars for sniffling

wrong ideas from wrong words, yet there is this solace

for us all,—what Darmesteter says: [Z, A. I. Intro:

p : LXXIX.] viz., the life of words is not the same as

the life of the things they express ; thp nature of things

does not change with the meaning of the syllables

which were attached to them for a while ; and the

history of the world is not a chapter of grammar.*’

The turning of Gathic words into Samskrit fs a univer-

sal custom, nay a necessary one, as I have already

shewn from Prof. L. Mills : and if 1 have followed it

and suggested some happier renderings, I should think

brains have not been pricked in vain. And what is of

the utmost importance is that if by my reverist effu-

sons, I have even by a fraction brought men’s hearts

closer, no greater service to God has been done. Has
not thereby my own humble and insignificant life

at least become sanctified ? This Discourse has mainly

dwelt on Divine manifestations. In whatever particular

hypostatic aspect, God be viewed, it matters not, cries

a saint, but to the believer God is present everywhere,

whereas to the unbeliever He is nowhere

Paro vd, VyAho vk Vibhava uta vA ’ ArcAvatarano

BhavAn vA ' ntaryAml vara-Varada^ I yo yo
bhavasi vai,

Sa satvam san abAn vara*^gu/ia*gaifAn bibbrad

akhilAn,

Bbajadbhyo bhAsy evam satatam, Itarebbyas tv

itarathAF [KAranAtha’s Vafadar^0*sfamf V« •

t (2end) Vtr^da*
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If transcendency of God can be indicated by the

term Dualism, Avesta is strong on that point, and if

mere immanency of God can be indicated by the term

Monism, on which Advaitism is strong, Vishnuism by
its scheme of Jiyppstasis, fuses both these ideas into

the complete conception of Godhood. If a distinguish-

ing name fbr this coupled idea be demanded, it is duo-

monism, or mono-dualism. If the ideas were again of

monotheism on which Semitic religions are strong, and

of pantheism, on which Aryan religions are strong, the

fusion of both these ideas would be represented by

the terms mono-pantheism or pan-monotheism. Each

one of these names is however cumbrous. But Vishnu-

ism has a convenient and all-expressive name for it, vtz.,

NariVvaMisni.*

The detection of standard ideas, or the numina

lurking behind the rm riad veils which nomina vesture

them in,—out offragmentary matter huddled up together

with no aim at method,—is rather a tedious process,

demanding not only plodding patience, but a certain

modicum of acumen acquired after persevering industry

in archaic studies. Both of these ingredients have been

brought to bear in discovering correspondences in

fundamental doctrines between Mazdaism and Vishnu-

ism» Whether the results elicited from this study

possess any utilitarian value, no writer can safely

presage. But it depends so much upon the varied

.

humours of men to receive or reject. At least some

academical value, the investigation s^ms to possess.

> See note on Nftrayana at end of Discourse.
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Note A (See Pp. i8'2-i83-i87-2i5)

Karayana*

QEE the word in Satapatha-Br&hma«a and the word’s

^ exegesis by Manu and others.

Narayamsm is a very handy term*to express the con-

ception of God as both transcendent and immanent. Its

etymology furnishes the double sense of: “ He in whom we
live and move and have our being,” and ** He who lives

and moves and has His being in us.” In the former the

conception of God as required by the ethical criterion of a

highest moral Being is expressed. All deistic or mono-

thestic systems pause at this conception ; and God is thus

removed to a remote corner of the Cosmos, as extra-cosmi-

cally holding his sway, and not in immediate touch there-

fore with every part of His creation. The Nar^iyamc con-

ception provides the complementary criterion longed for

by the aesthetical sense in the soul. The complementary

idea is, as said above : “ He who lives and moves and has

His being in us.” This makes God as near to us as He
was before remote. The attribute of God as Ananda or Love

is here made evident, whereas the attribute Chit alone or

Wisdom

f

is evident in the former notion. The former is

only the ethical God who inspires fear and reverence,

whereas the latter is the aesthetical God, who as ]^ham-
mad would say, is nearer to us than the jugular in-

spiring love and adoration, and inviting the soul to approach

by winning looks, than of frightening it to recede by looks

forbidding. In the latter attitude the soul is judged, in

the former it is forgiven. Were only this Ukrkyanic view

universally apprehended, much of the metaphiscal turmoil,

and sentimental bitterness will vanish, and stablish spiritual
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peace among mankind. If the human intellect is suffici-

ently served by a God, mighty, lofty, haughty, frowning,

* secluded* and awe-inspiring, the human heart can be satis-

fied with no less a God than He who is lowly, mild, meek

and melting, smiling and ‘ included ’ (so to say). If the

ethical conception of God ever imagines Him as ascendant,

the aesthetic conception of Him always fancies Him as

descendant. The great doctrine of Avat^ras is the em-

bodiment of the descending characteristic of God. The

great hope of Christianity centres round this fact of

Incarnation ;
but Christianity must needs feel for something

larger and universal in that its Incarnation is confined

to a Son of God, not God Himself. This larger and

universal idea is afforded by the Indian Incarnations,

its R§.mas and Krishnas, towards which realisation the

modern day sciences, and theology the horizon of which

has broadened, are fast veering round, by their speculations

on the immanent character of the Diety. The Christian

Missionary has either to descry or decry the plenary cha-

racter of Divine Incarnation as proclaimed by Brahmanism.

If he should descry, then both religions are one, save ex-

ternalisms and formalisms. But as long as he persists in

decrying, in that decrying of the theophanous character of

complete godhood as presented by Brahmanism, he is

runnjM the danger of decrying his own theory involved in

the iron-Christ*s, therefore partial. Incarnation also, as

compared with Father- Krishna’s, which is of the full

Deity.^ Till the attitude “decry,” alters to “descry,”

^ If Christians would read at onco commingled ; but as

N^rajana in such passages of long as they deliberately shut
their own Scriptures as John their eyes to this fact of Uni-
xiv. 20:—“Ye in me and I in vergal Religion, they cannot
you”, Christ and Krishna are realise Universal Religion,may
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there is small hope of Christ getting a reception in the

Indian heart, nor a niche in the Indian Temple. So far,

conversions to Christ in India is not of the heart, but for

mere secular convenience.

If the unity of Godhood postulatecf by monotheism be

expanded into the universality of Godhood predicated by

pantheism, the complete idea enshrined in N^rAyamsm will

be found to satisfy both the ambitions of mind and the

longings of heart. Hence I repeat pnce more that the

ethical system of Mazdd>ism finds its complementary com-

radeship in the gesthetic system of Vish/mism. The one

fulfils the other.

A practical or moral corollary from the comprehensive

idea of Godhood imported by the Holy term NftrAya«a is

the moral and aesthetic relationship that necessarily connects

the Creator with His creation. The Vaishwavas classify

the relationship of the Creator with the creature under nine

heads, and a treatise called Nine Relations, has been written

by Pi//ai Lok^icftrya, [Vide Aftha Pafkaka, J R A S for

July 1910, and the Indian Antiquary for November igio],

A parallel to this conception is to be had in an inspiring

passage occuring in the Mihir Yt, XXIX. 116-117, to the

effect that ;
‘ *,Mitra is twenty-fold between two friends or

two relations’ « thirty-fold between two men of th^ same

they ever so much cherish in 2 ; Luke III. 36, all which in-

their inmost hearts to esta- dicate the N4r&yanic view of
blish that millenhiura. Let God, vis., the identity bet-
them compare such Christian ween the macrocosmic and
passages (John citu with Kri- the microcosmic aspects of
shnaio passages, Bh ix. 29 : divinity, or God in nature^ identical with God in man, orHW ^^ Let them

divine synthesis of Subject
also read Kftr&yana in Gen : L and Object,
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group*, ‘ forty-fold between two partners*, ‘ fifty-fold bet-

ween wife and husband’, ‘ sixty-fold between two pupils*,

* seventy-fold between the pupil and his master’, ‘ eighty-

fold between the sonjb-law and his father-in-law/, * ninety-

fold between .twc3
(^*6lbthers’, * a hundred-fold between the

father and the son’, *a thousand-fold between two nations’.”

This may be’ compared with the grandiloquent Upa-

nishadic sentences qf^: ftqt qq|%,

etc., [Brihadatanya, Up"^. II. 4. 5; IV. 5. 6.] summed up by

a Samskyt verse

:

qf^qrq %?Tq: 11

• The idea imparted by the Holy Word Nd»r^ya/2a may
come home to poetically inclined people by the following

numbers of an English poet :

—

Earth *s crammed with heaven.

And every common bush afire with God ;

But only they who see take off their shoes.**

1 have written an elaborate paper, named ; Ndrdyana

and Universal Religion (in Mss. still) in which N^rd.ya»ism

(i.e. Vishnuism) has been traced from Vedic ages, up to all

its modern developments, reviewing, in the course of my
treatment, the various systems, which have been known in

India^ viz. Buddhism, Jainism, Saivism, Saktaism, Christ-

ism, Mohammedanism, the various Samdijas, such as the

Brahmo, the Arya, the PrArthana &c, the Rftmakrishna

Movement, and the Theosophical Society.



DISCOURSE IV

Vohumano [Brahman]*.

I
N my first Discourse, I referred to the term A-

Karawa^ i.e. the Causeless, as the Primordial

Spiritual Unit. A-Karana, the (.'auseless, would

be Svayambhu or Self- Existent or Aja^ Unborn, in the

VedAntic phraseology. A-Kara»a is that which has no

cause for itself, but is the cause of all. Vohu-mano is

mentioned as the son^ of Akara;m, figuratively. Vohu-

mano or Vohumana/t (Bahman, c/. Bahman Yt.) •*, I

very much suspect is Brahman, though this idea, so

far as my studies have gone, seems not to have immedi-

ately struck Oriental Scholars. In the Indian System

of theology, there is Brahman, neuter, and Brhamd,

masculine. Brahman neuter, answers to Akarawa, and

the Zand name Para-dhAta (Datar) is applicable to it.

Vohu-mano, is also Brahm^, masculine, as far as

the name goes. But Brahm& is the lotus-born son of

Brahman, and as Brahrpan is Para-dh&ta, Brahmd be-

comes dhdta, (Datar) another Sk. synonym of BrahmA.

Brahman, Para-dhita, Akarawa are thus names for the

Causeless, because Increate or Self- Existent, but the

Cause of all. In the aspect of the Causeless becoming

* Sec this word treated iu child, like Ashi (Piety) his

Dlfloourso No. 1. daughter, and wife as well, as
^ See Q&thas, Y n. xxxi, 8, shown elsewhei’e.

ivhcrc Yohurauno is Ahura's ^ Vide, P. T., I., 8,B.E,



the cause of all, Brahma is the demiurge, or the Primiim

Mobile of all active creation, or kinetic manifestation

of the potential Brahman, also called Para-brahman,

which is in tune with the Zand Para-dhata (Para-Datar).

Vohu-mano is a oame which may be applied to both

Akara/^a and the Demiurge as ^hewn, by virtue of the

word. Brahm has the s/brihy for both Brahman and

BrahmSi, meaning : to increase. It means finally, the

Infinite. In the traditions pertaining to Zarathustra,

it is recorded that when he went to the Court of King

Vishtasp, Behman, Arddbahist ~ Asha-Vahist = Rio.-

Vasish^a and Mehr came from high, filling the palace

with supernal radiance, and convincing Viss^asp of the

holy mission of Zartusht. If Behman be Brahmd^

Bahist be Vasish^a, who is Brahmd’s son, and Mihir be

the Sun, the son of Kasyapa, all the three are celestial

personages, and hence my parallelising Vohumano with

Brahma the Demiurge seems very near truth. Behmen
according to F. K. Dadachanji is ^ Archangel of Wis-

dom’ (i.e. the ist recipient of the Vedas from N&rdya^a),
* Plan- Maker’ (i.e. Demiurge or the Lord of the Mun-

dane Egg, whose planning, or Vyashfi-Srishti is placed

in his hands), and ‘Thinker, (i.e. the first Mind of

Ndrdyawa, and the first Guru of all). [See Commty. to

Yn. XXXII. i6 Light of the Gdthas &c]. Also

read Yn. XXXIII-g about the souls of Ahura-Mazda

and Behmen being in unison ; and compare this with

the Symbol of Nardya;^a, from whose lotus-navel

Brahma springs. Also read Yn/XXXIV-3, where

through Behmen, all lives are protected. No doubt
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Vobumanah means etymologically *Good Mind*, i,e. the

Good Mind of Ahura
; so that Brahma the Lotus-born

of Brahman, is certainly the good (sdtvic) son,^ or mind

incarnate as the demiurge. Bahman is the first Amesha

Spand^ who instructs Zarathust"^ in Heaven. BrahmA
the four-faced, with the Vedas in his hands, is certain-

ly the first teacher of Divine Wisdom.

It is also interesting in this connection to note

another parallelism obtaining between Ma^daism and

Vishnuism. According to the traditions of the latter^

BrahmA is the S(Uvic or Good Son (Vohumano) of

NarAyawa (i.e. Brahman), and Rudra whose synonyme

or cognomen is MahAdeva, is the son of BrahmA.

Meher (Davar) in IrAnian Scriptures is interpretable as

both Mibir and Maha. Taking it in the latter sense

and coupling with Davar, it is construeable as MahA-

deva, or Rudra of the Indian Pantheon. The account

given in the ArdA-VirAf-Nameh may now become in-

telligent. For ArdA-VirAf first meets the Archangel

Srosh Yazad in Heaven. Then comes Meher Yazad.

And after Meher, Vohumano the next higher Archangel

rose from a throne made of gold, and took hold of

ArdA-VirAPs hand, etc. [P: no. R.H. Mistri’s Zoroas-

ter and Zoroastrianisni]. Going back to Vohumano,
Dlnkard I. 40. 2, 3, 4, confirms my conjecture that he

^ Fatarem vanlieus •wMiwin- Feb. 1913, p: 23, Ameehaspand
gh6t i.e., (Ahura Mazda) the is equated with Vedic Amhas*
father of Vohu Mano. The patja I

Christian can hero find the ^ Zaratust is supposed to be
prototype of Christ bbing the the Indian FarasurAma [P 1

»on of God, 25, J. YarkeFs The Arcane
Xn the Indian AnHguary, Sckooh'),



is the son of Ahara-Majzda. And for English transla-

tion of these passages I would refer you to pages 43-45

of Casartelii’s ^Philosophy of the Masdayasnian Religion

under the Sassanids, [by F. J. D. Jamasp Asa]. One
excerpt only will here be given ;

—“ In the creation of

Vohuman by the Creator was the first creation * * *

and the creation of Vohuman by the Creator (is called)

filiation”, and (the relationship of) the Creator to

Vohuman (is called) “paternity”. In Vish?mism,

Naraya«a gave the Vedas, i.e. knowledge to his first-

born Brahma. And the Dmkard says :
—“ Knowledge

came to Vohuman in the proportion 4 n which the

Creator made it known to him.” (P : 44-Z06' cit). How
hierarchically Ahura and his archangels, of whom
Vohumano is the right hand one, Aramaiti occupying

the left hand, are related, is evident from the diagram

exhibited below :

—

Ahura-Mazda

Vohuman Spenta Armaiti

Asha-Vahishta Haurvatat

j

Sraosha
j

Kshathra Vairya Amaretat

A latter Persian Book of the Ancient Prophets, the

Desatir says in commentary on verse 70 of the Book

of Prophet J3^afram, thus :— command of

God, the chief of Angels, Behmen, sprung into exis-

tence ; and with that pen (Behmen), by the hand of
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His omnipotence, He wrote the world. And there are

two Books of Yezd&n. The name of the first is Do-Gita*^

and so forth (P: 35 Mulla Firuz’s Engl. Trans.) Also

the Book of Y&ssln (Id. P: 47) verse 41, runs thus;

—

** He created unnumbered angels ; of 'these the first is

Bahman : for all Intelligences and created things are

under his hand.” This may be compared with the

four-faced Brahmi, the navel-Lotus-born of N4rdya7^a,

who is the Maha-bhftta, or Great Spirit, who breathed

the R V, and the four-faces of Brahma gave forth the

four Vedas, /?ig, Yajus, Sdma and Atharva, with the

last of which our Zoroastrians are so intimately con-

nected.^ Says the Upanishat (Svetdsvatara, VI. 18),

Yo Brahm^wam vidadhati pCirvam
*

Yo vai Vedams ca prahiwoti tasmai

About the relation of Vohuman, Wisdom and Religion

and Law, see my remarks on Ddena in Discourse II.

1 The A tars or the Fire-

Worshippers, is the distin-

guish inf? characteristic of the

Irfinians or Mazdaists. Trayi
or the Three Vedas, Rig, Yajus
and Saraa ai'e these. The
Athrava coines as the fourth

as a child of the Three. Hence
it is presumable that the
Atbarvanas or the Iranians are

a later emergence from the
Atbarvans. The Atharva Veda
mostly contains Mantras, or

magical spells and incanta-

tions. Broadly speaking the
Zend-Avesta "harps*- on the

theme of Mathras mostly. On
page 141 Karachi for

March 1911] it is thus written:

** Meanwhile'the dogma of the
divinity of the sacred scrip-

tures lent its great authority
to Atlirarans. They alone
knew them. They and none
but they were the masters of

the creative, demon-annihilat-
ing word ; they only were the
interpreters of the divine re-

velation whose glory was their,

own” [See Vendidddt Farg.
Virr. 19. Z A. I. 8.R.E. Ahdn
Yt. XX i. 86]. In FarvardtnYi,
XXX. 147, “the Athravans of the
country ” are referred to. May
not this mean the Indian itine-

rantAtbarvans P [Also see
Yt, about Athravans, sent
afar]. The greatness of th«
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Accordrng to ShAyast la-ShAyast (XV. 5.’ gV- it)^

it may be added, that the cock is* 4hi2' favourite 'bird o#

Vohumano, and according to Vishnnismi-the bird f)&a^

cock is the vehicle of Brahma, arrd the peU-cock I be-

lieve belongs to the cock species.^ - - -

Wisdom.
HAT then is Wisdom given by Ahura through

Behmen ? It must range from God to man..

There is a danger in the so-called monotheism being at-

tributed to Mazdaism, inasmuch as that may mean the

abstraction of God from His creation, and thus has the

tendency to lead to conception of an entity absolutely

verging on non-entity. If this process would mean the

Athravans is evidt^nt from
Z(wiy(ul Yt, viii. M. 'Pheso
prove the fri(*ndsliip hot\V(‘oii

the Iiuliaii utkI the Iranian
Aryans, not as it is b(*ing tried

to fn}ikof)nt()tljorvvisehy means
of the iU-jad<^e(J tc'rrn Daeva
[8ee note B. to Discourse 1.]

Atharv-an^irasa are jointly

tlie authors of tho Atharva Ve-
da. Han*? in his Kusai/s on iho

ParsiH [P; 294 :h*d Kdt'n, Triib-

ner] refers tlins to tlicso facts:

“Ho (Zarathustra) exliorts bis

party to respect and revere the
ATigni (Yas. xlviii. 1"«), i c , the
Angiras of the Vedic Hymns,
who formed one of the most
ancient and cedebratod priestly

families of the ancient Aryans,
and who seem to have Ijeen

more closely connected with
the ante-Zoroastrian (i.o. In-
dian A. G) form of the Pars!
religion than any other of the
later Brahmanica.1 families.

These Angiras are often men-
tioned together with the
Atliarvans or Hre-priests{whieh
word, in the form Athrnva \h

tho genci'al name giv^eii to tho
priest-caste in the

, Zend-
A ve 'ta), and hofli arc? regardtal
in the Vedic liteni^vire ,as tho
authors of the Atharva-Veda
whicli is called the Veda of the^

A tharviingiras, or tho Athar-
va/ia. or Angirasa-Vfaia, ie,
the Veda of tho Atharva ns or
Angiras.” Cp : the passage;

ill 7\dffitit/-nijan{sJuity Anaiida-
valli, HI. 8ee also foot note
oil NabhJinodishta in note* B
im Fravashi at end of this Dis-.

course.

^ See t*lie interesting article

on “ the cock as a sacred bird’'

in the book : Anthropological

Papers, by J. .J. Mody.

29
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elimination of God out of all relation to His Kosmos,

such an entity becomes unthinkable, and bow man can

endeavour at all to put himself in relation to an entity

out of all correlation with him, is also a problem which

becomes difficult of solution. Hence* the' more philo*

sopbical attitude would be the blending of the mono-

theistic idea, if it means not abstraction, but the trans-

cendency or essency (so to say) of God, with the so-

called pantheistic idea, which posits the immanency of

God. It is only when both the two ideas are coupled

together into a mono-pantheistic or N&r4yanic^ system,

the problem of life is by a most momentous and vital

step, tackled. Its complete solution is not yet. All

the solutions heretofore suggested are still gyrating in

the vortex of empiricism, and I often feel inclined to

chime in with Dr. E. W. West^ who once wrote to

Dastur Peshotanji :

—

What life is we do not know, but even in its

common acceptation it seems to be some spiritual pro-

perty that becomes manifest in the body; whether it

begins and ends with the body we do not yet know, as

hitherto we have found no means of maintaining the

sensible existence of the one without the other, but we
can conceive that such is possible. These, however,

are matters of speculation in which I do not often in-

dulge ; but I am fully persuaded that if mankind ever

discover anything certain about the spiritual world, by

means of their own researches, they will have to change

1 Bead note on NiHyana in > The Editor of the 5 Yo-
Pigconree TII. Innaes (5.B.E.) of the Pfihlari

Texts.
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all their past notions regarding psychology and pbito*

sophy” [P : 126, Civz : East : It. Geiger, by Sanjinjtt

Vol. I] . We shall in this paper study some ancient

speculations enshrined in Mazdaism and Vishnuism—

the Wisdom transmitted so to say through Behmen.

Analysis of man,

TT is usual to define man as made up of body and

soul. This is a partial analysis however. For in the

light of remarks above made, as to the mono-pantheist-

ic, in other words Ndr&yanic, nature of the Deity, the

complete analysis of man ought to be into not merely

soul and body, but God, soul and body. For man, or

the entity which is a collocation of material molecules,

and a spiritual monad, cannot, howsoever you may
conceive, exist as man, without God entering into his

process or composition. Even in the act of man's

creation by God, man ought to be conceived as ema-

nating from God, in whom he must logically be im-

manate. Higher Logic confronts us with the question

:

is a cause or effect conceivable without that cause in-

forming, animating, quickening, pulsating, vibrating,

inspiring, guiding, judging, ruling it,m., the caused ?

This is the idea of Immanency towards which is the

trend of all modern research, science as well as meta-

physics. Theologians also like J, R, Illingworth,

writing books on Divine Im^nanence in particular, are

daily growing in numbers.^ This idea however is the

fundamentum of the Visishtadvaitic philosophy, systema-

tised by R&m&nuja, the great Vaisbnava apostle of

Itidta* This pbibsopby has been popularly expounded
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in my works,- the Vade Mecum of Vedanta, and academi-

cally in the Yatindra-maia^dipika or a compendium of

VisishtAdvaita philosophy. However let us now exa-

mine into the partial analysis of man made by Mazda-

ism, i.e. body ctim soul, and seek for .analogies in

Vishnuism ; though in the course of the analysis, con-

siderations of God force themselves in. The incomplete-

ness of the Mazdaic analysis is perhaps to be attributed

to the fragmentary nature of the Avestan Records,

The rudiments of the analysis may be sought for in

Yn. LV-i, [Z. A. III. S,B,E], For philosophy pro-

bably based upon this, we may resort to Geiger’s (by

Sanjana) Cm ; East : Iv: [Pp : 122 ff,] . It runs thus ;

—

** Man consists of body and soul. The body is com-

posed of numerous constituents and members, several of

which have their special names. * r * *

The Doctrine of the Soul in the Avesta, is not to be

called quite simple and wholly primitive. At all events it

presupposes a certain amount of philosophical speculation.

It rests upon the observation that the spiritual activity of

man expresses itself in manifold ways, and upon the con-

clusion thence inferred, that in man a multiplicity of forces

exist, of which each one has its own well-defined sphere of

action. Besides, it is a specific production of the Irdinian

mind, and hardly admits, in its very essence, of any con-

nection with preexisting ideas and doctrines.

“ There are generally five, less frequently four, spiritual

faculties, which are supposed to be innate in the human

body* They are, according to their nature, and efficacy,

entirely different from one another, partly without beginn-

ing and without end, partly transitory, partly not existing



from eternity, yet certainly continuing for ever. They

called (i) Consciences^ (2) Vital Forces^ (3) SouF as a morsel

power, (4) Spirits'^ in the sense of consciousness and intelli-

gence, and (5)
“ FravashV\ Instead of the two first names

there is also now and then used a special expression, which,

however, does not probably denote anything more than the

principle of. life. .

“ Conscience is a divine power, which exists from eter-

nity to eternity independently of the mortal body, an in-

herent voice which tells man immediately after every

action, whether that action was good or bad, and according-

ly it praises or accuses him. Its purity and sanctity can-

not be affected by the sins of men, since it has no part in

them. As long as it is possible, conscience restrains man
frorfi guilt and sin

;
when it is no longer able to do so, it

sorrowfully abandons him and returns to heaven. This

doctrine is based undoubtedly on the experience that man
is able, in the course of time, to drown the w-arning voice

within and to lose his conscience.

“ Of course the continuance of its existence is by no

means prejudiced by the death of man. It is a characteris-

tic of its nature that, according to the Avesta, it still exer-

cises its influence, after death, on the soul wandering into

the next world. To the soul of the pious man it appears

personified in the form of a charming maiden, who hails

him as happy on account of good actions done during life
;

but to that of the impious man it appears in the form of an

ugly hag, who upbraids him with reproachful words for

all his sins, and bitterly accuses him on account of them.

By this it is not meant that conscience is not

^ tkiena, ^ Aghu. ^ Urvan, member and honor with our
** Baodhangh* Kead ** Wo re- praises the vital power.**
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unchanging, but only that it appears in one form to the one

and in another form to the other. It terrifies, torments,

and alarms the wicked, but on the good it confers joyful-

ness and peaceful serenity.

To the Vital Power it is appointed to find and watch

over the corporeal functions of man. It originates only

with the body and perishes with the matter. It has there-

fore a beginning as well as an end, and occupies in con-

sequence the lowest rank among the faculties of the soul.

“ The Spirit is the intellectual power in man : bis con-

sciousness, intelligence and reason. If death be regarded

as a separation of the body and the spirit, the latter must

have a somewhat general signification. The business of

the spirit is to rule over the memory, understanding and

judgment, in order that each may perform its duty and co-

operation for the welfare of the body. It appears to come

into being first with the body, but after death to unite with

the soul and the Fravashi, and to accompany them into the

next world.

“ The Soul has to choose for itself between good and

evil. It has a moral power by virtue of which man pos-

sesses a moral freedom of election. It sJtould of course

make choice of what is good, it can, however, turn also to-

wards evil. For this reason it must account after death, to-

gether with the spirit, for its behaviour on earth, and, ac-

cordingly to the result of the judgment, it receives either

eternal bliss or damnation* Frequently, **sour* is the

designation for all the immortal powers of man that have

passed into the other world.

** Lastly with ttie spirit and the soul is united after

death the Fravasku in order to form from that time an

indivisible whole* The Fravasbif boweveri appears to bo
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by its nature not only imperishable like the consciencei but

also without beginning. It would be best to consider it as

a tutelary spirit that watches over man and protects him.

Hence the Fravashis and the mams or spirits of the dead

are almost identical*; for that reason there are also Fravashis

of those who are yet unborn. It is only for the time during

which a man lives that the guardian spirit descends from

heaven on this earth and companies him on his way. ...”

I will now give you the Vishnuic point of view.

Man according to it is constituted of the Three Verities,

as everything else in the Cosmos viz

:

God cum soul cum

body. God is the Eternal Dharma, which may be equa-

ted with DaSna. Dharma or Da^na by their common
vooi dhri, is that which supports or holds all together,

or that which maintainsjprder throughout all realms of

nature ; and it interpenetrates all existence. It is

Eternal Dharma that is first embodied in the Holy

Word or Veda or Scriptures and the Word again be-

comes Incarnate.* In the Mah&bhfi,rata it is written

that ‘‘ Krishna is none other than the Eternal Dharma
become discrete, concrete”;

Krishnam dharmam sand.taDam.

This idea recurs again and again in the Bhagavad-Git&.

VMmiki writes of Sri R&ma that he is none other than

Dharma manifesting itself in that Image {persona),

known as R&ma :

—

R&mo vigrahav&Q dharma/r.

Such then is the Eternal Dharma ; in whatever form it

be found and wherever found, it is the Universal

I gee under the heading Mantra, Discourse III.
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Conscience which in the Godhead is inseparable from

Omniscience. Nor is this Law a cold rigorous, in-

exorable law, nor merely mechanical. It is cit, or cist

(Zand)—Wisdom. Hence Conscious Law, which is

God, is not only conscientious but is* wisdom purpose-

ful. And in the sense of law holding all things together

in order, consists harmony, which comes of love and

communion. It is this particular phase of the con-

scious faculty of God that theophanises. This is the

salvation-link between man and God, and by it is esta-

blished every relation in which they stand to each

other. Another name Ananda, i.e., bliss, love, cha-

racterises both Godhood and Soulhood. In the con-

ception of soul being a scintillation of God, consists

its sharing with God His moral nature and bliss. The

composition of man therefore as body cum soul is in-

adequate without God—the root of Daena, If Daena

or Dharma pervades man, God is in him along with

body and soul. Conscience thus interpreted gives man

God.

Soul may be conceived as the fragment of God

abiding in what is called man as well as beast and tree

and stone. Hence in its own measure, according to

the rung on the ladder of evolution, that man or* beast

or tree or stone stands, is consciousness possessed.

Conscience is but consciousness moralised, giving the

creature choice or right of election. This varies ac-

cording to the grade of being. Self-consciousness and

developed conscience are faculties, experience-trained,

largely dwelling in man, when compared with lower
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grades of eEistence. In this developed conscience^ ate

recognised the functions of self*reflection, self*determi»

nation, and moral worth when in contact .with the

environment. Soul is thus pre-eminently characteris-

ed as conscious. ' Conscience is its moral aspect.

Now • Gorf- interpenetrates soul, and soul inter-

penetrates body. Hence consciousness is all-pervading,

only that its manifestations are found in varying degrees

according to the simple or complex organism with

which it is found associated. Consciousness is thus

pari passu with organism. If morphology is the science

of the evolution of form, psychology is properly the

science of the evolution of consciousness. Like God,

Who is the seat of all-consciousness, soul which shares

in that quality, is also an entity, eternal. The soul’s

equipage, called body, is distinguished by its fluxous

nature, though per se, it also is eternal. All nature is

eternal, and immortal in a sense. There are no abso-

lute divisions in creation such as mortal and immortal.

The Vedantic division is simply that of what is constant

and what is variable. The verities of God and soni fall

Vinder the category constant; and the verity, matter,

which organised in particular collocations called

body/’ falls under the category variable. Immorta-

lity for the soul means to the Vedantist, the infinite

expansion of consciousness imprisoned or cribbed and

cabined within the finite limits of a body."* In

figurative language this is the * Son*becoming like unto

the Father/

Now the relation of soul and matter to God is one

30
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of indiscerptible nature ; hence interlinked, interlocked,

so that they never can exist in dissociation from

God. The relation between soul and body is mediately

established by means of mind and vital force. Mind

and Vitality are as it were the two media by which

consciousness is infused into the
,
organism. - Between

SQul and gross body, two subtle bodies, as it were, to

witr, mind dit\d prana (vital force) are interposed, as

intermediate links for the transmission of the sours*

innate energy, vi^., consciousness, which is derived by

it from the primal reservoir of consciousness, which

is of God. in this sense, soul may be conceived as the

vehicle or chariot of God, and mind and vitality the

vehicles of soul, linking the Objective which is relatively

the non-self, with the Subjective relatively the self.

When the dense body is shed, the quintuplicated gross

elements alone, which make it viz.y earth, water, fire,

air and ether are separated ; but the rarer counterparts

of these, what are known as the tamnntras,—the rudi-

ments, as well as pnma and mind cling together and

constitute the ethereal, astral or lucifrom body. It is this

which transmigrates from one birth to another until the

surceasal of all K&rmic (moral) forces which impose the

dense corporeality or physical state, by nieans of which

either moral obligations have to be discharged, or moral

forces mobilized in the past are disbanded, so as to

leave the will entirely free from being fettered by con-

ditions^canditions of time, space and causality.

Hence a spiritual ladder connects God and man. The

ladder has many rungs, .
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Between God and man stand on the rungs souls of

higher development, souls in which elements of self-

centredness are minimised, the place of the latter

being taken by self-distribution from which emerges

the power to help less advanced souls, watching over

them and .leading them higher when the time becomes

ripe for each souL This is the spiritual Jaw linking

larger consciousnesses with lesser ones. All-conscious-

ness—God—therefore is linked with all beings. After

soul, thus pictured, comes mind. Manas or Mind (which

is not quite physical, nor quite psychical) is to soul a

subtle ‘ body’, and exhibits a four-fold phenomena of

ma^nasy bnddhi, chitta and ahankara.^ This is the tetrad,

which may be compared to a compound molecule,—not

quite a protoplasmic molecule, but what may be called

a psychoplasmic molecule,—which forms the nucleus,

or the seed for future manifestation, the nucleolus being

the soul, the real 'psyche^ of the environing psychoplasm.

This is a most wonderful monad or atom, which can

never by any known scientific process be resolved into

electrons, or ions. The psychoplasmic shell about the

psyche, Vishnuism proclaims, can only ultimately de-

compose by the gracious touch of the arch-Alchymist,

God. By Divine fiat, soul and body are mysteriously

associated together ; by Divine fiat alone they are

dissociated. The Karmic moral law is the instrument

employed for determining the destinies of souls.

^ The following alternative sionj ClUttasa O/tmiasa Reflex-
• expressions are used in Vai- ion; and Abankdrassa&^imdna
shnava philosophical works » Self-conscionsness. The Soul

Buddhim adhyavaedya» Deoi- in Lord over all these*
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If God is A^karam^ above the soul, mind or the

subtle body (minus prana of course), the tetrad above

\s Antdh-karana^^ to the soul, i.e., the

inner psychic instrument through which the soul con-

tacts the objective universe, and gjathers empirical

knowledge. The perceptual knowledge gathered by

the five outer avenues of the senses, is combined by the

mind into conceptual products, and delivered over to

the soul. The conceptual fabrication in the mind-

factory, consists of the four processes severally attri-

buted to manas, buddhi, chitta, and ahankdra. Manas is

the ** Shall I do or no ” faculty, Buddhi is the “ I shall

or will do” faculty, chiUa is the “I feel, recollect” faculty,

and oAawMra is the “land mine ’’-making faculty;

' For the discussion of the
tfense of this term, see thjs and
Discourse I. ^ Op : the consti-

tuents of this with the cx)gni-

iits, appetitivef and conative

divisions of * mind*.
* This faculty or function

may be compared with what in

Bcientificcirclesis in these days
called the ‘Subliminal Faculty*.

See Myer’s Human Personality,

Sir Oliver Lodge writes thus
on the solution this faculty
oilers to otherwise many an
insoluble problems connected
with Life and Death “ This
doctrine—the theory of a lar-

ger and permanent personality

of which the conscious self is

only a fraction, in process of

indivldnalisatioii, the* fraction
being greiiter or less according
to the magnitude of the indi-

fidoab^ra dbctrtnei as a

working hypothesis, illumina-
tes many obscure facts, and
seems as a thread through an
otherwise bewildering laby-
rinth. It removes a number of
elementary stumbling-blocks,
which otherwise obstruct on
attempt to realise vividly the
incipient stages of personal
existence

; it accounts for the
extraordinary rapidity with
which the development of the
individual proceeds ; and it

eases the tneory of ordinary
birth and death. It achieves
all this os well as the office for
which it was originally desig-
ned, namely, the elucidation

of unusual experiences, such as
those associated with dreams,
premonitions, and prodigies of
genius. Many great and uni-
versally recognised thinirsrs,

FtatOf Tirgii, Kanb I Ibinki
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he.) the personal or the soul individuated for fultill^

ing the purposes of evolution, in the confines of a

single body, which develops from its psychoplasmic

matrix. Philosophically the mind or rather the Indian

manaSf may be considered as constituted of four facul-

ties, self‘Conscipusness (ahankara) *i.e., the discern-

ment between Subjective and Objective existence, self-

deliberation self-determination (buddhi) and
self- recollection {chitta). “ Mind is man ; is what binds

and what frees”: (Mana eva manushyandrn kdranam

bandha-mokshayoh) says Vishnu-Piirana. Heavens and

Hells are there. The beautiful damsel and the ugly

hag of Mazdaism are fashioned here every moment, to

take a shape when the great climacteric of life happens.

It is this antahkaram that garners Humata, Hukta

and Huvarsh^a. The next vesture of the soul is woven

and Wordsworth, all had room
for an idea more or less of

this kind
;
which indeed, in

some form, is almost necessit-

ated by a consideration of our
habitually unconscious per-

formance of organic function.

Whatever it is that controls

our physiological mechanism,
it is certainly not our own
conscionanesB ;

nor is it any
part of our recognised and ob-

vious personality.

We feel that we are greater

than we know**, [Pp : 197-198,

Man and the l/nivereey

How the unit of conscious-

ness which is the distinguish-

ing characteristic of the son]

[ Vide my Compendium of Furt-

$hlAdvaita]f becomes diversifi-

ed by Sowing throtigh the

different channels of the antah^
Jearana is graphically illustra-

cd ill another work [I, S.
Cooper’s Methods of Psychic
Development^ p : 50] :

—** If we
connect wires conveying elec-

tricity so that the current
passes first through a glass
tube containing vapour of
mercury, then through a coil

of German-silver wire and
finally through a magnetic
coil or helix, we shall find that
this one current produces three
distinct and different effects

according to the nature of the
substance through which it’

works. The mercury vapour
glows with a blue light, the
German-silver wire becomes
hot, and the helix sends out
magnetic lines of force/’
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out of these threads. This life then is a sacred trust

and deposit, placed by God in our hands. It must not

at our peril be neglected or wasted. Western psycho-

logy divides mind into Intellect, Will or Volition, and

Emotion. Ideas conveyed by different languages neces-

sarily overlap each other. Bearing this in. mind, In-

tellect may roughly be equated with the Indian

manas ,—but it has its modicum of emotion,—Volition

with Buddhi, in which emotion is again present, Chitta

is the seat of memory (reflection -chinta) in which all

the past performances of the Intellect and Will arc

stored and pigeonholed,—the subliminal seat of consci-

ousness so to say—from which such records might be

drawn as are sufficient to serve the purposes of the day

in the eternal journey of the plodding pilgrim. Save

the faculty of memory, for all the ideas conveyed by the

term Chitta, as far as I can judge, there is no provision

made in the terminology of Western psychology (so far).

Emotion again plays a large part in Chitta. Ahankdra,

or the individuated aspect of the soul for one incarna-

tion, is the real seat of Emotion, overlording the bye-

functions of Volition and Intellect. It must not be for-

gotten, in these matters of subtle metaphysical disquisi-

tions, that any psychological analysis that may be made

is yet tentative and empirical. As more data present

themselves, our analytical and synthetical dicta must

undergo necessary alteration, like everything else. Mind

then, as far as we^ipprehend it, is the measure of the

man—the psychological apparatus, so to say, of the Soul.

The inner man is really of this, not of the outer visiblci
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palpable, ponderable semblance, yclept body**. When
the outer vesture is cast, in other words the tangible coil

is shed, the real man, i.e. mind cum soul (God within^,

takes his departure for fair fields and fresh pastures.^

So then, a definite terminology to group all these

psychic or mental phenomena, is contrived by Vedanta,

embodying the three main features of existence, sub*

suraed under the words, God or Spirit, Soul, and Body.

Where ideas are not clear, or not clearly formulated,

there is much confusion caused by the indiscriminate

application and mutual involvement of the terms Spirit

and Soul. Bearing this in mind, and also how differ-

ent -ideas expressed in different languages overlap each

other, we may now apply the VedAntic standard to

elucidate the ideas involved in the Ma^daic account of

the subject as extracted above from Gieger’s book.

Before proceeding to the task, I may mention that the

subjects of Soul, and Daena or the Moral Law, require

larger space and systematic tereatment. Separate papers

therefore will have to be devoted to those vital questions.

’ Compare the Ved&uticoon-

tent involved in the Antah-
harcimi or mind, with what the

latest oracle of Science, Sir

Oliver Lodge writes ;

—

“ But then what about per-

sonality, individuality, our own
character and self ? Are these

akin to the temporary group-

ings which shall be dissolved,

or are they among the sub-

stfintial realities that shall

endure ?
•* Consider what is implied

in the idea of personality, or

])ersonal and individual cliarac-

ter:—A memory, a conscious-
ness, and a w'ill, in so lar as
they form a consistent harmo-
nious whole, constitute a per-
sonality; which thus has re-

lations with the past, tho pre-
sent, and the future. And we
shall agree that personality or-

individuality itself dominates
and transcends all temporal
modes of ^expression, and so is

essentially eternal wherever it

exists.” [P : 177. Man and the

JJnirprae'},
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Mow to comparisons and contrasts, (i) Comcicnce,

(2) Vital porce, (3) Soul, (4) Spirit, and (5) Fravashi,'*

are said to be the spiritual faculties innate in the human

body. If man is divided into soul and body, these five

ipiritual faculties we must suppose as belonging to the

soul, the constant factor, according to Ved&nta, indwell-

itig and informing the body the variable factor.

Conscience is defined to be a divine power, eternal

and giving to man the wherewithal to discern good and

bad, or the discriminatory power which makes man the

moral being. If the analysis of man were God cum

soul cum body, it would be convenient to consider con-

science under the term God, instead of delegating it to

soul as one of its faculties. At any rate the concep-

tion of God is involved in Conscience, and in the

sense of its overshadowing the soul may be considered

as its faculty also, inasmuch as Conscience which

is Vohuman or Brahman, must permeate all its

derivatives.

Then comes the Vital Force or anghu, which is

more or less the Vedantic/»m»<i. Gieger .says that it

is appointed to watch over the corporeal functions of

man, and perishes with the matter. But Sanjana the

translator of Geiger corrects this by saying that : *Mhe

Avesta does not say anything with reference to the

non-existence of anghu after death. On the contrary

we praise the anghu of every pious Mazdayasni after

hts departure frons the world.”
'
[P : 125. Civiliz : East

Jr.] This is more in tune with the Ved4ntic idea,

which is expressed in a passage of the gb> G.^ thus
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Gf{hltv&-itd.ni samy&ti

vAyur gandhAn iv ^mydt. (XV. 8.)

Freely rendered, it means :
“ Whenever tlie Master

of the body enters that body, he brings with him
bis entourage, mind, prdna &c., and when he departs,

he withdraws the subtler Elements, pranay manas &c.,

even as the breeze abstracts the finer particles of frag-

rance pervading its seat (the flower etc)/’^

Vital Force is stated to be a faculty of the soul

;

but VedAnta puts it under the category of body*’.

At any rate the motive power vests in the soul. Un-

less the impulse goes forth first from the soul to

the mental sheath and thence to the vital, no vital

force can animate an insentient mechanism. The vital

force is like the main-spring of a watch or the driving

wheel in any system of gearing. The mind occupies

the place of the Engine, and Soul is the Operator. To
borrow an illustration from science, Vital Force may
be considered as the fluorescent substance emitting

rays when subjected to the dark rays emanating from

radium, and therefore tropically considered a faculty

of the soul.

1 Cp :
* Galen may be quoted

here as to the existence of this

doctine of a soul which may be
separated from the body : “The
soul is an immaterial subst-

ance, which has a luciform,

etherial body, for its first

yehicle, by which as a medium
it communicates with the gross

etherial body.” The Chevalier

Jtamsay says ;
” It appears that

the Platonists, Pythagoreans,
Egyptians, Chaldeans and all

Orientals believed that souls

had an etherial, aerial, and
terrestrial vestment, or taber-
nacle ; that the last named wad
put off by natural death, the
second by a supernatural death,
and the other retained for
ever”.' [Pp: 138-9, J. Yarkei^s
4rrane ^chooh].



spirit 18 defined as the intellectaal power in man :

his consciouspess/ jotelligence and reason.
,

But Spirit

,
|

which stands, in contrast with Matter and

t|ij5rpf9re is what distinguishes the s^// from the

pr the Subjective from the Objective in other

ter^s.^ The characteristic or the esseatial attribute of

Consciousness ; and the seat of consciousness

is both God and Soul. As for the intelligence and

re^^pp, ^y.ed^nta delegates them to the mind or the

ania6 k(^rana the immediate ministrant of the soul.

Spirit is, perhaps an inadequate or inapt translation by

Gei^pr, of the word Urvan. However, Spirit is the cit of

the, Vedinta, which characterises both God and Soul.

Geiger says that this spirit appears to come into being

first with the body, but after death to unite with the

soui and the Fravashi, and to accompany them into

the next world. Does Geiger mean that Spirit is a

product of the body and it is then transferred to the

spql as’ a precious legacy to keep and carry away with ?

I
, do not know how Persian. scholars would clear this

confusion and contradiction involved in the language

employed.^ To the Vedanta however. Spirit, i.e. con-

sciousness has nothing whatever to do with the body,

1 But in jufitice to Geiger, and thus their analysis varied
w)iat Casartelli says must be greatly, (iii) Tlubt the terms
bqyne in mind (i) The Max- cited, though we have tried to
d%yasnian philosophers were translate them by identical
very fond or making psycho- terms in our language, had

ions as to the probably not always the same
Bfnritpal elements, of {he hu- sense in^ every treatise or inn^ OQinpound. (ii) That they every passage/^ [P:I40. Plii-

hs4 not, however
,
verjr fixed haoph^ ^ Mcimlavatmati

principles in their divisions, Religion; ic]-
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for it is the chief faculty of the soul. ConscioUSife^i

subsists with soul in indiscerptible relation. There is

no uniting it therefore with, or disuniting it froto, ‘ tfe

soul. It is the soul’s inherent and essential property

ever remaining with it in all the soul’s wanderifigs^

.The union of consciousness with soul is thus no ace!'*

dent, or adventitious circumstance ; but the union pf

both with the Fravashi may very well be. This eseba^

tological fact is one with which all religions are more

or less in fair agreement.

The word Soul is indifferently used, as the, moral

Power in man, and as the Immortal part of^ tniani

Using the word constant in lieu of Immortal, Soul is

certainly that part in man which is contra-distiuguisb^

ed from the other factor, yclept ‘ body * which^ i^ ;vari*

able, and therefore the mortal part. Soul has the

moral power, or the freedom of election inasmuch as it

is cii, or conscious power. In this aspect of>^ul as

a moral power, it is found mixed up with ^conscienqe

already dealt with. At any r^ie Conscience the,

Divine Power sheds its rays over the Soul, and moral

power is thus imparted to it } andrunder the law, dele«

gated to it so to say, it has ta work out the purpose

of its existence. It is said again that both and

spirit are to render an account after death, for behavi*

our on earth. There is confusion of thought here %1sq.

There are no two entities which have to render any

account but only one, vk., the Soul, to which Spirit

for the time being stands as the adjunct. Forsooth/

they go togetberi for they do always dwell together^



the one as the seat, the other as the mode, and in other

correlations ; but the entity on which devolves account-

ability tor its acts is the soul.^

Then comes the Fravashi, with which the Soul is

said to unite, and thenceforward to become an indivi-

sible whole. The idea of group-souls comes in here.

My own individual soul for example in my body is a

group-soul, relatively to the countless conscious (in their

own grades) souls habiting my body, each with its

own microscopic body, which is Us body of enjoyment

and suffering, just as my body made up of those tiny

bodies is my body for suffering and enjoyment. Vohu-

mano or Brahm& the Demiurge is the macrocosmic

(BraAm&nda) soul again, whose huge body is the mac-

rocosm to which I and my microcosm are analogues.

V'ohu-mano is thus the highest or Group-Fravashi,*

and it is easy to place a gradation of beings from Vohu-

tnano . down to man. The Pitris stand somewhere on

the scale. Hence they are also Fravashis. The idea

seems to be an hierarchy, through which the soul

passes to its ultimate goal. In the sense of a Fravashi,

descending on man from heaven and accompanying

him on his way, it is comparable to the ativahika, or

conveying hosts of the Vedftnta. These hosts are cer-

tainly of the hierarchy, hence also are they Fravashis.

In the sense of the Fravashi being a tutelary spirit

that watches over man and protects him, like the
t a

^ See note A on the Five il. Fimelt The Book of the
a. * Prophet Jamshed, t : 68 with

^ See Deaaiir Ppi7l7«b7 Commentarjr*
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Greecian daemmt,^ it yields the of antaryamin ot

God dwelling in man as Conscience. Fravashi then

would be the principle of conscience dwelling in beings

of higher rank than man ; and descending from heaven

in the sense that God as the Ultimate is the fans et

origo of all conscientious Power, already dealt with.

The idea of Fravashi establishes a link between God
and man as otherwise monotheism or deism shall so

have abstracted God from His creation as to be out of

all relation to it.

According to Bhli.gavata-(or P^thchar^Ltra, which

par excellence is Vishnuism) system, Para or God
Absolute becomes Vyttha or the ist Logos; then the

2nd Logos is the Incarnational, called Vibhava ; the

Indwelling God in the hearts of all creatures, called

AntaryamiUf may be considered as another Logal

aspect, which for the sake of classification may be call-

ed the 3rd ; and the 4th Logos is the special Presence

in material images consecrated by mantra diud tantra,

or by invocation and ritual. The VyAha, in the BhAga-

vata terminology, differentiates itself into Sankarshanai

Pradyumna and Aniruddha, according to the several

cosmic functions which they undertake to perform. In

man Sankarshana is the presiding deity over the Jim-
principle, or the ^ I,* and by transfer the ‘ 1-making ^

or ahankdra-pxinc\p\e ; Pradyumna presides over the

;na;ias-principle ; Aniruddha is the Giver of Wisdom^:

^ Cp. with similar ideas the Sun.
,
In Coleridge’s AncU

prevalent in Christian theo<« eni Mariner, he refers to the
logy, e.g.,Uriel being the guar- • SjtvrU of tJie South comiag to

dtau angel or the spirit of move bis ship.



and hence may be said to preside over conscience or

the biiddJti-ptinciple. The idea of Fravasbi as guardian

spirit is comparable with the above Vishnuic idea in-

volved in Vyuha or the second Logos, The Deities

who station themselves in the several principles con-

stituting man are called the abhimanifu Deities. These

Deities preside over the senses of man for example.

The idea of Fravashi is also apparent here. As to the

theme of abhimanin Deities, Brahma-s6tra : A bhimdni-

vyapades*as tu vis^esha-'nugatibhydm [II. 1*5], with all

its commentaries, may be consulted by the student.^

After having thus examined the mixture of philo*

Sophy, psychology and eschatology involved in what

are called the ** Spiritual faculties” of man, it remains

for me to note one or two points in regard to eschato-

logyi Sind bring this First Series to a close.

Heaven. [Garonman, Baeknu Yaet etc.]

7 N one of my previous Discourses I descanted on the

word Garodam&na, and there it was found that it

was the highest heaven where Ahura Ma^a dwelt;

^ut to Vishnuism which posits a highest Heaven, viz ;

Vaikun^ba, Garodaro&na would not suffice. I was there*

fore agreeably surprised to find my view endorsed by

C^BdLtiellVsMazdayt^nian Religion. 1 find in it mentioned

on page 186, that according to Rashnu YL 25^38, there

are Seven Heavens, (i) Saiarpdya, {tdrd-piUha) that of

the stars, (a) Mdhpdya (mdsa-pqtha) that of the moon,

(3) khurshedpdya^ {tdrya-paiha) that of the sun^
^ (4)

I See note A on fravasbi at End of Dtsoonrse.



Amgar Roshan (anagra-rasmi) that of the endless light,*

(5) VahishUm ahilm askaondm raochinghem^’^ the bright,

happy and blissful abode of the pious {Deva-padd)^

(6) then comes Garonmdna, and last (7) the Hadhana
hadhcma Tanasuc. This description comes more in

line with Vishnuic ideals of heaven. I surmise pAya is

the Sk. equivalent of Way, or = Station ;

and Hadhana Hadhana is either Sadana-Sadana^ or the

Abode of Abodes, or Mansion of Mansions, or Sddhana-

sddhana^ or the means for the means i.e. God Himself.

At any rate the seventh Heaven Hadhana hadhana ianasuc

answers to the Vaishnuic Vaikuw/ha (Behest) or Parama-

pada* As to the meaning of Sadana-sadana-tanusuc, or.

S&dhana-sadhana-tanusuc, i.e. taking tanasuc to be

tanusukh, or tanusuch, it would mean infinite (from

Sk : s/tanu, vistdre) bliss of, or in, the Abode of Abodes

;

if it is S&dhana-s&dhana, or Siddha-s&dh&na as Vaishna-

.

vas would put it, it means God, and then the expres-

sion S&dhana-sddhana-tanusukh would mean infinite

God-bliss, or God-infinite-bliss. If tansuc is tanusuch,

then in the place of bliss, the word holiness has to be

read. Then it would mean the Highest Abode of-

Holiness. Holiness is certainly Bliss

!

Referring to Rashn or Rashnu Yt. (Z, A. 11 ,,5.-9.^.)

Darniesteter leaves out, in (I)-8 as well as in (XZXI)«

38,
* upa hadhana hadhana tanasuc^ untranslated,

stating: I cannot make anything o| the rest of the*

.
1 Cf. Dddiatdn^i Dinik, Oh.

,
> Sk. Vasitkiam dmm Hhd*

XXXlY. 3 TPalhcm Te»t$* II, mpi roc}mhimm>
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sentence** (Ibid, p : note 3.), But here 1 have

suggested a way out of the difficulty by the light which

Vishnuism throws on the question. But from Rashn

Yt. (XXX) 37, it is clear that Gar6dam&na is mention-

ed prior to Upa hadhana hadhana tandsus,'^ in which the

holy Rashnu abides, according to the same Vast, (XXXI)

38. Tansu9 is also interpretable as tanusush or tanusosh.

This would mean that in the Abode of Abodes, all

extension {=^tanu) which is a property of matter, dries

up, that is, ceases (~sosh). The state therefore that is

reached is immaterial {a-prdkrita). Also it would mean

a ^ bodiless* existence, answering to the Upanishad

passage :

—

A-sadram v&va santam [Chditdogya Up^ : VIII-12-1]

or a state, that means where one is not bound by a

karmic body, but where one could don any freely^willed

body.

In the Rashn Yas’t, it is also interesting to note

‘ stars’, * moon’, ‘ endless Light’, ‘ the holy Ones’,

* Garo-demana\ and * hadhana hadhana tanasuc' mention-

ed. It is very striking to compare this with the several

regions mentioned in the Arcir adi-mdrga of the Upa-

nishads epitomized in a verse:

—

S*nsr II. Mark that archih is the

> Gp. the word kmvo mean* coui«e 11, under the heading

:

ing * body’ in gdthramiHt tanvo E$ehalologieal ParalUU.
(glorified body). See Dip-
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nearest fire or heart, and if this bo compared with Shk»

yast lA-Shdyast, XII. 3, it will there be found that the

soul goes out to the nc ircst fire, then to stars etc.

Who could be Rashnu ? It seems to me to be an

abbreviation of t^ibhukshan=Ribhu (compare Ribhu

with Orpheus)* [Ri^ Veda IV. 34*5 ; IV. 37 ;
VII. 37,

passim] . Rashnu representing truth ethically is equi-

valent to vita and satya, traits of Brahman, Cp. Safyam

jndnani anontam Brahma, It is also well known how
Angiras is connected with Ma;?d4ism. Haug says that

Aiigra (Yas. XLIII. 15) are the Angirasas of the Vedic

hymns; and that the Atharvans, or fire-priests, 7’,

Athrava, are mentioned together as the authors of the

Atharva-Veda &c. [P : 294. Essays on the Parsis, 3rd

Ed: Trilbner]. Now mark that Ribhu is the son of

Sudhanva, and grandson of Angiras. P'rom these

mythology-links, Rashn is in all probability the abbrevi-

ated metamorphosis of Ribhukshan ; in other words

Ribhu is the Vedic prototype of the later Avestan

Rashnu.

The symbol of Garurfavahana, or Vishnu riding

over Garu^fa, and Garu^/a having in his clutches the

serpent, may also be advantageously studied. Th6

serpent represents the Ahi or Ahrirnan, which is killed

by Garur/a, who represents wisdom, according to the

Vedic passages :

—

Supan/ozsi Garutman,
\

Yajiis~Samhitd, IV, 7*8]

.

and Vishnu riding Garu^/a would suggest the highest

Heaven above that of Garurfa, i.e., Garodemana, or



Garonmftna. One of Ravi Varma's pictures of Vishnu

is a significant representation of this symbol^ which

deserves as careful a study as the symbol of Ra»ga-

ndtha also.Ranga-n&tha, i.e., the Lord ofthe Cosmic Stage^

sleeps on the coils of the Serpent, and the Serpent

(S'esha) rests on the “ waters.’* These two symbols

represent Time and Space. If the Serpent is Ahriman,

Ranga is his Lord, and Ahriman is thus subject to

Raiiga^s behests,—not an opponent. For symbology

on waters *’ and “ Serpent ” consult further my
Lives of Saints and R. Brown’s Primitive Constellations.

In Man, whence^ how and whither^ the latest Text Book

on Theosophy, by A. Besant, it is written fp: 476]:

—

Then, onwards yet, after an Inter-Chain Nirv&na, and

still there are fifth and sixth and seventh Chains yet to

come and to pass away, ere the Day of the High Gods

shall decline to its setting, and the soft still Night shall

brood over a resting system, and the great Preserver

shall repose on the many-headed serpent of Time ("Sesha-

S4yt).” In the Garurfa-Ahi symbolism, Ahi the serpent

is j^milarly in the clutches of Garuda, wisdom.

On the theme of eschatology, it is to be noted that

G^thas, Yn. XLVI. 16 and 17 are particularly interest-

ing as parallels to the Vedic passages narrating the

congregation of Immortals in Heaven and there chant-

ing the Sdfiki Metres. In L. H. Mill’s words: *^they

jviU r^ch at last the sacred scene where the Immor-

tal# dwell with God*’; “That scene, where the faithful

their praises in perfection, using the true metres,”

[F : 153, Z, A. HI.
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Kaya.

A® this Lecture deals chiefly with the metaphysical

phase of Mazdaism, it may not be amiss to say

a word about the metaphysic of Maya in the Indian

Vedanta, on which a recent treatise has appeared

under the name: The Doctrine of Maya by Prabhu

Datta Sastri, and reference to it in Mazdaism.

The doctrine of May4 or Illusion or the Unreality

of the Kosmos plays an important part in Sankara’s

Advaita or Monistic interpretation of the VedAnta.

But RAmanuja interprets Maya as the real phenomena

manifested as the Kosmos, and MAya again as meaning

God’s WilL Judging from what L. H. Mills under-

stands from GAthas, Yn. XLIII. 2, Zoroaster coin-

cides with RamAnuja. Mills writes thus:— *** * * a

prayer is added for the * MAya,’ which recalls the super-

natural wisdom of the Indian Hercules, about which

much phantastic and highly coloured myth is grouped

;

but here, with the ever-recurring contrast, the mdyd is

the mysterious wisdom of the Divine Benevolence,

colourless and abstract indeed, but yet possesing how
great religious depth !” [P; 94 Z. A. III.

What the Indian Hercules (Krishna) says of Mdyd,

may be learnt from the Bh. G. verse VII. 14 ;

—

Daivi hy eshA guwa-mayi

Mama Mdyd dur*atyayA

MAm eva ye prapadyante

Mdydm etAm taranti te^

and RAmAnuja’s Commentary thereon, based also on

Yaska’s Nirukti; mdyd vayunam jndnam* This short

note on MAyA I presume, will suffice for the occasiont



Dualism.

piNALLY, the philosophy of Dualism, for which

Mazdaism is noted is explained in G&thas, Yn.

XLV. 2. In L. H. Miirs words:—‘‘.The ardent pro-

phet therefore declares the utter severance between

the good and the evil, the God and Demon. It is a

popular Corollary to Yn. XXX, j-6. The two spirits

came together indeed at first to make life, and its

negation, and they co-operate, if such a term can be

applied to an irreconcilable antagonism out of whose

antitheses and friction sentient existence alone becomes

possible. Their union consists in opposition, for if

they blend, they each cease to be what they are. They

are, while upholders of existence, yet separate for ever,

and that as to every attribute and interest " [P : 123,

Z. A, III. S.B.L\] and inPp: LXIX-LXX. Intro: by

E. W. West, to P, T., I. S.B.ii. are found valuable

remarks, in relation to this theme.

The unity of Kosmos as explained by the Visi^/a-

dvaita philosophy of India, formulated by R4mdnuja,
seems to be whispered by such words as advaynv occur-

ring for instance in the Gathas, Yn. XXXI. 2, [Vide

P'oot Note 4 to page 40, Z. A. III. S.B.B.]

The Millennium and Vegetarianism.

A ND it is curious in this connection to find it stated

in the apocalyptic Babman Yt. III. 44 that one

Hushedar would be born, about 1193-1235 who receives

the religion.' Tliis millennium is synchronous vvith

^ See,^'P. T. I* by and P[) j *2110 and *231 with foot



Ramanuja and his successors in India. One of the names

of Rdmdnuja is Sesha,* and Seshadhara (Hushedar)

would also be R&manuja or (Adi-) Sesha incarnate. This

is at least a fortuitous coincidence, if nothing more.

R§,manuja’s appearance is also synchronous with the

inchoate stage i‘n the history of the rise of the British

power in India. And the Parsis who came to

India four centuries before Ramanuja must have been

witnesses to his age and works. It is also significant

that Ramanuja is a vegetarian and worshipper of cows ;

and Parsi Scriptures state that when Hushedar comes,

“ meat is no longer eaten, but only milk and butter,

and a hundred people are satisfied with the milk of one

cow.”- It is also worthy of note that Dcsatir of the

Ancient Persian Prophets already recognises the great

Indian Vyasa and Sankar4ch^rya in the days of Zara-

tusht [See pages 95, 96, 108 Engl. tr. by Mulla I'iruzj.

And Ramanuja appears on the scene after the Persian

exodus to India after a long absence, and what inferen-

ces one may draw from these correspondences and

coincidences are left to the judgment of our readers.

All spiritual progress comes from keen metaphysi-

cal insight on the intellectual side and ethical insight

^ Note that Sdsfln or Sowi- the Kayaii King, Varjdvaiid,

osh {=:8VshaP) appears after advances from the frontiers of
Hushedar, and this would be India and takes |>ossessioii of
contemporaneous with the ap- Iran to the ^eat delight of
pearance of Yatindra-pravatwi. the inhabitants.” Also see

who is Nesha again Imrn after Fewd/dtjd xix. l o, about
Kamdnuja-^*esha. I'his is not Kasava^ (where these are go-
(]uite fanciful, for see India’s, ing to lx* liorn) being sitiiate

close connection stated in p , in the utmost reyioti of dm East,

lix. T. I.] “ Afterwards; Ibid, p. Iviii, Iniroductbntf
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on the moral side. Both of these must be cultivated.

Body is the habitat or locale for this culture. Its care

is thus of paramount importance. Farinaceous and

herbaceous food, not carnaceous, R&m&nuja positively

holds, alone conduces to spiritual ptogfess, to redeem

us from what >ve are and land us in what we shall be,

viz. bliss. Anent the exodus of the Parsis, I find in a

book, Les Parsis by D. Menant, translated by Miss Ra-

tanbai Ardeshir Vakil, that the Persians had, in des-

pair, to quit the Persian Gulf, and that “ Diu, a small

town on the Gulf of Cambay to the south of the

Kathiavar Coast, was the first port where the refugees

landed” [P; 17-18]. This is Gujerat, the scene of

Sri Krishna’s exploits,—very near is the port of Vera-

val, which is the Prabhasa, where the Yddava race was

decimated to a man, and where Sri Krishna completed

his mission and departed. They were a depraved

Kshatriya race, the Yidavas. So they had to share

the same fate as the Kauravas. It is to this place the

Irdnian race, chastened by adventure and struggle,

came back, for the purpose, it may be, of the future

propagation of good Kshatriyas of the type of Rdma
Hvastra. In connection with this thought, it is in-

teresting to note the name Parthians—the old Persians

who held sway from jP^rtha. The only Kshatriyas

saved by Krishna are j^e Pirthas, i.e., the five sons of

Prithd, who was probably a PArthian princess. Then

from Diu, the Irinians moved to Sanjan, a territory

at that time subject to the Jadi Rana, probably Jaya-

deva as Dr« Wilson suggests, who reigned in Gujerat
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from 745 to 906 A, D. When called upon by the RAja

to summarise the duties pertaining to their profession

or religion, they entered in a list prepared by them,

article (4): ‘*We honor the cow,'^ and article (10): “We
practise ablutions with gao mutra, (i.e., Nirang) one of

the products of the cow/' [Id, pp. 21-22].^ In having

been restored to the bosom of a cowherd (i e., Krishna)

and in having vowed to a Hindu prince to worship the

cow, my Iranian brothers ought to lend their ears to the

appeal of a Vishnuite like myself asking them to follow

the food regulation advocated by Sri Ramftnuja as im-

perative for spiritual progress. For vehement impreca-

tions against beef-eating and kine-killing, I finally call

the kind attention of the Iranians to their Gathas Yn,

XXVIII. 6. 6. [Z, A. III. S,D.E.]

Ethics come more naturally to the vegetarian ;

and ethics is par excellence (he pride and glory of

Ma^daism. Even Buddha of 600 B. C. seems to have

drawn the inspiration for his pure ethical system from

that school. Probably he himself came from Irdnia,

if not an Iranian himself, as some accounts hint. In

the eight-limbed spiritual progress of the Vedanta,

yama and niyama constitute the ethical fundmentum on

which spiritual progress is rested. Humata, Hflkta

and Huvarshta is the Zoroastrian credo credorum. Pqre

food is the basement on which niyama and yama are

reared. Hence its pre-eminent importance for all

^ See note C. KinCt to Dis- his appeal to the Secretary of
course I. K. S. Jassavala's . State for India has been trans-

letter of Feby :2l since receiv- mitted to him by the Viceroy
ed, brings the gl»d news that I^ord Hardinge (in re Kine).
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spiritual progress. By practising it, you will join the

ranks of the Vaishnavas who are your best friends and

well-wishers ; for Guzerat is pre-eminently that Vaish-

nava country which gave you refuge. To thfs country

therefore, i.e., India, you Iranians owe a'sacred duty.

Finale

^JpHE 2nd Series of these Discourses shall consist of

Discourses, I on God; II on Soul, III on Metaphy-

sics of the Moral Law ; and crowning the whole course

IV on the Law of Grace, as Vishnuism presents

them. I cannot close this paper before endorsing the

views of L. H. Mills on the valuable contribution

which a Providence, by its Dispensation of Zoroastria-

nism, has made for humanity, to wit :

—

An additional word seems called for as to the results

of Zarathustrian theology. Besides its connection with

the modern philosophy through Gnosticism which has been

already noticed, a relation between it and the Jewish theo-

logy since the Captivity has long been mentioned. The

hagiology, the demonology, the temptation, the parables,

the eschatology, have all been supposed to show traces of

the time when Persian power was dominant in Jerusalem,

and with it, Persian literature ; but the discussion of such

questions requires separate treatises.”

As to the general benefit which has resulted from

Zarathustrianism in the past, few recollections need to be

added. If the mental illumination and spiritual elevation

of many millions of mankind, throughout long periods of

time, are of any iqpportance, it would require strong proof

to deny that Zarathustrianism has had an influence of very

positive power in determining the gravest results. That
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man should be taught to look within rather than without,

to believe that suffering and sin do not originate from the

capricious .power of a Deity still called “ good,** that the

“ good thought, word and deed,’* should be recognised as

essential to all sanctity, even in the presence of a super-

stitious ceremonial, that a judgment should have been ex-

pected according* to the deeds done in the body, and the

Soul, consigned to a Heaven of virtue or to a Hell of vice,

its recompense being pronounced by the happy or stricken

conscience, these can never be regarded by serious histori-

ans as matters of little moment, and if, on the contrary,

they are allowed to be matters of great moment, the Zend-

Avesta should be revered and studied by all who value the

recgrds of the human race.** [Pp : XLVI-XLVIIL Z. A.

III. S.B.E.]

A last word I have to add is this that by the pre-

sentation made by means of this set of four Discourses,

I think is sufficiently controverted the opinions of

scholars, Western or Eastern, that between Zoroastri-

anism and Brahmanism there are no analogues. If

they still persist in claiming isolation for any particular

creed, they may as well attempt to establish one God

for each creed, and that God springing into existence

with the birth of that creed and dying with its death.

The opinions of those then who see no analogies

are like the opinions of blind men who aver that there

is no Sun. God is one, humanity is one ; and diver-

sities are but truths partial, which combined give us

the Universal Religion. Let me quote Tennyson’s

Lines ;

—

33
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“ And men, through novel spheres of thought

Still moving after truth long sought,

Will learn new things when I am not.”

[The Two Voices]

I cannot again close this series of papers before en-

dorsing the opinion of Mr. Arthur Henry Bleeck, the

1st translator of Spiegel’s Avesta (1864), on the Mazda-

yasnian Religion :

—

“ A religion which is probably as ancient as Juda-

ism, and which certainly taught the. immortality of the

Soul and a future state of rewards and punishments

for centuries before those doctrines were prevalent

among the Jews,—a religion which for ages prior to

Christianity announced that men must be pure in

thought as well as in word and deed, and that sins

must be repented of before they could be atoned for—

a

religion whose followers were forbidden to kill even

animals wantonly, at a time when the ancestors of the

French and English nations were accustomed to sacri-

fice human victims to their sanguinary Deities,—such

a pure and venerable religion is one which must always

command the respect of the civilised world, and of

which a Parsee may well be proud.” [Pp. XVIII-XIX,

Introd: to Avesta, Vol. I.]

Sihiiih,
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Note A. (See page 244).

The Five Spiritual Faculties.

IEGER’S rendering of baodhdgh by spirit is perhaps

responsible for some more confusion. If a Hindu

had the word baodhdgh before him, he would have trans-

lated it as biiddKiy which is /•adically connected with

baodhdgh, find by the English word Intellect, Will or gene-

rally mind. Spirit is a term, which, save for God and Soul,

is aVnisnomer for any other principle. It is, as here applied

misleading. Be it the Eastern Ved^lntic or Avestan, or the

Western psychologic or scientific, this much is clear that

there are definite ideas universally recognised by all, and

falling into a graduated series, embraced by such expres-

sions as God (or Spirit), Soul (Spirit), Mind, Life, Body.

Daena could be equated with Spirit, Soul with Soul (which

is not merely moral power,” and no more), Mind with

the Spirit (of Geiger), Life with Vital Force
; and body is

equal to body, about which there is no controversy, for it is a

solid fact about which there is much agreement. Spirit is the

Primal Evolvent,—the fir.st evolute whereof next is Soul,

second Mind, third Life and fourth Body. The Primal

Evolvent permeates all and \i\sthe Existence, the

others are directly or indirectly Its Evolutes and hut Exis-

tences, Contingent, Fravashi is but a higher Soul, and Maz-

daism categorises it separately, for purposes of convenience.

In the VedA.ntie division of Antahkarana already considered

which is broadly the Mind, Buddhi a faculty of it is pri-

marily the locale of Ethics. Soul through this faculty

particularly manifests its moral nature. In classifying tfie

faculties of the Soul, Geiger gives one of the faculties thepi-

selves the name Soul, calling it as* the * moral power *

;

whereas Soul is Soul, the substance whereof a faculty or
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attribute constitutes the * moral power,* which functions

according to Vedftnta in one of the realms of the Antah-

katam or the Mind, which is given the name Buddhiy or the

faculty of discrimination and judgment—the moral power,

the Avastan baodhdgh. Accordant with the enumeration

above made, we have, instead of the faculties of the soul,

a series of five distinguishable Principles. Spirit, Soul,

Mind, Life and Body, each one of these embodying many
functions. Geiger, in selecting names attributable to‘5«6-

stance for expressing altrihute^ has caused inextricable con-

fusion. He could not perhaps help it, if we may judge

from the nature of psychological notions. [See p: ff

Casartelli*s Philosophy of the Mazdayasnians] . However the

matter has now been considered in the light of VedAntism
;

and in so considering an opportunity has, I trust, been

afforded to examine into the ptadicahilia of the subject.

The Series: Spirit, Soul, Mind, Life and Body are distin-

guishable from each other even as the seven colors of the

spectrum (for an analogy), but we cannot, as far as I know,

definitely state how and why the one insensibly passes into

the other, and where a distinct line of demarcation may be

drawn, (and why each color produces a distinct sensation of

its own), exercising at same lime other functions distinguish-

able from one another. But this is a fact, that when all

the seven colors are separately piinted on a disc and

whirled round, it produces a combined sensation of white on

the retina. The result of all the blended colors is white,

not black. Even so may be conceived the moral end of

existence, which in parts alone exhibits distinct varieties.

In this connection, one noticeable fact is the polarities,

which the two ends of the series, from Spirit to Body, dis-

play. It is customary to consider these two as in anti-
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thesis, and yet, Spirit, by the fact of its being the Evolvent

or the Primim Mobile

^

is in a sense material

^

and on the other

hand. Body the other end of the series, as being the evolute

from that Spirit, is in a sense itself spirituaL'^ The division

into catagories is after all a human convention. The terms

employed betray contradictions, and yet a harmonions rela-

tion subsists through them all. However, the antipolar or

antithetic position occupied by Spirit and Matter may be

graphically represented thus, for purposes of comprehen-

sion and inquiry
;
though the question why they should be

supposed to be thus antinomial is, so far as our know-

ledge goes, likely for a long time to remain a standing

conundrum. Truth is Unity. From It we make ideal

abstractions of Pluralities, in order metaphysically to under-

stand Its complicate workings. Here is the graphic repre-

sentation of the VedA.ntic analysis.

R('nt standpoint of ])hiloHophy
is that the Id( a is known in its

nocoHsity
;

th(i sides of its dir-

onif)tion, Nature and S])irit,

are each of thorn recognized as
representing the totality" of

the Idea, and not only as being
in themselves identical, but as
producing this one identity
from tliern selves ; and in this

way the identity is recognized
as necessary.”

In Secret Doctrine I. 693, it

is stated that ‘ Spirit is Matter
on the seventh plane; Matter
is Spirit at the lowest point of
its cyclic activity.’

* represents in-

finity or Extension, indicating
what is extended or matter
plastic or receptive, and DakeJm
represents Creative Force,

Energy or S}>irit, or that which
imprints or implants. And yet
Aditi is born from VohelKU and
Dalcaha from Aditi I

il

ilt.V. X-72-4].

The final results of all philo-

sophy are thus stated by Hegel
in Ills ITietory of Philosophi/,

Vol. III. p. 545 ” The pre-



fivolvent. Evolute*
(Heaven, extra-cosmic) (Heaven, iutra-cosmic)

(The Son of Man) (The Son of God)

There two diagrams combined explain the NAr^yanic

conception of the Cosmos. It shows in metaphorical

language, that all Nature is the Living Garment of God ;

our body, His Temple ; our mind, His Tabernacle
; and our

soul His Mirror. The more morally is the son-mirror

bright, the more does it reflect its parent-God.

The remarkable thing now is that mind is, according

to Vedfl,nta, the Antah-Karana or the inner instrument of the

soul, for expression ;
and it is counted therefore as a materi-

al faculty (the sensofium) and yet fulfilling psychical func-

tions. The latest scientific findings on ether, as voiced

forth by Sir Oliver Lodge confirms this Vedantic concep-

tion. The following which he writes is pregnant with

meaning :

—

' LifeorVitv\l Force (prami) in any modern dictionary.

in a Principle distinct from What distinguishes (generally)

chemical and other physical the vegetable from the mineral

forces, fcjr the latter*fail to QXr kingdom is Life ; and (gene-

plain away the fundamental rally) the animal from the

vital phenomena. See VitaU * vegetable, is Afind.
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** The universe we are living in is an extraordinary

one ; and our investigation of it has only just begun. We
know that matter has a p^sychical significance, since it can

constitute bmin^ which links together the physical and the

psychical worlds. If any one thinks that the ether, with all

its massiveness and energy, has probably no psychical sig-

nificance, I find myself unable to agree with him.” [P: 114

The Ether of Space]

.

Put mind in the place of brain^ in the above passage

to represent the psychic side of brain, —brain being the

physical side of mind—, the Vedantic conception of mind

being quasi-material will become clear.

When therefore the soul departs from the body, it only

does so from the gross body, but life and mind which share

the double character of subtle bodies and at same time semi-

intelligent so to say sni generis^ accompany the soul. The

body that is shed is only rid of the group or collective soul

which has departed but otherwise that body is instinct with

the distributive souls. The Fravashi is an evolved higher

soul, standing between spirit and the disrobed soul, to con-

duct it to the state of its deserts. Fravashi does not there-

fore answer quite to the notion implied in antavyaminy or

Inner-Guide,' which is Spirit (God) itself indwelling the

soul, according to the diagram above delineated, Whether

it be Mazdaism or Vishnuism, Buddhism or Christism,

Taoism or Shintoism, in each and every system will be

found a scheme of psychological eschatology, the presenta-

tion of which in racial and linguistic expression may vary,

but a unity or keynote of the same idea viz., that the soul

survives the bodily dissolution, carrying with it some tros*

t See note 13 on Fra\ tt<sLi.
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seau of its pre-mortai comportment, is a salient tenet in

them all. Although it cannot be argued, there is a reason-

ableness in believing that such defined categories of our

existence given us as empirical data, viz., mind and life,

—

a psycho-physical entourage of soul—accompany it on its

journey, containing in them all the elements dacna, the

Humata etc., series, and all past reminiscences. and

Fravashi, as determinants of the next sum of activities to

be displayed on the field (kshetm) of the Cosmos, for \vhich

the Soul has rendered itself liable. As science tells us that

there is no vacuum in nature but all is plenum^ there is no

such entity as ‘ annihilation ’ in the vocabulary of God. As

Sri Krishna assures us in the Bhagavad-Gita :

—

Piirtlia nai-v-eha na’niutra

Viniwas tasya vidyatc

Na hi kalyaiia-krt kaacliit

Durgatiin tata gaccbati. [vi. 40.]

i.e., ** Hear, P^rtha ; no effort ends in negation, either here

or elsewhere. No man with an output of good can meet

an evil goal.”

That with the departing soul, its psycho-physical ent-

ourage accompanies, in whatsoever manner sages may

severally present this conception in their systems, is the

datum demanded for eschatological purposes. The Fra-

vashi is an element in this conception, howsoever ill-defin-

ed. Outer semblances may disown and even repel each

other, but in the innermost hearts lurk ineradicable hopes,

longings and aspirations, correlating the living but gloomy

present with a rosy future,—nor too is the dead past quite

unrosy, inasmuch as one often wishes to exhume many

events interred therein for at least his recapitulatory

delectation*
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Note B. (See Pp: 246-263).

Pravashi.

/^N further reflecting over this term ' in relation to the ideas

implicated by it in the Zoroastrian system, I very

much suspect that it is either Pdrvarshi, i.e., prior or elder

Rishis, or Pra-vaha, which is the rudiment of Prav&haka,

the latter conveying the same meaning as Ati-vahikas, In

the former sense, it means the ancestral souls related to us,

the Pitris and others. The word Pitn is difficult to evolve

from Fravashi, but the other two renderings given are more

natural, philologically. The second rendering is permitted

on account of the exchange between Zand and Samskrit,

of the sounds 5 or sh and h. The term Rhhi is not quite

applicable to those who are our ancestors or Pitf-is, but

(arcfiically) points to angels and archangels, or what are

called the Nityas or Eternals in the Vishnuic hierarchy.

The Vedic passage supporting this view is :
—

Yatra-rishayah f»rathama*j^ yo puraaah

{Taittirlya Sdmliitd, IV. Hi).

i.e., ‘where (dwell) the /?ishis, the first-born, the archaic.*

In the Gdthas, the expression occurs :
‘ Farohars of the

Poriodakeshos^ and Nabanazdishtas.’ *

^ This word, I must confess, dakeshas (Poriodakoshi) I

is very fluid ;
that I am right read jmrodakesayah or the

in so judging is homo out by “Ancient 81eoi>er over the
Cnsartelli (See Pp : 83 ff, waters, ** meaning for Vaish-
Philo^ophyoftlisAfazdayasnian navas the Kshirabdhi-iS'ftjd.

Religion &c,):
—

* There are few [Oontimied on p: XW.j
.'^***®’* 2"“®® •' There is an important

^fficult^ Mys he. Prof, de kinship which thronirb this
'

Harlez is said to have treated xjame is traceable between
the subject in a complete Vishnuism and Mazdaism,
manner m his a I Aveata. N&bh2ined*ishfa is one of the

* In the 1st word Porio- . [Oontimied on p: 266,^

34



The second sense Pra«v&hakas, conveys the sense that

the Pravashis are the hosts or ranks belonging to the Ati-

v&hikas, i.e.» conveyers of the liberated soul to Heaven. Also

it seems to mean though rather remote, the Antarydmin or

\Fooiru>te 2 of p. 5^5.]
or the Sleeper in the Milky
Sea—the First Lof^s Vyuha,
If Poriodakeshi is that of
reJigum in which Zoroaster
was born, it means the old
Vaishnava Religion, in other
words Vaidic religion to whicli

also Hoam f Honui) and Harish-.

xnfi. { Barhish) belonged. Porio-
dekeshos also mean those an-
gels who dwell with the Lord
in the Milky Sea. 'I’he reading
of the Vedic NabhA-nodishta
through the other word Naba-
nazdishtas is beyond doubt.
The “ Milky Ocean ” hinted by
the word Poriodak(‘shos is

justified by the Maga-origins
given in the 2n<l Discourse.

[Foo/ao/e S of p: 2fJii ]

sons of Vaivasvata Manu. He
was deprived of his sliare of

patrimony by the other sons,

on the plea of his devotion to

ft religious life ;
and hence his

full name was Nabhaga-nedis-
hfa. He assisted the descend-
ants of Angiras in a sacrifice,

and all the w'ealth that remain-
ed at its termination was pre-

sented to him. (See Aitaroyn-

Jirdhnuina&nd 8r\ Bhdgavata).

In the Vedic traditions

dngirctme are mentioned toge-

ther. Atharvans or Athravans

are the Mazdaists, and Angi-
ras is the reputed author of

many Vedic hymns—one of

the seven Rishis during the
reign of the first or Svayam-
bhuva Manu, and is an epithet
of Agni 01* Fire or Father of
Agni, both words being deri-
vable from I'angt anch to go,

Atharvan is a priest who like

PrometheuK (= Pramantha=
attrition of the tw^o fire-pro-

ducing sticks, the arani) bro-
ught Fire- from Heaven. He
is the eldest .son of Brahmft
to whom knowledge of God
(Brahma’tntlyd) wrts revealed.
At a later period Atharva is

the same as Angiras. Now
why Nnl)nnazdi.shta a})pear.s in

the Iranian Scriptures as a
distinguished personage, and
in relation to Fire is evident.

The compound Atharva-Aiigi-
ras seems to ho tlic best Vedic
evidence proving the cousin-
ship of the Zoroastrians and
the Brahinanas. It is also

worth noting that Angiras
ha.s a daughter by name Anii-

mati. (lom^mro this word with
Ahunavniti (P). The hymn.s of

the Atharva-Veda are called

Angirasas ; and the Angirasas
are specially charged with the

protection of sacrifices con-

ducted according to the Athar-
va-Veda. Association of. the

de.scendsnts of Atharvan with
the Angirasas has given birth

to the joint name Atharv-augi-
rasas. See Footnote 1, on
Atharva, p. 224.



He who enters the human compound,—the hdrda^purmha^

[read the Upanishat passage :
* Anena jiven^ 'tmanli

'nupravisya, nAma-rupe vyakarava,«i.’ [Chhdndo^ya Up^,

VI. 3. 2] . I was surprised to find that on casually opening

Mr. J. J. D. Jamasp Asa’s translation of Casartelli’s Philo-

sophy of the Mazdayamian religion (P. 83), variants of Fra-

vashi, such as Frofiars, Farohars, and FravAhars exist, justi-

fying my intuitionally surmised praidhds or pravdhahds. If

between Mazdaism and Vishnuism, there are only one or

two coincidences, they may be called fortuitous. But when

a legion of them is discovered, what is the inference?

On referring to Bundahis I. 8 [P.T., V, S.B.EJ]^ Fra-

vashi is said to be (1) a primary idea; and (2) that they are

spiritual existences who remained three millenniums un-

thinking, unmoving and intangible. The (i) Primary idea^

if it may mean the same as Plato’s Eternal ideas, is the

Logos, the “ Word ”, the Elder Souls who never become

bound souls, the Kumaras. The second idea is almost

exegetical of the first and can be reconciled with the “ Lo-

gos ” or Word ” appearing in flesh, after aeons of medita-

tion in the ideal state, in order to help younger souls.

In short, the Fravashi may be either identified by any

of the 4 Logal derivations from the absolute Godhead, the

para &c., as shown in the body of the paper, or subordinate

powers emanating from the Logal- powers which stand bet-

ween man and God, as a ladder by which man may succes-

sively scale to God,

As already shown in the body of this Discourse, the-

Antarydmin^ or the Immanent dwelling of God at the core of

every particle, or as the spiritual nucleolus of every cell,

is also postulated by Zorpastrian philosophers. For
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example, S. N. Kanga writes in A^hat Karachi, P: 313,

May 1911 thus

“ It appears to me that the fact of the Almighty work-

ing in the world could not have been better exemplified

than by the fact of P'ravashis sustaining the world through

their exertions. This will explain how Ahura Mazda can

be spoken of as avi-tanyoj i.e., as immanept in everything,

and can thus come into much closer contact with human
beings than is ordinarily supposed to be possible in M6no-

theistic Religions

Another Parsi savant Sh’eriarji D. Bharucha brings out

the idea of Abhimdni-Devata, or Presiding Deity, wh^h I

have alluded to in the body of the word. PI is words, as I

find in his book : A brief sketch of the Zoroastrian Religion and

Customs^ pp : xlii-xHii, Appendix E, are to the following

effect :

—

** Later on with the pre-Zoraostrian ideas of deities

presiding over natural objects, the old Aryan ideas of an-

cestor-worship revived. It was as the result of this con-

ception that next to the Yazats, the adoration of Urv6.n6

(souls) and Fravashis (the spirits) of good and holy persons

was established. ‘ Urvan ’ means simply the soul, iiat Fra-

vashi is the soul’s peculiar power, figuratively conceived as

its consort, which constituting its personality enables it to

distinguish itself from all other beings, especially l3y ^r-

forming certain ni^eworthy great and good deeds, mostly

th^e of van<^uishing the evil and preserving the good in the

wond. This peculiar power of every being was believed to

be (like the Yazatas) a spiritual being distinct from the soul.

Not only men but all animals, nay even the sky, water,

earth, fire, and heavenly beings are considered as having








